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AMENDED 

1 
 

We Claim: 

1. A system (100) for real-time remote monitoring of multiple soil 

parameters simultaneously  for precision agriculture or horticulture 

of plurality of landscape sites, comprising: 

a soil sensor network (204), at each of the plurality of 

landscape sites comprising plurality of sensor nodes for 

measuring one or more soil parameters; 

a soil sense unit (200) coupled to the soil sensor 

network (204) for processing each sensor node measured 

signal output comprising: 

a processor (201) for processing said signal output 

from each sensor nodes into a digital form; 

a memory module (202) for storing measured 

parameters and threshold values of one or more 

soil parameter;  

a display screen (205) coupled to processor (201) 

for displaying said processed one or more sensor 

node signal output; and 

a transmitting module (207) coupled to the 

processor (201) for transmitting processed signal 

output based on a predefined user selectable 

mode; 

a soil data acquisition server (104) located remotely 

from the plurality of landscape sites, said server wirelessly 

coupled with the transmitting module (207) for storing and 

monitoring of transmitted soil sensed parameters of a 

landscape site; 

wherein the soil sense unit (200) in a selected mode compares the 

measured parameters with threshold value and send an alert to a 

remote communication device on threshold breach of the one or 

more soil sensed parameter.  
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2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor network 

(204) comprises soil sensor such as soil moisture, temperature, pH, 

ambient temperature, light and water level sensor. 

 
3. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor nodes 

communicates with soil sense unit (200) over Bluetooth low energy 

profile. 

 

4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) 

further comprises a solar panel power system. 

 

5. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) 

further communicates with plurality of communication devices via 

transmitting module (207). 

 

6. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communication with the 

transmitting module (207) of soil sense unit (200) and remote sites 

comprises communicating via an Internet or a cellular network. 

 

7. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the 

plurality of communication devices comprises communicating via an 

Internet or a cellular network. 

 

8. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) 

further comprises responding to queries from at least one end-user 

with short text messages (SMS), web pages, or screens to be 

displayed on a mobile phone application. 

 

9. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the 

soil sense unit (200) comprises communicating between the server 

system and the at least one gateway at each of the plurality of sites, 

using a GPRS network, an Edge network, a 3G network, a UMTS 
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network, a cellular network, a wireless broadband data 

communication service, or WiMAX. 

 

10. The system of as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil data acquisition 

server (104) can be accessed by an application program installed 

on a communication device. 

 

11. A method for real-time remote monitoring of multiple soil 

parameters simultaneously for precision agriculture or horticulture 

of plurality of landscape sites, comprising: 

receiving, by soil sense unit (200), one or more 

measured soil parameters signal from plurality of sensor 

nodes at a landscape sites;  

processing, by soil sense unit (200), said one or more 

measured parameters signal, in a preferred selectable mode, 

wherein the selectable mode comprises a farmer mode or a 

scientific mode; 

storing, by soil sense unit (200) said one or more 

measured parameters and a threshold value of one or more 

soil parameter; 

displaying on screen by soil sense unit (200) said one 

or more measured parameters; 

transmitting by soil sense unit (200) said one or more 

measured parameters based on preferred selectable mode 

wherein in the farmer mode transmitting an alert to an end 

user upon detection of one or more threshold breach and in 

the scientific mode transmitting measured parameter to a 

remote soil data acquisition server (104); 

storing and monitoring of transmitted said one or more 

measured parameters of landscape site by a soil data 

acquisition server (104) located remotely.  
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12. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein measuring of at least 

one or more soil parameters further comprises measuring with the 

sensor at least one of a moisture content level of the soil, a 

potential hydrogen (pH) level of the soil, a temperature level of the 

soil, and an intensity level of light that reaches the soil. 

 
13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein soil data acquisition 

server (104) can be accessed by an application program installed 

on a communication device. 

 
 

Dated this 18th day of January, 2016 
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To  

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

Kind attention of: Rajni Bala 

Controller of Patents  

Last Date: 18 August 2020 

Dear Sir, 

Re:  

Applicant : Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 

Application No. : 156/DEL/2015 

Filed on : 19 January 2015 

Title : Soil Multi-Parameters Remote Monitoring and Alerting System 

 

This is further to the First Examination Report (FER) issued on 18 February 2020 in respect 

of the above-mentioned patent application. The Applicant, herein, submits response to all the 

objections raised in the FER. The last date to put the patent application in order for grant is 

18 August 2020. 

RESPONSE TO THE FER 

 

Summary of Amendments: 

1. Originally filed claims 1-15 were pending at the time of receiving the FER. The Applicant 

has deleted the original claim 2 and claim 4. The Applicant has amended and renumbered the 

claims as claims 1-13. The applicant respectfully submits that the scope of the amended 

claims 1-13 falls wholly within the scope of the originally filed claims 1-15, and no new 

subject matter has been added. The renumbering of the claims is as following: 

Original claim 3 renumbered to amended claim 2,  

Original claim 5 renumbered to amended claim 3,  

Original claim 6 renumbered to amended claim 4, 

Original claim 7 renumbered to amended claim 5, 

Original claim 8 renumbered to amended claim 6, 

Original claim 9 renumbered to amended claim 7, 

Original claim 10 renumbered to amended claim 8, 

Original claim 11 renumbered to amended claim 9, 



Original claim 12 renumbered to amended claim 10, 

Original claim 13 renumbered to amended claim 11, 

Original claim 14 renumbered to amended claim 12 and 

Original claim 15 renumbered to amended claim 13 

 

The support and basis for amended claims are given below: 

Proposed Claims  Specification Support 

Claim 1 Page 05, Lines 21-35; Page 06, Lines 5-16  

Claim 5 Page 07, Lines 22-29; Page 08, Lines 16-23 

Claim 6 Page 07, Lines 22-29 

Claim 8 Page 08 Lines 16-23 

Claim 11 Page 07, Lines 33-35; Page 08, Lines 5-35; Page 09, 

Lines 5-26 

 

The applicant, therefore, respectfully requests the Learned Controller for reconsideration of 

the present application in view of the forgoing amendments and following remarks. 

Part-I 

Objection 1: Novelty 

The Learned controller has objected the novelty of originally filed claims 1-15 in view of 

document: 

1. D1: CN101697069A 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed invention: 

1. D1 discloses an invention to understand the changes of the basic conditions of the soil 

specifically changes in the temperature, moisture content, and pH thus making it 

suitable for irrigation application only whereas the system of proposed invention 

supports simultaneous monitoring of multiple  parameters namely soil moisture, soil 

temperature, soil pH, Soil EC, ambient temperature, light and water therefore unlike 

prior art making it suitable for not only irrigation but also for fertilization and other 

soil nutrient/fertility analysis. Thus, the proposed invention when compared to cited 

document D1 is an integrated, compact and cost effective solution for remote 

monitoring of soil parameters. It is an integrated system with multi-sensor inputs 

compared to cited document, multi-model support mainly user and scientific modes 



for operations and data sharing via user driven dynamic configurable communication 

interfaces of multi-communication media. Hence proposed invention is novel. 

2. Further, according to D1 soil parameters including temperature, humidity, and pH 

sensor are monitored by a soil monitoring device installed in the soil to be monitored 

wherein temperature sensor, the humidity sensor, and the pH sensor are connected to 

a data acquisition module. The collected soil parameters are sent to a first GSM 

module of a monitoring center through a GSM network, and the monitoring center 

includes: a second GSM module configured to cooperate with the first GSM module 

to receive data sent by the first GSM module. The data saving module is used to save 

the data received by the GSM module according to the time series whereas as in the 

proposed invention a system for wireless monitoring of plurality of landscape sites for 

agriculture or horticulture is provided. The system (100) includes a soil sensor 

network(s), a soil sense unit (10), a communication device (103) and data acquisition 

server (104). In the proposed invention the sensor nodes communicate with sense unit 

(10) through wired or wireless profile and send measured parameters in analogue 

signal.  The soil sense unit further stores these various soil parameters value in a local 

memory for further processing. The soil sense unit (10) processes the measured 

parameter and transmit to a remote user based on a predefined selectable mode 

wherein the selectable mode comprises farmer mode or scientific mode. The 

processing in farmer mode comprises detecting one or more parameters threshold 

breaching and transmitting an alert to an end user and the processing in scientific 

mode comprising transmitting measured parameter to a remote soil data acquisition 

server for analysis & related actions. Thus such a unit for processing and transmitting 

measured parameter based on a predefined selectable mode and simultaneously 

alerting the user is absent in cited document D1. 

3. The Document D1 support a single communication technology for sending and 

receiving measured data i.e. GSM module whereas proposed system supports multiple 

communication technologies that can be used as per user driven configuration 

depending on the range and availability of conducive environment i.e. BLE for short 

range and local information sharing whereas ZigBee for medium range and 

GSM/GPRS for higher range of operations. Thus, proposed invention overcome the 

limitation of cited document D1 by providing communication over broad range and 

hence stands novel. 



Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the cited prior art does not teaches about multi-

model support mainly user and scientific modes for operations, for local data monitoring, 

storage and analysis both at local as well as remote data analysis centre as per configured 

mode and dynamic configuration of communication media. Further, alerting system on 

breach of threshold value to take timely action is also not present in the cited document 

D1. 

 

Objection 2: Inventive Step 

The Learned controller has objected the inventive merit of originally filed claims 1-15 in 

view of document: 

1. D1: CN101697069A 

2. D2: CN202648697U 

3. D3: CN203479796U 

 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to inventiveness of the claimed 

invention: 

1. The invention disclosed in document D1 (CN101697069A), relates to monitoring of 

soil parameters including temperature, humidity, and pH sensor by a soil monitoring 

device installed in the soil to be monitored wherein temperature sensor, the humidity 

sensor, and the pH sensor are connected to a data acquisition module whereas as in 

the proposed invention a system for wireless monitoring of plurality of landscape sites 

for agriculture or horticulture is provided. The system (100) includes a soil sensor 

network(s), a soil sense unit (10), a communication device (103) and data acquisition 

server (104). Thus, the proposed invention is an improvement and technical 

enhancement over the similar prior art overcoming the limitations of measuring only 

few soil parameters which restricts its application to irrigation only on the contrary 

the proposed invention has more applications with more functionalities as it monitors 

more parameters, these applications may include soil fertility evaluation, nutrient 

analysis, and irrigation. 

 

2. According to D1 the collected soil parameters are sent to a first GSM module of a 

monitoring center through a GSM network, and the monitoring center includes: a 

second GSM module configured to cooperate with the first GSM module to receive 

data sent by the first GSM module. The data saving module is used to save the data 



received by the GSM module according to the time series whereas in the proposed 

invention the sensor nodes communicate with sense unit (10) through wired or 

wireless profile and send measured parameters in analogue signal.  The soil sense unit 

(10) further stores these various soil parameters value in a local memory for further 

processing along with transmitting measured parameter to a remote soil data 

acquisition server for analysis & related actions.  

 

3. Further, the monitoring center (6) of cited art D1 includes a data summary module (9) 

for long-term data analysis and comparison of soil in different plots whereas sense 

unit (10) of proposed invention stores the measured soil parameters value in a local 

memory for further processing. Thus, the proposed invention also solve the problem 

of delayed information delivery by providing local data monitoring, storage and 

analysis both at local as well as remote data analysis centre as per configured mode 

and dynamic configuration of communication media. 

 

4. D1 does not disclose a multi-model support whereas the soil sense unit (10) of 

proposed invention is configured to operate in two user selectable modes namely 

farmer mode and scientific mode. The first mode is farmer mode where user is a 

farmer and receives information about his land present status and alert for critical 

conditions. The second mode is scientific mode where all the recorded data at soil 

sense unit is transmitted to a remote data server for storing the information for long 

time forecasting or analysis by researchers.  

 

5. In the cited art D1 an alerting system on detecting critical values is also absent 

whereas the system of present invention provides alerts to the user for critical 

conditions and on threshold breach to take timely action. 

 

6. In the cited document D2 (CN202648697U) a base station type soil moisture content 

remote real-time monitoring system which comprises a number of monitoring stations 

and a data center is disclosed. The monitoring station comprises a soil temperature 

sensor, soil moisture sensors, a data collection controller, a second GPRS wireless 

communication module. The soil temperature sensor and the soil moisture sensors are 

respectively connected with the data collection controller which collects the 

measurement data and the measured data are transmitted to the data centre through a 



second GPRS data transmission module. The soil moisture sensors are layeredly 

buried, and simultaneously detect and control the moisture of layers of soil to prevent 

excessive irrigation. However, the cited document monitors soil parameter in real-

time and transmits data to a remote location for necessary action it is specifically 

designed to monitor soil moisture content solely to prevent excessive irrigation and 

majorly depends on the layering and burying structure of the sensor and as such the 

soil moisture sensor is buried underground according to the difference of monitoring 

base station institute monitored area crop or vegetation. Take on the lawn as example, 

because the root system on lawn is more shallow, so the water cut of upper layer of 

soil is the control object of system in the following 10cm in earth's surface, soil 

moisture sensor is installed at the 10cm place for monitoring its moisture variation. 

Similarly, the installing of sensor at 15cm and 25cm place is used for the middle level 

of the monitoring following 15cm to 20cm in earth's surface for monitoring irrigation 

water. The proposed invention does not have any limitation of sensor layering and 

burying structure instead a plurality of sensor nodes are uniformly installed at 

landscape sites and measures multiple soil parameters such as soil moisture, soil 

temperature, soil pH, Soil EC, ambient temperature, light and water therefore unlike 

prior art making the proposed system suitable for not only irrigation but also for 

fertilization and other soil nutrient/fertility analysis. 

 

7. According to D2 the user can pass through internet visit data inquiry service website 

whenever and wherever possible, also can judge whether to send alarming short 

message to designated user in conjunction with image data according to setting 

threshold whereas in the proposed invention the soil sense unit (10) based on 

preferred selected mode automatically send an alert upon predefined threshold breach 

to the end user and such does not involves any manual operation. 

 

8. Further, according to D2 the soil temperature sensor and the soil moisture sensors are 

respectively connected with the data collection controller. The data collection 

controller collects the measured data of the soil temperature sensor and the soil 

moisture sensors and transmits to the data centre through GPRS data transmission 

module whereas proposed system supports multiple communication technologies that 

can be used as per user driven configuration depending on the range and availability 

of conducive environment i.e. BLE for short range and local information sharing 



whereas ZigBee for medium range and GSM/GPRS for higher range of operations. 

Moreover, proposed invention provides for local storage and display of collected data 

for on-field monitoring and analysis as well as scalable data sharing and alert 

reporting through local and remote data centres. The system of proposed invention 

provides multi-model and multi-user interface for its users through SMS/Real-time 

display via local LCD, web interface via internet over smart phones. 

 

9. According to D3 (CN203479796U) a soil moisture detection system comprises a 

plurality of soil moisture sensors and an Android tablet computer is provided, wherein 

the signal output ends of the plurality of soil moisture sensors are connected with the 

signal input end of a bluetooth module, and the bluetooth module and the android 

tablet computer perform bidirectional data exchange. The parameter data after the 

detection is automatically and uniformly displayed item by item, and convenient to 

view and analyse, thus saving lots of time and increasing the working efficiency of 

the detection whereas as in the proposed invention a system for wireless monitoring 

of plurality of landscape sites for agriculture or horticulture is provided. The system 

(100) includes a soil sensor network(s), a soil sense unit (10), a communication device 

(103) and data acquisition server (104) for monitoring all major soil parameters such 

as soil pH, soil temperature, Soil EC and soil moisture which plays an important role 

in crop growth. Other parameters that are sensed by the system of present invention 

are environment temperature, light and on field water level. Thus, the proposed 

invention is an improvement and technical enhancement over the similar prior art 

overcoming the limitations of measuring only few soil parameters which restricts its 

application to irrigation only on the contrary the proposed invention has more 

applications with more functionalities as it monitors more parameters, these 

applications may include soil fertility evaluation, nutrient analysis, and irrigation. 

 

10. According to D3 an Android tablet computer is provided, wherein the signal output 

ends of the plurality of soil moisture sensors are connected with the signal input end 

of a bluetooth module, and the bluetooth module and the android tablet computer 

perform bidirectional data exchange. Thus the Document D3 support a single 

communication technology for sending and receiving measured data i.e. bluetooth 

module which also has range limitation whereas in the proposed invention the sensor 

nodes communicate with sense unit (10) through wired or wireless profile and send 



measured parameters in analogue signal through multiple communication 

technologies that can be used as per user driven configuration depending on the range 

and availability of conducive environment i.e. BLE for short range and local 

information sharing whereas ZigBee for medium range and GSM/GPRS for higher 

range of operations. Thus, proposed invention overcomes the limitation of cited 

document D3 by providing communication over broad range. 

 

11. According to D3 the parameter data after the detection is automatically and uniformly 

displayed item by item, on the android tablet and convenient to view and analyse, thus 

saving lots of time and increasing the working efficiency of the detection whereas in 

the proposed invention the sense unit (10) of proposed invention stores the measured 

soil parameters value in a local memory for further processing and also transmit 

measured value to a remote user based on a predefined selectable mode and dynamic 

configuration of communication media for further analysis and necessary action. 

 

12. According to D3 the soil moisture detection system disclosed by the utility model is 

used for detecting farmland soil and also has limitation of data transmission due short 

range of bluetooth module. Moreover, the system of D3 is an on-site detection system 

and requires manual operation for data transmission whereas the system of proposed 

invention is completely automatic and for real time remote monitoring of multiple soil 

parameters for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of landscape sites and 

as such possess no limitation of communication module as well as monitoring site. 

 

To summarize the present subject matter relates to a system for monitoring multiple soil 

parameters for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of landscape sites. The 

applicant respectfully submits that the amended claims 1-13 are inventive because of the at 

least following differentiating features: 

 

1. In the proposed invention there is real-time/remote simultaneous monitoring of 

multiple parameters at least five soil moisture, soil temperature, air temperature 

including EC and PH operates in all-weather condition that makes it suitable for not 

only irrigation but also for fertilization and other soil nutrient/fertility analysis 

whereas existing systems of cited prior art D1, D2 and D3 caters for real-time/remote 

monitoring of either single or at maximum three soil parameters  being soil moisture, 



soil temperature and air temperature and thus suitable only for irrigation application. 

Further, the inclusion of light sensor in the proposed invention adds more to the 

monitoring of ambient conditions for plant growth.  

 

2. The proposed invention caters multi-model support which is user specific with 

additional functionalities of data sharing analysis. The system of proposed invention 

provides a multi-model interface for users such as farmers, researchers and 

agronomists via selectable modes as per requirement. None of the prior art support for 

local data monitoring and storage whereas proposed system supports monitoring, 

storage and analysis both at local as well as remote data analysis centre as per 

configured mode. Further, local data retrieval via USB is not present in any of the 

prior art system whereas same exists in proposed system. 

 

3. The proposed invention supports dynamic configuration of communication media 

which is user configurable such BLE, GSM, GPRS, ZIGBEE etc. and dynamic 

information sharing locally such as, on mobile phones via SMS/textual means, on 

smart phones via mobile application and on web interface through internet. Thus, 

providing easy access and utilization of information as per user requirements and 

support for both wired (Serial-RS232/ethernet) and wireless communication interface. 

 

4. The system of proposed invention is cost effective and a compact solution for ease of 

operation that supports for both precision agriculture and horticulture applications 

because of availability of multiple sensors ensuring applicability to multiple 

agriculture/horticulture applications irrespective of site/land conditions. It is a 

standalone device for local monitoring and accessibility via simple mobile phone 

using SMS/Text messages and also allows for remote monitoring at the same time 

thus providing anytime/anywhere access to information without limitation of location 

and environment.  

 

5. The system of the proposed invention provides on field primary support to user via 

inbuilt lightweight database and analytics. It has the capability to acts as a sensor 

node, base station and data centre for local analytics for multiple operations as per 

user defined configuration. In addition, it comprises a display such LCD/TFT for local 

monitoring of collected data.  



 

6. The system of the proposed invention having networking capability using most 

popular communication technologies like ZigBee and GSM/GPRS can further acts as 

a prime component for formation of  a sensor network. 

 

7. The proposed invention being an integrated stand-alone system for real-time remote 

monitoring of multiple soil parameters of multiple sites and alert transmission via 

multiple communication interfaces to users operating the system in multi-modes 

comprises of various technical feature as elaborated above  to realize the complete 

invention and thereof makes the invention non-obvious. 

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the technical feature used to realize the complete 

invention is different from the cited prior art D1, D2 and D3 and hence makes the proposed 

invention non-obvious. 

 

Applicant respectfully submits that the amended claim 1 is not obvious over D1, D2 and D3 

since none of the references (either alone or combined) discloses a system (100) for real-time 

remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters simultaneously for precision agriculture or 

horticulture of plurality of landscape sites, comprising  a soil sensor network (204), at each of 

the plurality of landscape sites further comprising plurality of sensor nodes for measuring one 

or more soil parameters; a soil sense unit (200) coupled to the soil sensor network (204) for 

processing each sensor node measured signal output comprising: a processor (201) for 

processing said signal output from each sensor nodes into a digital form, a memory module 

(202) for storing measured parameters and threshold values of one or more soil parameter, a 

display screen (205) coupled to processor (201) for displaying said processed one or more 

sensor node signal output, and a transmitting module (207) coupled to the processor (201) for 

transmitting processed signal output based on a predefined user selectable mode. Also 

provided  in the proposed system (100) is a soil data acquisition server (104) located remotely 

from the plurality of landscape sites, said server wirelessly coupled with the transmitting 

module (207) for storing and monitoring of transmitted soil sensed parameters of a landscape 

site, wherein the soil sense unit (200) in a selected mode compares the measured parameters 

with threshold value and send an alert to a remote communication device on threshold breach 

of the one or more soil sensed parameter, as defined by amended claim.  

 



Therefore, a skilled artisan would not modify any of the cited references with an expectation 

of successfully arriving at that which is claimed as the invention because there is no teaching 

or disclosure of the aforementioned features defined by amended system claim 1 and 

subsequent method claim 11. The dependent claims 2-10 and claim 12-13 are novel and 

inventive by virtue of their dependency on claim 1 and 11 respectively.  

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that none of the cited prior arts, either taken alone or in 

any combination thereof, will motivate a person ordinarily skilled in the art to arrive at the 

claimed invention. The Learned Controller is, therefore, requested to reconsider and waive 

the objection favorably. 

 

Objection 3: Non Patentability  

The learned controller has objected the patentability of Claim(s) 1-10 under the provision of 

clause (K) of Section 3 for the following reasons: 

Claims 1-15 seek protection for a 'computer implemented method' and as worded the method 

being claimed in claims 1-15 appears to be a mere algorithm implemented through software. 

In other words the claimed method is a mere software application/product and hence not 

patentable u/s 3(K) of Patents Act, 1970. 

 

Applicant respectfully submits the following submissions with regard to patentability of the 

claimed invention:  

Applicant has amended the claims 1-13 to overcome the above objection. Also Applicant 

believes that amended claims 1-13 do not represent an algorithm and are allowable u/s 3(k) of 

the Patents Act, 1970. Hence, Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and presents the 

following reply:  

The Manual of Patents Practice and Procedure (MPPP), with regard to Section 3(k), cites 

that “Algorithms in all forms including but not limited to, a set of rules or procedures or 

any sequence of steps or any method expressed by way of a finite list of defined 

instructions, whether for solving a problem or otherwise, and whether employing a 

logical, arithmetical or computational method, recursive or otherwise, are excluded from 

patentability.” 

 

Further, with reference to revised Guidelines for Examination of Computer-related Inventions 

(CRIs) published on June 30, 2017, states that “Even when the issue is related to 



hardware/software relation, the expression of the functionality as a “method” is to be 

judged on its substance. It is well-established that, in patentability cases, the focus should 

be on the underlying substance of the invention, not the particular form in which it is 

claimed. The Patents Act clearly excludes computer programmes per se and the exclusion 

should not be allowed to be avoided merely by camouflaging the substance of the claim by 

its wording.”  

 

Applicant respectfully states that the claimed subject matter in amended claims 1-13 does not 

describe or relate to “a set of rules or procedures or any sequence of steps or any method 

expressed by way of a finite list of defined instructions, whether for solving a problem or 

otherwise, and whether employing a logical, arithmetical or computational method, 

recursive or otherwise”. Instead applicant claimed invention is related to solve a technical 

problem of delayed information delivery in existing technique by providing local storage 

and display of collected data for on-field monitoring and analysis as well as scalable data 

sharing and alert reporting through local and remote data centres. The proposed invention 

is an improvement and technical enhancement over the similar prior art with more 

functionalities to solve the problem by possessing the capacity to handle more number of 

sensors as compared to prior art, applicability to more agricultural and horticulture 

applications for irrigation, soil fertility evaluation, and soil nutrient analysis/classification 

for fertilization as well as capability to handle multiple communication media/interfaces as 

compared to prior art.  

 

Further, applicant has included hardware limitation such as plurality of sensor nodes inserted 

at the landscape site and a soil sense unit (200) that implements the steps claimed in the 

amended claims 1-13. Additionally, the proposed invention is an integrated, compact and cost 

effective solution for remote monitoring of soil parameters. It is an integrated system 

composed of combination of hardware and software with multi-sensor inputs more than prior 

art, multi-model support such as user and scientific modes for operations and data sharing via 

user driven dynamic configurable communication interfaces of multi-communication media. 

The system is composed of interconnection of hardware (sensors, signal conditioning 

circuitry, low-cost processor, analog to digital (A/D) convertors, memory device, 

communication modules (BLE, GSM, ZIGBEE), LCD display, solar panel, solar charging 

and power circuitry, Li-ion battery), physical structure (compact casing, solar panel stand) 

and software (embedded software for data acquisition, pre-processing, data-storage 



(Lightweight data-base), data analysis (Light-weight if-else threshold conditions), data 

transmission software). So considering the invention as mere algorithm implemented through 

software is not justifiable. 

 

Hence amended claims 1-13 are allowable u/s 3(k) of the patents Act 1970. Thus, the 

applicant believes that none of the amended claims 1-13 are directed solely towards software 

steps or algorithm or sequence of computational steps. Therefore subject matter of said 

amended claims 1-13 does not fall within scope of clause (k) of section (3) of the Patents Act, 

1970 (as amended). Therefore invention claimed in said amended claims 1-13 is patentable 

and applicant respectfully requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

Objection 4: Sufficiency of Disclosure  

1. Reference numerals are missing from the 'abstract' given by the applicant. The 

applicant is required to freshly prepare an 'abstract' in accordance with the instructions 

contained in Rule 13{7} of the Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits that reference numerals have been given wherever necessary in 

abstract and the abstract is freshly prepared to include the technical feature of the 

invention in accordance with the instructions contained in Rule 13{7} of the Patent Rules, 

2003 (as amended). Accordingly, the objection stands moot. 

 

Objection 5: Clarity and Conciseness  

1. The independent claims should be cast in the two- part form where appropriate, with 

those features known in combination from the prior art being placed in the preamble 

and the remaining features being included in the characterising part. 

The applicant submits that the original independent claim 1 and 13 has been amended in 

the two- part form to claim 1 and claim 11 respectively. Therefore, Applicant humbly 

requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

2. In absence of, reference numerals in the claims, subject matter of claims not seems to 

be clear u/r 13(4) and u/s 10(5) of The Patent Act. Hence comply with this 

requirement. 

The applicant submits that reference numerals have been given wherever necessary in the 

amended claims 1-13. Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to 

waive the above objection. 



Part-II 

Objection 6: Formal requirements 

1. Date  and  Signature  of  Applicant: All  the  submitted  documents  and  forms  have 

been   presumed   as   originally   signed   by   the   authorized   signatory   under   the 

provisions of the Patents Act, 1970.If not, submit the originally signed copy of the 

same failing to which the document may not be considered filed. 

The applicant submits that all the documents are originally signed by the authorized 

Patent Agent under the provisions of the Patents Act, 1970. Therefore, applicant humbly 

requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

2. Statement & Under Taking (Form 3 Details):  Details as required under section 8(1) 

and 8(2) of the Act should be submitted. 

The applicant submits the updated Form 3 details as follows: 

  (i) that applicant have not made any application for the same/substantially the same 

invention outside India. 

(ii) that the rights in the application(s) has/have been assigned to none. 

 

Other Requirements 

1. The Applicant submits that the claims are amended to include the novel and inventive 

features with respect to cited prior art. Further, the Applicant submits that the 

amendments to the claims are made in such a way that subject matter of the amended 

claims is completely supported by the originally filed specification and thus, 

complying with the requirement of section 59. A markup copy of the claims for the 

amendments is submitted herewith. The Learned Controller is humbly requested to 

take above submission on record. 

 

  



PRAYER 

It is therefore prayed that: 

(a) the objections may be dropped; 

(b) the application may be favorably considered for early grant; and 

(c) a personal hearing may be granted in the event of any outstanding issue. 

 

Dated this 18
th

 day of August 2020 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

 

Enclosures: 

1. Claims-Clean  

2. Abstract-Clean 

3. Annexure 1 (Claims-track and Abstract-track) 

 



We Claim: 

1. A system (100) for real-time remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters 

simultaneously  for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of 

landscape sites, comprising: 

a soil sensor network (204), at each of the plurality of landscape 

sites, the soil sensor network comprising plurality of sensor nodes for 

performing real-time measurement ofmeasuring one or more soil 

parameters simultaneously; 

a soil sense unit (200) coupled to the soil sensor network (204) 

for processing each sensor node measured signal output, wherein the 

soil sense unit comprising: 

a processor (201) for processing said signal output from 

sensorseach sensor nodes into a digital form; 

a memory module (202) for storing measured parameters and 

threshold values of one or more soil parameter;  

a display screen (205) coupled to processor (201) for 

displaying said processed one or more sensor node signal 

output; and 

a transmitting module (207) coupled to the processor (201) for 

transmitting processed signal output based on a predefined 

user selectable mode; 

a soil data acquisition server (104) located remotely from the 

plurality of landscape sites, said server wirelessly coupled with the 

transmitting module (207), for storing and monitoring of transmitted soil 

sensed parameters of a landscape site; 

wherein the soil sense unit (200) in a selected mode compares the 

measured parameters with threshold value and send an alert to a remote 

communication device on threshold breach of the one or more soil sensed 

parameter.  

 

2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the processing of signal comprises 

converting of sensor nodes measured signal output into digital form for further 

transmission or displaying purposes.  



3.2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor network (204) 

comprises soil sensor such as soil moisture, temperature, pH, ambient 

temperature, light and water level sensor. 

 

4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the soil sense unit compares 

measured parameters with threshold value and send alert to remote 

communication device on threshold breach of the one or more soil sensed 

parameter. 

 

5.3. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor nodes communicates 

with soil sense unit (200) over Bluetooth low energy profile. 

 

6.4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) further 

comprises a solar panel power system. 

 

7.5. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) further 

communicates with plurality of communication devices via transmitting 

unitmodule (207). 

 

8.6. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communication with the 

transmitting unit module (207) of soil sense unit (200) and remote sites 

comprises communicating via the an Internet or a cellular network. 

 

9.7. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the plurality of 

communication devices comprises communicating via the an Internet or a 

cellular network. 

 

10.8. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit (200) further 

comprises responding to queries from at least one end-user with short text 

messages (SMS), web pages, or screens to be displayed on a cell mobile 

phone application. 

 

11.9. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the soil sense 

unit (200) comprises communicating, between the server system and the at 



least one gateway at each of the plurality of sites, using a GPRS network, an 

Edge network, a 3G network, a UMTS network, a cellular network, a wireless 

broadband data communication service, or WiMAX. 

 

12.10. The system of as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil data acquisition server (104) 

can be accessed by an application program installed on a communication 

device. 

 

13.11. A method for real-time remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters 

simultaneously for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of landscape 

sites, comprising: 

receiving, by soil sense unit (200), one or more measured soil 

parameters signal from plurality of sensors sensor nodes at a 

landscape sites; and 

processing, by soil sense unit (200), said one or more measured 

parameters signal, in a preferred selectable mode, wherein the 

selectable mode comprises a farmer mode or a scientific mode,; 

wherein the processing in farmer mode comprising detecting 

one or more threshold breaching and transmitting a alert to an end 

user; and 

wherein the processing in scientific mode comprising 

transmitting measured parameter to a remote soil data acquisition 

server. 

storing, by soil sense unit (200) said one or more measured 

parameters and a threshold value of one or more soil parameter; 

displaying on screen by soil sense unit (200) said one or more 

measured parameters; 

transmitting by soil sense unit (200) said one or more measured 

parameters based on preferred selectable mode wherein in the farmer 

mode transmitting an alert to an end user upon detection of one or 

more threshold breach and in the scientific mode transmitting 

measured parameter to a remote soil data acquisition server (104); 



storing and monitoring of transmitted said one or more 

measured parameters of landscape site by a soil data acquisition 

server (104) located remotely.  

 

14.12. The method as claimed in claim 1311, wherein the measurementmeasuring of 

the at least one or more soil parameters further comprising:comprises 

measuring with the sensor at least one of a moisture content level of the soil, 

a potential hydrogen (pH) level of the soil, a temperature level of the soil, and 

an intensity level of light that reaches the soil. 

 

15.13. The method as claimed in claim 1312, wherein soil data acquisition server 

(104) can be accessed by an application program installed on a 

communication device. 

 

Dated this 18th day of January, 2016 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 



ABSTRACT 

SOIL MULTI-PARAMETERS REMOTE MONITORING AND ALERTING 

SYSTEM 

 

The present invention provides a system (100) and method for real-time 

remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters and alerting for critical 

conditions. The system includes a soil sensor network (104) comprising 

multiple sensors sensor nodes at the landscape site for detection of key 

soil parameters such as temperature, moisture, EC and soil pH 

simultaneously, a processing soil sense unit (200) for processing of raw 

data received from sensors sensor nodes and providing results in digital 

form which is displayed on a screen (205) and transmitted through a 

wireless media (Bluetooth/GSM/ZigBee) to end user or to a remote 

monitoring data logging server (104). The server (104) keeps the record of 

all data received and sends information about present status of the site 

and also an alert for critical conditions to the useralert farmer upon breach 

of predefined threshold value. 
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िवषय: एक व अिधिनयम, 1970 क  धारा 12 व 13 तथा एक व िनयम, 2003 के अधीन परी ण रपोट
Subject: Examination report under sections 12 & 13 of the Patents Act, 1970 and the Patents Rules, 2003.

1. उपयु  आवेदन के संदभ मे परी ण रपोट ( अथात, एक व िनयम, 2003 (यथा संशोिधत) के िनयम 24-ख(3) म िविनिद  आपि य  का
पथम कथन ) इसके साथ संल न है  यह रपोट परी ण हेत ुअनुरोध िदनांक 27/09/2016 के उ र मे जारी क  गयी है  परी ण रपोट का
उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ (अथात, इस रपोट म लगाई गयी सभी आव यकताओ ंके अनुपालन क  अविध) आवेदक को आपि य  का
पथम कथन जारी होने क  ितिथ से छः माह है  
Please find enclosed herewith an Examination Report ( i.e. a first statement of objections as specified in Rule
24-B(3) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended) ) in respect of above-mentioned application. This report is
issued with reference to a request for examination dated 27/09/2016.The last date for filing a response to the
Examination Report (i.e. a period to comply with all the requirements raised in this examination report) is six
months from the date on which the first statement of objections is issued to the Applicant.

2. यिद रपोट के अंतगत लगाई गयी आव यकताओ ंका अनुपालन एक व िनयम, 2003 (यथा संशोिधत) के िनयम 24 ख(5) म िविनिद
अविध के भीतर  अंदर अनुपालन नह  िकया गया तो एक व अिधिनयम 1970 क  धारा 21(1) के अधीन वतमान आवेदन को प र य  माना
जाएगा  
The instant application shall be deemed to have been abandoned under Section 21(1) of The Patents Act,
1970, unless all the requirements raised in this report are complied with in the period as specified in Rule 24-B
(5) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended).

3. आपका यान एक व िनयम, 2003 के िनयम 24 ख(6) के पावधान  क  ओर भी आमिंतत िकया जाता है  
Your attention is also invited to the provisions of Rule 24-B (6) of the Patents Rules 2003.

4. आपको सलाह दी जाती ह ैिक शीघ िनपटान हेत ुअपना उ र शीघ प ततु कर  
You are advised to file the reply at the earliest for early disposal.

 Rajni Bala 
िनयंतक पेटट/ Controller of Patents

सलं न/Enclosed: अपरो  अनुसार/As above  

िट पणी: यह इले टोिनक प से उ प न रपोट है  
NOTE: This is an electronically generated report.

सभी पताचार िनयंतक एक व को उपरोि लिखत पते पर भेजा जाये
All communications should be sent to the Controller of Patents at the above mentioned address.



परी ण रपोट /Examination Report

आवेदन सं या /Application Number 156/DEL/2015
दािखल करने क  ितिथ /Date of Filing 19/01/2015
पिूव ा िदनांक /Date of Priority --
पीसीटी अंतरा ीय आवेदन क  सं या व िदनांक / PCT International
Application No. & Date --

आवेदक /Applicant INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN

परी ण हेतु अनरुोध क  सं या व िदनांक /Request for Examination
No. & Date R20161027737 27/09/2016

पकाशन क  ितिथ /Date of Publication 19/08/2016
इस परी ण रपोट के चार भाग ह, अथात रपोट का सारांश, िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट, औपचा रक आव यकताएँ तथा रकॉड मे द तावेज़ / 
This examination report consists of four parts, namely summary of the report, detailed 
technical report, formal requirements and documents on record.

भाग -1: रपोट का सारांश 
PART-I: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
क. सं.
/Sl.
No.

अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां
/Requirements under the Act दाव  क  सं या /Claim Numbers िट पणी /Remarks

1.
धारा 2(1)(ञ) के तहत
आिव कार /Invention u/s
2(1)(j)

नवीनता /Novelty
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-15 नह  /No

आिव कारी कदम / Inventive step
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-15 नह  /No

औ ोिगक उपयोिगता /Industrial
Applicability

दावे /Claims: 1-15 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

2.
धारा 3 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता (यिद हाँ, खंड 3(क-त) /Non-
patentability u/s 3
(if yes, specify section3(a-p))

दावे /Claims: 1-15 हाँ /Yes
k

दावे /Claims: नह  /No

3.
[धारा 10(5) व 10(4) (ग)]
के अधीन दावे /Claims
[u/s 10(5) & 10(4) (c)]

प ता/ संि ता /Clarity /
Conciseness

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes

दावे /Claims: 1-15 नह  /No

भाग –II िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट 
PART-II: DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT

क. उ रत द तावेज  क  सूची /A.List of documents cited:

(क) पेटट सािह य / (a). Patent Literature :

क. सं.
/

Sl.no

द तावेज़  का िववरण
/Details of
documents

पकाशन
ितिथ(िदन/माह/वष) /
Publication date

उ रत द तावेज़ का पासंिगक
िववरण (प ृ  व अनु छेद सं या) /
Relevant description (page
and paragraph no.) of cited

document

उ रत द तावेज़ के
पासंिगक दावे /

Relevant claims
of cited document

अिभकिथत आिव कार
के दावे /Claims of
alleged invention

 1 D1:CN101697069A 21/04/2010 whole text; Abstract,fig 1,
para [0004-0028] 1-5 1-15
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 2 D2:CN202648697U 02/01/2013 whole text;
Abstract,para[0007,0024] 1-3 1-15

 3 D3:CN203479796U 12/03/2014 whole text; Abstract 1-2 1-15

(ख) गरै-पेटट सािह य /(b).Non-patent literature

कोई द तावेज़ उ ृत नह  ह ै/No Document Cited 

ख. अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां /B. Detailed observations on the requirements under the
Act:

(1).नवीनता / NOVELTY:

(I)  ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़ के संदभ (1-15) मे िदये गए पकटन के पवूानमुान को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-15) मे
नवीनता क  कमी ह ै/ 
Claim(s) (1-15) lack(s) novelty, being anticipated in view of disclosure in the document cited above under
reference D1 for the following reasons:

Subject matter of claims 1-15  does not constitute an invention under section 2(1)(j) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as
amended) because it is not novel in view of D1.

Claim by claim analysis as below:-
Reference mentioned in parentheses with respect to cited documents

1. Regarding independent Claim 1:
 A system for monitoring soil parameters for precision agriculture(fig 1, para 0019 ) or horticulture of plurality of
landscape sites, comprising: a soil sensor network, at each of the plurality of landscape sites, the soil sensor
network comprising plurality of sensor nodes for performing real-time measurement of one or more soil
parameters simultaneously(fig 1, para 0022); a soil sense unit coupled to the soil sensor network for processing
each sensor node measured signal output, wherein the soil sense unit comprising: a processor for processing
said signal output from sensors;(Abstract, fig 1, “Data collecting module”) a memory module for storing measured
parameters and threshold values of one or more soil parameter;(para 0010,0014,0015, “ change of the basic
situation of the soil, plant growth in the soil is judged whether there is an urgent need to moisture”) a display
screen coupled to processor for displaying said processed one or more sensor signal output; and a transmitting
module coupled to the processor for transmitting processed signal output;(Abstract, “First GSM Module”) a soil
data acquisition server located remotely from the plurality of landscape sites(Abstract, Fig 1, “Monitor center”),
said server wirelessly coupled with the transmitting module, for storing and monitoring of transmitted soil sensed
parameters of landscape site.(Abstract, “data storage module”)

2. Regarding independent Claim 13
Subject matter of the above claim is similar to claims 1. Hence same reasoning as applied to claims 1 also
applies to claim 13. 

3. Regarding dependent claim 2-12,14-15
Additional features of the above mentioned claims are implicitly disclosed in D1(para 0004-0028, Abstract,
Fig1&2)

(2).आिव कारी कदम / INVENTIVE STEP:

(I) ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़(ज ) के संदभ D1,D2,D3 मे प  अ यापन(न ) को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-15) मे
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आिव कारी कदम क  कमी ह ै
Claim(s) (1-15) lack(s) inventive step, being obvious in view of teaching (s) of cited document(s) above under
reference D1,D2,D3 for the following reasons:

For the sake of confirmation, Subject matter of claims 1-15  is also disclosed  in D2 and D3 ( see cited portion in
report).
 

(3).पेटट अयो यता /NON PATENTABILITY:

(I) िन निलिखत कारण  से धारा 3 के खंड (k )के पावधान के तहत दावा(वे) (1-15) सांिविधक प से पेटट यो य नह  ह / 
Claim(s) (1-15) are statutorily non-patentable under the provision of clause ( k ) of Section 3 for the following
reasons:

Claims 1-15 seek protection for a 'computer implemented method' and as worded the method being claimed in
claims 1-15 appears to be a mere algorithm implemented through software. In other words the claimed method is
a mere software application/product and hence not patentable u/s 3(K) of Patents Act, 1970.

(4).पकटन क  द ता /SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE:

(I) सार /Abstract:

Reference numerals are missing from the 'abstract' given by the applicant. The applicant is required to freshly
prepare an 'abstract' in accordance with the instructions contained in Rule 13{7} of the Patent Rules, 2003(as
amended).

(5). प ता एवं संि ता /CLARITY AND CONCISENESS:

(I) दावा(वे) 1-15 के संबंध मे प  प से परीभािषत नह  ह. 
Claim(s) 1-15 are not clearly worded in respect of:

1.The independent claims should be cast in the two- part form where appropriate, with those features known in
combination from the prior art being placed in the preamble and the remaining features being included in the
characterising part.

2.In absence of, reference numerals in the claims, subject matter of claims not seems to be clear u/r 13(4) and
u/s 10(5) of The Patent Act. Hence comply with this requirement.

भाग – III: औपचा रक आव यकताएँ /PART-III: FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

आपि यां /Objections िट पणी /Remarks

Date and Signature
of Applicant

All the submitted documents and forms have been presumed as originally signed by
authorized signatory under the provisions of patents Act,1970. if not, submit the originally
signed copy of the same failing to which the document may not be considered filed.

Statement & Under
Taking (Form 3

Details regarding application for Patents which may be filed outside India from time to
time for the same or substantially the same invention should be furnished within Six
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Taking (Form 3
Details) months from the date of filing of the said application under clause(b) of sub section(1) of

secton 8 and rule 12(1) of Indian Patent Act.

भाग-IV: रकॉड मे द तावेज़ /PART-IV: DOCUMENTS ON RECORD

िन निलिखत द तावेज़  के आधार पर यह परी ण रपोट तयैार क  गयी है
The examination report has been prepared based on the following documents:

कायसचूी ितिथ /
Docket Date

कायसचूी सं या /Docket
Number पिवि  सं या िववरण /Entry Number Description

19 Jan 2015 1785 1-New Application For Patent With Provisional /Complete
Specification

02 Dec 2015 38892 OTHERS(NON CASH)
02 Dec 2015 38892 OTHERS(NON CASH)
02 Dec 2015 38892 OTHERS(NON CASH)

18 Jan 2016 1957 2-Complete After Provisional Specification - Form 2 Check For No.
OF Pages & Claims

18 Feb 2016 6171 5-Declaration As To Inventorship - Form 5
05 Apr 2016 12817 OTHERS(NON CASH)
05 Apr 2016 12817 OTHERS(NON CASH)

27 Sep 2016 45286 28(i)-Request For Examination After 18 months Publication - Form
18

िनयंतक का नाम /Name of the Controller: Rajni Bala

िनयंतक थान /Controller Location: Delhi

िट पणी: परी ण रपोट का उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ / Note: Last date for filing response to the Examination Report:
18/08/2020
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FORM 18 
THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 OF 1970) 
& 

The Patents Rules, 2003 
REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION OF APPLICATION FOR PATENT 

[See section 11B and rule 20(4)(ii), 24B(1)(i)] 
 
 

1. Applicant: Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 
Nationality: Indian 
Address: Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006 
 

2. Statement in case of request for examination made by the applicants 
We hereby request that our application for patent no. 156/DEL/2015 filed on 19th 
January, 2015 for the invention titled “SOIL MULTI-PARAMETERS REMOTE 
MONITORING AND ALERTING SYSTEM” shall be examined under sections 12 and 

13 of the Act. 
 

3. Address for Service:  
250, Street No. 06, New Colony Kerhera,  

Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad,  

Uttar Pradesh – 201007, India  

 

Mobile No.:+91-9968284766 

E-mail: rashmi.tyagi@hotmail.com 

 
Dated 26th day of September, 2016   

 
RASHMI TYAGI (IN/PA-1594) 
  (AGENT FOR APPLICANT) 

 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

mailto:rashmi.tyagi@hotmail.com








FORM 5 

THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 of 1970) 

& 

THE PATENT RULES, 2003 

DECLARATION AS TO INVENTORSHIP 

[See Section 10 (6) and rule 13 (6)] 

 

1. NAME OF APPLICANT(S): INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY  

FOR WOMEN of Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

hereby declare that the true and first inventor(s) of the invention disclosed in the complete 

specification filed in pursuance of my/our application numbered 156/DEL/2015 dated 19.01.2015 

are:- 

 

2. INVENTORS(S) 
 
(a) NAME : REDDY S. Ramanarayana 
(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 
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The following specification describes the invention and the manner in 

which it is to be performed. 



FIELD OF THE INVENTION 5 

The present invention relates to a system and method for remote 

monitoring of multiple soil parameters in real-time. More particularly, the 

invention relates to soil sensing multi-mode, multi parameters and multi 

communication technology for remote monitoring of multiple soil 

parameters in real-time and providing alert to user for critical conditions 10 

and providing the necessary information about the soil to researchers’ and 

user. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Majority of the prior art devices or instruments measures either of any one 15 

soil parameter such as soil temperature, moisture, soil electrical 

conductivity (EC) & pH or any two. Further these instruments used for 

measurement of soil moisture and temperature provides the data in 

analogue form and only few gives digital data. In addition, most of 

available soil pH meters are electrode based and provides the data in 20 

analogue form and only few gives digital output. Further the existing 

devices or instruments operate only in one mode and mostly have no 

provision for multimode communication with user friendly mobile app. 

 

Thus there is a need for a system which can overcome the disadvantages 25 

of prior art. Therefore, in present invention a system & method for remote 

monitoring in real-time of multiple soil parameters is provided that will 

operate in two different modes to facilitate the researchers and farmers 

specific requirements. The system of present invention is an integrated & 

compact solution for sensing & monitoring various soil parameters and has 30 

potential application in field of precision agriculture and research with IoT. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 5 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a system for wireless 10 

monitoring of plurality of landscape sites for agriculture or horticulture 

accordance with one or more embodiments of the invention. 

 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating soil sense unit according to the 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 15 

 

FIG. 3 illustrates a flow-diagram of soil sense unit work flow according to 

another preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

 

FIG. 4 illustrates a flow-diagram of soil sense unit work flow according to 20 

the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

 
SUMMARY 
An object of the present invention provides a system for monitoring soil 

parameters for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of landscape 25 

sites, comprising a soil sensor network, at each of the plurality of 

landscape sites, the soil sensor network comprising plurality of sensor 

nodes for performing real-time measurement of one or more soil 

parameters simultaneously, a soil sense unit coupled to the soil sensor 

network for processing each sensor node measured signal output, wherein 30 

the soil sense unit comprising, a processor for processing said signal 

output from sensors, a memory module for storing measured parameters 

and threshold values of one or more soil parameters, a display screen 

coupled to processor for displaying said processed one or more sensor 

signal output and a transmitting module coupled to the processor for 35 
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transmitting processed signal output, a soil data acquisition server located 5 

remotely from the plurality of landscape sites, said server wirelessly 

coupled with the transmitting module, for storing and monitoring of 

transmitted soil sensed parameters of landscape site. 

 

An object of the present invention provides a method for monitoring soil 10 

parameters for precision agriculture or horticulture of plurality of landscape 

sites, comprising receiving by soil sense unit one or more measured soil 

parameters signal from plurality of sensors at a landscape sites and 

processing by soil sense unit said one or more measured parameters in a 

preferred selectable mode wherein the selectable mode comprises farmer 15 

mode or scientific mode, wherein the processing in farmer mode 

comprising detecting one or more parameters threshold breaching and 

transmitting an alert to an end user and wherein the processing in 

scientific mode comprising transmitting measured parameter to a remote 

soil data acquisition server for analysis & related actions. 20 

 

A further object of the present invention provides a standalone system for 

monitoring of soil parameters which utilizes solar energy as power source. 

 

An another object of the present invention provides user friendly mobile 25 

application for remote monitoring, alerting and collecting the soil data for 

further analysis and necessary action. 
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DESCRIPTION 5 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 10 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a system for remote and real-time 

monitoring of location specific parameters such as soil moisture, soil 15 

temperature, soil pH, Soil EC, ambient temperature, light and water Level. 

The system of present invention is a cost effective integrated solution to 

the farmers and scientists or researchers for precision agriculture or 

horticulture communicating in multiple ways. 

 20 

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a system for wireless 

monitoring of plurality of landscape sites for agriculture or horticulture in 

accordance with one or more embodiments of the present invention. The 

system (100) includes a soil sensor network(s), a soil sense unit (10), a 

communication device (103) and Data acquisition server (104). The soil 25 

sensor network(s) comprises various sensor nodes (11, 12, 13, 14 & 15) 

or sensors for monitoring soil parameters such as soil moisture, 

temperature, pH, ambient temperature, light and water level. In a preferred 

embodiment one or more sensors has capability of measuring two or more 

parameter simultaneously such as moisture and water level at a landscape 30 

site. The sensor nodes communicate with sense unit (10) through wired or 

wireless profile and send measured parameters in analogue signal.  The 

soil sense unit stores these various soil parameters value in a local 

memory for further processing. The soil sense unit (10) processes the 

measured parameter and transmit to a remote user based on a predefined 35 
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selectable mode. The soil sense unit (10) of present invention is 5 

configured to operate in two modes first in farmer mode and second is 

scientific mode. In the farmer mode selection, the sense unit (10), process 

the sensed parameters and compares it with pre-defined threshold value 

limit specified by user. In any situation when sense unit (10) identifies any 

threshold breach it transmits a notification in a form of text or SMS alert to 10 

the communication device (103) of user via network (102). In scientific 

mode selection, the sense unit (10) transmits measured data in digital form 

to the data acquisition server (104) via network (102).The Data acquisition 

server (104) at a remote location from various landscape sites stores this 

information for further statistical analysis and monitoring by researchers 15 

and scientists. 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates a soil sense unit (200) block diagram according to the 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The soil sense unit (200) 

comprises a processing unit as computing environment (201), a display 20 

(205), memory module (202) and transmitting unit (207). The soil sense 

unit of present invention employs a solar-panel (2031) powered power unit 

(203) for powering processor (201) and plurality of soil sensors (204) that 

can sense all major soil elements such as soil pH, soil temperature, Soil 

EC and soil moisture which plays an important role in crop growth. Other 25 

parameters that can also be sensed by the system of present invention are 

environment temperature, light and on field water level. 

 

The various components of the soil parameters monitoring system of 

present invention which is described above are explained herein detail. 30 

 
An important component of the system of the present invention for 

remotely monitoring soil parameters consists of soil sensors (204) that 

can sense soil moisture, temperature, Soil EC and pH value. It also 

includes elements that can measure the environmental temperature and 35 
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light. These sensors when inserted into the field, sense the moisture, 5 

temperature, Soil EC and pH of the soil simultaneously and the sensed 

information is measured as raw voltage which is further processed to 

display the resultant as desired by the user. 

 

The next major component of the system of the present invention is 10 

sense unit (200) which includes a processor for creating a computing 

environment (201) consisting of the low cost, small sized microcontroller 

based SoC that receives the analogue raw voltage as sensed by the soil 

sensors (204) and converts it into digital form with on board analogue to 

digital converter. The information in digital form is further processed for 15 

sending to display unit (205) for displaying of the same on LCD or TFT. 

The computing environment (201) also consists of an application 

software that does the necessary processing for calibration, conversion of 

raw data into meaningful information, storage of data into main memory 

etc.  20 

 

The sense unit (200) further includes a memory module (202) that stores 

the processed data into its data storage with some lightweight database. 

The transmitting unit (207) provides multiple wired or wireless interfaces 

with the external remote location. In order to transfer the processed 25 

information to the end user situated at a remote location, there is a 

communication mechanism, which communicates over Bluetooth or GSM 

or ZigBee communication technology over Mobile App wirelessly and 

through USB interface for direct transfer as per need. The soil sense unit 

(200) of present invention operates in two user selectable modes i.e. 30 

farmer mode and scientific mode as described later in detail. 

 

Fig. 3 illustrates the work flow of the soil sense unit (200) according to an 

embodiment of present invention. The soil sense unit receives plurality of 

measured soil parameters signal at step (301) from plurality of sensors 35 
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installed at a landscape site and processes the measured parameters at 5 

step (302) and stores the value in local memory. The sense unit is 

configured to operate in preferred user selectable mode at step (303) 

where the selectable mode comprises farmer mode or scientific mode. In 

farmer mode one or more parameters threshold breaching is detected at 

step (3031) and an alert at step (3032) is transmitted to an end user in 10 

the form of a text message to his communication device. In scientific 

mode measured parameter is transmitted at step (3033) to a remote soil 

data acquisition server and is stored in repository at step (3034) for 

further analysis and monitoring by researcher or scientists. 

 15 

Fig. 4 illustrates the work flow of the soil sense unit (200) according to 

preferred embodiment of present invention. The flow chart illustrates soil 

sense unit installed at a landscape site at step (401) to communicate with 

a central repository server, sensors, and user’s communication device 

such as smart phone etc. In a preferred embodiment, present invention 20 

provides a smart phone application to be installed in user’s smart phone 

device for communication with the soil sense unit and central repository 

server. The soil sense unit communicates with sensors installed at 

different location in landscape sites and sensors transmit measured 

parameters to soil sense unit through wired connection or wireless mode.  25 

A wireless mode of communication used by sensors could be a Bluetooth 

low energy mode of communication. The measured soil parameters such 

as soil temperature, pH, moister etc is received at step (402) and stored 

into the local memory of soil sense unit. The soil sense device of present 

invention is configured to operate in two user selectable modes at step 30 

(403) namely farmer mode and scientific mode. The first mode is farmer 

mode where user is a farmer and receives information about his land 

present status and alert for critical conditions. The second mode is 

scientific mode where all the recorded data at soil sense unit is 
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transmitted to a remote data server for storing the information for long 5 

time forecasting or analysis by researchers.  

 

In the farmer mode of step (431) of soil sense unit the signal received 

from sensors are pre-processed and threshold value for it is identified at 

step (4311). If sensed value is greater than the threshold value then the 10 

farmer is notified at step (4313) in a form of alert about the status of land. 

If sensed value is less than the threshold value, the sense unit does data 

optimization & logging at local database/memory in a conventional 

manner at step (4312).  In a further more step at (4314) related 

information or action to be performed is also transmitted to user’s mobile 15 

device in form of message. 

 

In the scientific mode of step (432) the soil sense unit operates either in 

customized mode at step (4321) or default mode at step (4322) as 

selected by the scientist or researcher for monitoring of soil parameters. 20 

In customized mode of operation at step (4321) the information related to 

soil parameters is transmitted at specified interval or time and is stored in 

a remote database for statistical analysis at step (4325). In default mode 

of operation all the sensed parameters are optimized and stored locally in 

the memory at step (4324) and statistical analysis is performed on it at 25 

step (4325). 

 
  

 
The another embodiment of present invention provides a system which 

monitors various soil parameters remotely and provides alerts to user for 

critical condition & offers the following advantages: 30 

 

It is a low cost solution for measurement of the soil parameters remotely in 

real-time. 
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It is a compact solar powered standalone system which integrates various 5 

sensing elements or sensors to continuously and remotely monitor key soil 

elements such as soil moisture, soil temperature, soil pH, ambient 

temperature, light and water level required for precision agriculture. 

 

The system of the present invention is suited for all weather conditions and 10 

operates in two different modes to meet the requirements of the farmers 

and the researchers as well. 

 

The system of the present invention provides real-time data logging for 

storing and retrieving various soil parameters and also has provision for 15 

setting schedules of soil data acquisition. 

 

The system of the present invention provides user with alerts for critical 

conditions and on threshold breach. 

 20 

The system of the present invention also provides user to easily access 

acquired data, data storage and further processing through Mobile App 

user interface. 

 

In the claims, the word “comprising” does not exclude other elements or 25 

steps, and the indefinite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. A 

single element or other unit may fulfil the functions of several items recited 

in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually 

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these 

measures cannot be used to advantage. 30 

 

The present invention can be implemented in any convenient form, for 

example using dedicated hardware, or a mixture of dedicated hardware 

and software. The present invention may be implemented as computer 

software implemented by one or more networked processing apparatuses. 35 
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The network can comprise any conventional terrestrial or wireless 5 

communications network, such as the Internet. The processing 

apparatuses can compromise any suitably programmed apparatuses such 

as a general purpose computer, personal digital assistant, mobile 

telephone (such as a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) or 3G-

compliant phone) and so on. Since the present invention can be 10 

implemented as software, each and every aspect of the present invention 

thus encompasses computer software implementable on a programmable 

device. 

 

The computer software can be provided to the programmable device using 15 

any storage medium or carrier medium for storing processor readable 

code such as a flexible disk, a compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), 

a digital versatile disk read only memory (DVD-ROM), DVD recording 

only/rewritable (DVD-R/RW), electrically erasable and programmable read 

only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read only memory 20 

(EPROM), a memory card or stick such as USB memory, a memory chip, 

a mini disk (MD), a magneto optical disc (MO), magnetic tape, a hard disk 

in a server, a solid state memory device or the like, but not limited to 

these. 

 25 

The hardware platform includes any desired kind of hardware resources 

including, for example, a central processing unit (CPU), a random access 

memory (RAM), and a hard disk drive (HDD). The CPU may be 

implemented by any desired kind of any desired number of processor. The 

RAM may be implemented by any desired kind of volatile or non-volatile 30 

memory. The HDD may be implemented by any desired kind of non-

volatile memory capable of storing a large amount of data. The hardware 

resources may additionally include an input device, an output device, or a 

network device, depending on the type of the apparatus. Alternatively, the 

HDD may be provided outside of the apparatus as long as the HDD is 35 
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accessible. In this example, the CPU, such as a cache memory of the 5 

CPU, and the RAM may function as a physical memory or a primary 

memory of the apparatus, while the HDD may function as a secondary 

memory of the apparatus. 

 

In the above-described example embodiment, a computing environment 10 

can be created using a computer used with a computer-readable program, 

described by object-oriented programming languages such as C++, Java 

(registered trademark), JavaScript (registered trademark), Perl, Ruby, 

Python or legacy programming languages such as machine language, 

assembler language to control functional units used for the apparatus or 15 

system. For example, a particular computer (e.g., personal computer, work 

station) may control information processing apparatus or an image 

processing apparatus using a computer-readable program, which can 

execute the above-described processes or steps. In the above described 

embodiments, at least one or more of the units of apparatus can be 20 

implemented in hardware or as a combination of hardware/software 

combination. In example embodiment, processing units, computing units, 

or controllers can be configured using various types of processors, circuits, 

processing devices, processing circuits or the like such as a programmed 

processor, a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), used 25 

singly or in combination. A circuit is a structural assemblage of electronic 

components including conventional circuit elements, integrated circuits 

including application specific integrated circuits, standard integrated 

circuits, application specific standard products, and field programmable 

gate arrays. Further, a circuit includes central processing units, graphics 30 

processing units, and microprocessors, which are programmed or 

configured according to software code. A circuit does not include pure 

software, although a circuit does include the above-described hardware 

executing software. 
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In the present invention all references of device may be assumed as 5 

communication device interchangeably and includes mobile phone, phone 

device, tablets, portable device and computing device. Further, terms like 

“server” “system” and “platform” are used interchangeably and 

synonymously throughout this document. 

 10 

Numerous additional modifications and variations are possible in light of 

the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope 

of the appended claims, the disclosure of the present invention may be 

practised otherwise than as specifically described herein. For example, 

elements and/or features of different examples and illustrative 15 

embodiments may be combined each other and/or substituted for each 

other within the scope of this disclosure and appended claims. 
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We Claim: 5 

1. A system for monitoring soil parameters for precision agriculture or 

horticulture of plurality of landscape sites, comprising: 

a soil sensor network, at each of the plurality of landscape 

sites, the soil sensor network comprising plurality of sensor 

nodes for performing real-time measurement of one or more 10 

soil parameters simultaneously; 

a soil sense unit coupled to the soil sensor network for 

processing each sensor node measured signal output, 

wherein the soil sense unit comprising: 

a processor for processing said signal output from 15 

sensors; 

a memory module for storing measured parameters 

and threshold values of one or more soil parameter;  

a display screen coupled to processor for displaying 

said processed one or more sensor signal output; and 20 

a transmitting module coupled to the processor for 

transmitting processed signal output; 

a soil data acquisition server located remotely from the 

plurality of landscape sites, said server wirelessly coupled 

with the transmitting module, for storing and monitoring of 25 

transmitted soil sensed parameters of landscape site. 

 

2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the processing of signal 

comprises converting of sensor nodes measured signal output into 

digital form for further transmission or displaying purposes.  30 

 

3. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor network 

comprises soil sensor such as soil moisture, temperature, pH, 

ambient temperature, light and water level sensor. 
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4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the soil sense unit 5 

compares measured parameters with threshold value and send 

alert to remote communication device on threshold breach of the 

one or more soil sensed parameter. 

 

5. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sensor nodes 10 

communicates with soil sense unit over Bluetooth low energy 

profile. 

 

6. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit further 

comprises a solar panel power system. 15 

 

7. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit further 

communicates with plurality of communication devices via 

transmitting unit. 

 20 

8. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communication with the 

transmitting unit of soil sense unit and remote sites comprises 

communicating via the Internet or a cellular network. 

 

9. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the 25 

plurality of communication devices comprises communicating via 

the Internet or a cellular network. 

 

10. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil sense unit further 

comprises responding to queries from at least one end-user with 30 

short text messages (SMS), web pages, or screens to be displayed 

on a cell phone application. 

 

11. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein communicating with the 

soil sense unit comprises communicating, between the server 35 
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system and the at least one gateway at each of the plurality of sites, 5 

using a GPRS network, an Edge network, a 3G network, a UMTS 

network, a cellular network, a wireless broadband data 

communication service, or WiMAX. 

 

12. The system of as claimed in claim 1, wherein soil data acquisition 10 

server can be accessed by an application program installed on a 

communication device. 

 

13. A method for monitoring soil parameters for precision agriculture or 

horticulture of plurality of landscape sites, comprising: 15 

receiving, by soil sense unit, one or more measured soil 

parameters signal from plurality of sensors at a landscape 

sites; and 

processing, by soil sense unit, said one or more measured 

parameters, in a preferred selectable mode, wherein the 20 

selectable mode comprises farmer mode or scientific mode, 

wherein the processing in farmer mode comprising 

detecting one or more threshold breaching and transmitting a 

alert to an end user; and 

wherein the processing in scientific mode comprising 25 

transmitting measured parameter to a remote soil data 

acquisition server.  

 

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the measurement of 

the at least one soil parameter further comprising: measuring with 30 

the sensor at least one of a moisture content level of the soil, a 

potential hydrogen (pH) level of the soil, a temperature level of the 

soil, and an intensity level of light that reaches the soil. 
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15. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein soil data acquisition 5 

server can be accessed by an application program installed on a 

communication device. 

 

Dated this 18th day of January, 2016 
 

RASHMI TYAGI 
AGENT FOR APPLICANT  
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ABSTRACT 
SOIL MULTI-PARAMETERS REMOTE MONITORING AND ALERTING 

SYSTEM 
 

The present invention provides a system and method for real-time 

monitoring of soil parameters and alerting for critical conditions. The 

system includes multiple sensors for detection of key soil parameters such 

as temperature, moisture, EC and soil pH simultaneously, a processing 

unit for processing of raw data received from sensors and providing results 

in digital form which is transmitted through wireless media 

(Bluetooth/GSM/ZigBee) to end user or to a remote monitoring data 

logging server. The server keeps the record of all data received and alert 

farmer and/or scientist about the current status of soil parameters. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION5

The present invention relates to a system and method for remote monitoring of

multiple soil parameters in real-time. More particularly, the invention relates to

soil sensing using multi mode, multi parameters and multi communication

(M3SS) technology for remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters in real-time

and providing alert to user for critical conditions and provides the necessary10

information about the soil to researchers.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Majority of the prior art devices or instruments measures either of any one soil

parameter such as soil temperature, moisture soil electrical conductivity (EC) &15

pH any two. Further these instruments for measurement of soil moisture and

temperature provides the data in analogue form and only few gives digital data.

Also, most of available soil pH meters are electrode based and provides the data

in analogue form and only few gives digital output. The existing systems operate

only in one mode and mostly have no provision for multi mode communication20

with user friendly mobile app.

Thus there is a need for a system which can overcome the disadvantages of prior

art. Therefore, in present invention a system & method for remote monitoring in

real-time of multiple soil parameters is provided that will operate in two different25

modes to facilitate the researchers and farmers specific requirements. The

system of present invention is integrated & compact for monitoring various soil

parameters and has potential application in field of precision agriculture and

research with IoT.

30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be apparent

from the following description when read with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

35

FIG. 1 illustrates a system block diagram according to the preferred embodiment

of the present invention;
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FIG. 2 illustrates architecture of M3SS according to the preferred embodiment of5

the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates a flow-diagram of M3SS work flow according to the preferred

embodiment of the present invention.

10
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DESCRIPTION5

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention is not

limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified in various

forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only provided to explain

more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily skilled in the art of the present10

invention. In the accompanying drawings, like reference numerals are used to

indicate like components.

The present invention provides a system for remote and real-time monitoring of

location specific parameters such as soil moisture, soil temperature, soil pH, Soil15

EC, ambient temperature, light and water Level. The system of present invention

is a cost effective integrated solution to the farmers or scientists or researchers

for precision agriculture or horticulture communicating in multiple ways.

The system of present invention is solar-powered and employs low cost20

processor and multi-sensors that can sense all major soil elements such as soil

pH, soil temperature, Soil EC and soil moisture which plays an important role in

crop growth. Other parameters that can also be sensed by the system of present

invention are environment temperature, light and on field water level.

25

The system of the present invention comprises of following components:
a. Soil Sensors: This unit consists of sensors that can sense soil moisture,

temperature, Soil EC and pH value. It also consists of elements that can

measure the environmental temperature and light. These sensors when

inserted into the field, sense the moisture, temperature, Soil EC and pH30

of the soil simultaneously and the sensed information is measured as

raw voltage which needs further processing to display the resultant as

desired by the user.

b. The next major component of the M3SS is soil parameters remote35

monitoring & alerting system. Its computing environment consists of the

low cost, small size microcontroller based SoC that receives the analog

raw voltage as sensed by the sensors and converts it into digital form
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with on board analog to digital converter. The information in digital form5

is further processed for sending the processed information to display unit

for display of same on LCD or TFT. The computing environment also

consists of an application software that does the necessary processing

for calibration, conversion of raw data into meaningful information,

storage of data into main memory etc. It is the most critical and integral10

part of present system. The system of present invention operates in two

modes i.e. scientist/researcher mode and farmer mode where:

 Farmer Mode: Farmer will get necessary information and various

alerts about the soil for necessary action.15

 Scientist/researcher Mode: Comprises of default and

customized information mode where depending upon the

requirement either entire sensed information or the data at

various intervals of time in a specific day, time can be captured

transmitted wirelessly through mobile App or direct transfer20

through USB.

c. The third component is the main memory that stores the processed data

into its data storage with some lightweight database.

25

d. In order to transfer the processed information to the end user situated at

a remote location, there is a communication mechanism, which

communicates over Bluetooth (BT) and GSM communication technology

with Mobile App wirelessly and through USB interface for direct transfer

as per need.30

e. Another important component of present system is the energy or power

source that is a solar panel in the product. The solar panel makes the

product a standalone system.

35
f. M3SS provides user friendly mobile application for remote monitoring

controlling and collecting the soil data for further analysis and necessary

action.
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The system of present invention which monitors various soil5

parameters remotely and provides alerts to user for critical condition
offers the following advantages:

 It is a low cost solution for measurement of the soil parameters remotely

in real-time.

10

 It is a compact Solar powered standalone system which integrates

various sensing elements or sensors to continuously and remotely

monitor key soil elements such as soil moisture, soil temperature, soil pH,

ambient temperature, light and water level required for precision

agriculture.15

 It is suited for all weather conditions and operates in two different modes

to meet the requirements of the farmers and the researchers as well.

 The system provides real-time data logging for storing and retrieving20

various soil parameters and also has provision for setting schedules of

soil data acquisition.

 The system provides user with alerts for critical conditions and on

threshold breach.25

 It also provides user to easily access acquired data, data storage and

further processing through Mobile App user interface.
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ABSTRACT5

SOIL MULTI-PARAMETERS REMOTE MONITORING AND ALERTING
SYSTEM

The present invention provides a system and method for real-time monitoring of

soil parameters and alerting for critical conditions. The system includes multiple

sensors for detection of key soil parameters such as temperature, moisture, EC10

and soil pH simultaneously, a processing unit for processing of raw data received

from sensors and providing results in digital form which is transmitted through

wireless media (Bluetooth/GSM) to end user or to a remote monitoring data

logging server. The server keeps the record of all data received and alert farmer

and/or scientist about the current status of soil parameters.15

Deploy M3SS in field

Sense Soil Parameters
(Soil Temp, Soil Moisture, EC, Soil

pH)

Information Mode Selection

Scientists/Researcher Mode Farmer’s Mode

Default Mode Customized Mode
(info at some interval,

day or specific)

All Sensed info

Data Optimization &
Logging at Local

Database

Statistical Analysis

Pre-processing and
identifying the threshold. If
sensed value<threshold

Data Optimization &
Logging at Local

Database

Alert

The related information or action to
be performed in form of message to

user’s mobile

YES NO
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ABSTRACT 

SOIL MULTI-PARAMETERS REMOTE MONITORING AND ALERTING 

SYSTEM 

 

The present invention provides a system (100) and method for real-time 

remote monitoring of multiple soil parameters and alerting for critical 

conditions. The system includes a soil sensor network (104) comprising 

multiple sensor nodes at the landscape site for detection of key soil 

parameters such as temperature, moisture, EC and soil pH 

simultaneously, a soil sense unit (200) for processing of raw data received 

from sensor nodes and providing results in digital form which is displayed 

on a screen (205) and transmitted through a wireless media 

(Bluetooth/GSM/ZigBee) to end user or to a remote monitoring data 

logging server (104). The server (104) keeps the record of all data 

received and sends information about present status of the site and also 

an alert for critical conditions to the user upon breach of predefined 

threshold value. 
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We Claim: 5 

1. A system (100) for creating customizable mobile device for learning 

and development comprising: 

a memory database (102); 

a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing 

therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing 10 

unit (101); 

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit (101) to 

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on 

one or more instructions stored in the memory database (102) 

consisting plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each 15 

other, wherein the interface unit comprises  

-an application program interface (103); 

-an external memory communication interface (105)  

-a multiple sensors communication interface (106); 

-a network communication interface (107); and 20 

-a universal communication interface (104). 

 

2. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the application 

program interface (103) is customizable to select one or more application 

specific operating system environments. 25 

 

3. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein memory interface 

(105) provides communication to high speed memory devices. 

 

4. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein sensors 30 

communication interface (106) provides communication with one or more 

sensors selected from the group consisting of health sensor, environment 

sensors, safety sensors and activity sensors such as proximity sensor, 

accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and fingerprint 

sensors.  35 
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 5 

5. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the universal 

communication interface (104) provides communication to plurality of 

input/output devices selected from the group consisting of touch screen, 

display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera. 

 10 

6. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the network 

communication interface  (107) provides communication with one or more 

communication technology selected from the group consisting of 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

 15 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 5 

The present invention relates to the field of smartphone development. 

More particularly, the invention relates to a method and system for 

enabling a unified platform capable of customizing hardware and operating 

system for building smartphone. 

 10 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

There exists today a wide variety of small, typically handheld, electronic 

appliances known generally as mobile internet devices or smartphones. In 

the current state of the art, all such devices are designed by their 

manufacturers to include a variety of hardware capabilities to address as 15 

many potential end users as possible. Similarly, manufacturers determine 

the form factor, that is, the size, shape, weight, color, and other physical 

attributes, of each product, with the goal to satisfy the greatest possible 

number of users with the fewest specific combinations. Finally, 

manufacturers configure the operating software of their devices to provide 20 

a variety of functions such that a particular function or related group of 

functions is performed in exactly the same way on as many device models 

as possible. 

 

The practice of limiting the number of hardware and software combinations 25 

benefits the device manufacturers by reducing the complexity of the 

various systems and procedures they use for product development, 

manufacturing, sales, and customer support. However, current and 

emerging mobile devices provide a great deal of programmability through 

the provision of software applications, or “apps”. These apps allow people 30 

to add a wide variety of software functionality to their mobile devices but 

do not in general provide the ability to tune the base operating software of 

a particular class of mobile device. 
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Further, add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change 5 

the specific hardware built into a mobile device. While most mobile devices 

provide connectors and slots for adding or connecting hardware modules 

that provide optional capabilities, and coupled with software apps these 

hardware add-ons can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice is 

limited to adding modules that aren’t in the base device. 10 

 

Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-in hardware modules offer 

any ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End users 

with a variety of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the 

available options. 15 

 

Further, other development kits available allows to customize, create 

and/or modify either software or hardware so as to make the device 

compatible for any new feature or to develop an improved product. What is 

needed, then, is system where end users or others acting on behalf of a 20 

group of end users may create personal or custom configurations of 

mobile devices or modify an existing one. 

 

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to have an improved development 

system for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to 25 

build and innovate new products. 

 

Thus, considering all these facts the present invention provides an 

integrated development system having improved flexibility, reduced cost, 

and reduced associated workload that facilitates the user or others for 30 

improved optimization, greater configurability and customization of both 

hardware and software components. 

SUMMARY 

An object of the present invention provides a system for creating 

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a 35 
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memory database, a processing unit coupled to the memory database 5 

storing therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing 

unit, an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to perform 

plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more 

instructions stored in the memory database, the interface unit comprising 

plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each other, wherein 10 

the interface unit further comprises an application program interface, an 

external memory communication interface, a multiple sensors 

communication interface, a network communication interface and a 

universal communication interface. 

 15 

Another object of the present invention provides a system for creating 

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a 

memory database, a processing unit operatively coupled to memory 

database for executing one or more instruction stored therein and a multi-

input/output interface for providing communication with one or more 20 

smartphone operating system, network communication technology, 

sensors and I/O devices. 

 

A further object of the present invention provides a system which allows 

the user to create any application or choose the already created 25 

experiments from the provided list to run and test the concepts for 

necessary understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing, 

embedded systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication 

protocols.  

 30 

Another object of the present invention provides a system for performing 

several experiments to demonstrate the concepts in real environment 

related to such as but not limited to language C & Python programming, 

socket & shell programming, sensor networks, mobile communication, 

databases, embedded systems, etc. and manual or in book or CD form 35 
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“How to create the experiments with step by step procedure” as an unified 5 

integrated solution. A web based add-on complimentary material or 

projects are also provided online free of cost to users.   

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 10 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

 

FIG. 1 illustrates basic architecture and various components of 

development system according to a preferred embodiment of the present 15 

invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates primary components layout of development system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

 20 

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

 

FIG. 4 illustrates booting process sequence diagram of development 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 25 
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DESCRIPTION 5 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 10 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a mobile device, smartphone development 

system for real-time designing, interfacing & programming of the various 15 

components of smartphone. The system of present invention can be used 

as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile 

computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication networks as 

an integrated approach such that creation of new devices, operating 

software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation 20 

or customization of existing items or components thereof. 

 

The development system of present invention includes real hardware, 

software, sensing and communicating components to build a smartphone. 

Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users and others, such 25 

as branding organizations, support personnel, students & developers to 

modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system 

and to develop the applications specific to their needs. 

 

Accordingly, the system of present invention  integrates  the real mobile 30 

components such as TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, 

ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical 

User Interface (GUI), software and learning material in book form both in 

hard as well soft copy as a complete integrated solution.  Thus, it not only 

provides the freedom to modify, customize and create operating system, 35 
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hardware and the application development as per requirement but also 5 

acts as a demonstration or experimental platform for various wired (UART, 

USB, SPI and I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS) 

communication protocols. 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates architecture block diagram of system according to a 10 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system (100) includes 

a processing unit (101), a memory database (102) and interface unit (not 

shown) of processing unit which couples the processor with and/or to the 

various communication interface such as I/O interface (104), memory 

interface (105), sensory interface (106), communication interface (107) 15 

and Application/OS interface (103). 

 

According to an embodiment of present invention the processing unit (101) 

is a computing platform to perform all customized operation, which 

comprises a processor and an interface unit for communication with 20 

plurality of application specific communication interface. The processing 

unit (101) communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from 

one or more group, for example, an application interface which provides 

access to Android OS environment, Linux OS environment, Windows and 

Mac OS environment and other application operating system 25 

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the 

effect of newly created OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone 

operation. 

 

The I/O interface (104) allows connection to such as but not limited to the 30 

speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch screen, display, user 

interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory interface 

(105) provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM 

required to be used in the customized smartphone platform such as 

SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106) 35 
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provides communication to application specific sensors such as health 5 

sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity sensors, 

etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to one or 

more network communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-

Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

 10 

In an embodiment of present invention a customized mobile device or 

smartphone is provided in which one or more hardware element and/or 

software element can be selected according to user need to create a new 

smartphone device, application software and testing environment for 

further development. 15 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates layout of primary components of development system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Here the 

figure illustrates different hardware component used in the development of 

platform of present invention. However, the scope of present invention is 20 

not limited to these only. The detailed description of each component and 

its functioning is explained later in the specification. 

 

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system of present 25 

invention runs on a highly customizable operating system (MyOS) allowing 

integration of multiple hardware component and software component into 

a single platform. The system (300) consists of hardware element (301), 

which runs on MyOS operating system. The MyOS operating system is 

specifically designed for a unified platform capable of customizing 30 

hardware and operating system for building smartphone. When system is 

switched ON, hardware (301) memory is booted with operating system 

(MyOS) and input/output (303) interface with one or more user selected 

sensors (304) and communication technology (305) creates a customized 
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phone environment for user applications (306) development and 5 

execution. 

 

The development system of the present invention is low cost and open 

source solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment 

and innovate new designs, products and solutions for education, 10 

entertainment, agriculture and health application and offers following 

advantages: 

 

 Provides unique platform for integration of real mobile components 

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi 15 

Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, MyOS and Application software. 

 Allows operating system customization for the kernel porting and 

specific requirement. 

 Uses Python as a preferred programming environment to integrate 

both hardware, operating system, and the application. 20 

 Acts as an integrated solution for sensor interfacing, programming 

and mobile application development through open source tools and 

technologies. 

 Provides a practical integrated real platform for experimenting the 

concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded 25 

systems, sensors and communication networks.  

 

According to an embodiment of present invention the mobile device or 

smartphone development system of the present invention comprises 

primarily of following components: 30 

The one or more hardware components used in the system are described 

herein: 

a) Computing Platform: Raspberry Pi(R-Pi) is being used as a 

preferred computing platform. It uses the Broadcom SoC with 

ARM11 processor and operates at 700 MHz. It is widely used low 35 
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cost platform for various product design and developments 5 

presently. 

 

b) Camera Module: This module can be used to take high definition 

video, as well as stills photographs with options like time-lapse, 

slow motion and video cleverness. It is a five mega pixel fixed focus 10 

camera that supports 1080p30, 720p60 and VGA90 video modes 

as well as still captures. 

 

c) Touch Screen: It features a 2.8" display with 320x240, 16-bit color 

pixels and a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed 15 

SPI interface and can use the mini display as a console for 

displaying text, images or video etc.  

 

d) Sensors: Various sensors such as temperature, humidity, 

accelerometer, smoke & pulse sensor are integrated with R-Pi. 20 

 

The communication technology supported by present system may 

comprise following network communication modules: 

a) GSM: GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an 

open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice 25 

and data services. GSM differs from first generation wireless 

systems in that it uses digital technology and Time Division Multiple 

Access (TDMA) transmission methods. GSM is a circuit-switched 

system that divides each 200kHz channel into eight 25kHz time-

slots. 30 

 

b) Bluetooth: Class-2 Bluetooth module with Serial Port Profile, which 

can be configured as either Master or Slave, a drop-in replacement 

for wired serial connections. 

 35 
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c) GPS: It provides the real time position information in NMEA format. 5 

This data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time) 

solution computed by the GPS receiver. 

 

d) ZigBee: ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level 

communication protocols used to create personal area networks 10 

built from small, low-power digital radios based on an IEEE 

802.15.4 standard.  

 

e) Wi-Fi: It is wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11 standard that 

allows an electronic device to inter networking using 2.4 GHz UHF 15 

and 5 GHz SHF ISM radio bands. 

 

The application software component supported by present mobile device 

development platform comprises: 

a) MyOS: To meet the user requirements standard embedded Linux 20 

kernel is optimized and configured for the intended hardware and 

software, to get new functionalities and to test new features as per 

application specific requirements. The MyOS is configured for 

platform application however it can be recompiled, customized and 

ported into the platform for a specific requirement. 25 

 

b) Set of application programs and projects are created to experiment 

the concepts of various subjects as mentioned earlier. 

 

The present invention accordingly provides a universal development 30 

system for experimenting the concepts of mobile computing, embedded 

systems, communication protocols and networks, sensors, interfacing 

peripherals as an integrated solution.  

 

The system architecture of the present invention primarily consists of: 35 
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(a) OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating 5 

new OS, reducing kernel size.  

 

(b) Hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include 

application specific sensors, actuators, MIC, speaker, buzzer, 

camera, display, user interface, communication module, vibrators, 10 

I/O memory or SD card extension etc. 

 

(c) Programming for mobile system design or for mobile application 

programming (app development) using python.  

 15 

According to an embodiment of the present invention on power-on 

development system is booted with selected OS for the particular field 

specific applications and related software and target codes. Additionally, 

the system is also integrated with health, environment and safety sensors, 

communication modules, camera, TFT display and touch keypad with 20 

power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status pins, SIM tray, 

USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and I2C 

ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.   

 

FIG. 4 illustrates a booting process sequence diagram of development 25 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

process starts at step (401), when system is switched ON, at the time of 

initialization, customized operating system (MyOS) gets loaded from card 

memory into RAM at step (402). This enables loading of the kernel of 

customized operating system (MyOS) in to the memory that consists of 30 

integrated development environment (IDE) for application development.  

 

In the claims, the word “comprising” does not exclude other elements or 

steps, and the indefinite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. A 

single element or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited 35 
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in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually 5 

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these 

measures cannot be used to advantage. 

 

The present invention can be implemented in any convenient form, for 

example using dedicated hardware, or a mixture of dedicated hardware 10 

and software. The present invention may be implemented as computer 

software implemented by one or more networked processing apparatuses. 

The network can comprise any conventional terrestrial or wireless 

communications network, such as the Internet. The processing 

apparatuses can compromise any suitably programmed apparatuses such 15 

as a general purpose computer, personal digital assistant, mobile 

telephone (such as a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) or 3G-

compliant phone) and so on. Since the present invention can be 

implemented as software, each and every aspect of the present invention 

thus encompasses computer software implementable on a programmable 20 

device. 

 

The computer software can be provided to the programmable device using 

any storage medium or carrier medium for storing processor readable 

code such as a flexible disk, a compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), 25 

a digital versatile disk read only memory (DVD-ROM), DVD recording 

only/rewritable (DVD-R/RW), electrically erasable and programmable read 

only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read only memory 

(EPROM), a memory card or stick such as USB memory, a memory chip, 

a mini disk (MD), a magneto optical disc (MO), magnetic tape, a hard disk 30 

in a server, a solid state memory device or the like, but not limited to 

these. 

 

The hardware platform includes any desired kind of hardware resources 

including, for example, a central processing unit (CPU), a random access 35 
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memory (RAM), and a hard disk drive (HDD). The CPU may be 5 

implemented by any desired kind of any desired number of processor. The 

RAM may be implemented by any desired kind of volatile or non-volatile 

memory. The HDD may be implemented by any desired kind of non-

volatile memory capable of storing a large amount of data. The hardware 

resources may additionally include an input device, an output device, or a 10 

network device, depending on the type of the apparatus. Alternatively, the 

HDD may be provided outside of the apparatus as long as the HDD is 

accessible. In this example, the CPU, such as a cache memory of the 

CPU, and the RAM may function as a physical memory or a primary 

memory of the apparatus, while the HDD may function as a secondary 15 

memory of the apparatus. 

 

In the above-described example embodiment, a computing environment 

can be created using a computer used with a computer-readable program, 

described by object-oriented programming languages such as C++, Java 20 

(registered trademark), JavaScript (registered trademark), Perl, Ruby, 

Python or legacy programming languages such as machine language, 

assembler language to control functional units used for the apparatus or 

system. For example, a particular computer (e.g., personal computer, work 

station) may control information processing apparatus or an image 25 

processing apparatus using a computer-readable program, which can 

execute the above-described processes or steps. In the above described 

embodiments, at least one or more of the units of apparatus can be 

implemented in hardware or as a combination of hardware/software 

combination. In example embodiment, processing units, computing units, 30 

or controllers can be configured using various types of processors, circuits, 

processing devices, processing circuits or the like such as a programmed 

processor, a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), used 

singly or in combination. A circuit is a structural assemblage of electronic 

components including conventional circuit elements, integrated circuits 35 
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including application specific integrated circuits, standard integrated 5 

circuits, application specific standard products, and field programmable 

gate arrays. Further, a circuit includes central processing units, graphics 

processing units, and microprocessors, which are programmed or 

configured according to software code. A circuit does not include pure 

software, although a circuit does include the above-described hardware 10 

executing software. 

 

In the present invention all references related to mobile device may be 

assumed as mobile phone, smartphone, phone device, tablets, portable 

device and computing device and may be used interchangeably. Further, 15 

terms like “system” and “platform” are used interchangeably and 

synonymously throughout this document. 

 

Numerous additional modifications and variations are possible in light of 

the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope 20 

of the appended claims, the disclosure of the present invention may be 

practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. For example, 

elements and/or features of different examples and illustrative 

embodiments may be combined each other and/or substituted for each 

other within the scope of this disclosure and appended claims. 25 
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We Claim: 5 

1. A system (100) for creating customizable mobile device for learning 

and development comprising: 

a memory database (102); 

a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing 

therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing 10 

unit (101); 

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit (101) to 

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on 

one or more instructions stored in the memory database (102) 

consisting plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each 15 

other, wherein the interface unit comprises  

-an application program interface (103); 

-an external memory communication interface (105)  

-a multiple sensors communication interface (106); 

-a network communication interface (107); and 20 

-a universal communication interface (104). 

 

2. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the application 

program interface (103) is customizable to select one or more application 

specific operating system environments. 25 

 

3. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein memory interface 

(105) provides communication to high speed memory devices. 

 

4. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein sensors 30 

communication interface (106) provides communication with one or more 

sensors selected from the group consisting of health sensor, environment 

sensors, safety sensors and activity sensors such as proximity sensor, 

accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and fingerprint 

sensors.  35 
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 5 

5. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the universal 

communication interface (104) provides communication to plurality of 

input/output devices selected from the group consisting of touch screen, 

display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera. 

 10 

6. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the network 

communication interface  (107) provides communication with one or more 

communication technology selected from the group consisting of 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

 15 

 

 

Dated this 28th day of January, 2016 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND 

HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE 

 

The present invention relates to a system (100) and method providing a 

unified platform for real time programming, designing and customizing 

smartphone hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of 

experimenting, developing and learning various concept of mobile 

computing environment. The platform (100) includes a processing unit 

(101) for controlling and managing the operation of one or more interface 

controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise memory 

interface (105), communication interface (107), input/output interface 

(104), sensor interface (106), application programming interface (103) for 

application programming and operating system customization. 
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Date: 13 September 2020 

Our reference: FER/249DEL2015   

 

To  

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

Kind attention of: Ms. Anjali 

Controller of Patents  

Last Date: 13 September 2020 

Dear Sir, 

Re:  

Applicant : Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 

Application No. : 249/DEL/2015 

Filed on : 28 January 2015 

Title : A System for Building, Customizing Software and Hardware 

Interfaces of Smartphone 

 

This is further to the First Examination Report (FER) issued on 13 March 2020 in respect of 

the above-mentioned patent application. The Applicant, herein, submits response to all the 

objections raised in the FER. The last date to put the patent application in order for grant is 

13 September 2020. 

RESPONSE TO THE FER 

 

Summary of Amendments: 

1. Applicant humbly submits that the Originally filed claims 1-7 were pending at the 

time of receiving the FER. The Applicant has deleted the original claim 7. The Applicant has 

amended the original claims 1-6. The applicant respectfully submits that the scope of the 

amended claims 1-6 falls wholly within the scope of the originally filed claims 1-7, and no 

new subject matter has been added.  

The applicant, therefore, respectfully requests the Learned Controller for reconsideration 

of the present application in view of the forgoing amendments and following remarks. 

 

 

 



Part-I 

Objection 1: Novelty 

The Learned controller has objected the novelty of originally filed claims 1-7 in view of 

document: 

1. D1: US8875095B2  

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed 

invention: 

(i) D1 discloses a systems and methods for developing, customizing, and deploying 

mobile device applications through a mobile application development and deployment 

platform. Preferably, these systems and methods are implemented in an internet based 

environment that allows non-technical users to build sophisticated, highly customizable 

cross-platform mobile applications whereas in proposed invention a system or a platform is 

provided for creating customizable mobile device for learning and development. The system 

of present invention is for real-time designing, interfacing & programming of the various 

components of smartphone. The system of present invention can be used as an experimental 

kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile computing, embedded systems, 

sensors and communication networks as an integrated approach such that creation of new 

devices, operating software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation or 

customization of existing items or components thereof. Further, the system of present 

invention includes real hardware as well as software, sensing and communicating 

components to build a smartphone. Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users 

and others to modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system and 

to develop the applications specific to their needs. Hence it is novel in view of cited 

document D1. 

 

(ii) According to D1 a platform is provided that allows for a high degree of 

customizability and allows users to create sophisticated application through the customization 

and combination of various components, such as app-types, modules, content elements, and 

templates that can access features of various mobile devices and mobile operating systems. 

Thus D1 is specific to development of customized mobile applications whereas the system of 

proposed invention integrates the design & development of customizable handheld smart 

devices. The system of proposed invention integrates  the real mobile components such as 

TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, 



Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical User Interface (GUI), software and learning material as a 

complete integrated solution. 

 

(iii) According to D1 the platform allows users to select, input, create, customize, and 

combine various content, design characteristics, and application components, such as 

modules, some of which utilize features and functionality associated with various mobile 

devices and mobile operating systems whereas the system of proposed invention comprises a 

memory database, a processing unit coupled to the memory database and an interfacing unit. 

The interface unit also comprises plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each 

other, an application program interface, an external memory communication interface, a 

multiple sensors communication interface, a network communication interface and a 

universal communication interface. Thus, through said interfaces of proposed invention a 

user customize and configure hardware & software of a mobile device. Hence the syste of 

proposed invention is novel in view of cited art. 

 

(iv) In the system of D1server 200 hosts, operates and/or provides access to a mobile 

development service which can be accessed by various developers, such as non-technical 

users, application designers or software developers and/or any other types of users who desire 

to build and/or deploy a mobile app. In certain embodiments, the mobile development service 

may be in the form of a software development environment running on server 200. In certain 

other embodiments, the mobile development service may be any suitable form of hardware, 

software or a combination of hardware and software that allows developers to create, modify 

and/or deploy mobile apps. In certain of these embodiments, developers may access server 

computer 200 through developer computer 100, as depicted in FIG. 1. Developer computer 

100 may be a personal computer, laptop, tablet PC, mobile device or any other suitable 

computer hardware and/or software that is capable of communicating with, and/or providing 

developers with access to, server 200 whereas in the proposed invention the processing unit 

(101) communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from one or more group, for 

example, an application interface which provides access to Android OS environment, Linux 

OS environment, Windows and Mac OS environment and other application operating system 

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the effect of newly created 

OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone operation. The I/O interface (104) allows 

connection to such as but not limited to the speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch 

screen, display, user interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory 



interface (105) provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM required to 

be used in the customized smartphone platform such as SDRAM, DRMA and SD 

CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106) provides communication to application specific 

sensors such as health sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity 

sensors, etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to one or more network 

communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, 

SPI and I2C. 

 

(v) Further, according to D1 the platform allows users to compile, and generate a 

configuration file for, the mobile application that can be distributed to end users for execution 

on various mobile devices and mobile operating systems. When the mobile application is 

installed on, or executed by the mobile device, the configuration file may enable the retrieval 

of various data associated with the mobile application whereas in the proposed invention a 

customized mobile device or smartphone is provided in which one or more hardware element 

and/or software element can be selected according to user need to create a new smartphone 

device, application software and testing environment for further development. 

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the cited prior art does not teaches about 

customization of a mobile device or a smartphone development system for real-time 

designing, interfacing & programming of the various components of smartphone. Also the 

use of the system as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile 

computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication networks as an integrated 

approach such that creation of new devices, operating software packages, and applications by 

incorporation or customization of existing items or components thereof is nowhere disclosed. 

Thus the system of present invention for creating customizable mobile device for learning 

and development is novel. 

 

Objection 2: Inventive Step 

The Learned controller has objected the inventive merit of originally filed claims 1-7 in 

view of document: 

D2: US8719781B2; 

D3: US8694968B2 

Applicant Submission: 



It is well settled that in determining the differences between the prior art and the claims, 

the question under is not whether the differences themselves would have been obvious, but 

whether the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious. To this end, a prior art 

reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including portions that would 

lead away from the claimed invention.   

  

Furthermore, to establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria must be 

met: (1) there must be some suggestion or motivation to modify the reference or to combine 

reference teachings; (2) there must be reasonable expectation of success; and (3) the prior art 

reference must teach or suggest all the claim limitations.  Thus, Applicant respectfully 

traverses the rejection because the approach disclosed in D2-D3 and approach claimed in the 

instant application is not only different, but portions of D2-D3 upon which the Learned 

Controller relied do not render the claimed invention render obvious.  

Claim 1 recites: 

1. A system (100) for creating customizable mobile device for learning and development 

comprising: 

a memory database (102); 

a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing therein one or 

more instructions to be executed by the processing unit (101); 

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit (101) to perform plurality of 

input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more instructions stored in the 

memory database (102) consisting plurality of multi-input/output interface different 

from each other, wherein the interface unit comprises  

-an application program interface (103); 

-an external memory communication interface (105)  

-a multiple sensors communication interface (106); 

-a network communication interface (107); and 

-a universal communication interface (104). 

 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to inventiveness of the claimed 

invention: 

(i) D2 discloses a universal and adaptive software development platform for data-driven 

applications and a method of developing a software application configured to run on a 



computing device in an adaptive fashion and independent of operating system, database 

system, and presentation medium whereas the proposed invention provides a system for 

creating a customizable mobile device including customization of both hardware and 

software components for learning and development. Further the system allows the user to 

create any application or choose the already created experiments from the provided list to run 

and test the concepts for necessary understanding and analysis specific to the mobile 

computing, embedded systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication 

protocols. Furthermore, the proposed invention provides a system for performing several 

experiments to demonstrate the concepts in real environment related to such as but not 

limited to language C & Python programming, socket & shell programming, sensor networks, 

mobile communication, databases, embedded systems, etc. Thus, unlike D2 the proposed 

invention provides a mobile device or smartphone development system for real-time 

designing, interfacing & programming of the various components of smartphone. 

 

(ii) D2 comprises the steps of using an operating system-independent computer 

programming language to create the software application comprised of one or more modules; 

using a persistence layer in the software application abstracting access to a database residing 

on a physical storage medium wherein the persistence layer abstracting access to data records 

at runtime without hardcoding specific information about each record type; using a record 

management layer in the software application collecting and manipulating data record 

information in the persistence layer through both an application programming interface and 

one or more user interfaces and providing management functionality at runtime for a given 

record type; using an adaptive presentation layer in the software application generating a 

plurality of views from a single set of data models that display on a plurality of presentation 

media and wherein the presentation layer auto-generating views at runtime based on the 

structure of the data models such that the views reflect changes in the database; and releasing 

the software application for use on one or more computing devices whereas the proposed 

invention for creating a customizable mobile device includes real hardware, software, sensing 

and communicating components to build a smartphone. Thus it provides three dimensional 

freedom to end users and others, such as branding organizations, support personnel, students 

& developers to modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system 

and to develop the applications specific to their needs. Further, the system of present 

invention  integrates  the real mobile components such as TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, 



GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical 

User Interface (GUI), software and learning material in book form both in hard as well soft 

copy as a complete integrated solution.  Thus, it not only provides the freedom to modify, 

customize and create operating system, hardware and the application development as per 

requirement but also acts as a demonstration or experimental platform for various wired 

(UART, USB, SPI and I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS) 

communication protocols. 

   

(iii) D2 discloses an application platform that abstracts the computing platform, the 

database layer, and the rendering medium. The application platform has an application 

programming interface (“API”) which is consistent and identical on every platform making it 

platform independent. The application platform also abstracts away particulars of the data 

access layer to provide persistence independence. The abstraction of the database layer 

includes two sub-layers. In the bottom layer database independence is achieved and a uniform 

interface is exposed that treats data records (e.g. table rows) as plain objects. In the upper 

data layer are constructs that facilitate automated generation of user interfaces for record 

navigation and management. The resulting system provides the immediate ability to manage 

database records, programmatically as well as on the user side, without the need to re-

implement the basic management tasks over and over again. Thus the disclosed invention 

relates to applications that are capable of abstracting different presentation media. 

Abstracting presentation media means separating software development to a maximum 

degree from the medium on which it will be used, whether it is a computer desktop, a web 

browser or a mobile device whereas the proposed invention does not relates to abstracting 

presentation media rather it provides a system for creating customizable mobile device for 

learning and development comprising a memory database, a processing unit and an 

interfacing unit wherein the interfacing unit comprises plurality of multi-input/output 

interface different from each other and an application program interface, an external memory 

communication interface, a multiple sensors communication interface, a network 

communication interface and a universal communication interface. As such proposed 

invention provides a platform to perform all customized operation wherein the interfacing 

unit of the proposed system communicates with plurality of application specific 

communication interface and the processing unit communicates with various interfaces for 

example, an application interface which provides access to Android OS environment, Linux 

OS environment, Windows and Mac OS environment and other application operating system 



environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the effect of newly created 

OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone operation. 

 

(iv) In the cited document D2 the disclosed platform is not dependent on the rendering 

medium. This platform distinguishes itself the most in its abstraction of the rendering 

medium, or presentation layer. It allows a developer to create an application once and make it 

available in several presentation forms such as the desktop, the web or mobile devices with 

very little added effort. This application platform enables a developer to create several 

different application types in the same manner. For instance, application types may include 

web applications, rich client desktop application, thin client desktop application, mobile 

application, games, and server side services without any user interface whereas in the system 

of proposed invention there is a universal development system for experimenting the 

concepts of mobile computing, embedded systems, communication protocols and networks, 

sensors, interfacing peripherals as an integrated solution. The system architecture of the 

primarily consists of OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating 

new OS, reducing kernel size, hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include 

application specific sensors, actuators, MIC, speaker, buzzer, camera, display, user interface, 

communication module, vibrators, I/O memory or SD card extension etc. and programming 

for mobile system design or for mobile application programming (app development) using 

python. In the proposed invention development system is booted with selected OS for the 

particular field specific applications and related software and target codes. Additionally, the 

system is also integrated with health, environment and safety sensors, communication 

modules, camera, TFT display and touch keypad with power adaptor status LEDs, signal 

outputs pins, status pins, SIM tray, USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, 

camera, SPI and I2C ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.   

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the cited prior art does not teaches about 

customization of a mobile device or a smartphone development system for real-time 

designing, interfacing & programming of the various components of smartphone including 

software as well as hardware. 

 

2. D3: US8694968B2  

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to inventiveness of the claimed 

invention: 



(i) In D3 the mobile device development kit is provided as a web-based service for 

customization and testing of mobile devices whereas the proposed  invention involves the 

real time mobile device development kit with I/O interface, memory interface, network 

communication technology and sensor modules and therefore provides flexibility to the users 

in terms of real time customization. 

 

(ii) D3 discloses a computer-implemented method for creating, managing and 

distributing a mobile device operating software package, the method comprising: receiving a 

selection of at least one of a logic and data element from at least one of a shape, component, 

connections, color, and label palette to add to a data and logic canvas and a user interaction 

element from at least one of a graphic, widget, audio/video, or haptic palette to add to a 

multimedia user interaction canvas to form a mobile device operating software package; 

testing the mobile device operating software package using a generic device model testing 

module; submitting the mobile device operating software package to a distribution center; 

and distributing the mobile device operating software package to a mobile device whereas the 

proposed invention provide a system for creating customizable mobile device for learning 

and development comprising a memory database, a processing unit, an interfacing unit to 

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more instructions 

stored in the memory database wherein the interface unit also comprises plurality of multi-

input/output interface different from each other, an application program interface, an external 

memory communication interface, a multiple sensors communication interface, a network 

communication interface, a universal communication interface. Therefore, the system of 

proposed invention is different architecturally as well as steps involved are not disclosed in 

D3.  

 

(iii) In D3 Operating Software Package perform all desired functions available to the 

user of a mobile device. For example, an Operating Software Package provide basic 

telephony and address book functionality and allow nothing else, it may provide an alternate 

user interface to every traditional function of a typical mobile device, or it may provide any 

combination in between. Further, an Operating Software Package may incorporate specific 

Applications and Application Components by design, and it may or may not permit an end 

user to extend its functionality by downloading and running Applications using the 

proprietary foneClay Apps system whereas in the proposed invention the development system 

for customization of mobile device includes real hardware, software, sensing and 



communicating components to build a customized smartphone. The proposed system 

comprises a interface unit for communication with plurality of application specific 

communication interface. The processing unit communicates with various interfaces for 

example, an application interface which provides access to Android OS environment, Linux 

OS environment, Windows and Mac OS environment and other application operating system 

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the effect of newly created 

OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone operation. The I/O interface allows 

connection to such as but not limited to the speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch 

screen, display, user interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory 

interface provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM required to be used 

in the customized smartphone platform such as SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. 

The sensor interface provides communication to application specific sensors such as health 

sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity sensors, etc. The 

communication interface provides connection to one or more network communication 

technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users and others, support personnel, 

students & developers to modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating 

system and to develop the applications specific to their needs. 

 

(iv) The system of D3 does not involve any learning platform for users whereas the 

proposed invention also integrates customizable systems for users or students practical 

learning and as such the students can create any customized experiment or can select an 

already created experiment and test the concepts for practical understanding of various 

subjects such as mobile computing, embedded systems, sensors interfacing etc. This feature 

is useful for student’s enhancement. 

 

The applicant respectfully submits that the claims 1-6 are inventive because of the at 

least following differentiating features: 

(i) The system of proposed invention is for creating a customizable mobile device in real 

time and provides for customization of both hardware and software components to build a 

completely new device or modifying the existing one as per user requirement through 

multiple interfaces provided such as an application program interface, an external memory 

communication interface, a multiple sensors communication interface (106), a network 

communication interface and a universal communication interface.  



(ii) The system of proposed invention is  an integrated, compact and stand alone 

development system having improved flexibility, reduced cost, and reduced associated 

workload that facilitates the user or others for improved optimization, greater configurability 

and customization of both hardware and software components. 

(iii) The proposed invention provides a practical integrated real platform for 

experimenting the concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded 

systems, sensors and communication networks.  

(iv) The proposed provides a unique platform for integration of real mobile components 

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, 

MyOS and Application software. 

(v) The proposed invention allows operating system customization for the kernel porting 

and specific requirement. 

(vi) In the proposed invention Python is used as a preferred programming environment to 

integrate both hardware, operating system, and the application. 

(vii) The system of proposed invention acts as an integrated solution for sensor 

interfacing, programming and mobile application development. 

(viii) The proposed system allows the user to create any application or choose the already 

created experiments from the provided list to run and test the concepts for necessary 

understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing, embedded systems, sensor 

interfacing and wired/wireless communication protocols.  

(ix) The development system of the proposed invention is low cost and open source 

solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment and innovate new designs, 

products and solutions for education, entertainment, agriculture and health application. 

(x) The proposed system is also used for performing several experiments to demonstrate 

the concepts in real environment related to such as but not limited to language C & Python 

programming, socket & shell programming, sensor networks, mobile communication, 

databases, embedded systems, etc.   

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the technical feature used to realize the 

complete invention is different from the cited prior art D2 and D3 and hence makes the 

proposed invention non-obvious. 

 

Applicant respectfully submits that the amended claim 1 is not obvious over D2 and D3 

since none of the references (either alone or combined) discloses  ‘a system (100) for creating 



customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising a memory database 

(102); a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing therein one or 

more instructions to be executed by the processing unit (101); an interfacing unit operatively 

coupled to processing unit (101) to perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously 

based on one or more instructions stored in the memory database (102), the interface unit 

comprises consisting plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each other, 

wherein the interface unit comprises an application program interface (103); an external 

memory communication interface (105); a multiple sensors communication interface (106); a 

network communication interface (107); and a universal communication interface (104)’ as 

defined by the claim 1.  

 

Therefore, a skilled artisan would not modify any of the cited references with an 

expectation of successfully arriving at that which is claimed as the invention because there is 

no teaching or disclosure of the aforementioned features defined by amended system claim 1 

and subsequent dependent claims 2-6. The dependent claims 2-6 are novel and inventive by 

virtue of their dependency on claim 1.  

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that none of the cited prior arts, either taken alone or 

in any combination thereof, will motivate a person ordinarily skilled in the art to arrive at the 

claimed invention. The Learned Controller is, therefore, requested to reconsider and waive 

the objection favorably. 

 

Objection 3: Non Patentability  

The learned controller has objected the patentability of Claim(s) 1-7 under the provision 

of clause (K) of Section 3 for the following reasons: 

Without prejudice to objection U/S 2(1)(j), the subject matter of the claims as filed in the 

instant application falls within scope of clause (k) of section (3) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as 

amended). Therefore the invention claimed in the said claims is not patentable. In the method 

claims, steps are algorithmic steps. These can be implemented by software means only which 

works based on algorithms. Also system claims do not contribute in the constructional or 

structural aspects of the alleged invention and the alleged contribution lies only in 

algorithmic steps which make the system functional. 

 



Applicant respectfully submits the following submissions with regard to patentability of 

the claimed invention:  

The Applicant believes that claims 1-6 do not represent an algorithm and are allowable 

u/s 3(k) of the Patents Act, 1970. Hence, Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection and 

presents the following reply:  

The Manual of Patents Practice and Procedure (MPPP), with regard to Section 3(k), cites 

that “Algorithms in all forms including but not limited to, a set of rules or procedures or any 

sequence of steps or any method expressed by way of a finite list of defined instructions, 

whether for solving a problem or otherwise, and whether employing a logical, arithmetical or 

computational method, recursive or otherwise, are excluded from patentability.” 

 

Further, with reference to revised Guidelines for Examination of Computer-related 

Inventions (CRIs) published on June 30, 2017, states that “Even when the issue is related to 

hardware/software relation, the expression of the functionality as a “method” is to be judged 

on its substance. It is well-established that, in patentability cases, the focus should be on the 

underlying substance of the invention, not the particular form in which it is claimed. The 

Patents Act clearly excludes computer programmes per se and the exclusion should not be 

allowed to be avoided merely by camouflaging the substance of the claim by its wording.”  

 

Applicant respectfully states that the claimed subject matter in claims 1-6 does not 

describe or relate to “a set of rules or procedures or any sequence of steps or any method 

expressed by way of a finite list of defined instructions, whether for solving a problem or 

otherwise, and whether employing a logical, arithmetical or computational method, recursive 

or otherwise”. Instead applicant claimed invention is related to solve a technical problem of 

current and emerging mobile devices providing a great deal of programmability through the 

provision of software applications, or “apps”.  However, these apps allow people to add a 

wide variety of software functionality to their mobile devices but do not in general provide 

the ability to tune the base operating software of a particular class of mobile device. Further, 

add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change the specific hardware built 

into a mobile device. While most mobile devices provide connectors and slots for adding or 

connecting hardware modules that provide optional capabilities, and coupled with software 

apps these hardware add-ons can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice is limited to 

adding modules that aren’t in the base device. Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-

in hardware modules offer any ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End 



users with a variety of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the available options. 

Moreover, other development kits available allows only to customize, create and/or modify 

either software or hardware so as to make the device compatible for any new feature or to 

develop an improved product. So to overcome these existing limitations a system is proposed 

where end users or others acting on behalf of a group of end users may create personal or 

custom configurations of mobile devices or modify an existing one both at hardware and 

software level in real-time. Accordingly, proposed system is an improved development 

system for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to build and 

innovate new products and therefore provides an integrated development system having 

improved flexibility, reduced cost, and reduced associated workload that facilitates the user 

or others for improved optimization, greater configurability and customization of both 

hardware and software components as compared to prior art.  

 

Further, the applicant has included hardware limitation such as plurality of  interfacing 

unit including an application program interface (103), an external memory communication 

interface (105), a multiple sensors communication interface (106), a network communication 

interface (107), a universal communication interface (104) that implements the steps claimed 

in the claims 1-6. Additionally, the proposed invention is an integrated, compact and cost-

effective solution for design and development of customizable smart devices. It is an 

integrated system composed of mixture of hardware and software.  The system is composed 

of interconnection of database, processing unit, sensors interface unit ( sensors 

communication interface that provides communication with one or more sensors selected 

from the group consisting of health sensor, environment sensors, safety sensors and activity 

sensors such as proximity sensor, accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and 

fingerprint sensors), universal interface unit (universal communication interface provides 

communication to plurality of input/output devices selected from the group consisting of 

touch screen, display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera), network communication 

interface (one or more communication technology selected from the group consisting of 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C). So considering the invention as 

mere algorithm implemented through software is not justifiable. 

 

Hence the claims 1-6 are allowable u/s 3(k) of the patents Act 1970. Thus, the applicant 

believes that none of the claims 1-6 are directed solely towards software steps or algorithm or 

sequence of computational steps. Therefore subject matter of said claims 1-6 does not fall 



within scope of clause (k) of section (3) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). Therefore 

invention claimed in said claims 1-6 is patentable and applicant respectfully requests the 

Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

Objection 4: Unity of Invention 

Claims 1-7 do not form a single inventive concept. Claims 1-6 and 7 form different set of 

inventive concepts hence not allowable as a single application u/s 10(5) of the Patents Act, 

1970 (as amended).  

The applicant submits that original claims 7 has been deleted to form a single inventive 

concept. Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above 

objection. 

 

Objection 5: Sufficiency of Disclosure  

The complete specification does not fully and particularly describe the invention and its 

operation and the method by which it is to be performed in respect of: 

The complete specification does not fully and particularly describe the invention and its 

operation or use and the method by which it is to be performed. Also the complete 

specification does not disclose the best method of performing the invention which is known 

to the applicant and for which he is entitled to claim protection. 

The applicant submits that proposed invention relates to a system for creating 

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a memory database, a 

processing unit coupled to the memory database storing therein one or more instructions to be 

executed by the processing unit, an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to 

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more instructions 

stored in the memory database, the interface unit comprising plurality of multi-input/output 

interface different from each other, wherein the interface unit further comprises an 

application program interface, an external memory communication interface, a multiple 

sensors communication interface, a network communication interface and a universal 

communication interface. 

The following paragraphs from complete specification describe the system of proposed 

invention and its working in details: 

Page 7; Lines 18-35 & Page 8; Lines 1-5: “According to an embodiment of present 

invention the processing unit (101) is a computing platform to perform all customized 

operation, which comprises a processor and an interface unit for communication with 



plurality of application specific communication interface. The processing unit (101) 

communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from one or more group, for 

example, an application interface which provides access to Android OS environment, Linux 

OS environment, Windows and Mac OS environment and other application operating system 

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the effect of newly created 

OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone operation. 

The I/O interface (104) allows connection to such as but not limited to the speaker, 

microphone, buzzer, camera, touch screen, display, user interface, keyboard and other 

input/output devices. The memory interface (105) provides connection with one or more high 

speed memory RAM required to be used in the customized smartphone platform such as 

SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106) provides communication 

to application specific sensors such as health sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors 

and device activity sensors, etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to 

one or more network communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, 

ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C.” 

Page 8; Lines 24-35 & Page 9; Lines 5-6: “FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of 

development system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

system of present invention runs on a highly customizable operating system (MyOS) allowing 

integration of multiple hardware component and software component into a single platform. 

The system (300) consists of hardware element (301), which runs on MyOS operating system. 

The MyOS operating system is specifically designed for a unified platform capable of 

customizing hardware and operating system for building smartphone. When system is 

switched ON, hardware (301) memory is booted with operating system (MyOS) and 

input/output (303) interface with one or more user selected sensors (304) and communication 

technology (305) creates a customized phone environment for user applications (306) 

development and execution.” 

Page 12; Lines 16-31: “According to an embodiment of the present invention on power-

on development system is booted with selected OS for the particular field specific 

applications and related software and target codes. Additionally, the system is also 

integrated with health, environment and safety sensors, communication modules, camera, 

TFT display and touch keypad with power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status 

pins, SIM tray, USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and I2C ports 

for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.   



FIG. 4 illustrates a booting process sequence diagram of development system according 

to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The process starts at step (401), when 

system is switched ON, at the time of initialization, customized operating system (MyOS) gets 

loaded from card memory into RAM at step (402). This enables loading of the kernel of 

customized operating system (MyOS) in to the memory that consists of integrated 

development environment (IDE) for application development.” 

Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to consider the quoted 

paragraphs from specification towards decription of best mode of working and waive the 

above objection. 

 

Objection 6: Scope 

Claim(s) 1-7 does/do not define the scope of invention for which the protection is 

claimed for the following reasons: 

1. Words and phrases like "according to", "as recited in", "characterized in that" or 

"further comprising" should not be used in claims. These words and phrases make the scope 

of invention indefinite. 

The Applicant submits that the original claims 1-6 are properly worded to clearly define 

the invention. Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the 

above objection. 

2. The technical features of the claims are not referenced with numerals in parenthesis to 

enhance the intelligibility of the claims. 

The applicant submits that reference numerals have been given in parenthesis wherever 

necessary in claims to enhance the intelligibility of the claims. Therefore, applicant humbly 

requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

Part-III 

Objection 7: Formal requirements 

1. Statement & Undertaking: The period within which the applicant shall file the 

statement and undertaking under sub section (1) of section 8 is six months from the date of 

filing the application. Annexure to Form 3 has not been filed in accordance to rule 12 (1A) of 

the Patents Rules 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits that the Form 3 was submitted online along with provisional 

specification within prescribed time on January 28, 2015 which is also uploaded by IPO on 

the record on January 30, 2015. 



Further, Applicant also submits the petition to condone delay in filing Form 3 physically 

after filing online. Furthermore, the updated Form 3 details are as follows: 

(i) that applicant have not made any application for the same/substantially the same 

invention outside India. 

(ii) that the rights in the application(s) has/have been assigned to none. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the Form 3 with 

petition on the patent office records and waive the above objection.  

 

2. Format of Specification (Rule 13):  

(i) Complete specification has not been prepared following font, margin and line 

numbering requirements of rule 9 of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits that the complete specification is amended and prepared in font, 

margin and line numbering requirements of rule 9 of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). 

(ii) Irrelevant content, like reference of foreign applications, white spaces and other 

information from header and footer of the pages, has not been deleted from the Complete 

Specification. 

The applicant submits that the complete specification is amended and irrelevant content, 

reference of foreign applications, white spaces and other information from header and footer 

of the pages, has been deleted from the Complete Specification. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the complete 

specification on the patent office records and waive the above objection.  

 

3. Format of Drawings: Name of applicant, number of sheets of drawings, consecutive 

number of sheets and signature of applicant or his agent should be on drawings as per rule 15 

of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). Drawings are not submitted as per rule 15 of The 

Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits that the drawing sheets are amended to include name of applicant, 

number of sheets of drawings, consecutive number of sheets and signature of agent on 

drawing sheets as per rule 15 of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). Further, the drawings 

are amended and submitted as per rule 15 of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). Therefore, 

Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the drawings on the patent office 

records and waive the above objection.  

 

 



4. Other Deficiencies: 

(i) Form-5, Form-3, drawings and claims are not signed by the authorised patent agent. 

The applicant submits that the Form-3, Form-5, drawing and claims duly signed by the 

by the authorised patent agent are submitted. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the 

Learned Controller to take signed forms on the patent office records and waive the above 

objection. 

(ii) Complete Address of the inventor "Suresh Chande" has not been provided. 

The applicant submits that the complete address of “Suresh Chande” is as following 

Address: Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women, Kashmere Gate, New 

Delhi-110006, India. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the updated address 

on the patent office records and waive the above objection. 

 

(iii) Proof of right has not been submitted within prescribed period (within 6 month of 

the provisional specification) as mentioned u/r 10 of The Patents Rule 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits the petition to condone delay in filing proof or right. Therefore, 

Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take proof of right on the patent office 

records and waive the above objection. 

(iv) Form-5 has not been submitted within the prescribed time period. 

The applicant submits that the Form 5 was submitted online within prescribed time on 

February 18, 2016 after filing complete specification dated January 28, 2016 which is also 

uploaded by IPO on the record. 

Further, Applicant also submits the petition to condone delay in filing Form 5 physically 

after filing online. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take Form-5 on the 

patent office records and waive the above objection. 

(v) Power of Authority has not been submitted in favour of signatories to various forms. 

Names of agents provided on various forms and submitted Power of Attorney are not in 

accordance with those provided in the Patent Agent Register. Patent agent registration 

number is not provided on submitted copy of Power of Attorney. 

The applicant submits that the GPA is submitted in favour of patent agent with patent 

agent registration number signed by applicant. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the 

Learned Controller to take signed GPA on the patent office records and waive the above 

objection. 



(vi) Necessary figures should be provided with abstract as per rule 13(7) of The Patent 

Rules, 2003 (as amended). 

The applicant submits that the necessary figure is provided with abstract as per rule 13(7) 

of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned 

Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

In view of the above submissions, Applicant believes that the entire objections have been 

met and requests the Learned Controller to allow the application to proceed for grant. In case 

you require any clarifications or documents we would be pleased to provide the same on 

behalf of the Applicant.   

 

Any communication in connection with the above applications may be sent to us directly 

as the agent for the Applicants. Applicant respectfully states that any decision adverse to the 

Applicant in this regard should not be taken without taking the Applicant or their 

representative a personal hearing on this issue. 

PRAYER 

It is therefore prayed that: 

(a) the objections may be dropped; 

(b) the application may be favorably considered for early grant; and 

(c) a personal hearing may be granted in the event of any outstanding issue. 

 

Dated this 13
th

 day of September 2020 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

Enclosures: 

1. Claims-Clean  

2. Abstract-Clean 

3. Complete Specification-Clean 



4. Annexure 1 (Complete Specification-track, Claims-track, Drawings-track & 

Abstract-track) 

5. Annexure  2 (Form-3 duly signed by agent, Form-5 duly signed by agent) 

6. Petition to condone delay in filing Form-3 

7. Petition to condone delay in filing Form-5 

8. Petition to condone delay in filing Proof of Right 

9. GPA duly signed by applicant in favour of Agent 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION5

The present invention relates to the field of smartphone development.

More particularly, the invention relates to a method and system for

enabling a unified platform capable of customizing hardware and operating

system for building smartphone.

10

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
There exists today a wide variety of small, typically handheld, electronic

appliances known generally as mobile internet devices or smartphones. In

the current state of the art, all such devices are designed by their

manufacturers to include a variety of hardware capabilities to address as15

many potential end users as possible. Similarly, manufacturers determine

the form factor, that is, the size, shape, weight, color, and other physical

attributes, of each product, with the goal to satisfy the greatest possible

number of users with the fewest specific combinations. Finally,

manufacturers configure the operating software of their devices to provide20

a variety of functions such that a particular function or related group of

functions is performed in exactly the same way on as many device models

as possible.

The practice of limiting the number of hardware and software combinations25

benefits the device manufacturers by reducing the complexity of the

various systems and procedures they use for product development,

manufacturing, sales, and customer support. However, current and

emerging mobile devices provide a great deal of programmability through

the provision of software applications, or “apps”. These apps allow people30

to add a wide variety of software functionality to their mobile devices but

do not in general provide the ability to tune the base operating software of

a particular class of mobile device.



3

Further, add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change5

the specific hardware built into a mobile device. While most mobile devices

provide connectors and slots for adding or connecting hardware modules

that provide optional capabilities, and coupled with software apps these

hardware add-ons can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice is

limited to adding modules that aren’t in the base device.10

Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-in hardware modules offer

any ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End users

with a variety of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the

available options.15

Further, other development kits available allows to customize, create

and/or modify either software or hardware so as to make the device

compatible for any new feature or to develop an improved product. What is

needed, then, is system where end users or others acting on behalf of a20

group of end users may create personal or custom configurations of

mobile devices or modify an existing one.

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to have an improved development

system for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to25

build and innovate new products.

Thus, considering all these facts the present invention provides an

integrated development system having improved flexibility, reduced cost,

and reduced associated workload that facilitates the user or others for30

improved optimization, greater configurability and customization of both

hardware and software components.
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SUMMARY5

An object of the present invention provides a system for creating

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a

memory database, a processing unit coupled to the memory database

storing therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing

unit, an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to perform10

plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more

instructions stored in the memory database, the interface unit comprising

plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each other, wherein

the interface unit further comprises an application program interface, an

external memory communication interface, a multiple sensors15

communication interface, a network communication interface and a

universal communication interface.

Another object of the present invention provides a system for creating

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a20

memory database, a processing unit operatively coupled to memory

database for executing one or more instruction stored therein and a multi-

input/output interface for providing communication with one or more

smartphone operating system, network communication technology,

sensors and I/O devices.25

A further object of the present invention provides a system which allows

the user to create any application or choose the already created

experiments from the provided list to run and test the concepts for

necessary understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing,30

embedded systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication

protocols.

Another object of the present invention provides a system for performing

several experiments to demonstrate the concepts in real environment35
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related to such as but not limited to language C & Python programming,5

socket & shell programming, sensor networks, mobile communication,

databases, embedded systems, etc. and manual or in book or CD form

“How to create the experiments with step by step procedure” as an unified

integrated solution. A web based add-on complimentary material or

projects are also provided online free of cost to users.10

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the

accompanying drawings.15

FIG. 1 illustrates basic architecture and various components of

development system according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

20

FIG. 2 illustrates primary components layout of development system

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention;25

FIG. 4 illustrates booting process sequence diagram of development

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

30
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DESCRIPTION5

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily10

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings,

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components.

The present invention provides a mobile device, smartphone development

system for real-time designing, interfacing & programming of the various15

components of smartphone. The system of present invention can be used

as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile

computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication networks as

an integrated approach such that creation of new devices, operating

software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation20

or customization of existing items or components thereof.

The development system of present invention includes real hardware,

software, sensing and communicating components to build a smartphone.

Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users and others, such25

as branding organizations, support personnel, students & developers to

modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system

and to develop the applications specific to their needs.

Accordingly, the system of present invention  integrates  the real mobile30

components such as TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth,

ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical

User Interface (GUI), software and learning material in book form both in

hard as well soft copy as a complete integrated solution.  Thus, it not only

provides the freedom to modify, customize and create operating system,35
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hardware and the application development as per requirement but also5

acts as a demonstration or experimental platform for various wired (UART,

USB, SPI and I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS)

communication protocols.

FIG. 1 illustrates architecture block diagram of system according to a10

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system (100) includes

a processing unit (101), a memory database (102) and interface unit (not

shown) of processing unit which couples the processor with and/or to the

various communication interface such as I/O interface (104), memory

interface (105), sensory interface (106), communication interface (107)15

and Application/OS interface (103).

According to an embodiment of present invention the processing unit (101)

is a computing platform to perform all customized operation, which

comprises a processor and an interface unit for communication with20

plurality of application specific communication interface. The processing

unit (101) communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from

one or more group, for example, an application interface which provides

access to Android OS environment, Linux OS environment, Windows and

Mac OS environment and other application operating system25

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the

effect of newly created OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone

operation.

The I/O interface (104) allows connection to such as but not limited to the30

speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch screen, display, user

interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory interface

(105) provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM

required to be used in the customized smartphone platform such as

SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106)35
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provides communication to application specific sensors such as health5

sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity sensors,

etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to one or

more network communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-

Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C.

10

In an embodiment of present invention a customized mobile device or

smartphone is provided in which one or more hardware element and/or

software element can be selected according to user need to create a new

smartphone device, application software and testing environment for

further development.15

FIG. 2 illustrates layout of primary components of development system

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Here the

figure illustrates different hardware component used in the development of

platform of present invention. However, the scope of present invention is20

not limited to these only. The detailed description of each component and

its functioning is explained later in the specification.

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system of present25

invention runs on a highly customizable operating system (MyOS) allowing

integration of multiple hardware component and software component into

a single platform. The system (300) consists of hardware element (301),

which runs on MyOS operating system. The MyOS operating system is

specifically designed for a unified platform capable of customizing30

hardware and operating system for building smartphone. When system is

switched ON, hardware (301) memory is booted with operating system

(MyOS) and input/output (303) interface with one or more user selected

sensors (304) and communication technology (305) creates a customized
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phone environment for user applications (306) development and5

execution.

The development system of the present invention is low cost and open

source solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment

and innovate new designs, products and solutions for education,10

entertainment, agriculture and health application and offers following

advantages:

 Provides unique platform for integration of real mobile components

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi15

Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, MyOS and Application software.

 Allows operating system customization for the kernel porting and

specific requirement.

 Uses Python as a preferred programming environment to integrate

both hardware, operating system, and the application.20

 Acts as an integrated solution for sensor interfacing, programming

and mobile application development through open source tools and

technologies.

 Provides a practical integrated real platform for experimenting the

concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded25

systems, sensors and communication networks.

According to an embodiment of present invention the mobile device or

smartphone development system of the present invention comprises

primarily of following components:30

The one or more hardware components used in the system are described

herein:

a) Computing Platform: Raspberry Pi(R-Pi) is being used as a

preferred computing platform. It uses the Broadcom SoC with

ARM11 processor and operates at 700 MHz. It is widely used low35
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cost platform for various product design and developments5

presently.

b) Camera Module: This module can be used to take high definition

video, as well as stills photographs with options like time-lapse,

slow motion and video cleverness. It is a five mega pixel fixed focus10

camera that supports 1080p30, 720p60 and VGA90 video modes

as well as still captures.

c) Touch Screen: It features a 2.8" display with 320x240, 16-bit color

pixels and a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed15

SPI interface and can use the mini display as a console for

displaying text, images or video etc.

d) Sensors: Various sensors such as temperature, humidity,

accelerometer, smoke & pulse sensor are integrated with R-Pi.20

The communication technology supported by present system may

comprise following network communication modules:

a) GSM: GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an

open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice25

and data services. GSM differs from first generation wireless

systems in that it uses digital technology and Time Division Multiple

Access (TDMA) transmission methods. GSM is a circuit-switched

system that divides each 200kHz channel into eight 25kHz time-

slots.30

b) Bluetooth: Class-2 Bluetooth module with Serial Port Profile, which

can be configured as either Master or Slave, a drop-in replacement

for wired serial connections.

35
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c) GPS: It provides the real time position information in NMEA format.5

This data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time)

solution computed by the GPS receiver.

d) ZigBee: ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level

communication protocols used to create personal area networks10

built from small, low-power digital radios based on an IEEE

802.15.4 standard.

e) Wi-Fi: It is wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11 standard that

allows an electronic device to inter networking using 2.4 GHz UHF15

and 5 GHz SHF ISM radio bands.

The application software component supported by present mobile device

development platform comprises:

a) MyOS: To meet the user requirements standard embedded Linux20

kernel is optimized and configured for the intended hardware and

software, to get new functionalities and to test new features as per

application specific requirements. The MyOS is configured for

platform application however it can be recompiled, customized and

ported into the platform for a specific requirement.25

b) Set of application programs and projects are created to experiment

the concepts of various subjects as mentioned earlier.

The present invention accordingly provides a universal development30

system for experimenting the concepts of mobile computing, embedded

systems, communication protocols and networks, sensors, interfacing

peripherals as an integrated solution.

The system architecture of the present invention primarily consists of:35
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(a) OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating5

new OS, reducing kernel size.

(b) Hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include

application specific sensors, actuators, MIC, speaker, buzzer,

camera, display, user interface, communication module, vibrators,10

I/O memory or SD card extension etc.

(c) Programming for mobile system design or for mobile application

programming (app development) using python.

15

According to an embodiment of the present invention on power-on

development system is booted with selected OS for the particular field

specific applications and related software and target codes. Additionally,

the system is also integrated with health, environment and safety sensors,

communication modules, camera, TFT display and touch keypad with20

power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status pins, SIM tray,

USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and I2C

ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.

FIG. 4 illustrates a booting process sequence diagram of development25

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The

process starts at step (401), when system is switched ON, at the time of

initialization, customized operating system (MyOS) gets loaded from card

memory into RAM at step (402). This enables loading of the kernel of

customized operating system (MyOS) in to the memory that consists of30

integrated development environment (IDE) for application development.

In the claims, the word “comprising” does not exclude other elements or

steps, and the indefinite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. A

single element or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited35
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in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually5

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these

measures cannot be used to advantage.

The present invention can be implemented in any convenient form, for

example using dedicated hardware, or a mixture of dedicated hardware10

and software. The present invention may be implemented as computer

software implemented by one or more networked processing apparatuses.

The network can comprise any conventional terrestrial or wireless

communications network, such as the Internet. The processing

apparatuses can compromise any suitably programmed apparatuses such15

as a general purpose computer, personal digital assistant, mobile

telephone (such as a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) or 3G-

compliant phone) and so on. Since the present invention can be

implemented as software, each and every aspect of the present invention

thus encompasses computer software implementable on a programmable20

device.

The computer software can be provided to the programmable device using

any storage medium or carrier medium for storing processor readable

code such as a flexible disk, a compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM),25

a digital versatile disk read only memory (DVD-ROM), DVD recording

only/rewritable (DVD-R/RW), electrically erasable and programmable read

only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read only memory

(EPROM), a memory card or stick such as USB memory, a memory chip,

a mini disk (MD), a magneto optical disc (MO), magnetic tape, a hard disk30

in a server, a solid state memory device or the like, but not limited to

these.

The hardware platform includes any desired kind of hardware resources

including, for example, a central processing unit (CPU), a random access35
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memory (RAM), and a hard disk drive (HDD). The CPU may be5

implemented by any desired kind of any desired number of processor. The

RAM may be implemented by any desired kind of volatile or non-volatile

memory. The HDD may be implemented by any desired kind of non-

volatile memory capable of storing a large amount of data. The hardware

resources may additionally include an input device, an output device, or a10

network device, depending on the type of the apparatus. Alternatively, the

HDD may be provided outside of the apparatus as long as the HDD is

accessible. In this example, the CPU, such as a cache memory of the

CPU, and the RAM may function as a physical memory or a primary

memory of the apparatus, while the HDD may function as a secondary15

memory of the apparatus.

In the above-described example embodiment, a computing environment

can be created using a computer used with a computer-readable program,

described by object-oriented programming languages such as C++, Java20

(registered trademark), JavaScript (registered trademark), Perl, Ruby,

Python or legacy programming languages such as machine language,

assembler language to control functional units used for the apparatus or

system. For example, a particular computer (e.g., personal computer, work

station) may control information processing apparatus or an image25

processing apparatus using a computer-readable program, which can

execute the above-described processes or steps. In the above described

embodiments, at least one or more of the units of apparatus can be

implemented in hardware or as a combination of hardware/software

combination. In example embodiment, processing units, computing units,30

or controllers can be configured using various types of processors, circuits,

processing devices, processing circuits or the like such as a programmed

processor, a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), used

singly or in combination. A circuit is a structural assemblage of electronic

components including conventional circuit elements, integrated circuits35
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including application specific integrated circuits, standard integrated5

circuits, application specific standard products, and field programmable

gate arrays. Further, a circuit includes central processing units, graphics

processing units, and microprocessors, which are programmed or

configured according to software code. A circuit does not include pure

software, although a circuit does include the above-described hardware10

executing software.

In the present invention all references related to mobile device may be

assumed as mobile phone, smartphone, phone device, tablets, portable

device and computing device and may be used interchangeably. Further,15

terms like “system” and “platform” are used interchangeably and

synonymously throughout this document.

Numerous additional modifications and variations are possible in light of

the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope20

of the appended claims, the disclosure of the present invention may be

practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. For example,

elements and/or features of different examples and illustrative

embodiments may be combined each other and/or substituted for each

other within the scope of this disclosure and appended claims.25
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We Claim:5

1. A system (100) for creating customizable mobile device for learning

and development comprising:

a memory database (102);

a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing

therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing10

unit (101);

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit (101) to

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on

one or more instructions stored in the memory database (102), the

interface unit comprises consisting plurality of multi-input/output15

interface different from each other, wherein the interface unit

comprises

-an application program interface (103);

-an external memory communication interface (105);

-a multiple sensors communication interface (106);20

-a network communication interface (107); and

-a universal communication interface (104).

2. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the application

program interface (103) is customizable to select one or more application25

specific operating system environments.

3. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein memory interface

(105) provides communication to high speed memory devices.

30

4. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein sensors

communication interface (106) provides communication with one or more

sensors selected from the group consisting of health sensor, environment

sensors, safety sensors and activity sensors such as proximity sensor,
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accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and fingerprint5

sensors.

5. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the universal

communication interface (104) provides communication to plurality of

input/output devices selected from the group consisting of touch screen,10

display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera.

6. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the network

communication interface (107) provides communication with one or more

communication technology selected from the group consisting of15

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C.

7. A system for creating customizable mobile device for learning and

development comprising;

a memory database;20

a processing unit operatively coupled to memory database

for executing one or more instruction stored therein; and

a multi-input/output interface for providing communication

with one or more smartphone operating system, network

communication technology, sensors and I/O devices.25

Dated this 28th day of January, 2016

RASHMI TYAGI
IN/PA-1594
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ABSTRACT

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE

The present invention relates to a system (100) and method providing a

unified platform for real time programming, designing and customizing

smartphone hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of

experimenting, developing and learning various concept of mobile

computing environment. The platform (100) includes a processing unit

(101) for controlling and managing the operation of one or more interface

controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise memory

interface (105), communication interface (107), input/output interface

(104), sensor interface (106), application programming interface (103) for

application programming and operating system customization.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION5

The present invention relates to the field of smartphone development.

More particularly, the invention relates to a method and system for

enabling a unified platform capable of customizing hardware and operating

system for building smartphone.

10

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
There exists today a wide variety of small, typically handheld, electronic

appliances known generally as mobile internet devices or smartphones. In

the current state of the art, all such devices are designed by their

manufacturers to include a variety of hardware capabilities to address as15

many potential end users as possible. Similarly, manufacturers determine

the form factor, that is, the size, shape, weight, color, and other physical

attributes, of each product, with the goal to satisfy the greatest possible

number of users with the fewest specific combinations. Finally,

manufacturers configure the operating software of their devices to provide20

a variety of functions such that a particular function or related group of

functions is performed in exactly the same way on as many device models

as possible.

The practice of limiting the number of hardware and software combinations25

benefits the device manufacturers by reducing the complexity of the

various systems and procedures they use for product development,

manufacturing, sales, and customer support. However, current and

emerging mobile devices provide a great deal of programmability through

the provision of software applications, or “apps”. These apps allow people30

to add a wide variety of software functionality to their mobile devices but

do not in general provide the ability to tune the base operating software of

a particular class of mobile device.
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Further, add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change5

the specific hardware built into a mobile device. While most mobile devices

provide connectors and slots for adding or connecting hardware modules

that provide optional capabilities, and coupled with software apps these

hardware add-ons can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice is

limited to adding modules that aren’t in the base device.10

Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-in hardware modules offer

any ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End users

with a variety of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the

available options.15

Further, other development kits available allows to customize, create

and/or modify either software or hardware so as to make the device

compatible for any new feature or to develop an improved product. What is

needed, then, is system where end users or others acting on behalf of a20

group of end users may create personal or custom configurations of

mobile devices or modify an existing one.

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to have an improved development

system for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to25

build and innovate new products.

Thus, considering all these facts the present invention provides an

integrated development system having improved flexibility, reduced cost,

and reduced associated workload that facilitates the user or others for30

improved optimization, greater configurability and customization of both

hardware and software components.
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SUMMARY5

An object of the present invention provides a system for creating

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a

memory database, a processing unit coupled to the memory database

storing therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing

unit, an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to perform10

plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more

instructions stored in the memory database, the interface unit comprising

plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each other, wherein

the interface unit further comprises an application program interface, an

external memory communication interface, a multiple sensors15

communication interface, a network communication interface and a

universal communication interface.

Another object of the present invention provides a system for creating

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a20

memory database, a processing unit operatively coupled to memory

database for executing one or more instruction stored therein and a multi-

input/output interface for providing communication with one or more

smartphone operating system, network communication technology,

sensors and I/O devices.25

A further object of the present invention provides a system which allows

the user to create any application or choose the already created

experiments from the provided list to run and test the concepts for

necessary understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing,30

embedded systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication

protocols.

Another object of the present invention provides a system for performing

several experiments to demonstrate the concepts in real environment35
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related to such as but not limited to language C & Python programming,5

socket & shell programming, sensor networks, mobile communication,

databases, embedded systems, etc. and manual or in book or CD form

“How to create the experiments with step by step procedure” as an unified

integrated solution. A web based add-on complimentary material or

projects are also provided online free of cost to users.10

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the

accompanying drawings.15

FIG. 1 illustrates basic architecture and various components of

development system according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention;

20

FIG. 2 illustrates primary components layout of development system

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention;25

FIG. 4 illustrates booting process sequence diagram of development

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

30
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DESCRIPTION5

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily10

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings,

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components.

The present invention provides a mobile device, smartphone development

system for real-time designing, interfacing & programming of the various15

components of smartphone. The system of present invention can be used

as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile

computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication networks as

an integrated approach such that creation of new devices, operating

software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation20

or customization of existing items or components thereof.

The development system of present invention includes real hardware,

software, sensing and communicating components to build a smartphone.

Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users and others, such25

as branding organizations, support personnel, students & developers to

modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system

and to develop the applications specific to their needs.

Accordingly, the system of present invention  integrates  the real mobile30

components such as TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth,

ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical

User Interface (GUI), software and learning material in book form both in

hard as well soft copy as a complete integrated solution.  Thus, it not only

provides the freedom to modify, customize and create operating system,35
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hardware and the application development as per requirement but also5

acts as a demonstration or experimental platform for various wired (UART,

USB, SPI and I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS)

communication protocols.

FIG. 1 illustrates architecture block diagram of system according to a10

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system (100) includes

a processing unit (101), a memory database (102) and interface unit (not

shown) of processing unit which couples the processor with and/or to the

various communication interface such as I/O interface (104), memory

interface (105), sensory interface (106), communication interface (107)15

and Application/OS interface (103).

According to an embodiment of present invention the processing unit (101)

is a computing platform to perform all customized operation, which

comprises a processor and an interface unit for communication with20

plurality of application specific communication interface. The processing

unit (101) communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from

one or more group, for example, an application interface which provides

access to Android OS environment, Linux OS environment, Windows and

Mac OS environment and other application operating system25

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the

effect of newly created OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone

operation.

The I/O interface (104) allows connection to such as but not limited to the30

speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch screen, display, user

interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory interface

(105) provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM

required to be used in the customized smartphone platform such as

SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106)35
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provides communication to application specific sensors such as health5

sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity sensors,

etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to one or

more network communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-

Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C.

10

In an embodiment of present invention a customized mobile device or

smartphone is provided in which one or more hardware element and/or

software element can be selected according to user need to create a new

smartphone device, application software and testing environment for

further development.15

FIG. 2 illustrates layout of primary components of development system

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Here the

figure illustrates different hardware component used in the development of

platform of present invention. However, the scope of present invention is20

not limited to these only. The detailed description of each component and

its functioning is explained later in the specification.

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system of present25

invention runs on a highly customizable operating system (MyOS) allowing

integration of multiple hardware component and software component into

a single platform. The system (300) consists of hardware element (301),

which runs on MyOS operating system. The MyOS operating system is

specifically designed for a unified platform capable of customizing30

hardware and operating system for building smartphone. When system is

switched ON, hardware (301) memory is booted with operating system

(MyOS) and input/output (303) interface with one or more user selected

sensors (304) and communication technology (305) creates a customized
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phone environment for user applications (306) development and5

execution.

The development system of the present invention is low cost and open

source solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment

and innovate new designs, products and solutions for education,10

entertainment, agriculture and health application and offers following

advantages:

 Provides unique platform for integration of real mobile components

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi15

Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, MyOS and Application software.

 Allows operating system customization for the kernel porting and

specific requirement.

 Uses Python as a preferred programming environment to integrate

both hardware, operating system, and the application.20

 Acts as an integrated solution for sensor interfacing, programming

and mobile application development through open source tools and

technologies.

 Provides a practical integrated real platform for experimenting the

concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded25

systems, sensors and communication networks.

According to an embodiment of present invention the mobile device or

smartphone development system of the present invention comprises

primarily of following components:30

The one or more hardware components used in the system are described

herein:

a) Computing Platform: Raspberry Pi(R-Pi) is being used as a

preferred computing platform. It uses the Broadcom SoC with

ARM11 processor and operates at 700 MHz. It is widely used low35
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cost platform for various product design and developments5

presently.

b) Camera Module: This module can be used to take high definition

video, as well as stills photographs with options like time-lapse,

slow motion and video cleverness. It is a five mega pixel fixed focus10

camera that supports 1080p30, 720p60 and VGA90 video modes

as well as still captures.

c) Touch Screen: It features a 2.8" display with 320x240, 16-bit color

pixels and a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed15

SPI interface and can use the mini display as a console for

displaying text, images or video etc.

d) Sensors: Various sensors such as temperature, humidity,

accelerometer, smoke & pulse sensor are integrated with R-Pi.20

The communication technology supported by present system may

comprise following network communication modules:

a) GSM: GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an

open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice25

and data services. GSM differs from first generation wireless

systems in that it uses digital technology and Time Division Multiple

Access (TDMA) transmission methods. GSM is a circuit-switched

system that divides each 200kHz channel into eight 25kHz time-

slots.30

b) Bluetooth: Class-2 Bluetooth module with Serial Port Profile, which

can be configured as either Master or Slave, a drop-in replacement

for wired serial connections.

35
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c) GPS: It provides the real time position information in NMEA format.5

This data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time)

solution computed by the GPS receiver.

d) ZigBee: ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level

communication protocols used to create personal area networks10

built from small, low-power digital radios based on an IEEE

802.15.4 standard.

e) Wi-Fi: It is wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11 standard that

allows an electronic device to inter networking using 2.4 GHz UHF15

and 5 GHz SHF ISM radio bands.

The application software component supported by present mobile device

development platform comprises:

a) MyOS: To meet the user requirements standard embedded Linux20

kernel is optimized and configured for the intended hardware and

software, to get new functionalities and to test new features as per

application specific requirements. The MyOS is configured for

platform application however it can be recompiled, customized and

ported into the platform for a specific requirement.25

b) Set of application programs and projects are created to experiment

the concepts of various subjects as mentioned earlier.

The present invention accordingly provides a universal development30

system for experimenting the concepts of mobile computing, embedded

systems, communication protocols and networks, sensors, interfacing

peripherals as an integrated solution.

The system architecture of the present invention primarily consists of:35
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(a) OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating5

new OS, reducing kernel size.

(b) Hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include

application specific sensors, actuators, MIC, speaker, buzzer,

camera, display, user interface, communication module, vibrators,10

I/O memory or SD card extension etc.

(c) Programming for mobile system design or for mobile application

programming (app development) using python.

15

According to an embodiment of the present invention on power-on

development system is booted with selected OS for the particular field

specific applications and related software and target codes. Additionally,

the system is also integrated with health, environment and safety sensors,

communication modules, camera, TFT display and touch keypad with20

power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status pins, SIM tray,

USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and I2C

ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.

FIG. 4 illustrates a booting process sequence diagram of development25

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The

process starts at step (401), when system is switched ON, at the time of

initialization, customized operating system (MyOS) gets loaded from card

memory into RAM at step (402). This enables loading of the kernel of

customized operating system (MyOS) in to the memory that consists of30

integrated development environment (IDE) for application development.

In the claims, the word “comprising” does not exclude other elements or

steps, and the indefinite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. A

single element or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited35
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in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually5

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these

measures cannot be used to advantage.

The present invention can be implemented in any convenient form, for

example using dedicated hardware, or a mixture of dedicated hardware10

and software. The present invention may be implemented as computer

software implemented by one or more networked processing apparatuses.

The network can comprise any conventional terrestrial or wireless

communications network, such as the Internet. The processing

apparatuses can compromise any suitably programmed apparatuses such15

as a general purpose computer, personal digital assistant, mobile

telephone (such as a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) or 3G-

compliant phone) and so on. Since the present invention can be

implemented as software, each and every aspect of the present invention

thus encompasses computer software implementable on a programmable20

device.

The computer software can be provided to the programmable device using

any storage medium or carrier medium for storing processor readable

code such as a flexible disk, a compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM),25

a digital versatile disk read only memory (DVD-ROM), DVD recording

only/rewritable (DVD-R/RW), electrically erasable and programmable read

only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read only memory

(EPROM), a memory card or stick such as USB memory, a memory chip,

a mini disk (MD), a magneto optical disc (MO), magnetic tape, a hard disk30

in a server, a solid state memory device or the like, but not limited to

these.

The hardware platform includes any desired kind of hardware resources

including, for example, a central processing unit (CPU), a random access35
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memory (RAM), and a hard disk drive (HDD). The CPU may be5

implemented by any desired kind of any desired number of processor. The

RAM may be implemented by any desired kind of volatile or non-volatile

memory. The HDD may be implemented by any desired kind of non-

volatile memory capable of storing a large amount of data. The hardware

resources may additionally include an input device, an output device, or a10

network device, depending on the type of the apparatus. Alternatively, the

HDD may be provided outside of the apparatus as long as the HDD is

accessible. In this example, the CPU, such as a cache memory of the

CPU, and the RAM may function as a physical memory or a primary

memory of the apparatus, while the HDD may function as a secondary15

memory of the apparatus.

In the above-described example embodiment, a computing environment

can be created using a computer used with a computer-readable program,

described by object-oriented programming languages such as C++, Java20

(registered trademark), JavaScript (registered trademark), Perl, Ruby,

Python or legacy programming languages such as machine language,

assembler language to control functional units used for the apparatus or

system. For example, a particular computer (e.g., personal computer, work

station) may control information processing apparatus or an image25

processing apparatus using a computer-readable program, which can

execute the above-described processes or steps. In the above described

embodiments, at least one or more of the units of apparatus can be

implemented in hardware or as a combination of hardware/software

combination. In example embodiment, processing units, computing units,30

or controllers can be configured using various types of processors, circuits,

processing devices, processing circuits or the like such as a programmed

processor, a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), used

singly or in combination. A circuit is a structural assemblage of electronic

components including conventional circuit elements, integrated circuits35
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including application specific integrated circuits, standard integrated5

circuits, application specific standard products, and field programmable

gate arrays. Further, a circuit includes central processing units, graphics

processing units, and microprocessors, which are programmed or

configured according to software code. A circuit does not include pure

software, although a circuit does include the above-described hardware10

executing software.

In the present invention all references related to mobile device may be

assumed as mobile phone, smartphone, phone device, tablets, portable

device and computing device and may be used interchangeably. Further,15

terms like “system” and “platform” are used interchangeably and

synonymously throughout this document.

Numerous additional modifications and variations are possible in light of

the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope20

of the appended claims, the disclosure of the present invention may be

practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. For example,

elements and/or features of different examples and illustrative

embodiments may be combined each other and/or substituted for each

other within the scope of this disclosure and appended claims.25
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We Claim:5

1. A system (100) for creating customizable mobile device for learning

and development comprising:

a memory database (102);

a processing unit (101) coupled to the memory database (102) storing

therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing10

unit (101);

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit (101) to

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on

one or more instructions stored in the memory database (102), the

interface unit comprises consisting plurality of multi-input/output15

interface different from each other, wherein the interface unit

comprises

-an application program interface (103);

-an external memory communication interface (105);

-a multiple sensors communication interface (106);20

-a network communication interface (107); and

-a universal communication interface (104).

2. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the application

program interface (103) is customizable to select one or more application25

specific operating system environments.

3. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein memory interface

(105) provides communication to high speed memory devices.

30

4. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein sensors

communication interface (106) provides communication with one or more

sensors selected from the group consisting of health sensor, environment

sensors, safety sensors and activity sensors such as proximity sensor,
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accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and fingerprint5

sensors.

5. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the universal

communication interface (104) provides communication to plurality of

input/output devices selected from the group consisting of touch screen,10

display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera.

6. The system (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the network

communication interface (107) provides communication with one or more

communication technology selected from the group consisting of15

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C.

7. A system for creating customizable mobile device for learning and

development comprising;

a memory database;20

a processing unit operatively coupled to memory database

for executing one or more instruction stored therein; and

a multi-input/output interface for providing communication

with one or more smartphone operating system, network

communication technology, sensors and I/O devices.25

Dated this 28th day of January, 2016

RASHMI TYAGI
IN/PA-1594

AGENT FOR APPLICANT
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ABSTRACT

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND
HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE

The present invention relates to a system (100) and method providing a

unified platform for real time programming, designing and customizing

smartphone hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of

experimenting, developing and learning various concept of mobile

computing environment. The platform (100) includes a processing unit

(101) for controlling and managing the operation of one or more interface

controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise memory

interface (105), communication interface (107), input/output interface

(104), sensor interface (106), application programming interface (103) for

application programming and operating system customization.
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पथम कथन जारी होने क  ितिथ से छः माह है  
Please find enclosed herewith an Examination Report ( i.e. a first statement of objections as specified in Rule
24-B(3) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended) ) in respect of above-mentioned application. This report is
issued with reference to a request for examination dated 27/09/2016.The last date for filing a response to the
Examination Report (i.e. a period to comply with all the requirements raised in this examination report) is six
months from the date on which the first statement of objections is issued to the Applicant.

2. यिद रपोट के अंतगत लगाई गयी आव यकताओ ंका अनुपालन एक व िनयम, 2003 (यथा संशोिधत) के िनयम 24 ख(5) म िविनिद
अविध के भीतर  अंदर अनुपालन नह  िकया गया तो एक व अिधिनयम 1970 क  धारा 21(1) के अधीन वतमान आवेदन को प र य  माना
जाएगा  
The instant application shall be deemed to have been abandoned under Section 21(1) of The Patents Act,
1970, unless all the requirements raised in this report are complied with in the period as specified in Rule 24-B
(5) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended).

3. आपका यान एक व िनयम, 2003 के िनयम 24 ख(6) के पावधान  क  ओर भी आमिंतत िकया जाता है  
Your attention is also invited to the provisions of Rule 24-B (6) of the Patents Rules 2003.

4. आपको सलाह दी जाती ह ैिक शीघ िनपटान हेत ुअपना उ र शीघ प ततु कर  
You are advised to file the reply at the earliest for early disposal.

 Anjali 
िनयंतक पेटट/ Controller of Patents

सलं न/Enclosed: अपरो  अनुसार/As above  

िट पणी: यह इले टोिनक प से उ प न रपोट है  
NOTE: This is an electronically generated report.

सभी पताचार िनयंतक एक व को उपरोि लिखत पते पर भेजा जाये
All communications should be sent to the Controller of Patents at the above mentioned address.



परी ण रपोट /Examination Report

आवेदन सं या /Application Number 249/DEL/2015
दािखल करने क  ितिथ /Date of Filing 28/01/2015
पिूव ा िदनांक /Date of Priority --
पीसीटी अंतरा ीय आवेदन क  सं या व िदनांक / PCT International
Application No. & Date --

आवेदक /Applicant INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN

परी ण हेतु अनरुोध क  सं या व िदनांक /Request for Examination
No. & Date R20161027738 27/09/2016

पकाशन क  ितिथ /Date of Publication 19/08/2016
इस परी ण रपोट के चार भाग ह, अथात रपोट का सारांश, िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट, औपचा रक आव यकताएँ तथा रकॉड मे द तावेज़ / 
This examination report consists of four parts, namely summary of the report, detailed 
technical report, formal requirements and documents on record.

भाग -1: रपोट का सारांश 
PART-I: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
क. सं.
/Sl.
No.

अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां
/Requirements under the Act दाव  क  सं या /Claim Numbers िट पणी /Remarks

1.
धारा 2(1)(ञ) के तहत
आिव कार /Invention u/s
2(1)(j)

नवीनता /Novelty
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-7 नह  /No

आिव कारी कदम / Inventive step
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-7 नह  /No

औ ोिगक उपयोिगता /Industrial
Applicability

दावे /Claims: 1-7 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

2.
धारा 3 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता (यिद हाँ, खंड 3(क-त) /Non-
patentability u/s 3
(if yes, specify section3(a-p))

दावे /Claims: 1-7 हाँ /Yes
k

दावे /Claims: नह  /No

3. धारा 10 (5) के अधीन आिव कार क  एकलता /Unity of invention
u/s 10 (5)

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-7 नह  /No

4.
धारा 10(4) के अधीन पकटन क  द ता (हाँ/नह  िनिद
कर)/Sufficiency of disclosure u/s 10 (4)
(Specify Yes/No)

1-7

5.
[धारा 10(5) व 10(4) (ग)]
के अधीन दावे /Claims
[u/s 10(5) & 10(4) (c)]

ेत /Scope
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes

दावे /Claims: 1-7 नह  /No

भाग –II िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट 
PART-II: DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT

क. उ रत द तावेज  क  सूची /A.List of documents cited:

(क) पेटट सािह य / (a). Patent Literature :

क. सं. द तावेज़  का िववरण पकाशन
उ रत द तावेज़ का पासंिगक
िववरण (प ृ  व अनु छेद सं या) उ रत द तावेज़ के

पासंिगक दावे / अिभकिथत आिव कार के
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/
Sl.no

/Details of
documents

ितिथ(िदन/माह/वष) /
Publication date

/ Relevant description
(page and paragraph
no.) of cited document

पासंिगक दावे /
Relevant claims of

cited document

दावे /Claims of
alleged invention

 1 D1: US8875095B2 28/10/2014
Abstract ; Figure 1 ;

Description paragraphs
2-18

1-19 1-7

 2 D2: US8719781B2 06/05/2014
Abstract ; Figure 1 ;

Description paragraphs
2-15

1-19 1-7

 3 D3: US8694968B2 08/04/2014
Abstract ; Figure 1 ;

Description paragraphs
2-14

1-36 1-7

(ख) गरै-पेटट सािह य /(b).Non-patent literature

कोई द तावेज़ उ ृत नह  ह ै/No Document Cited 

ख. अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां /B. Detailed observations on the requirements under the
Act:

(1).नवीनता / NOVELTY:

(I)  ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़ के संदभ (1-7) मे िदये गए पकटन के पवूानमुान को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-7) मे
नवीनता क  कमी ह ै/ 
Claim(s) (1-7) lack(s) novelty, being anticipated in view of disclosure in the document cited above under
reference for the following reasons:

D1 discloses a systems and methods for developing, customizing, and deploying mobile device applications
through a mobile application development and deployment platform. Preferably, these systems and methods are
implemented in an Internet based environment that allows non-technical users to build sophisticated, highly-
customizable cross-platform mobile applications. The platform allows users to select, input, create, customize,
and combine various content, design characteristics, and application components, such as modules, some of
which utilize features and functionality associated with various mobile devices and mobile operating systems. In
certain embodiments, the platform allows users to compile, and generate a configuration file for, the mobile
application that can be distributed to end users for execution on various mobile devices and mobile operating
systems. When the mobile application is installed on, or executed by the mobile device, the configuration file may
enable the retrieval of various data associated with the mobile application.

In view of the cited document D1, the claims are not novel u/s 2(1)(j) of The Patent Act 1970 (as amended).

(2).आिव कारी कदम / INVENTIVE STEP:

(I) ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़(ज ) के संदभ मे प  अ यापन(न ) को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-7) मे आिव कारी कदम
क  कमी ह ै
Claim(s) (1-7) lack(s) inventive step, being obvious in view of teaching (s) of cited document(s) above under
reference for the following reasons:

D2 discloses a method of developing a software application configured to run on a computing device in an
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adaptive fashion and independent of operating system, database system, and presentation medium, comprising
the steps of: using an operating system-independent computer programming language to create the software
application comprised of one or more modules; using a persistence layer in the software application abstracting
access to a database residing on a physical storage medium wherein the persistence layer abstracting access to
data records at runtime without hardcoding specific information about each record type; using a record
management layer in the software application collecting and manipulating data record information in the
persistence layer through both an application programming interface and one or more user interfaces and
providing management functionality at runtime for a given record type; using an adaptive presentation layer in the
software application generating a plurality of views from a single set of data models that display on a plurality of
presentation media and wherein the presentation layer auto-generating views at runtime based on the structure
of the data models such that the views reflect changes in the database; and releasing the software application for
use on one or more computing devices. D3 discloses a computer-implemented method for creating, managing
and distributing a mobile device operating software package, the method comprising: receiving a selection of at
least one of a logic and data element from at least one of a shape, component, connections, color, and label
palette to add to a data and logic canvas and a user interaction element from at least one of a graphic, widget,
audio/video, or haptic palette to add to a multimedia user interaction canvas to form a mobile device operating
software package; testing the mobile device operating software package using a generic device model testing
module; submitting the mobile device operating software package to a distribution center; and distributing the
mobile device operating software package to a mobile device.

In view of the cited documents D2 and D3, the claims do not contain inventive step u/s 2(1)(ja) of The Patent Act
1970 (as amended).

(3).पेटट अयो यता /NON PATENTABILITY:

(I) िन निलिखत कारण  से धारा 3 के खंड (k )के पावधान के तहत दावा(वे) (1-7) सांिविधक प से पेटट यो य नह  ह / 
Claim(s) (1-7) are statutorily non-patentable under the provision of clause ( k ) of Section 3 for the following
reasons:

Without prejudice to objection U/S 2(1)(j), the subject matter of the claims as filed in the instant application falls
within scope of clause (k) of section (3) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). Therefore the invention claimed
in the said claims is not patentable. In the method claims, steps are algorithmic steps. These can be implemented
by software means only which works based on algorithms. Also system claims do not contribute in the
constructional or structural aspects of the alleged invention and the alleged contribution lies only in algorithmic
steps which make the system functional.

(4).आिव कार क  एकलता /UNITY OF INVENTION:

(I) दावा(व ) 1-7 मे आिव कार क  एकलता क  कमी ह ै य िक दावे िकसी एक आिव कार या आिव कार  का समहू जो िमलकर एक आिव कारी
संक पना क  संरचना कर उससे संबि धत नह  ह  Claim(s) 1-7 lack(s) unity of invention as the claims do not relate to a
single invention or to a group of inventions linked so as to form a single inventive concept:

Claims 1-7 do not form a single inventive concept. Claims 1-6 and 7 form different set of inventive concepts
hence not allowable as a single application u/s 10(5) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended).

(II)  इस आवेदन का दावा (के दावे) सह-लंिबत आवेदन सं या के दावे के पर पर िवरोध मे है  
Claim(s)of the instant application conflict(s) with claim(s) of co-pending application no. 

(6).पकटन क  द ता /SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE:

(I) िविनदश पणूतयाः व िवशेषकर आिव कार तथा इसके संचालन तथा िविध के िन पादन के संबंध मे िववरण नह  देते ह  
The complete specification does not fully and particularly describe the invention and its operation and the method
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by which it is to be performed in respect of:

The complete specification does not fully and particularly describe the invention and its operation or use and the
method by which it is to be performed. Also the complete specification does not disclose the best method of
performing the invention which is known to the applicant and for which he is entitled to claim protection.

(7). ेत /SCOPE:

(I) दावा(वे) 1-7 आिव कार के उस ेत िजस के िलए संर ण का दावा िकया गया ह ैउसे िन निलिखत कारण  से प रभािषत नह  करता(ते) ह.ै
Claim(s) 1-7 does/do not define the scope of invention for which the protection is claimed for the following
reasons:

1. Words and phrases like "according to", "as recited in", "characterized in that" or "further comprising" should
not be used in claims. These words and phrases make the scope of invention indefinite.

2. The technical features of the claims are not referenced with numerals in parenthesis to enhance the
intelligibility of the claims.

भाग – III: औपचा रक आव यकताएँ /PART-III: FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

आपि यां /Objections िट पणी /Remarks

Statement & Under
Taking (Form 3
Details)

The period within which the applicant shall file the statement and undertaking under sub-
section (1) of section 8 is six months from the date of filing the application. Annexure to
form 3 has not been filed in accordance to rule 12 (1A) of The Patents Rule 2003 (as
amended).

Format of
Specification (rule 13)

1. Complete specification has not been prepared following font, margin and line
numbering requirements of rule 9 of The Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended).

2. Irrelevant content, like reference of foreign applications, white spaces and other
information from header and footer of the pages, has not been deleted from the
Complete Specification.

Format of Drawings

Name of applicant, number of sheets of drawings, consecutive number of sheets and
signature of applicant or his agent should be on drawings as per rule 15 of The Patent
Rules, 2003 (as amended). Drawings are not submitted as per rule 15 of The Patent
Rules, 2003 (as amended).

Other Deficiencies

1. Form-5, Form-3, drawings and claims are not signed by the authorised patent agent.

2. Complete Address of the inventor "Suresh Chande" has not been provided.

3. Proof of right has not been submitted within prescribed period (within 6 month of the
provisional specification) as mentioned u/r 10 of The Patents Rule 2003 (as amended).

4. Form-5 has not been submitted within the prescribed time period.

5. Power of Authority has not been submitted in favour of signatories to various forms.
Names of agents provided on various forms and submitted Power of Attorney are not in
accordance with those provided in the Patent Agent Register. Patent agent registration
number is not provided on submitted copy of Power of Attorney.
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number is not provided on submitted copy of Power of Attorney.

6. Necessary figures should be provided with abstract as per rule 13(7) of The Patent
Rules, 2003 (as amended).

भाग-IV: रकॉड मे द तावेज़ /PART-IV: DOCUMENTS ON RECORD

िन निलिखत द तावेज़  के आधार पर यह परी ण रपोट तयैार क  गयी है
The examination report has been prepared based on the following documents:

कायसचूी ितिथ /
Docket Date

कायसचूी सं या /Docket
Number पिवि  सं या िववरण /Entry Number Description

28 Jan 2015 2951 1-New Application For Patent With Provisional /Complete
Specification

02 Dec 2015 38892 OTHERS(NON CASH)
02 Dec 2015 38892 OTHERS(NON CASH)

28 Jan 2016 3080 2-Complete After Provisional Specification - Form 2 Check For No.
OF Pages & Claims

18 Feb 2016 6171 5-Declaration As To Inventorship - Form 5
05 Apr 2016 12817 OTHERS(NON CASH)
05 Apr 2016 12817 OTHERS(NON CASH)
05 Apr 2016 12817 OTHERS(NON CASH)

27 Sep 2016 45286 28(i)-Request For Examination After 18 months Publication - Form
18

िनयंतक का नाम /Name of the Controller: Anjali

िनयंतक थान /Controller Location: Delhi

िट पणी: परी ण रपोट का उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ / Note: Last date for filing response to the Examination Report:
13/09/2020
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FORM 18 
THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 OF 1970) 
& 

The Patents Rules, 2003 
REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION OF APPLICATION FOR PATENT 

[See section 11B and rule 20(4)(ii), 24B(1)(i)] 
 
 

1. Applicant: Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 
Nationality: Indian 
Address: Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 
 

2. Statement in case of request for examination made by the applicants 
We hereby request that our application for patent no. 249/DEL/2015 filed on 28th 
January, 2015 for the invention titled “A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMART PHONE” shall be 

examined under sections 12 and 13 of the Act. 
 

3. Address for Service:  
250, Street No. 06, New Colony Kerhera,  

Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad,  

Uttar Pradesh – 201007, India  

 

Mobile No.:+91-9968284766 

E-mail: rashmi.tyagi@hotmail.com 

 
Dated 26th day of September, 2016   

 
RASHMI TYAGI (IN/PA-1594) 
  (AGENT FOR APPLICANT) 

 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

mailto:rashmi.tyagi@hotmail.com
































FORM 5 

THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 of 1970) 

& 

THE PATENT RULES, 2003 

DECLARATION AS TO INVENTORSHIP 

[See Section 10 (6) and rule 13 (6)] 

 

1. NAME OF APPLICANT(S): INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY  

FOR WOMEN of Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

hereby declare that the true and first inventor(s) of the invention disclosed in the complete 

specification filed in pursuance of my/our application numbered 249/DEL/2015 dated 28.01.2015 

are:- 

 

2. INVENTORS(S) 
 
(a) NAME : REDDY S. Ramanarayana 
(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 
(c) ADDRESS : HOD, Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical 

University for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, 
India 

 
 
(a) NAME : CHANDE Suresh 
(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 
(c) ADDRESS : Finland 

 
 

(a) NAME : AGARWAL Nidhi 
(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 
(c) ADDRESS : Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University 

for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

(a) NAME : KUMAR Sanjay 

(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 

(c) ADDRESS : Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University 

for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

 



(a) NAME : MISHRA Narendra 

(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 

(c) ADDRESS : Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University 

for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

(a) NAME : KUMAR Pardeep 

(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 

(c) ADDRESS : Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University 

for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

(a) NAME : KAUR Jasleen 

(b) NATIONALITY : Indian 

(c) ADDRESS : Department of CSE, Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University 

for Women, Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 

 

 

 

 

Dated this 18th day of February, 2016 

 

 

Name: RASHMI TYAGI (IN/PA-1594) 

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 



FORM 2 
THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 of 1970) 

& 

THE PATENTS RULES, 2003 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 
(Section 10 & Rule 13) 

 

 

 

 

“A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE” 

 
 
 

INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN  
INDIAN 

Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following specification describes the invention and the manner in 

which it is to be performed.  

 
 



FIELD OF THE INVENTION 5 

The present invention relates to the field of smartphone development. 

More particularly, the invention relates to a method and system for 

enabling a unified platform capable of customizing hardware and operating 

system for building smartphone. 

 10 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
There exists today a wide variety of small, typically handheld, electronic 

appliances known generally as mobile internet devices or smartphones. In 

the current state of the art, all such devices are designed by their 

manufacturers to include a variety of hardware capabilities to address as 15 

many potential end users as possible. Similarly, manufacturers determine 

the form factor, that is, the size, shape, weight, color, and other physical 

attributes, of each product, with the goal to satisfy the greatest possible 

number of users with the fewest specific combinations. Finally, 

manufacturers configure the operating software of their devices to provide 20 

a variety of functions such that a particular function or related group of 

functions is performed in exactly the same way on as many device models 

as possible. 

 

The practice of limiting the number of hardware and software 25 

combinations benefits the device manufacturers by reducing the 

complexity of the various systems and procedures they use for product 

development, manufacturing, sales, and customer support. However, 

current and emerging mobile devices provide a great deal of 

programmability through the provision of software applications, or “apps”. 30 

These apps allow people to add a wide variety of software functionality to 

their mobile devices but do not in general provide the ability to tune the 

base operating software of a particular class of mobile device. 

 

2 
 



Further, add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change 5 

the specific hardware built into a mobile device. While most mobile 

devices provide connectors and slots for adding or connecting hardware 

modules that provide optional capabilities, and coupled with software apps 

these hardware add-ons can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice 

is limited to adding modules that aren’t in the base device. 10 

 

Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-in hardware modules offer 

any ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End users 

with a variety of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the 

available options. 15 

 

Further, other development kits available allows to customize, create 

and/or modify either software or hardware so as to make the device 

compatible for any new feature or to develop an improved product. What is 

needed, then, is system where end users or others acting on behalf of a 20 

group of end users may create personal or custom configurations of 

mobile devices or modify an existing one. 

 

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to have an improved development 

system for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to 25 

build and innovate new products. 

 

Thus, considering all these facts the present invention provides an 

integrated development system having improved flexibility, reduced cost, 

and reduced associated workload that facilitates the user or others for 30 

improved optimization, greater configurability and customization of both 

hardware and software components. 
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SUMMARY 5 

An object of the present invention provides a system for creating 

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a 

memory database, a processing unit coupled to the memory database 

storing therein one or more instructions to be executed by the processing 

unit, an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to perform 10 

plurality of input/output functions simultaneously based on one or more 

instructions stored in the memory database, the interface unit comprising 

plurality of multi-input/output interface different from each other, wherein 

the interface unit further comprises an application program interface, an 

external memory communication interface, a multiple sensors 15 

communication interface, a network communication interface and a 

universal communication interface. 

 

Another object of the present invention provides a system for creating 

customizable mobile device for learning and development comprising, a 20 

memory database, a processing unit operatively coupled to memory 

database for executing one or more instruction stored therein and a multi-

input/output interface for providing communication with one or more 

smartphone operating system, network communication technology, 

sensors and I/O devices. 25 

 

A further object of the present invention provides a system which allows 

the user to create any application or choose the already created 

experiments from the provided list to run and test the concepts for 

necessary understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing, 30 

embedded systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication 

protocols.  

 

Another object of the present invention provides a system for performing 

several experiments to demonstrate the concepts in real environment 35 

4 
 



related to such as but not limited to language C & Python programming, 5 

socket & shell programming, sensor networks, mobile communication, 

databases, embedded systems, etc. and manual or in book or CD form 

“How to create the experiments with step by step procedure” as an unified 

integrated solution. A web based add-on complimentary material or 

projects are also provided online free of cost to users.   10 

 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  15 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates basic architecture and various components of 

development system according to a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention; 

 20 

FIG. 2 illustrates primary components layout of development system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

 

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention; 25 

 

FIG. 4 illustrates booting process sequence diagram of development 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

 

  30 
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DESCRIPTION 5 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 10 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a mobile device, smartphone development 

system for real-time designing, interfacing & programming of the various 15 

components of smartphone. The system of present invention can be used 

as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every concept of mobile 

computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication networks as 

an integrated approach such that creation of new devices, operating 

software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation 20 

or customization of existing items or components thereof. 

 

The development system of present invention includes real hardware, 

software, sensing and communicating components to build a smartphone. 

Thus it provides three dimensional freedom to end users and others, such 25 

as branding organizations, support personnel, students & developers to 

modify or interface any hardware, build or customize the operating system 

and to develop the applications specific to their needs. 
 
Accordingly, the system of present invention  integrates  the real mobile 30 

components such as TFT, LCD, LED, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, 

ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, Buzzers, MyOS, Graphical 

User Interface (GUI), software and learning material in book form both in 

hard as well soft copy as a complete integrated solution.  Thus, it not only 

provides the freedom to modify, customize and create operating system, 35 

6 
 



hardware and the application development as per requirement but also 5 

acts as a demonstration or experimental platform for various wired (UART, 

USB, SPI and I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS) 

communication protocols. 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates architecture block diagram of system according to a 10 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system (100) includes 

a processing unit (101), a memory database (102) and interface unit (not 

shown) of processing unit which couples the processor with and/or to the 

various communication interface such as I/O interface (104), memory 

interface (105), sensory interface (106), communication interface (107) 15 

and Application/OS interface (103). 

 

According to an embodiment of present invention the processing unit (101) 

is a computing platform to perform all customized operation, which 

comprises a processor and an interface unit for communication with 20 

plurality of application specific communication interface. The processing 

unit (101) communicates with various interfaces that can be selected from 

one or more group, for example, an application interface which provides 

access to Android OS environment, Linux OS environment, Windows and 

Mac OS environment and other application operating system 25 

environments to create a customized operating system and to learn the 

effect of newly created OS environment on a mobile device or smartphone 

operation. 

 

The I/O interface (104) allows connection to such as but not limited to the 30 

speaker, microphone, buzzer, camera, touch screen, display, user 

interface, keyboard and other input/output devices. The memory interface 

(105) provides connection with one or more high speed memory RAM 

required to be used in the customized smartphone platform such as 

SDRAM, DRMA and SD CARD/FLASH. The sensor interface (106) 35 
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provides communication to application specific sensors such as health 5 

sensors, environment sensors, safety sensors and device activity sensors, 

etc. The communication interface (107) provides connection to one or 

more network communication technology but not limited to Bluetooth, Wi-

Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

 10 

In an embodiment of present invention a customized mobile device or 

smartphone is provided in which one or more hardware element and/or 

software element can be selected according to user need to create a new 

smartphone device, application software and testing environment for 

further development. 15 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates layout of primary components of development system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. Here the 

figure illustrates different hardware component used in the development of 

platform of present invention. However, the scope of present invention is 20 

not limited to these only. The detailed description of each component and 

its functioning is explained later in the specification. 

 

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system according to a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The system of present 25 

invention runs on a highly customizable operating system (MyOS) allowing 

integration of multiple hardware component and software component into 

a single platform. The system (300) consists of hardware element (301), 

which runs on MyOS operating system. The MyOS operating system is 

specifically designed for a unified platform capable of customizing 30 

hardware and operating system for building smartphone. When system is 

switched ON, hardware (301) memory is booted with operating system 

(MyOS) and input/output (303) interface with one or more user selected 

sensors (304) and communication technology (305) creates a customized 
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phone environment for user applications (306) development and 5 

execution. 

 

The development system of the present invention is low cost and open 

source solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment 

and innovate new designs, products and solutions for education, 10 

entertainment, agriculture and health application and offers following 

advantages: 

 

• Provides unique platform for integration of real mobile components 

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi 15 

Multimedia, Camera, Sensors, MyOS and Application software. 

• Allows operating system customization for the kernel porting and 

specific requirement. 

• Uses Python as a preferred programming environment to integrate 

both hardware, operating system, and the application. 20 

• Acts as an integrated solution for sensor interfacing, programming 

and mobile application development through open source tools and 

technologies. 

• Provides a practical integrated real platform for experimenting the 

concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded 25 

systems, sensors and communication networks.  

 
According to an embodiment of present invention the mobile device or 

smartphone development system of the present invention comprises 

primarily of following components: 30 

The one or more hardware components used in the system are described 

herein: 

a) Computing Platform: Raspberry Pi(R-Pi) is being used as a 

preferred computing platform. It uses the Broadcom SoC with 

ARM11 processor and operates at 700 MHz. It is widely used low 35 
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cost platform for various product design and developments 5 

presently. 

 

b) Camera Module: This module can be used to take high definition 

video, as well as stills photographs with options like time-lapse, 

slow motion and video cleverness. It is a five mega pixel fixed focus 10 

camera that supports 1080p30, 720p60 and VGA90 video modes 

as well as still captures. 

 

c) Touch Screen: It features a 2.8" display with 320x240, 16-bit color 

pixels and a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed 15 

SPI interface and can use the mini display as a console for 

displaying text, images or video etc.  

 

d) Sensors: Various sensors such as temperature, humidity, 

accelerometer, smoke & pulse sensor are integrated with R-Pi. 20 

 

The communication technology supported by present system may 

comprise following network communication modules: 

a) GSM: GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an 

open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice 25 

and data services. GSM differs from first generation wireless 

systems in that it uses digital technology and Time Division 

Multiple Access (TDMA) transmission methods. GSM is a circuit-

switched system that divides each 200kHz channel into eight 

25kHz time-slots. 30 

 

b) Bluetooth: Class-2 Bluetooth module with Serial Port Profile, which 

can be configured as either Master or Slave, a drop-in replacement 

for wired serial connections. 

 35 
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c) GPS: It provides the real time position information in NMEA format. 5 

This data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time) 

solution computed by the GPS receiver. 

 

d) ZigBee: ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level 

communication protocols used to create personal area networks 10 

built from small, low-power digital radios based on an IEEE 

802.15.4 standard.  

 

e) Wi-Fi: It is wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11 standard that 

allows an electronic device to inter networking using 2.4 GHz UHF 15 

and 5 GHz SHF ISM radio bands. 

 

The application software component supported by present mobile device 

development platform comprises: 

a) MyOS: To meet the user requirements standard embedded Linux 20 

kernel is optimized and configured for the intended hardware and 

software, to get new functionalities and to test new features as per 

application specific requirements. The MyOS is configured for 

platform application however it can be recompiled, customized and 

ported into the platform for a specific requirement. 25 

 

b) Set of application programs and projects are created to experiment 

the concepts of various subjects as mentioned earlier. 

 

The present invention accordingly provides a universal development 30 

system for experimenting the concepts of mobile computing, embedded 

systems, communication protocols and networks, sensors, interfacing 

peripherals as an integrated solution.  

 

The system architecture of the present invention primarily consists of: 35 
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(a) OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating 5 

new OS, reducing kernel size.  

 

(b) Hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include 

application specific sensors, actuators, MIC, speaker, buzzer, 

camera, display, user interface, communication module, vibrators, 10 

I/O memory or SD card extension etc. 

 

(c) Programming for mobile system design or for mobile application 

programming (app development) using python.  

 15 

According to an embodiment of the present invention on power-on 

development system is booted with selected OS for the particular field 

specific applications and related software and target codes. Additionally, 

the system is also integrated with health, environment and safety sensors, 

communication modules, camera, TFT display and touch keypad with 20 

power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status pins, SIM tray, 

USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and I2C 

ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.   

 

FIG. 4 illustrates a booting process sequence diagram of development 25 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

process starts at step (401), when system is switched ON, at the time of 

initialization, customized operating system (MyOS) gets loaded from card 

memory into RAM at step (402). This enables loading of the kernel of 

customized operating system (MyOS) in to the memory that consists of 30 

integrated development environment (IDE) for application development.  

 

In the claims, the word “comprising” does not exclude other elements or 

steps, and the indefinite article “a” or “an” does not exclude a plurality. A 

single element or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited 35 
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in the claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually 5 

different dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these 

measures cannot be used to advantage. 

 

The present invention can be implemented in any convenient form, for 

example using dedicated hardware, or a mixture of dedicated hardware 10 

and software. The present invention may be implemented as computer 

software implemented by one or more networked processing apparatuses. 

The network can comprise any conventional terrestrial or wireless 

communications network, such as the Internet. The processing 

apparatuses can compromise any suitably programmed apparatuses such 15 

as a general purpose computer, personal digital assistant, mobile 

telephone (such as a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) or 3G-

compliant phone) and so on. Since the present invention can be 

implemented as software, each and every aspect of the present invention 

thus encompasses computer software implementable on a programmable 20 

device. 

 

The computer software can be provided to the programmable device using 

any storage medium or carrier medium for storing processor readable 

code such as a flexible disk, a compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), 25 

a digital versatile disk read only memory (DVD-ROM), DVD recording 

only/rewritable (DVD-R/RW), electrically erasable and programmable read 

only memory (EEPROM), erasable programmable read only memory 

(EPROM), a memory card or stick such as USB memory, a memory chip, 

a mini disk (MD), a magneto optical disc (MO), magnetic tape, a hard disk 30 

in a server, a solid state memory device or the like, but not limited to 

these. 

 

The hardware platform includes any desired kind of hardware resources 

including, for example, a central processing unit (CPU), a random access 35 
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memory (RAM), and a hard disk drive (HDD). The CPU may be 5 

implemented by any desired kind of any desired number of processor. The 

RAM may be implemented by any desired kind of volatile or non-volatile 

memory. The HDD may be implemented by any desired kind of non-

volatile memory capable of storing a large amount of data. The hardware 

resources may additionally include an input device, an output device, or a 10 

network device, depending on the type of the apparatus. Alternatively, the 

HDD may be provided outside of the apparatus as long as the HDD is 

accessible. In this example, the CPU, such as a cache memory of the 

CPU, and the RAM may function as a physical memory or a primary 

memory of the apparatus, while the HDD may function as a secondary 15 

memory of the apparatus. 

 

In the above-described example embodiment, a computing environment 

can be created using a computer used with a computer-readable program, 

described by object-oriented programming languages such as C++, Java 20 

(registered trademark), JavaScript (registered trademark), Perl, Ruby, 

Python or legacy programming languages such as machine language, 

assembler language to control functional units used for the apparatus or 

system. For example, a particular computer (e.g., personal computer, work 

station) may control information processing apparatus or an image 25 

processing apparatus using a computer-readable program, which can 

execute the above-described processes or steps. In the above described 

embodiments, at least one or more of the units of apparatus can be 

implemented in hardware or as a combination of hardware/software 

combination. In example embodiment, processing units, computing units, 30 

or controllers can be configured using various types of processors, 

circuits, processing devices, processing circuits or the like such as a 

programmed processor, a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit 

(ASIC), used singly or in combination. A circuit is a structural assemblage 

of electronic components including conventional circuit elements, 35 
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integrated circuits including application specific integrated circuits, 5 

standard integrated circuits, application specific standard products, and 

field programmable gate arrays. Further, a circuit includes central 

processing units, graphics processing units, and microprocessors, which 

are programmed or configured according to software code. A circuit does 

not include pure software, although a circuit does include the above-10 

described hardware executing software. 

 

In the present invention all references related to mobile device may be 

assumed as mobile phone, smartphone, phone device, tablets, portable 

device and computing device and may be used interchangeably. Further, 15 

terms like “system” and “platform” are used interchangeably and 

synonymously throughout this document. 

 

Numerous additional modifications and variations are possible in light of 

the above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope 20 

of the appended claims, the disclosure of the present invention may be 

practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. For example, 

elements and/or features of different examples and illustrative 

embodiments may be combined each other and/or substituted for each 

other within the scope of this disclosure and appended claims. 25 
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We Claim: 5 

1. A system for creating customizable mobile device for learning and 

development comprising: 

a memory database; 

a processing unit coupled to the memory database storing 

therein one or more instructions to be executed by the 10 

processing unit; 

an interfacing unit operatively coupled to processing unit to 

perform plurality of input/output functions simultaneously 

based on one or more instructions stored in the memory 

database, the interface unit comprises plurality of multi-15 

input/output interface different from each other, wherein the 

interface unit comprises  

an application program interface; 

an external memory communication interface; 

a multiple sensors communication interface; 20 

a network communication interface; and 

a universal communication interface. 

 

2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the application program 

interface is customizable to select one or more application specific 25 

operating system environments. 

 

3. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein memory interface 

provides communication to high speed memory devices. 

 30 

4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein sensors communication 

interface provides communication with one or more sensors 

selected from the group consisting of health sensor, environment 

sensors, safety sensors and activity sensors such as proximity 

16 
 



sensor, accelerometer sensor, gyroscope, light sensor, GPS, and 5 

fingerprint sensors.  

 

5. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the universal 

communication interface provides communication to plurality of 

input/output devices selected from the group consisting of touch 10 

screen, display, keyboard, speaker, microphone and camera. 

 

6. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the network 

communication interface provides communication with one or more 

communication technology selected from the group consisting of 15 

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GSM, ZigBee, UART, USB, SPI and I2C. 

 

7. A system for creating customizable mobile device for learning and 

development comprising; 

a memory database; 20 

a processing unit operatively coupled to memory database 

for executing one or more instruction stored therein; and 

a multi-input/output interface for providing communication 

with one or more smartphone operating system, network 

communication technology, sensors and I/O devices. 25 

 

 

Dated this 28th day of January, 2016 
 

RASHMI TYAGI 
AGENT FOR APPLICANT 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND 
HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE 

 
The present invention relates to a system and method providing a unified 

platform for real time programming, designing and customizing 

smartphone hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of 

experimenting, developing and learning various concept of mobile 

computing environment. The platform includes a processing unit for 

controlling and managing the operation of one or more interface 

controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise memory 

interface, communication interface, input/output interface, sensor 

interface, application programming interface for application programming 

and operating system customization. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION5

The present invention relates to the field of smart phone development. More

particularly, the invention relates to a method and system for enabling a unified

platform capable of customizing hardware and operating system for building

smart phone.

10

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
There exists today a wide variety of small, typically handheld, electronic

appliances known generally as mobile internet devices or smart phones. In the

current state of the art, all such devices are designed by their manufacturers to

include a variety of hardware capabilities to address as many potential end users15

as possible. Similarly, manufacturers determine the form factor, that is, the size,

shape, weight, color, and other physical attributes, of each product, with the goal

to satisfy the greatest possible number of users with the fewest specific

combinations. Finally, manufacturers configure the operating software of their

devices to provide a variety of functions such that a particular function or related20

group of functions is performed in exactly the same way on as many device

models as possible.

The practice of limiting the number of hardware and software combinations

benefits the device manufacturers by reducing the complexity of the various25

systems and procedures they use for product development, manufacturing,

sales, and customer support. However, current and emerging mobile devices

provide a great deal of programmability through the provision of software

applications, or “apps”. These apps allow people to add a wide variety of

software functionality to their mobile devices but do not in general provide the30

ability to tune the base operating software of a particular class of mobile device.

Further, add-on software apps inherently cannot offer any ability to change the

specific hardware built into a mobile device. While most mobile devices provide

connectors and slots for adding or connecting hardware modules that provide35

optional capabilities, and coupled with software apps these hardware add-ons

can be quite sophisticated, here too this practice is limited to adding modules that

aren’t in the base device.
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Finally, neither add-on software apps nor plug-in hardware modules offer any5

ability to change the form factor of a device completely. End users with a variety

of special needs are generally left unsatisfied by the available options.

Further, other development kits available allow to customize, create and/or

modify either software or hardware so as to make the device compatible for any10

new feature or to develop an improved product. What is needed, then, is system

where end users or others acting on behalf of a group of end users may create

personal or custom configurations of mobile devices or modify an existing one.

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to have an improved development system15

or kit for experimenting with every concept of mobile computing so as to build

and innovate new products.

Thus, considering all these facts the present invention provides an integrated

development system or kit having improved flexibility, reduced cost, and reduced20

associated workload that facilitates the user or others for improved optimization,

greater configurability and customization of both hardware and software

components.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS5

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be apparent

from the following description when read with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

FIG. 1 illustrates basic architecture and various components of development10

system or Kit (MySmartPhone Kit) according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

FIG. 2 illustrates primary components layout of development system or Kit

(MySmartPhone Kit) according to a preferred embodiment of the present15

invention;

FIG. 3 illustrates flow diagram of development system or Kit (MySmartPhone Kit)

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

20

FIG. 4 illustrates booting process sequence diagram of development system or

Kit (MySmartPhone Kit) according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates sample demonstration of development system or Kit25

(MySmartPhone Kit) according to a preferred embodiment of the present

invention.
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DESCRIPTION5

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention is not

limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified in various

forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only provided to explain

more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily skilled in the art of the present10

invention. In the accompanying drawings, like reference numerals are used to

indicate like components.

The present invention provides a mobile device, smart phone development

system or kit (MySmartPhone Kit) for real-time designing, interfacing &15

programming of the various components of smart phone. The kit of present

invention can be used as an experimental kit for experimenting each and every

concept of mobile computing, embedded systems, sensors and communication

networks as an integrated approach such that creation of new devices, operating

software packages, and applications can be accelerated by incorporation or20

customization of existing items or components thereof.

The development kit of present invention includes real hardware, software,

sensing and communicating components to build a smart phone. Thus it provide

three dimensional freedom to end users and others, such as branding25

organizations, support personnel, students & developers to modify or interface

any hardware, build or customize the operating system and to develop the

applications specific to their needs.

Accordingly, the kit of present invention  integrates  the real mobile components30

such as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth (BT), ZigBee,Wi-Fi Multimedia,

Camera, Sensors, MyOS, software and learning material in book form both in

hard as well soft copy as a complete integrated solution. Thus, it not only

provides the freedom to modify, customize and create operating system,

hardware and the application development as per requirement but also acts as a35

demonstration or experimental platform for various wired (UART,USB,SPI and

I2C) and wireless (BT, ZigBee, GSM, Wi-Fi and GPS) communication protocols.
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The development system or kit of the present invention is low cost and open5

source solution for users, students, faculty and developers to experiment and

innovate new designs, products and solutions for education, entertainment,

agriculture and health application and offers following advantages:

 Provides unique platform for integration of real mobile components such10

as TFT, MPU, GPS, GSM, Bluetooth (BT), ZigBee, Wi-Fi Multimedia,

Camera, Sensors, MyOS, Application software.

 Allows operating System customization for the kernel porting and specific

requirement.

 Uses Python as a programming environment to integrate both hardware,15

operating system, and the application.

 Acts as an integrated solution for sensor Interfacing, programming and

mobile application development through open source tools and

technologies.

 Provides a practical integrated real platform for experimenting the20

concepts of various subjects such as mobile computing, embedded

systems, sensors and communication networks.

The development system or Kit of the present invention comprises
primarily of following components:25

Hardware components:
a) Computing Platform: Raspberry Pi(R-Pi) is being used as a computing

platform. It uses the Broadcom SoC with ARM11 processor and operates

700 MHz. It is widely used low cost platform for various product design30

and developments in recent times.

b) Camera Module: This module can be used to take high definition video,

as well as stills photographs with options like time-lapse, slow motion and

video cleverness. It is a five mega pixel fixed focus camera that supports35

1080p30, 720p60 and vga90 video modes as well as still captures.
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c) Touch Screen: It features a 2.8" display with 320x240 16-bit color pixels5

and a resistive touch overlay. The plate uses the high speed SPI interface

and can use the mini display as a console for displaying text, images or

video etc.

d) Sensors: Various sensors such as temperature, humidity, accelerometer,10

smoke & pulse sensor are integrated with R-Pi.

Communication Modules:
a) GSM: GSM (Global System for Mobile communications) is an open,

digital cellular technology used for transmitting mobile voice and data15

services. GSM differs from first generation wireless systems in that it

uses digital technology and Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

transmission methods. GSM is a circuit-switched system that divides

each 200kHz channel into eight 25kHz time-slots.

20

b) Bluetooth: Class-2 Bluetooth (BT) module with Serial Port Profile, which

can be configured as either Master or Slave, a drop-in replacement for

wired serial connections.

c) GPS: It provides the real time position information in NMEA format. This25

data includes the complete PVT (position, velocity, time) solution

computed by the GPS receiver.

d) ZigBee: ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level communication

protocols used to create personal area networks built from small, low-30

power digital radios based on an IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

e) Wi-Fi: It is wireless LAN based on IEEE 802.11 standard that allows an

electronic device to inter networking using 2.4 GHz UHF and 5 GHz SHF

ISM radio bands.35
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Software component:5

a) MyOS: To meet the user requirements standard embedded Linux kernel

is optimized and configured for the intended hardware and software, to

get new functionalities and to test new features as per application

specific requirements. The MyOS is configured for MySmartPhone

application however it can be recompiled, customize and ported into the10

MySmartPhone for a specific requirement.

b) Set of application programs and projects are created to experiment the

concepts of various subjects as mentioned earlier.

15

The present invention accordingly provides a universal development system or kit

for experimenting the concepts of mobile computing, embedded systems,

communication protocols and networks, sensors, interfacing peripherals as an

integrated solution.

20

The Kit architecture of the present invention primarily consists of:
(a) OS for customizing existing Linux, Yocto, Android OS, for creating new

OS, reducing kernel size.

(b) Hardware interfacing as per user requirement that include application25

specific sensors, actuators, mic, speaker, camera, display,

communication module, vibrators, I/O memory or SD card extension etc.

(c) Programming for mobile system design or for mobile application

programming (app development) using python.30

In present invention on power-on development system or Kit (MySmartPhone) is

booted with selected OS for the particular field specific applications and related

software and target codes. Additionally, the kit is also integrated with health,

environment and safety sensors, communication modules, camera, TFT display35

and touch keypad with power adaptor status LEDs, signal outputs pins, status

pins, SIM tray, USB, VGA, HDMI, USB to UART, audio & video, camera, SPI and

I2C ports for connecting peripherals for further enhancing applications.
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Further, according to present invention when MySmartPhone kit is switched on;5

at the time of initialization, MyOS boot loader gets loaded from card memory into

RAM and thereby loads the kernel of MyOS that consists of IDE for application

development. The user can create any application or chose the already created

experiments from the list to run and test the concepts for necessary

understanding and analysis specific to the mobile computing, embedded10

systems, sensor interfacing and wired/wireless communication protocols. The kit

of the present invention comprises several experiments to demonstrate the

concepts in real environment related to the above mentioned subjects and

manual or in book form “How to create the experiments with step by step

procedure” as an integrated solution. A web based add on complimentary15

material/projects are also made available online free of cost for users.
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ABSTRACT5

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
INTERFACES OF SMART PHONE

The present invention relates to a system and method providing a unified10

platform for real time programming, designing and customizing smart phone

hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of experimenting,

developing and learning various concept of mobile computing environment. The

platform includes a processing unit for controlling and managing the operation of

one or more interface controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise15

memory interface, communication interface, input/output interface, sensor

interface, application programming interface for application programming and

operating system customization.
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ABSTRACT 

 

A SYSTEM FOR BUILDING, CUSTOMIZING SOFTWARE AND 

HARDWARE INTERFACES OF SMARTPHONE 

 

The present invention relates to a system (100) and method providing a 

unified platform for real time programming, designing and customizing 

smartphone hardware and software (OS) component for the purpose of 

experimenting, developing and learning various concept of mobile 

computing environment. The platform (100) includes a processing unit 

(101) for controlling and managing the operation of one or more interface 

controllers. The one or more interface controller comprise memory 

interface (105), communication interface (107), input/output interface 

(104), sensor interface (106), application programming interface (103) for 

application programming and operating system customization. 

 

Fig. 1 
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ABSTRACT 

MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 

The present invention relates to a system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for 5 

reading a tactile image, braille, tactile text, and printed text on an 

accessible page (10). The system comprises of a computing device (110) 

for capturing the image and computer vision techniques for processing 

and filtering the captured image, extracting relevant features from the 

image and linking to a pre-stored audio file for generating an audio 10 

stimulus corresponding to the processed tactile image to the visually 

impaired. The computing device (110) is held by a portable stand (101) 

during use which comprises a frame body (103) for securing the 

computing device (110) at an appropriate angle and distance for capturing 

image, a clamp support (105) for securing accessible page (10) under the 15 

camera field view, and a support (104) for balancing the computing device 

(110).  
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We Claim 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a tactile image 

optionally consisting of braille, tactile text, and printed text on an 

accessible page comprising of: 5 

a computing device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker, a memory storing a set of instructions and, a processor coupled 

to the memory, wherein the processor is configured to execute instructions 

stored in the memory for: 

-capturing the tactile image by camera;  10 

-filtering the image to extract coordinate position and shape of 

the tactile image  

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text in the 

filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file corresponding to captured 15 

image for linking to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed 

text; 

-generating an auditory stimulus synchronized to linked tactile 

graphics, tactile text and/or printed text to the visually impaired; 

a portable stand (101) for holding the computing device (110) during 20 

use comprising:  

-a frame body (103) consisting on top a sliding holder (102) 

movable back and forth for securing an appropriate angle and 

distance of camera of the computing device (110) with respect to 

the accessible page (10); 25 

-LED lights secured to the top on the backside of the frame 

body (103) to provide sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the computing device (110); 

-a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame body (103) for 

securing accessible page (10) under the computing device camera 30 

field view; and 
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- a support (104) at the back of the frame body (103) for 

balancing the stand (101) by preventing vibration due to weight of 

the device (110) and stand (101) itself; 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in height by collapsing 

towards the clamp support (105) for appropriate capturing of accessible 5 

pages (10) of different size preferably from A4 to upto A3 size by 

computing device (110). 

 

2. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a tactile image on 10 

an accessible page (10), wherein the tactile image is a 2D/3D 

embossed image optionally consisting of tactile data  and/or  printed 

text. 

 

3. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 15 

stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page (10) optionally 

consists of graphical objects, shapes and body sensible by a visually 

impaired or sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 

 

4. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 20 

stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page (10) optionally 

consists of non visible codes and images placed for comparing the 

captured image with a set of reference images pre-stored in the 

memory of the computing device (110) for generating a synchronous 

audio. 25 

 

5. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the computing device (110) is a 

portable device preferably a mobile device or smartphone. 

 30 
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6. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the audio file can be generated 

in different languages through various formats including text. 
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MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 

 

FIELD OF INVENTION  

The present invention relates to the field of assistive technologies for 5 

visually impaired people. More particularly, the invention relates to 

multimodal interaction system for visually impaired which provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimulation to the user. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

According to WHO, about 285 million people are estimated to be visually 

impaired worldwide, 90% of whom live in low income settings. Out of 

these19 million are children under the age of 15 years. Children below the 

age of 10 years have limited resources in terms of learning material. Also, 

what options do they have in terms of recreational material? A solution to 15 

this problem could be the use of assistive technology. Existing solutions 

mostly use Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in 

order to provide assistance to visually impaired children. But children are 

not accustomed to Braille at such an early age and Braille books do not 

give similar enjoyment as the books available for sighted children.  20 

 

Tactile books for children below the age of 10 years are not available. The 

problem with audio books is that listening to audio alone doesn’t help in 

visualization. Also, having customized print sizes for each & every child is 

not feasible. All the above solutions effectively translate text for the 25 

visually impaired child but none of them provides the graphics translation. 

Due to these problems, children become vulnerable to developmental 

delays and other learning difficulties which hinder their inclusion into the 

society.  

Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired adults 30 

comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems 
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which provide audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. 

But using these devices & receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback 

requires rigorous training sessions with visually impaired users. Also, such 

devices are useful for people possessing perception & having the concept 

of object orientation. But visually impaired children below the age of ten 5 

years explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move 

their fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. 

Therefore, such devices are not suitable for visually impaired children.  

 

Thus, a solution is required which just doesn’t only provide narration but 10 

also help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters, 

concepts & themes which can eventually help in cognition and perception 

development. In this way, not just only knowledge can be imparted 

amongst children but they can also be made aware of many things like 

social scenarios so that they can adapt to different surroundings easily. 15 

Thus, in this way their inclusion into the society can be accelerated.  

 

Therefore, to overcome the disadvantages of prior art present invention 

provides a multimodal interaction system for visually impaired or sighted 

elderly as well as for people with learning disabilities which gives haptic 20 

stimuli in addition to audio stimulus. So, that integration of these two inputs 

can help the user in developing an understanding of the concept and thus 

can eventually help in perception and cognition development. 

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 25 

An object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction system (100) 

for reading an embossed image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) 

comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the memory 

storing a set of instructions for reading the embossed image and/or tactile 30 

data printed on the page, the mobile device captures the image and/or 
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tactile data and converts into an output format, a stand (101) comprising a 

sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on top of the stand 

frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the 

mobile camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (102) 5 

are attached through the stand frame body (103) with adjustable height. 

 

An another object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction 

system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data 

printed on a page (10) comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a 10 

camera, a microphone, a speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, 

wherein the memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the mobile 

device captures the image and/or tactile data and converts into an output 

format, a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the 15 

mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping 

printed page (10) below the mobile camera field view and a back support 

(104), wherein the clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the 

mobile device holder (102)  are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 20 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system enabling vision-

impaired or people with low-vision to view objects or source material, 

including reading text (handwritten or printed), viewing pictures and 

physical object by feeling or touching and through audio speech signal. 25 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system for reading 

graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually impaired or 

sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 5 

multimodal interaction system according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a tactile printed material according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart of the multimodal interaction system 10 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates a working configuration of the multimodal interaction 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a multimodal interaction system for visually 10 

impaired children, elderly as well as people with learning disabilities. The 

system of the present invention comprises primarily of a tactile printed 

material, a reading stand and a computing device that provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimuli to the visually 

impaired.  15 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 

multimodal interaction system (100) according to a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention. The present invention provides a system (100) 

enabling people with vision impairment or learning disabilities to view 20 

printed objects or source material, including reading text, graphics, 

shapes, handwritten or printed, viewing pictures and physical objects. The 

system (100) includes a computing device (110) preferably a mobile 

phone or smartphone, a foldable stand (101) and a page (10) with printed 

3D/2D object, graphics, shapes or text. The foldable stand (101) includes 25 

a mobile phone sliding holder (102), over which mobile holder moves back 

and forth for a relevant position with respect to printed page preferably a 

tactile book (10) explained later in the specification, a height adjustable 

stand frame (103) and clamps (105) with back support (104). 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention the printed 30 

material is a storybook having 3D embossed images and graphics so that 
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the user can actually feel the characters & concepts in the book. The 

graphics and text is identified by the software application running on 

computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or smartphone and a 

corresponding audio is generated to the user. The software application is 

configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning and 5 

the computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. The book as described 

comprises learning material made up of tactile sheets. The tactile sheets 

are basically sheets with 3D embossed images so that the user can use 

touch stimulus & a simultaneous audio is provided to the user by the 10 

software application on the computing device. The software application is 

configured to perform image processing on each page separately & 

playing the corresponding audio file. Further, to align the book in proper 

reading position and to align computing device's camera at an appropriate 

scanning angle a simple stand is provided in the system. The stand is a 15 

wooden or plastic stand with clips or clamps to position the storybook 

appropriately & grooves on the top are used to hold the computing device 

in proper position.  

 

The prime components according to a preferred embodiment of the 20 

present invention are described in details herein:  

A. Tactile Printed Material  

B. Wooden/Plastic Stand  

C. Software Application  

 25 

A. Tactile Printed Material 

Images and diagrams that are normally used by sighted people for 

understanding concepts or conveying information are useless for visually 

impaired people. Visually impaired children below the age of ten years 

explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move their 30 

fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. FIG. 2 
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illustrates a tactile printed material (200) according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention that includes 3D cut-outs (201) for 

proper shape estimation. These 3D cut-out tactile diagrams are produced 

using embossing or other technologies on physical medium like swell 

paper or PVC sheets. The printed material on page comprises high 5 

contrast embossed illustrations in which images or figures are embossed 

with different depth marking. It also provides audio land marking. Some 

Interesting question answers are provided at the end of material.  

 

B. Stand 10 

The stand (101) of the present invention is foldable, portable, light in 

weight, compact and easy to assemble & carry and adjustable in height to 

accommodate scanning of tactile sheets from A4 to upto A3 size. The 

stand supports multiple functionalities as explained herein:  

I. Mobile Holder: Visually Impaired children while reading can’t keep 15 

the computing device for example, mobile phone in hand all the 

time and also can’t keep it in position for proper scanning. Thus, a 

sliding holder (102) of design but not limited to Dove-tail is 

provided. It possesses a variable sized mobile device holder, 

whose length and width could be adjusted depending upon the 20 

customer’s computing device dimensions. To prevent the 

computing device such as a mobile phone from falling while 

working, the computing device is locked into the holder during the 

initial set up, i.e. before running the system. The design for the 

stand used in the embodiment described herein may include any 25 

other suitable design whether now known or hereafter described in 

the construction art to achieve the particular purpose. 

II. Support at the back: Due to the height of stand there is a possibility 

that the stand as a whole might vibrate or fall due to shocks or 

weight of computing device kept at the mobile holder (As computing 30 

device weight would tend to form a couple which in turn would have 
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the tendency to rotate the stand as whole). Thus, the stand is 

provided with support (104) at the back to prevent vibration. 

 

III. Book Holding Clamps/Frame: Clamps (105) are provided to prevent 

the relative motion between the printed matter for example a book 5 

and the stand to ensure that the book remains in a proper reading 

position.  

 

IV. LED Light: Portable LED lights are placed on the top, on the 

backside of mobile holder to ensure proper lighting while scanning 10 

the documents/graphics. 

 

C. Software Application 

The software application in the present invention is configured to perform 

image processing on the specific images attached to each page of printed 15 

material and playing the corresponding audio file as illustrated in the work 

flowchart of FIG. 3 (explained later in specification). The camera of mobile 

phone captures the images of the printed subject matter which is 

processed by software application running on the computing device. The 

application first extracts feature of the images and identifies object after 20 

processing it. The identified regions of interest are linked to pre-stored 

audio data and a corresponding audio file is identified and generated. The 

audio file can be generated in different languages through various formats 

including text. 

 25 

According to other embodiment of the present invention, an audio tactile 

storybook for visually impaired children is provided which offers a helping 

hand to visualize the concepts in the real world and also provides an 

imaginary view of the original character and happenings all around in the 

book. In the present invention different learning concepts are incorporated 30 

as a part of the book such as on the page depicting a party scenario, the 
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child is asked to count the number of balloons in the party. In this way, 

children learn new things in the flow of storybook reading only. It is also 

includes interactive Braille questions with audio answers at the end of the 

storybook to make the storybook more interesting for the visually impaired 

child who perceives as a fun Q & A game. The short puzzle provided at 5 

the end of the storybook also helps in improving the learning capacity of 

the child.  

 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart (300) of the multimodal interaction system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 10 

process starts at step (301) and (302) when storybook to be read is placed 

in the base of the stand and mobile phone is kept in the holder of the 

stand frame. At step (303) software application is launched in the mobile 

phone. Upon launch of the application camera first identifies the object or 

shape of graphics/image (at step 304). Once the image/graphic is 15 

identified it is further processed for the identification of text (if present) 

within it. Once the object/image is identified using feature extraction 

processes a corresponding audio/display file stored in the phone memory 

is retrieved (at step 306) and displayed/played to the user in an 

appropriate output format (at step 307). In a preferred embodiment output 20 

format, may be an audio file for a visual impaired user or may be a display 

form for the user with listening disability. If the application is unable to 

identify object/shape of image/graphics the system generates an error to 

the user in a suitable form. 

 25 

According to preferred embodiment of present invention whenever a 

visually impaired child/adult or user wants to read the storybook (401), the 

parent/caretaker sets up the system as illustrated in FIG. 4. The parent 

then fixes the book (401) on clamps (404) & computing device (402) in 

proper position on the holder (405) of the reading stand (403) respectively. 30 

Now, the parents leave the visually impaired child alone after starting the 
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software application so that the child can enjoy the story. Thereafter, the 

image at the cover page is scanned & the central character of the story 

introduces itself & about the context of story. The image on the cover page 

also provides instructions to the child regarding the use the storybook so 

that the child can enjoy the story properly. After the introduction is 5 

complete, the child is asked to flip the cover. Now, on first page, there is a 

specific image (406) which is scanned by the camera of the computing 

device and software application performs image processing on the specific 

image for identification of page and region of interest for linkage and 

generation of audio in different languages through various formats 10 

including text. When the child feels the 3D embossed images on the page, 

the corresponding generated audio file is played via the software 

application. Likewise the story continues, and on the last page of the book 

Braille questions with audio answers are provided to make the child’s 

experience more interactive.  15 

 

In the present invention various embodiments have been explained in 

reference to visually impaired children however the system of present 

invention is not being limited to children only it can be used by other users 

such as all age groups of visually impaired, sighted elderly, as well as by 20 

people with learning disabilities. 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention has following 

advantages: 

I. It provides simultaneous tactile and audio stimulus for the user. 25 

II. The audio is provided via software application installed on the 

computing device. 

III. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention is 

provided in an affordable kit to the user. 

IV. The user requires minimum operational training to operate the 30 

multimodal interaction system of present invention. 
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V. The multimodal interaction system of present invention helps user 

in perception and cognition development.  

VI. It can be used as one of the tools in early intervention programs for 

blind/visually impaired children for better understanding of real 

world objects.  5 

VII. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention provides 

edutainment that is education plus entertainment. 

VIII. The audio tactile books of the present invention help in auditory 

perception development and cognition development.  

IX. Special stuffed toys with audio feedback help in cognition 10 

development. 

 

In the present invention tactile is sometimes referred to as haptic and 

mobile phone is sometimes referred to as smartphone or simply mobile or 

phone. These terms are used interchangeably in this specification. 15 

 

In the present invention printed matter can refer to any of a wide variety of 

printed matter including, books, storybooks, learning material, hard cover 

bound books, paper back books, publications, newspapers, magazines, 

journals, periodicals, reading materials, literature, brochures, memos, 20 

notes, certificates, commercial paper, money, paper money, negotiable 

instruments, stock certificates, legal documents, legal papers, motions, 

discovery, interrogatories, decrees, judgments, wills, trusts, stamps, 

business cards, folders, files, packaging, boxes, letters, envelopes, labels, 

notebooks, papers checks, negotiable instruments, checks, money orders, 25 

credit cards, and any and all other types of conventional or new types of 

printed matter. Further, the term printed matter can specifically refer to 

marks, fonts, text, images, pictures, illustrations, texture, dots, bumps, bar 

codes, matrix, and even Braille. 

 30 
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A “computing device,” as used herein, refers to a device capable of 

executing applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the 

computing device has one or more processors and memory capability. 

Examples of computing devices, these teachings not being limited to only 

these examples, mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, digital personal 5 

assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 

The “software application” or “app” can be available for download or 

installation on a user computing device from the provider of multimodal 

interaction system described herein, for example from the provider's web 10 

site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code can be 

provided in the Kit to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the multimodal 

interaction system. After the “software application” has been downloaded, 

the application can be installed on the computing device in an executable 15 

format. The executable form of the application permits the user to access 

embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such as a mobile 

"app" or website.  

 

20 
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We Claim 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a tactile 

image optionally consisting of braille, tactile text, and printed text   

on an accessible page (10) comprising of: 5 

a computing device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker, a memory storing a set of instructions and, a processor coupled 

to the memory, wherein the processor is configured to execute instruction 

stored in the for:  

-capturing the tactile image by camera;  10 

-filtering the image to extract coordinate position and shape of 

the tactile image  

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text in the 

filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file corresponding to captured 15 

image for linking to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed 

text; 

-generating an auditory stimulus synchronized to linked tactile 

graphics, tactile text and/or printed text to the visually impaired; 

a portable stand (101) for holding the computing device (110) 20 

during use comprising: 

-a frame body (103) consisting on top  a sliding holder (102) 

movable back and forth for securing an appropriate angle and 

distance of camera of the computing device (110) with respect to 

the accessible page (10) ;, 25 

-LED lights secured to the top on the backside of the frame 

body (103) to provide sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the computing device (110); 

 a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame body (103) for 

securing accessible page (10) under the computing device camera 30 

field view; and  
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-a support (104) at the back of the frame body (103) for 

balancing the stand (101) by preventing vibration due to weight of 

the device (110) and stand (101) itself;  

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in height by 

collapsing towards the clamp support (105) for appropriate 5 

capturing of accessible pages (10) of different size preferably from 

A4 to upto A3 size by computing device (110).. 

 

2. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a 10 

tactile image on an accessible page (10), wherein the tactile image 

is a 2D/3D embossed image optionally consisting of tactile data  

and/or  printed text. 

 

3. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 15 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page 

(10) optionally consists of graphical object, shapes and body 

sensible by a visually impaired or sighted elderly or user with 

learning disabilities. 

 20 

4. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page 

(10) optionally consists of nonvisible codes and images placed for 

comparing the captured image with a set of reference images pre-

stored in the memory of the computing device (110) for generating 25 

a synchronous audio.  

 

5. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the computing 

device (110) is a portable device preferably a mobile device or 30 

smartphone. 
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6. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the audio file can 

be generated in different languages through various formats 

including text. 5 

 

Dated this 10th day of May 2017 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR APPLICANTS 
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ABSTRACT 

MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 

The present invention relates to a system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for 5 

reading a tactile image, braille, tactile text, and printed text on an 

accessible page (10). The system comprises of a computing device (110) 

for capturing the image and computer vision techniques for processing 

and filtering the captured image, extracting relevant features from the 

image and linking to a pre-stored audio file for generating an audio 10 

stimulus corresponding to the processed tactile image to the visually 

impaired. The computing device (110) is held by a portable stand (101) 

during use which comprises a frame body (103) for securing the 

computing device (110) at an appropriate angle and distance for capturing 

image, a clamp support (105) for securing accessible page (10) under the 15 

camera field view, and a support (104) for balancing the computing device 

(110). 
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MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 

 

FIELD OF INVENTION  

The present invention relates to the field of assistive technologies for 5 

visually impaired people. More particularly, the invention relates to 

multimodal interaction system for visually impaired which provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimulation to the user. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

According to WHO, about 285 million people are estimated to be visually 

impaired worldwide, 90% of whom live in low income settings. Out of 

these19 million are children under the age of 15 years. Children below the 

age of 10 years have limited resources in terms of learning material. Also, 

what options do they have in terms of recreational material? A solution to 15 

this problem could be the use of assistive technology. Existing solutions 

mostly use Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in 

order to provide assistance to visually impaired children. But children are 

not accustomed to Braille at such an early age and Braille books do not 

give similar enjoyment as the books available for sighted children.  20 

 

Tactile books for children below the age of 10 years are not available. The 

problem with audio books is that listening to audio alone doesn’t help in 

visualization. Also, having customized print sizes for each & every child is 

not feasible. All the above solutions effectively translate text for the 25 

visually impaired child but none of them provides the graphics translation. 

Due to these problems, children become vulnerable to developmental 

delays and other learning difficulties which hinder their inclusion into the 

society.  

 30 
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Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired adults 

comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems 

which provide audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. 

But using these devices & receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback 

requires rigorous training sessions with visually impaired users. Also, such 5 

devices are useful for people possessing perception & having the concept 

of object orientation. But visually impaired children below the age of ten 

years explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move 

their fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. 

Therefore, such devices are not suitable for visually impaired children.  10 

 

Thus, a solution is required which just doesn’t only provide narration but 

also help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters, 

concepts & themes which can eventually help in cognition and perception 

development. In this way, not just only knowledge can be imparted 15 

amongst children but they can also be made aware of many things like 

social scenarios so that they can adapt to different surroundings easily. 

Thus, in this way their inclusion into the society can be accelerated.  

 

Therefore, to overcome the disadvantages of prior art present invention 20 

provides a multimodal interaction system for visually impaired or sighted 

elderly as well as for people with learning disabilities which gives haptic 

stimuli in addition to audio stimulus. So, that integration of these two inputs 

can help the user in developing an understanding of the concept and thus 

can eventually help in perception and cognition development. 25 

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction system (100) 

for reading an embossed image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) 

comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 30 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the memory 
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storing a set of instructions for reading the embossed image and/or tactile 

data printed on the page, the mobile device captures the image and/or 

tactile data and converts into an output format, a stand (101) comprising a 

sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on top of the stand 

frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the 5 

mobile camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (102) 

are attached through the stand frame body (103) with adjustable height. 

 

An another object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction 10 

system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data 

printed on a page (10) comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, 

wherein the memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the mobile 15 

device captures the image and/or tactile data and converts into an output 

format, a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the 

mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping 

printed page (10) below the mobile camera field view and a back support 

(104), wherein the clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the 20 

mobile device holder (102)  are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system enabling vision-

impaired or people with low-vision to view objects or source material, 25 

including reading text (handwritten or printed), viewing pictures and 

physical object by feeling or touching and through audio speech signal. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system for reading 

graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually impaired or 30 

sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 5 

multimodal interaction system according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a tactile printed material according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart of the multimodal interaction system 10 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates a working configuration of the multimodal interaction 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a multimodal interaction system for visually 10 

impaired children, elderly as well as people with learning disabilities. The 

system of the present invention comprises primarily of a tactile printed 

material, a reading stand and a computing device that provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimuli to the visually 

impaired.  15 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 

multimodal interaction system (100) according to a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention. The present invention provides a system (100) 

enabling people with vision impairment or learning disabilities to view 20 

printed objects or source material, including reading text, graphics, 

shapes, handwritten or printed, viewing pictures and physical objects. The 

system (100) includes a computing device (110) preferably a mobile 

phone or smartphone, a foldable stand (101) and a page (10) with printed 

3D/2D object, graphics, shapes or text. The foldable stand (101) includes 25 

a mobile phone sliding holder (102), over which mobile holder moves back 

and forth for a relevant position with respect to printed page preferably a 

tactile book (10) explained later in the specification, a height adjustable 

stand frame (103) and clamps (105) with back support (104). 

 30 
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According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention the printed 

material is a storybook having 3D embossed images and graphics so that 

the user can actually feel the characters & concepts in the book. The 

graphics and text is identified by the software application running on 

computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or smartphone and a 5 

corresponding audio is generated to the user. The software application is 

configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning and 

the computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. The book as described 

comprises learning material made up of tactile sheets. The tactile sheets 10 

are basically sheets with 3D embossed images so that the user can use 

touch stimulus & a simultaneous audio is provided to the user by the 

software application on the computing device. The software application is 

configured to perform image processing on each page separately & 

playing the corresponding audio file. Further, to align the book in proper 15 

reading position and to align computing device's camera at an appropriate 

scanning angle a simple stand is provided in the system. The stand is a 

wooden or plastic stand with clips or clamps to position the storybook 

appropriately & grooves on the top are used to hold the computing device 

in proper position.  20 

 

The prime components according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention are described in details herein:  

A. Tactile Printed Material  

B. Wooden/Plastic Stand  25 

C. Software Application  

 

A. Tactile Printed Material 

Images and diagrams that are normally used by sighted people for 

understanding concepts or conveying information are useless for visually 30 

impaired people. Visually impaired children below the age of ten years 
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explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move their 

fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. FIG. 2 

illustrates a tactile printed material (200) according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention that includes 3D cut-outs (201) for 

proper shape estimation. These 3D cut-out tactile diagrams are produced 5 

using embossing or other technologies on physical medium like swell 

paper or PVC sheets. The printed material on page comprises high 

contrast embossed illustrations in which images or figures are embossed 

with different depth marking. It also provides audio land marking. Some 

Interesting question answers are provided at the end of material.  10 

 

B. Stand 

The stand (101) of the present invention is foldable, portable, light in 

weight, compact and easy to assemble & carry and adjustable in height to 

accommodate scanning of tactile sheets from A4 to upto A3 size. The 15 

stand supports multiple functionalities as explained herein:  

I. Mobile Holder: Visually Impaired children while reading can’t keep 

the computing device for example, mobile phone in hand all the 

time and also can’t keep it in position for proper scanning. Thus, a 

sliding holder (102) of design but not limited to Dove-tail is 20 

provided. It possesses a variable sized mobile device holder, 

whose length and width could be adjusted depending upon the 

customer’s computing device dimensions. To prevent the 

computing device such as a mobile phone from falling while 

working, the computing device is locked into the holder during the 25 

initial set up, i.e. before running the system. The design for the 

stand used in the embodiment described herein may include any 

other suitable design whether now known or hereafter described in 

the construction art to achieve the particular purpose. 

 30 
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II. Support at the back: Due to the height of stand there is a possibility 

that the stand as a whole might vibrate or fall due to shocks or 

weight of computing device kept at the mobile holder (As computing 

device weight would tend to form a couple which in turn would have 

the tendency to rotate the stand as whole). Thus, the stand is 5 

provided with support (104) at the back to prevent vibration. 

 

III. Book Holding Clamps/Frame: Clamps (105) are provided to prevent 

the relative motion between the printed matter for example a book 

and the stand to ensure that the book remains in a proper reading 10 

position.  

 

IV. LED Light: Portable LED lights are placed on the top, on the 

backside of mobile holder to ensure proper lighting while scanning 

the documents/graphics. 15 

 

C. Software Application 

The software application in the present invention is configured to perform 

image processing on the specific images attached to each page of printed 

material and playing the corresponding audio file as illustrated in the work 20 

flowchart of FIG. 3 (explained later in specification). The camera of mobile 

phone captures the images of the printed subject matter which is 

processed by software application running on the computing device. The 

application first extracts feature of the images and identifies object after 

processing it. The identified regions of interest are linked to pre-stored 25 

audio data and a corresponding audio file is identified and generated. The 

audio file can be generated in different languages through various formats 

including text. 

 

According to other embodiment of the present invention, an audio tactile 30 

storybook for visually impaired children is provided which offers a helping 
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hand to visualize the concepts in the real world and also provides an 

imaginary view of the original character and happenings all around in the 

book. In the present invention different learning concepts are incorporated 

as a part of the book such as on the page depicting a party scenario, the 

child is asked to count the number of balloons in the party. In this way, 5 

children learn new things in the flow of storybook reading only. It is also 

includes interactive Braille questions with audio answers at the end of the 

storybook to make the storybook more interesting for the visually impaired 

child who perceives as a fun Q & A game. The short puzzle provided at 

the end of the storybook also helps in improving the learning capacity of 10 

the child.  

 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart (300) of the multimodal interaction system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

process starts at step (301) and (302) when storybook to be read is placed 15 

in the base of the stand and mobile phone is kept in the holder of the 

stand frame. At step (303) software application is launched in the mobile 

phone. Upon launch of the application camera first identifies the object or 

shape of graphics/image (at step 304). Once the image/graphic is 

identified it is further processed for the identification of text (if present) 20 

within it. Once the object/image is identified using feature extraction 

processes a corresponding audio/display file stored in the phone memory 

is retrieved (at step 306) and displayed/played to the user in an 

appropriate output format (at step 307). In a preferred embodiment output 

format, may be an audio file for a visual impaired user or may be a display 25 

form for the user with listening disability. If the application is unable to 

identify object/shape of image/graphics the system generates an error to 

the user in a suitable form. 

 

According to preferred embodiment of present invention whenever a 30 

visually impaired child/adult or user wants to read the storybook (401), the 
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parent/caretaker sets up the system as illustrated in FIG. 4. The parent 

then fixes the book (401) on clamps (404) & computing device (402) in 

proper position on the holder (405) of the reading stand (403) respectively. 

Now, the parents leave the visually impaired child alone after starting the 

software application so that the child can enjoy the story. Thereafter, the 5 

image at the cover page is scanned & the central character of the story 

introduces itself & about the context of story. The image on the cover page 

also provides instructions to the child regarding the use the storybook so 

that the child can enjoy the story properly. After the introduction is 

complete, the child is asked to flip the cover. Now, on first page, there is a 10 

specific image (406) which is scanned by the camera of the computing 

device and software application performs image processing on the specific 

image for identification of page and region of interest for linkage and 

generation of audio in different languages through various formats 

including text. When the child feels the 3D embossed images on the page, 15 

the corresponding generated audio file is played via the software 

application. Likewise the story continues, and on the last page of the book 

Braille questions with audio answers are provided to make the child’s 

experience more interactive.  

 20 

In the present invention various embodiments have been explained in 

reference to visually impaired children however the system of present 

invention is not being limited to children only it can be used by other users 

such as all age groups of visually impaired, sighted elderly, as well as by 

people with learning disabilities. 25 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention has following 

advantages: 

I. It provides simultaneous tactile and audio stimulus for the user. 

II. The audio is provided via software application installed on the 30 

computing device. 
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III. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention is 

provided in an affordable kit to the user. 

IV. The user requires minimum operational training to operate the 

multimodal interaction system of present invention. 

V. The multimodal interaction system of present invention helps user 5 

in perception and cognition development.  

VI. It can be used as one of the tools in early intervention programs for 

blind/visually impaired children for better understanding of real 

world objects.  

VII. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention provides 10 

edutainment that is education plus entertainment. 

VIII. The audio tactile books of the present invention help in auditory 

perception development and cognition development.  

IX. Special stuffed toys with audio feedback help in cognition 

development. 15 

 

In the present invention tactile is sometimes referred to as haptic and 

mobile phone is sometimes referred to as smartphone or simply mobile or 

phone. These terms are used interchangeably in this specification. 

 20 

In the present invention printed matter can refer to any of a wide variety of 

printed matter including, books, storybooks, learning material, hard cover 

bound books, paper back books, publications, newspapers, magazines, 

journals, periodicals, reading materials, literature, brochures, memos, 

notes, certificates, commercial paper, money, paper money, negotiable 25 

instruments, stock certificates, legal documents, legal papers, motions, 

discovery, interrogatories, decrees, judgments, wills, trusts, stamps, 

business cards, folders, files, packaging, boxes, letters, envelopes, labels, 

notebooks, papers checks, negotiable instruments, checks, money orders, 

credit cards, and any and all other types of conventional or new types of 30 

printed matter. Further, the term printed matter can specifically refer to 
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marks, fonts, text, images, pictures, illustrations, texture, dots, bumps, bar 

codes, matrix, and even Braille. 

 

A “computing device,” as used herein, refers to a device capable of 

executing applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the 5 

computing device has one or more processors and memory capability. 

Examples of computing devices, these teachings not being limited to only 

these examples, mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, digital personal 

assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 10 

The “software application” or “app” can be available for download or 

installation on a user computing device from the provider of multimodal 

interaction system described herein, for example from the provider's web 

site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code can be 

provided in the Kit to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 15 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the multimodal 

interaction system. After the “software application” has been downloaded, 

the application can be installed on the computing device in an executable 

format. The executable form of the application permits the user to access 

embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such as a mobile 20 

"app" or website.  
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WE CLAIMWe Claim 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory 

stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a tactile 

image optionally consisting of braille, tactile text, and printed text A 

multimodal interaction system (100) for reading an embossed 5 

image and/or tactile data printed on a  on an accessible page (10) 

comprising of: 

a mobile computing device (110) comprising a camera, a 

microphone, a speaker and, a memory storing a set of instructions and,  

coupled to a processor coupled to the memory, wherein the processor is 10 

configured to execute instruction stored in the for: memory storing a set of 

instructions for reading the embossed image and/or tactile data printed on 

the page, the mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format 

-capturing the tactile image by camera;  15 

-filtering the image to extract coordinate position and shape of 

the tactile image  

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text in the 

filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file corresponding to captured 20 

image for linking to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed 

text; 

-generating an auditory stimulus synchronized to linked tactile 

graphics, tactile text and/or printed text to the visually impaired;; 

a portable stand (101) for holding the computing device (110) 25 

during use comprising: 

-a stand frame body (101103) consisting on top comprising a 

sliding holder (102) movable back and forth for securing an 

appropriate angle and distance of camera of the computing device 

(110) with respect to the accessible page (10) for holding the 30 

mobile device on top of the stand frame;, 
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-LED lights secured to the top on the backside of the frame 

body (103) to provide sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the computing device (110); 

 a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame body (103) for 

securing accessible page (10) under the computing device camera 5 

field view; for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile camera 

field view and  

-a back support (104) at the back of the frame body (103) for 

balancing the stand (101) by preventing vibration due to weight of 

the device (110) and stand (101) itself;,  10 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in height by 

collapsing towards the clamp support (105) for appropriate 

capturing of accessible pages (10) of different size preferably from 

A4 to upto A3 size by computing device (110).the clamp support 

(105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (102) 15 

are attached through the stand frame body (103) with adjustable 

height. 

 

2. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for reading a 20 

tactile image on an accessible page (10), wherein the tactile image 

is a 2D/3D embossed image optionally consisting of tactile data  

and/or  printed text. 

 

2. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 25 

format is a Braille display, or a text display corresponding to printed 

image/tactile data. 

3. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 

format is an audible signal corresponding to printed image/tactile 

data. 30 
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4. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, comprising a light 

source capable of illuminating the printed object from which at least 

one image is to be captured. 

5. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the stand 

(101) when folded is portable. 5 

6. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the 

adjustable stand frame body (103) height collapse towards the 

clamp support for storage. 

7.3. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page 10 

(10) optionally consists ofThe multimodal interaction system of 

claim 1, wherein printed page includes graphical object, shapes and 

body sensible by a visually impaired or sighted elderly or user with 

learning disabilities. 

8.4. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 15 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein accessible page 

(10) optionally consists ofThe multimodal interaction system of 

claim 1, wherein printed page includes nonvisible codes and 

images placed for comparing the captured image with a set of 

reference images pre-stored in the memory of the computing device 20 

(110) for generating a synchronous audio..  

9. A multimodal interaction system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed 

image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) comprising: 

a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the 25 

memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the 

mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format; 

a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding 30 

the mobile device on top of the stand (101), a clamp support 
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(105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile camera 

field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device 

holder (101) are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 5 

5. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the computing device 

(110) is a portable device preferably a mobile device or smartphone. 

 

6. The system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized 10 

auditory stimulus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the audio file can be 

generated in different languages through various formats including text. 

 

Dated this 10th day of May 2017 

 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR APPLICANTS 
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ABSTRACT 

MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 

The present invention relates to a system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time to a visually impaired for 5 

reading a tactile image, braille, tactile text, and printed text on an 

accessible page (10). The system comprises of a computing device (110) 

for capturing the image and computer vision techniques for processing 

and filtering the captured image, extracting relevant features from the 

image and linking to a pre-stored audio file for generating an audio 10 

stimulus corresponding to the processed tactile image to the visually 

impaired. The computing device (110) is held by a portable stand (101) 

during use which comprises a frame body (103) for securing the 

computing device (110) at an appropriate angle and distance for capturing 

image, a clamp support (105) for securing accessible page (10) under the 15 

camera field view, and a support (104) for balancing the computing device 

(110).The present invention relates to a multimodal interaction system for 

visually impaired. The system of the present invention provides 

synchronized audio stimuli in addition to haptic stimulus to the visually 

impaired and comprises of a tactile printed material, an application on a 20 

computing device for providing audio and a stand to hold the computing 

device at a specific angle. The application is configured to use the camera 

of the computing device for scanning the printed material and computer 

vision techniques for processing and filtering the scanned image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. 25 



Date: 26 August 2020 

Our reference: 201611016353 

To  

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

Kind attention of: Shri Rakesh Kumar Kushwaha 

Controller of Patents  

Last Date: 26 August 2020 

Dear Sir, 

Re:  

Applicant : Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 

Application No. : 201611016353 

Filed on : 10 May 2016 

Title : Multimodal Interaction System & Method for Visually  Impaired 

This is further to the First Examination Report (FER) issued on 26 February 2020 in respect 

of the above-mentioned patent application. The Applicant, herein, submits response to all the 

objections raised in the FER. The last date to put the patent application in order for grant is 

26 August 2020. 

RESPONSE TO THE FER 

Part 1: Summary of Amendments 

Applicant humbly submits amended claims 1-6 are pending for examination. The 

original claims 1-9 are amended to more clearly articulate the subject matter and also to 

overcome the objections raised in the FER. No new matter has been introduced through these 

amendments. Applicant submits that the amended claims 1-9 are within the scope of the 

invention disclosed in the original filed complete specification and the amended claims 1-9 



are in accordance with Section 59 (1) of the Patents Act, 1970. A marked up copy of the 

amended claims indicating basis for the claim amendment from description or illustration of 

as filed complete specification is submitted herewith.  

The amendment and renumbering of the claims is as following: 

Amended Claims Deleted Claims New Added Claims 

Claim 1 amended to Claim1 

Claim 7 amended to Claim 3, 

Claim 8 amended to Claim 4 

 

Original Claim 2,  

Original Claim 3,  

Original Claim 4,  

Original Claim 5, and   

Original Claim 6 

Claim 2,  

Claim 5, and 

Claim 6,  

 

 

The support and basis for amended claims are given below: 

Proposed Claims  Specification Support 

Claim 1 Page 06, Lines 17-29; Page 07, Lines 1-20; Page 08, 

Lines 12-29; Page 09, Lines 1-15 

Claim 2 Page 07, Lines 1-20 

Claim 3 Page 04, Lines 29-31 

Claim 4 Page 10, Lines 13-28 

Claim 5 Page 06, Lines 17-29 

Claim 6 Page 09, Lines 17-28s 

The applicant, therefore, respectfully requests the Learned Controller for 

reconsideration of the present application in view of the forgoing amendments and following 

remarks. 

  



Part-II: Detailed Technical Report 

Objection 1: Novelty 

The Learned controller has objected the novelty of originally filed claims 1-9 in view of 

document: 

1. D1: WO 2014014175A1 

D1 discloses the image region and the character region extraction step in the general 

education material to extract the text area and the image area for each information mixed in 

the general education material, by analyzing the extracted image area. The image information 

tactile step of each complex classifying the low complexity image and the high complexity 

image and processing each image into the tactile information and recognizing the character 

information in the tactile text area and the character information in the video area, 

respectively It is a haptic display-based visual information display method for the visually 

impaired, including a character recognition and braille conversion step to convert to braille 

information and the image area and the text area extracting step in the general education data 

are classified into text areas other than the video area, text areas in the video area, and video 

areas and the image area and the text area extraction step in the general education material, 

for the brightness (brightness) image and label for the characteristic analysis of the text and 

visual material for the general education material General education data input step for 

generating the base information, image area 

extraction step for classifying the text area and the image area based on the characteristics 

of the text and visual data appearing in the generated brightness image, and extracting the 

video area, and the classified image And a character extraction step in the image region for 

detecting the character region in the region. 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed 

invention in view of cited document D1: 



i. D1 discloses a method of converting printed information (images and text) into haptic 

information using a novel algorithm and displaying the haptic information on a haptic 

display-based visual information display system. According to D1 a method is disclosed for 

converting educational material including a visual material into tactile information together 

with a character and providing a special educational material having a similar level to a 

general educational material whereas the proposed invention provides a system to make text, 

diagrams, embossed image and graphical information accessible to users with all degrees of 

vision loss in real time and in an affordable manner. The proposed invention provides 

simultaneous multilingual audio narration with an existing tactile image and/or text in real 

time using a mobile device. The mobile device scans the tactile image which may 

additionally consist an embossed image, braille text and normal text (if any) and renders 

simultaneous audio of scanned image regions using off the shelf image processing 

algorithms. The mobile device is aligned to the particular/desired height for scanning the 

image with the help of a stand. This arrangement facilitates a multimodal (tactual and 

auditory) interaction for visually impaired persons for understanding graphical information in 

an affordable manner. 

ii. D1 discloses a method for displaying visual information based on a haptic display for 

a visually impaired person comprises the steps of extracting an image region and a text region 

in a general education material for extracting a text region and an image region for each 

information mixed in a general educational material; classifying a low complexity image and 

a high complexity image by analyzing the extracted image region; processing each image 

according to the complexity to convert each image into tactile information; and recognizing 

character information in the tactile character region and character information in the image 

region, respectively, and converting the recognized character information into braille 

information whereas in the proposed invention the tactile sheets having embossed images, 



graphics and text which user can actually feel as well as general text is identified by the 

software application running on computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or 

smartphone, processed for feature extraction and a corresponding audio is generated to the 

user. The software application is configured to use the camera of the computing device for 

scanning and the computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image of tactile sheets. The tactile sheets are basically 

sheets with 3D embossed images so that the user can use touch stimulus & a simultaneous 

audio is provided to the user by the software application on the computing device of the 

proposed invention. Further, the software application is configured to perform image 

processing on each page separately & playing the corresponding audio file. Additionally, to 

align the book in proper reading position and to align computing device's camera at an 

appropriate scanning angle a stand is provided in the system. The stand is a wooden or plastic 

stand with clips or clamps to position the printed material appropriately & grooves on the top 

are used to hold the computing device in proper position. Thus the entire setup of the system 

of the present invention enable a visually impaired to read tactile images through tactual and 

synchronizing auditory stimulus. Hence the proposed invention stands novel in view of 

teaching of cited document. 

iii. According to D1 a method is disclosed for converting and displaying visual 

information in general educational materials through a multimedia device into tactile 

information. More specifically it discloses a method for extracting an image region and a text 

region in the general education material for extracting a character region and an image region 

for each information mixed in the general education material followed by analyzing the 

extracted image region, a low-complexity image including figures and graphs and a high-

complexity image including illustrations and photos are classified, and each of the separated 

images is tactile or hapticized through different processing processes according to the 



complexity  whereas proposed invention provides a system is for rendering tactile embossed 

images and graphics readable to the user (visually impaired). Being tactile embossed images 

the user can actually feel the characters & concepts in the images and by the method of 

proposed invention the graphics and text in tactile matter is identified by the software 

application running on computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or smartphone 

and a corresponding audio is generated to the user. Thus, provides a system for enabling a 

vision-impaired or people with low-vision to view objects or source material, including 

reading text (handwritten or printed), viewing pictures and physical object by feeling or 

touching and through audio speech signal simultaneously. 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the cited prior art does not teaches a system 

for identifying and processing embossed tactile image, text and graphics to simultaneous 

audio output and thus does not applies identification and image processing technique of 

proposed invention the hence the system of proposed in view of cited document D1 stands 

novel. 

2. D1: WO 2012169810A2 

D2 discloses a haptic electronic board-based system and a method for providing 

learning information for visually impaired persons is disclosed. The system for providing 

learning information for visually impaired persons comprises a learning information server, 

which is linked to a lecture and a writing program; a first information output device (PC) for 

receiving from the learning information server learning information for persons with poor 

vision via a wired and wireless network (LAN, WLAN), and on which a viewer program of 

the persons with poor vision for providing screen magnification and reduction functions is 

installed; and a second information output device (haptic electronic board) for connecting to 

the learning information server through a short distance wireless network (ZigBee or 

Bluetooth) using a unique device ID, and converting learning information for completely 



blind persons, which is received from the learning information server by the haptic electronic 

board, into tactile information and transferring the tactile information to the completely blind 

persons. The learning information server transfers the lecture and the learning information 

that is written by the writing program to visually impaired persons having various degrees of 

visual impairment using a tactile information automatic conversion technology. 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed 

invention in view of cited document D2: 

i. D2 discloses a system for inputting learning information including formulas, symbols, 

pictures, figures, graphs, and video information as well as characters written by lectures and 

authoring programs to the learning information server. After receiving, the video information 

is reconstructed for low vision people so that people with low vision can easily recognize it, 

and automatically converted into tactile information that can be easily recognized by all blind 

people. The learning information stored in the learning information server is saved in real 

time through a wired or wireless network. The system further comprises haptic that provides 

learning information suitable for both low vision and blind people by transmitting to first 

information output devices (PC) for low vision people with a viewer program installed, and 

second information output devices (haptic electronic board) for all blind people. It provides 

an electronic board-based learning information provision system for the visually impaired 

whereas the proposed invention aims to make tactile images, diagrams, text and graphical 

information accessible to users with all degrees of vision loss in real time and in an affordable 

manner. The proposed invention provides a simultaneous multilingual audio narration with an 

existing tactile image in real time using a mobile device. The mobile device scans the tactile 

image and renders simultaneous audio of particular image regions using off the shelf image 

processing algorithms. Further, the system of proposed invention offers the portability to the 

user in comparison to cited document by providing a portable stand for holding the 



computing device. This portable stands also allows for accurate scanning of subject image by 

adjusting the height and angle of the computing device being held. Hence the cited document 

fail to teach a similar system comprising a computing device and a portable stand for 

rendering tactile image readable by a visually impaired through tactual and a synchronized 

audio in real-time. Thus, the proposed invention stands novel. 

 

3. D3: IN 201611011175A 

D3 discloses a device, systems, and methods for assisting a visually impaired user in 

gripping an object and the aspects are further described below in the detailed description. 

This summary is not intended to identify essential features of the claimed subject matter nor 

is it intended for use in determining or limiting the scope of the claimed subject matter and a 

system for assisting a visually impaired user to grip objects is illustrated. The system 

comprises a memory and a processor coupled to the memory. The processor is configured to 

execute program instructions stored in the memory. The processor may execute programmed 

instructions stored in the memory to receive an image of an object in real-time and identify a 

reference image corresponding to the image by comparing the image with reference images 

present in a database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in 

the memory to identify a reference tactile image corresponding to the reference image, 

wherein the reference tactile image is stored in the database. Further, the processor may 

execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to generate the first set of audio 

instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip the object based on the reference 

tactile image. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the 

memory to receive a tactile image from a tactile glove put on by the visually impaired user. 

Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to 



compare the tactile image with the reference tactile image to identify pressure variation data 

corresponding to one or more points in the tactile image and the reference tactile image. 

Furthermore, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to 

generate a second set of audio instructions for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the 

object base on a second set of audio instructions, wherein the second set of audio instructions 

are generated based on the pressure variation data and a device for assisting a visually 

impaired user to grip an object is illustrated. The device comprises a camera mounted over a 

wearable device and a central processing unit coupled to the camera and tactile gloves. The 

central processing unit comprises a memory and a processor coupled to the memory. The 

processor is configured to execute program instructions stored in the memory. The processor 

may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive an image of an object 

in real-time from the camera and identify a reference image corresponding to the image by 

comparing the image with reference images present in a database. Further, the processor may 

execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to identify a reference tactile image 

corresponding to the reference image, wherein the reference tactile image is stored in the 

database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory 

to generate the first set of audio instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip 

the object based on the reference tactile image. Further, the processor may execute 

programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive a tactile image from a tactile glove 

put on by the visually impaired user. Further, the processor may execute programmed 

instructions stored in the memory to compare the tactile image with the reference tactile 

image to identify pressure variation data corresponding to one or more points in the tactile 

image and the reference tactile image. Furthermore, the processor may execute programmed 

instructions stored in the memory to generate a second set of audio instructions for guiding 

the visually impaired user to grip the object base on a second set of audio instructions, 



wherein the second set of audio instructions are generated based on the pressure variation 

data and a non-transitory computer-readable medium embodying a program executable in a 

computing device for assisting a visually impaired user to grip an object is disclosed. The 

program comprises program code for receiving an image of an object in real-time from the 

camera and identifying a reference image corresponding to the image by comparing the 

image with reference images present in a database. The program comprises program code for 

identifying a reference tactile image corresponding to the reference image, wherein the 

reference tactile image is stored in the database. The program comprises program code for 

generating the first set of audio instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip the 

object based on the reference tactile image. The program comprises program code for 

receiving a tactile image from a tactile glove put on by the visually impaired user. The 

program comprises program code for comparing the tactile image with the reference tactile 

image to identify pressure variation data corresponding to one or more points in the tactile 

image and the reference tactile image. The program comprises program code for generating a 

second set of audio instructions for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the object base 

on a second set of audio instructions, wherein the second set of audio instructions are 

generated based on the pressure variation data. 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed 

invention in view of cited document D3: 

i. D3 relates to the field of navigation and discloses system and method for assisting a 

visually impaired user to grip an object. The system may receive an image of an object in 

real-time and identify a reference image corresponding to the image by comparing the image 

with reference images. Further, the system may identify a reference tactile image 

corresponding to the reference image and generate a first set of audio instructions for 

assisting the visually impaired user to grip the object based on the reference tactile image. 



Further, the system may receive a tactile image from a tactile glove of the visually impaired 

user and compare the tactile image with the reference tactile image to identify pressure 

variation data. Furthermore, the system may generate a second set of audio instructions for 

guiding the visually impaired user to grip the object generated using the pressure variation 

data. Thus the invention relates to the field of navigation and employment in assembly lines 

or similar fields where gripping an object is an essential part of work whereas the proposed 

invention discloses a system to make diagrams and graphical information accessible to users 

with all degrees of vision loss in real time and in an affordable manner. The proposed 

invention provides simultaneous multilingual audio narration with an existing tactile image in 

real time using a mobile device. The mobile device scans the tactile image and renders 

simultaneous audio of particular image regions using off the shelf image processing 

algorithms. The mobile device is aligned to the particular/desired height for scanning the 

image with the help of a portable stand. This arrangement facilitates multimodal (tactual and 

auditory) interaction for visually imapired persons for understanding graphical information in 

an affordable manner. 

ii. In D3 the smart glass worn by the users receives an image in real time and provides 

auditory instructions for properly gripping an object by comparing the received image with 

the reference images. The tactile glove receives tactile image and provides a second set of 

audio instructions by comparing with the reference tactile images. Thus the system of D3 

does not narrate any information about the 3D object. It is rather related to properly gripping 

the object and no tactile information is provided. 

iii. Further, in D3 the auditory instructions are provided to guide the user to properly grip 

an object and no corresponding/simultaneous audio is provided about the object. 

iv. In D3 the system receives images of 3D objects in real time for the purpose of guiding 

users to properly grip the object by means of auditory instruction and it does not utilise the 



haptic information for providing any details about the object to the user as in the proposed 

invention. Thus, the proposed  invention stands novel. 

 

Objection 2: Inventive Step 

The Learned controller has objected the inventive merit of originally filed claims 1-9 in 

view of document: 

1. D1: WO 2014014175A1 

2. D2: WO 2012169810A2 

3. D3: IN 201611011175A 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to inventiveness of the 

claimed invention: 

The claim 1 is amended to more clearly articulate the subject matter and also to 

overcome the objections raised in the FER. The amendments are fully supported in the 

specification on record. It is well settled that in determining the differences between the prior 

art and the claims, the question under is not whether the differences themselves would have 

been obvious, but whether the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious. To 

this end, a prior art reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including 

portions that would lead away from the claimed invention.   

[Emphasis Added] To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria 

must be met: (1) there must be some suggestion or motivation to modify the reference or to 

combine reference teachings; (2) there must be reasonable expectation of success; and (3) the 

prior art reference must teach or suggest all the claim limitations.  

Thus, Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection because the approach disclosed in 

D1, D2 and D3 and approach claimed in the proposed invention is not only different, but 



portions of D1, D2 and D3 upon which the Learned Controller relied do not render the 

claimed invention render obvious.  

Claim 1 has been amended to recite: 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time to 

a visually impaired for reading a tactile image optionally consisting of braille, tactile text, 

and printed text on an accessible page comprising of: 

a computing device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a speaker, a memory 

storing a set of instructions and, a processor coupled to the memory, wherein the processor is 

configured to execute instructions stored in the memory for: 

-capturing the tactile image by camera;  

-filtering the image to extract coordinate position and shape of the tactile image  

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text in the filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file corresponding to captured image for linking to 

the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text; 

-generating an auditory stimulus synchronized to linked tactile graphics, tactile 

text and/or printed text to the visually impaired; 

a portable stand (101) for holding the computing device (110) during use comprising:  

-a frame body (103) consisting on top a sliding holder (102) movable back and 

forth for securing an appropriate angle and distance of camera of the computing 

device (110) with respect to the accessible page (10); 

-LED lights secured to the top on the backside of the frame body (103) to provide 

sufficient light on accessible page (10) for capturing of the tactile image by the 

computing device (110); 

-a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame body (103) for securing accessible 

page (10) under the computing device camera field view; and 

- a support (104) at the back of the frame body (103) for balancing the stand (101) 

by preventing vibration due to weight of the device (110) and stand (101) itself; 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in height by collapsing towards the clamp 

support (105) for appropriate capturing of accessible pages (10) of different size preferably 

from A4 to upto A3 size by computing device (110). 

Applicant claimed features D1 claimed features 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time 

D1 discloses method of converting printed 

information (images and text) of general 



to a visually impaired for reading a tactile 

image optionally consisting of braille, tactile 

text, and printed text on an accessible page 

comprising of: 

 

a computing device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker, a memory 

storing a set of instructions and, a processor 

coupled to the memory, wherein the 

processor is configured to execute 

instructions stored in the memory for: 

 

-capturing the tactile image by camera; 

  

-filtering the image to extract coordinate 

position and shape of the tactile image; 

 

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text 

and/or printed text in the filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file 

corresponding to captured image for linking 

to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or 

printed text; 

 

-generating an auditory stimulus 

synchronized to linked tactile graphics, 

tactile text and/or printed text to the visually 

impaired; 

 

a portable stand (101) for holding the 

computing device (110) during use 

comprising:  

 

-a frame body (103) consisting on top a 

sliding holder (102) movable back and forth 

for securing an appropriate angle and 

distance of camera of the computing device 

(110) with respect to the accessible page 

(10); 

 

-LED lights secured to the top on the 

backside of the frame body (103) to provide 

sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the 

computing device (110); 

 

-a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame 

body (103) for securing accessible page (10) 

under the computing device camera field 

view; and 

education material into haptic information 

using a novel algorithm and displaying the 

haptic information on a haptic display-based 

visual information display system. 

 

 

whereas proposed invention provides a 

system to make tactile diagrams and 

graphical information accessible to users 

with all degrees of vision loss in real time 

and in an affordable manner. The proposed 

invention provides simultaneous multilingual 

audio narration with an existing tactile 

image in real time using a mobile device. The 

mobile device scans the tactile image and 

renders simultaneous audio of particular 

image regions using off the shelf image 

processing algorithms. The mobile device is 

aligned to the particular/desired height for 

scanning the image with the help of a 

portable stand. This arrangement facilitates 

multimodal (tactual and auditory) interaction 

for visually imapired persons for 

understanding graphical information in an 

affordable manner. 

 

The system of D1 discloses a method for 

displaying visual information based on a 

haptic display for a visually impaired person 

comprises the steps of extracting an image 

region and a text region in a general 

education material for extracting a text region 

and an image region for each information 

mixed in a general educational material; 

classifying a low complexity image and a 

high complexity image by analyzing the 

extracted image region; processing each 

image according to the complexity to convert 

each image into tactile information; and 

recognizing character information in the 

tactile character region and character 

information in the image region, respectively, 

and converting the recognized character 

information into braille information 

 

whereas proposed invention doesn’t convert 

visual information/diagrams into tactile 

equivalents in real time. The output format is 

tactile image comprising of Braille labels for 

text and tactile/raised regions for the 



 

- a support (104) at the back of the frame 

body (103) for balancing the stand (101) by 

preventing vibration due to weight of the 

device (110) and stand (101) itself; 

 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in 

height by collapsing towards the clamp 

support (105) for appropriate capturing of 

accessible pages (10) of different size 

preferably from A4 to upto A3 size by 

computing device (110). 

image/diagram areas converted into tactile 

equivalent prior to be read using 

simultaneous audio narration. The technical 

advancement lies in using both output 

modalities that is tactual and auditory in a 

simultaneous manner to understand the 

image/diagram by a visually impaired. 

 

 

In D1 there is no mention of audio narration 

of tactile images and data. 

 

whereas in proposed invention an audible 

signal in multilingual format  is generated in 

coherence with the tactile objects being 

experienced by the visually impaired person. 

 

In D1 no light source is mentioned instead it 

comprises a step of generating a brightness 

image in its image processing algorithm for 

analyzing the characteristics of the text and 

visual data for the general education material. 

 

whereas the proposed invention comprises a 

light source configured to portable stand 

capable of illuminating the tactile printed 

object to assist the mobile device in 

accurately capturing the image in real time 

for generating the associated auditory signal. 

At least one image is to be captured by the 

mobile device for generating associated 

audio. 

 

D1 comprises of converting printed 

information (images and text) of general 

education material into haptic information 

using a novel algorithm and displaying the 

haptic information on a haptic display-based 

visual information display system and as 

such it is a standalone output device. 

 

whereas the proposed invention comprises 

multiple components, namely the 

computational device being the mobile / 

smartphone, the tactile image and the 

portable stand for aligning both the diagram 

/ tactile image and mobile device in the 

desired way for properly capturing the tactile 

image from mobile device to generate a 

corresponding audio. The mobile device is 



the preferred computational device due to 

low cost and portability. In order to ensure 

the portability of the entire arrangement, the 

stand is portable when folded and not in use. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the system of proposed invention is for user with all 

degrees of vision and comprises of a portable computing device secured to a portable stand 

when compared to stationary system of D1. The document D1 fails to disclose a system for 

providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory stimulus (multimodal interaction) in real time 

to a visually impaired for reading a tactile image, braille, tactile text, and printed text on an 

accessible page by using a portable device secured to a portable stand for ease of access and 

appropriate conversion of tactile image and data on the accessible sheet through various 

image processing steps into an synchronized auditory stimulus rendering a visually impaired 

to read tactile images, graphics and diagrams. 

Applicant claimed features D2 claimed features 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time 

to a visually impaired for reading a tactile 

image optionally consisting of braille, tactile 

text, and printed text on an accessible page 

comprising of: 

 

a computing device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker, a memory 

storing a set of instructions and, a processor 

coupled to the memory, wherein the 

processor is configured to execute 

instructions stored in the memory for: 

 

-capturing the tactile image by camera; 

  

-filtering the image to extract coordinate 

position and shape of the tactile image; 

 

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text 

and/or printed text in the filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file 

corresponding to captured image for linking 

to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or 

printed text; 

 

D2 discloses a system and method for 

providing learning information for the 

visually impaired based on a haptic electronic 

board. The system for providing learning 

information for visually impaired persons 

comprises a learning information server, 

which is linked to a lecture and a writing 

program; a first information output device 

(PC) for receiving from the learning 

information server learning information for 

persons with poor vision via a wired and 

wireless network (LAN, WLAN), and on 

which a viewer program of the persons with 

poor vision for providing screen 

magnification and reduction functions is 

installed; and a second information output 

device (haptic electronic board) for 

connecting to the learning information server 

through a short distance wireless network 

(ZigBee or Bluetooth) using a unique device 

ID, and converting learning information for 

completely blind persons, which is received 

from the learning information server by the 

haptic electronic board, into tactile 

information and transferring the tactile 

information to the completely blind 



-generating an auditory stimulus 

synchronized to linked tactile graphics, 

tactile text and/or printed text to the visually 

impaired; 

 

a portable stand (101) for holding the 

computing device (110) during use 

comprising:  

 

-a frame body (103) consisting on top a 

sliding holder (102) movable back and forth 

for securing an appropriate angle and 

distance of camera of the computing device 

(110) with respect to the accessible page 

(10); 

 

-LED lights secured to the top on the 

backside of the frame body (103) to provide 

sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the 

computing device (110); 

 

-a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame 

body (103) for securing accessible page (10) 

under the computing device camera field 

view; and 

 

- a support (104) at the back of the frame 

body (103) for balancing the stand (101) by 

preventing vibration due to weight of the 

device (110) and stand (101) itself; 

 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable in 

height by collapsing towards the clamp 

support (105) for appropriate capturing of 

accessible pages (10) of different size 

preferably from A4 to upto A3 size by 

computing device (110). 

persons.The system comprises of different 

output devices for catering to different degree 

of vision loss,namely PC for low vision users 

and ultrasonic motors based tactile display 

for blind users. 

 

 

whereas system of proposed invention make 

diagrams and graphical information 

accessible to users with all degrees of vision 

loss in real time and in an affordable 

manner. The proposed invention provides 

simultaneous multilingual audio narration 

with an existing tactile image in real time 

using a mobile device. The mobile device 

scans the tactile image for processing and 

generating simultaneous audio of particular 

image regions using off the shelf image 

processing algorithms. The mobile device is 

aligned to the particular/desired height for 

scanning the image with the help of a 

portable stand. This arrangement facilitates 

multimodal (tactual and auditory) interaction 

for visually impaired persons for 

understanding graphical information in an 

affordable manner.  

 

D2 comprises a concept of delivering video 

information to low vision users through PC 

connected through a wired/wireless 

connection by using a low vision citation 

viewer program. For blind users, tactile 

information is conveyed through ultrasonic 

motors based tactile display connected 

through wireless medium. The content needs 

to be previously stored on a learning 

information server. Depending on the degree 

of vision loss, the user connects with the 

server using the appropriate wired/wireless 

connection. 

 

whereas the proposed invention uses 

simultaneous tactile and auditory inputs for 

providing information to users with all 

degrees of vision loss (low vision and blind). 

The information for image recognition and 

audio generation is stored locally in the 

memory of the mobile device. No other 

dedicated device is required for storing and 

accessing information. 



 

In D2 the output format is reconstructed 

video accessed using a PC for low vision 

users and tactile information accessed 

through actuator pins for blind users. 

 

whereas in the proposed invention both 

output modalities, tactual and auditory are 

utilized in a simultaneous manner to 

understand the image/diagram and as such 

the  audible signal is provided in coherence 

with the tactile object being experienced by 

the visually impaired person. 

 

In D2 the graphical and text information 

received from the learning information server 

is converted in real time either into 

reconstructed video/tactile information 

delivered through PC/haptic electronic board 

depending on the degree of vision loss.  

 

whereas the proposed invention consists of a 

tactile image comprising Braille labels for 

text and tactile/raised regions for the 

image/diagram areas converted into tactile 

equivalent prior to be read using 

simultaneous audio narration using off the 

shelf print to tactile conversion algorithms. 

The proposed invention has been developed 

for visually impaired and can also be used 

for users with learning disabilities as it offers 

multimodal interaction. 

Applicant respectfully submits that D2 fail to disclose the teaching of proposed 

invention. 

Applicant claimed features D3 claimed features 

1. A system (100) for providing a tactual and 

a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time 

to a visually impaired for reading a tactile 

image optionally consisting of braille, tactile 

text, and printed text on an accessible page 

comprising of: 

 

a computing device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker, a memory 

storing a set of instructions and, a processor 

coupled to the memory, wherein the 

processor is configured to execute 

instructions stored in the memory for: 

D3 relates to the field of navigation and 

discloses system and method for assisting a 

visually impaired user to grip an object. The 

system may receive an image of an object in 

real-time and identify a reference image 

corresponding to the image by comparing the 

image with reference images.  

Further, the system may identify a 

reference tactile image corresponding to the 

reference image and generate a first set of 

audio instructions for assisting the visually 

impaired user to grip the object based on the 

reference tactile image.  



 

-capturing the tactile image by camera; 

  

-filtering the image to extract coordinate 

position and shape of the tactile image; 

 

-identifying tactile graphics, tactile text 

and/or printed text in the filtered image; 

-identifying a pre-stored audio file 

corresponding to captured image for linking 

to the tactile graphics, tactile text and/or 

printed text; 

 

-generating an auditory stimulus 

synchronized to linked tactile graphics, 

tactile text and/or printed text to the visually 

impaired; 

 

a portable stand (101) for holding the 

computing device (110) during use 

comprising:  

 

-a frame body (103) consisting on top a 

sliding holder (102) movable back and forth 

for securing an appropriate angle and 

distance of camera of the computing device 

(110) with respect to the accessible page 

(10); 

 

-LED lights secured to the top on the 

backside of the frame body (103) to provide 

sufficient light on accessible page (10) for 

capturing of the tactile image by the 

computing device (110); 

 

-a clamp support (105) at bottom of the frame 

body (103) for securing accessible page (10) 

under the computing device camera field 

view; and 

 

- a support (104) at the back of the frame 

body (103) for balancing the stand (101) by 

preventing vibration due to weight of the 

device (110) and stand (101) itself; 

 

wherein the frame body (103) is adjustable 

in height by collapsing towards the clamp 

support (105) for appropriate capturing of 

accessible pages (10) of different size 

preferably from A4 to upto A3 size by 

Further, the system may receive a tactile 

image from a tactile glove of the visually 

impaired user and compare the tactile image 

with the reference tactile image to identify 

pressure variation data.  

Furthermore, the system may generate a 

second set of audio instructions for guiding 

the visually impaired user to grip the object 

generated using the pressure variation data. 

Thus the invention relates to the field of 

navigation and employment in assembly lines 

or similar fields where gripping an object is 

an essential part of work. 

 

whereas the proposed invention discloses a 

system to make diagrams and graphical 

information accessible to users with all 

degrees of vision loss in real time and in an 

affordable manner. The proposed invention 

provides simultaneous multilingual audio 

narration with an existing tactile image in 

real time using a mobile device. The mobile 

device scans the tactile image and renders 

simultaneous audio of particular image 

regions using off the shelf image processing 

algorithms. The mobile device is aligned to 

the particular/desired height for scanning the 

image with the help of a portable stand. This 

arrangement facilitates multimodal (tactual 

and auditory) interaction for visually 

imapired persons for understanding 

graphical information in an affordable 

manner. 

 

In D3 the smart glass worn by the users 

receives an image in real time and provides 

auditory instructions for properly gripping an 

object by comparing the received image with 

the reference images. The tactile glove 

receives tactile image and provides a second 

set of audio instructions by comparing with 

the reference tactile images. 

 

Thus the system of D3 does not narrate any 

information about the 3D object. It is rather 

related to properly gripping the object and 

no tactile information is provided. 

 

Further, in D3 the auditory instructions are 

provided to guide the user to properly grip 



computing device (110). an object and no corresponding/simultaneous 

audio is provided about the object. 

 

In D3 the system receives images of 3D 

objects in real time for the purpose of guiding 

users to properly grip the object by means of 

auditory instruction and it does not utilise the 

haptic information for providing any details 

about the object to the user as in the 

proposed invention.  

Applicant respectfully submits that D3 relates to the field of navigation and discloses a 

system and method for assisting a visually impaired user to grip an object. The system of D3 

receive a tactile image from a tactile glove of the visually impaired user and compare the 

tactile image with the reference tactile image to identify pressure variation data and then 

generate a second set of audio instructions for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the 

object generated using the pressure variation data whereas proposed invention relates to a 

system  for providing a tactual and a synchronized auditory stimulus in real time to a visually 

impaired for reading a tactile image, braille, tactile text, and printed text on an accessible 

page by using a computing device. The computing device processes the tactile image by 

capturing tactile image by camera, filtering for coordinate extraction,  tactile graphics, tactile 

text and/or printed text identification, linking a pre-stored audio file corresponding to the 

tactile graphics, tactile text and/or printed text and generating a synchronized auditory 

stimulus to the visually impaired. Thus the application and steps are nowhere disclosed in D1 

 

[Emphasis added] Nowhere does D1, D2 and D3 disclose the explicit limitations of 

claim 1. Applicant believes the interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller is not 

supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 & D3. Further, there is no equivalence between the 

cited section of D1, D2 & D3 and the recitations of amended Claim 1. D1, D2 & D3 provides 

completely different solutions and is nowhere related to the application claimed invention. 

There is no similarity between the Applicant claim invention and D1, D2 & D3. D1, D2 & 



D3 is in the same technical domain but discloses a completely different solution and does not 

set motivation to combine D1, D2 & D3 to arrive at the Applicant claimed invention. Even 

the problem statement of D1, D2 & D3 and Applicant claimed invention is different and 

hence the solutions. The problem statement is clearly evident from background of D1, D2 & 

D3 and Applicant claimed invention. Hence the solutions are different which is clearly 

evident from the claims of D1, D2 & D3 when compared with the claims of Applicant. It is 

important to consider the functions and underlying essence of the invention as described in all 

elements mentioned in the claims. Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the 

interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller is not supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 

& D3. Further, Applicant believes the interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller 

regarding the claimed steps is not supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 & D3. Nowhere in 

the cited portions and the whole document does D1, D2 & D3 describe or reasonably suggest 

the above indicated features claimed in the amended independent claim 1.  

At least because D1, D2 & D3 fails to disclose the elements of the amended claim 1 as 

mentioned above, hence Applicant believes that the claim 1 is patentable over D1, D2 & D3. 

Therefore, the system of D1, D2 & D3 are different from that of Applicant’s claimed subject 

matter. Additionally, a prima facie obviousness has not been established. Merely recitation of 

portions from prior art does not sustain the rejection of obviousness unless the prior art 

reasonably teaches and provides articulated reasoning with rational underpinning to support 

the legal conclusion of obviousness.  

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the technical feature used to realize the 

complete invention is different from the cited prior art D1, D2 and D3 and hence makes the 

proposed invention non-obvious. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the amended claim 1 is not obvious over D1, D2 

and D3 since none of the references (either alone or combined) discloses a system of Claim1. 



Therefore, a skilled artisan would not modify any of the cited references with an 

expectation of successfully arriving at that which is claimed as the invention because there is 

no teaching or disclosure of the aforementioned features defined by amended claim 1 and 

subsequent dependent claims 2-6. The dependent claims 2-6 are novel and inventive by virtue 

of their dependency on claim 1 respectively.  

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that none of the cited prior arts, either taken alone 

or in any combination thereof, will motivate a person ordinarily skilled in the art to arrive at 

the claimed invention. The Learned Controller is, therefore, requested to reconsider and 

waive the objection favorably. 

 

Technical Advancement 

The Proposed invention solves the problem of prior art using Braille, handmade tactile 

diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in order to provide assistance to visually impaired 

people. Braille has served as a great alternative for text but there is no such alternative for 

diagrams as an affordable and multimodal solution is not available. Listening to audio alone 

doesn’t help either in diagram visualization. Also, having customized print sizes for every 

individual is not feasible. Thus, diagrams are omitted in textbooks across schools and 

colleges in India and other developing countries. Globally, expensive customized hardware 

multimodal solutions starting from 595$ are used in developed countries and they require 

other expensive proprietary supplementary devices for providing assistance to visually 

impaired users. Thus, the availability and penetration of affordable multimodal devices across 

the globe for making diagrams accessible to visually impaired is almost negligible. Therefore, 

as a solution to existing problem  proposed invention provides  device  for assisting a visually 

impaired user in accessing diagrams. The proposed invention provides simultaneous 

multilingual audio narration with a tactile image in real time using a mobile device. The 



portable mechanism comprises of three major components namely the computational device-

the mobile/smartphone, the tactile image and the portable stand for aligning both the 

diagram/tactile image and mobile device in the desired way for properly capturing the tactile 

image from mobile device to generate corresponding audio. The mobile device scans the 

tactile image and renders simultaneous audio of particular image regions using off the shelf 

image processing algorithms. The mobile device is aligned to the particular/desired height for 

scanning the image with the help of a stand. This arrangement facilitates multimodal (tactual 

and auditory) interaction for visually impaired persons for understanding graphical 

information in an affordable and portable manner  to assist them in the field of education and 

employment. 

Therefore, at the time of filing of this application, it would not have been obvious to a 

person skilled in the art to combine the teachings of D1-D3 to arrive at the claimed invention 

as D1-D3 is completely different which has no connection or relevance with the application 

claimed invention. Reconsideration is respectfully requested. 

 

Objection 3: Non Patentability  

Claim(s) (1-9) are statutorily non-patentable under the provision of clause ( (i) ) of 

Section 3 for the following reasons: 

Without prejudice to the above objection, claims 1-9 are not patentable under section 

3(i) of Patents Act as they are falling within the scope of any process for the medicinal, 

surgical, curative, prophylactic diagnostic, therapeutic or other treatment of human beings or 

any process for a similar treatment of animals to render them free of disease or to increase 

their economic value or that of their products. 

Applicant respectfully submits the following submissions with regard to 

patentability of the claimed invention:  



Applicant has amended the original claims 1-9 to overcome the above objection. Also 

Applicant believes that  the claimed subject matter in amended claims 1-6 does not describe 

or relate to “any process for the medicinal, surgical, curative, prophylactic diagnostic, 

therapeutic or other treatment of human beings or any process for a similar treatment of 

animals to render them free of disease or to increase their economic value or that of their 

products”. Instead applicant claimed invention is related to solve a technical problem faced 

by visually impaired in reading diagrams, images and graphics. Existing solutions mostly use 

Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in order to provide assistance to 

visually impaired children. But children are not accustomed to Braille at such an early age 

and Braille books do not give similar enjoyment as the books available for sighted children. 

Tactile books for children below the age of 10 years are not available. The problem with 

audio books is that listening to audio alone doesn’t help in visualization. Also, having 

customized print sizes for each & every child is not feasible. All the above solutions 

effectively translate text for the visually impaired child but none of them provides the 

graphics translation. Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired 

adults comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems which provide 

audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. But using these devices & 

receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback requires rigorous training sessions with visually 

impaired users. Also, such devices are useful for people possessing perception & having the 

concept of object orientation. But visually impaired children below the age of ten years 

explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move their fingers smoothly 

and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. Therefore, such devices are not suitable for 

visually impaired children. Thus, a solution is required which just doesn’t only provide 

narration but also help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters, concepts 

& themes, Therefore, as solution to the existing problem proposed invention provides a 



multimodal interaction system for visually impaired or sighted elderly as well as for people 

with learning disabilities which gives haptic stimuli in addition to audio stimulus. So, that 

integration of these two inputs can help the visually impaired user in developing an 

understanding of the concept.  

Further, the original claims 1-9 have been amended to include the inventive 

constructional feature and reference numerals have been given wherever necessary. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

Objection 4: Sufficiency of Disclosure  

1. The Abstract does not sufficiently provide technical information about the invention. 

The abstract should be prepared as the instructions given in rule 13(7)(b), 13(7)(c)  and 

13(7)(d) of the Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended), including drawings. 

The applicant respectfully submits that reference numerals have been given 

wherever necessary in abstract and the abstract is freshly prepared to include the technical 

feature of the invention in accordance with the instructions contained in Rule 13{7} of the 

Patent Rules, 2003 (as amended). Accordingly, the objection stands moot.  

 

Objection 5: Clarity and Conciseness  

Claim(s) 1-9 are not clearly worded in respect of: 

1. In view of the plurality of the independent set of claims, nature, and scope of the 

alleged invention are not clearly understood. The subject matter for which protection is 

sought may be different from that defined by the claims, thereby resulting in a lack of clarity 

of the claims when the description is used to interpret the claims. The claims should be 

redrafted to make them sufficiently definitive and Inventive features should be brought out 

clearly and reference numerals should be supplemented in parenthesis to enhance the 



intelligibility of Claims and clearly define the scope of the invention, in accordance with 

section 10 (4) (c) of The Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). During revision and redrafting, care 

should be taken not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the scope of the 

application as originally filed here your attention is also drawn towards section 59 of The 

Patents Act, 1970. The Principal claim should be characterized and clearly, bring out the 

inventive step. Inventive technical features should be incorporated in the claims and should 

be referenced with numerals in parentheses to enhance the intelligibility of claims. 

The applicant submits that  

1. The original multiple independent claim 1 & 9 are amended and retained as single 

independent claim 1.  

2. Further, the original claim 1, 7 and 8 has been amended to include limitations of 

original dependent claim 2-6 and as such original claims claim 2-6 and 9 has been deleted. 

Also, new claim 2, 5 & 6 has been added to claim various embodiments of the invention that 

can be combined to form the invention disclosed in the specification. 

3. The technical features of the claims are referenced with numerals in parentheses to 

enhance intelligibility of claims. 

 Hence, the amended claim set 1-6 is properly worded to make invention clear and 

concise.  Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the 

amendments in markup copy of specification on the patent office records and waive the 

above objections.  

 

Objection 6: Definitiveness:  

Claim(s) 1-9 do not sufficiently define the invention for the reasons as follows: 

Claims 1-9 are vague and too broad regarding “ multimodal interaction system” , "text 

display corresponding to printed image/tactile data", "audible signal corresponding to printed 



image/tactile data", "at least one image is to be captured", "wherein printed page includes 

graphical object, shapes, and body sensible by a visually impaired or sighted elderly or user 

with learning disabilities", "wherein printed page 5 includes nonvisible codes and images", 

"multimodal interaction system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data 

printed", "a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on 

top of the stand (101), a clamp support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile 

camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp support (105), the back 

support (104) and the mobile device holder (101) are attached through the stand  frame body 

(103) with adjustable height" and “ tactile data”  etc. Claims should define the scope of the 

 for which protection is claimed as per section 10 (4)(c) of The Patents Act, 1970 (as 

amended). Sufficiently definitive and Inventive features should be brought out clearly and 

reference numerals should be supplemented in parenthesis to enhance the intelligibility of 

Claims and clearly define the scope of the invention, in accordance with section 10 (4) (c) of 

The Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). During revision and re-drafting, care should be taken 

not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the scope of the application as originally 

filed here your attention is also drawn towards section 59 of The Patents Act, 1970. All 

essential features should be brought out clearly under the characterized clause in the main 

claim and supplemented with the reference numeral in parenthesis to enhance the 

intelligibility of the claims. 

Applicant respectfully submits that claims are redrafted for limiting the broad terms 

and adding limitation of embodiment to the claims. The technical features of the claims are 

referenced with numerals in parentheses to enhance intelligibility of claims. Thus the 

amended claims 1-6 are clear and sufficiently define the invention. Therefore, Applicant 

humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the amendments in markup copy of Claims on 

the patent office records and waive the above objections. 



Part-III 

Formal requirements 

1. Date and Signature of Applicant:  Fresh Form-1 should be filed with the necessary 

details with the duly signed by the applicant. 

Applicant respectfully submits that fresh FORM-1 signed by all inventors and 

applicant’s agent is submitted. Therefore, applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller 

to waive the above objection. 

 

2. Statement & Under Taking (Form 3 Details): Fresh Form 3 should be filed. 

Details regarding application for Patents which may be filed outside India from time to time 

for the same or substantially the same invention should be furnished within six months from 

the date of filing of the said application under clause (b) of subsection(1) of section 8 and rule 

12(1) of Indian Patent Act. 

Applicant respectfully submits that there are no updates to form 3 filed at IPO dated 

02.06.2016. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above 

objection. 

 

3. Power of Attorney (Whether GPA, SPA, Stamped, requisite fee etc.): 

1. Fresh Power of Attorney in favor of signatories to various Forms should be filed 

with proper stamp duty. 

Applicant respectfully submits that a fresh PA/GPA in the name of the agent is filed. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

4. Registered Agent as per Patent Agent Register: Write the patent agent’s 

name/number to verify the agent electronically on all Forms with duly signed. 



Applicant respectfully submits that all necessary Forms 1, 2, 3, 5, 18 and related 

documents signed by applicant’s agent originally indicating Name of the agent with original 

signature and IN/PA no. are submitted. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned 

Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

5. Format of Specification (rule 13): Irrelevant portion shall be deleted and blank 

spaces shall be scored out in the complete specification. Claims should be prefaced with the 

words "We Claim" and Claims must be signed by the applicant. 

Applicant respectfully submits that irrelevant portion and the blank spaces are 

deleted complete specification. The Claims are prefaced with the words “We Claim”. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the amendments in 

markup copy of specification and claims on the patent office records and waive the above 

objections.  

 

6. Format of Drawings: The Drawings referred to in the specification should be 

prepared in accordance with the instructions contained in Rule 15 of the Patent Rules, 

2003(as amended in 2006). 

Applicant respectfully submits that fresh drawings prepared in accordance with the 

instructions contained in Rule 15 of the Patent Rules, 2003(as amended in 2006) are 

submitted. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the 

amendments in markup copy of drawings on the patent office records and waive the above 

objections.  

 

7. Other Deficiencies: If any amendment is necessitated in the complete specification 

then it is required to clearly identify (submission of marked copy) the amendments carried 



out and to indicate the portion (page no and line no) of the complete specification as filed on 

which these amendments are based on. Further, the pages wherever amendments are carried 

out need to be freshly typed on white pages and to be filed in duplicate. 

Applicant respectfully submits that a marked up copy of the amended specification 

indicating basis for the claim amendment from description or illustration of as filed in 

complete specification is submitted herewith for immediate reference. The pages numbers 

and claims of the complete specification as filed on which these amendments are based on are 

clearly indicated in a tabulated form in response sheet. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests 

the Controller to waive the above objections. 

 

PRAYER 

It is therefore prayed that: 

(a) the objections may be dropped; 

(b) the application may be favorably considered for early grant; and 

(c) a personal hearing may be granted in the event of any outstanding issue. 

 

Dated this 26
th

 day of August 2020 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

 



Enclosures: 

1. A mark-up copy of Claims  

2. A clean copy of Claims  

3. A mark-up copy Abstract 

4. A clean copy of Abstract 

5. A mark-up copy of Complete Specification 

6. A clean copy of Complete Specification 

7.  A mark-up copy of Drawing 

8. A Clean copy of Drawings 

9. Annexure 1 for following Forms 

FORM-1, FORM-2, FORM-3, FORM-5 & Form-18 (signed by patent agent) 

10. Fresh Form-1  

11. Fresh Form-3  

12. GPA (Fresh signed by Applicant in favour of Patent agent) 

 





THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

GENERAL POWER OF AUTHORITY 

 

I, ANKITA GULATI, Indian, of address CD 28 E, DDA Flats, Hari Nagar, New Delhi – 

110064, India, and INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN, 

Indian, of address Kashmere Gate, New Delhi - 110006, India, hereby authorise and appoint 

Rashmi Tyagi (IN/PA-1594), Indian, of the address of correspondence #250, Street No. 06,  New 

Colony Kerhera, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh – 201007, India, jointly and severally, 

to act on our behalf as our agent for securing from the Government of India in our name the grant 

of patent under the above-mentioned Act or any corresponding Act which may come into force in 

respect of inventions and in all matters and proceedings before the Controller of Patents or the 

Government of India in connection therewith or incidental thereto and in all matters and 

proceedings subsequent to the grant of any patent including the amendment thereof or of the 

application, specification or any other document filed in respect thereof, the renewal thereof, the 

restoration thereof, the registration and recordal of any licence, mortgage, assignment or transfer 

of other interest in respect thereof, the recordal of changes in our name, address or address for 

service and the filing of statements of working in respect thereof and in general to perform all 

acts and take such actions as the said agent(s) may in their discretion deem necessary or 

expedient in the discharge of their duties including the appointment of a substitute or substitutes, 

and we request that all notices, requisitions and communications relating to the matters identified 

herein be  sent  to  such  agent(s)  at above address unless otherwise specified. 

 

We hereby confirm and ratify previous acts, if any, done by the said agent(s) in respect of the said 

matters or proceedings. 

 

We hereby revoke all previous authorisations, if any, made by us in respect of the said matters or 

proceedings. 

 

Dated this 10th day of May 2016 

 

 
To 

The Controller of Patents,  

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 



FORM 3 
THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 of 1970) 

and 

THE PATENTS RULES, 2003 

STATEMENT AND UNDERTAKING UNDER SECTION 8 
(See section 8; Rule 12) 

1.  Name of the applicant(s). I/We Ankita Gulati, Indian, of address CD 28 

E, DDA Flats, Hari Nagar, New Delhi - 110064, 

India and Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical 
University for Women, Indian, of address 

Kashmere Gate, New Delhi – 110006, India 

 
hereby declare: 

2. Name, address and nationality of the joint 

applicant. 

(i) that I/We have not made any application for 

the same/substantially the same invention 

titled “Multimodal Interaction System & 
Method for Visually Impaired” outside 

India 
Or 

(ii) that I/We who have made this application 

No.    N/A        dated    N/A      alone/jointly 

with   N/A  , made for the same/ 

substantially same invention, application(s) 

for patent in the other countries, the 

particulars of which are given below: 

Name of the 

country 

Date of 

Application 
Application No. 

Status of the 

application 

Date of 

publication 
Date of grant 

N/A 

3. Name and address of the assignee (iii) that the rights in the application(s) 

has/have been assigned to None 

 
that I/We undertake that upto the date of 

grant of the patent by the Controller, I/We 

would keep him informed in writing the 

details regarding corresponding 

applications for patents filed outside India 



within six months from the date of filing of 

such application. 

 
Dated this 02nd day of June 2016 

4. To be signed by the applicant or his 

authorized registered patent agent. 

 

Signature                                                        . 

5. Name of the natural person who has 

signed. 

 

RASHMI TYAGI  
Agent for Applicant (IN/PA-1594). 

 

To     

The Controller of Patents, 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi. 

 Note.- Strike out whichever is not applicable; 

 



FORM 5 

THE PATENTS ACT, 1970 

(39 of 1970) 

& 

THE PATENT RULES, 2003 

DECLARATION AS TO INVENTORSHIP 

[See Section 10 (6) and rule 13 (6)] 

 

1. NAME OF APPLICANT(S): ANKITA GULATI of CD 28 E, DDA Flats, Hari Nagar, 

New Delhi-110064, India & INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 

FOR WOMEN of Kashmere Gate, New Delhi-110006, India 
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MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 
IMPAIRED 

 
FIELD OF INVENTION  
The present invention relates to the field of assistive technologies for 5 

visually impaired people. More particularly, the invention relates to 

multimodal interaction system for visually impaired which provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimulation to the user. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

According to WHO, about 285 million people are estimated to be visually 

impaired worldwide, 90% of whom live in low income settings. Out of 

these19 million are children under the age of 15 years. Children below the 

age of 10 years have limited resources in terms of learning material. Also, 

what options do they have in terms of recreational material? A solution to 15 

this problem could be the use of assistive technology. Existing solutions 

mostly use Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in 

order to provide assistance to visually impaired children. But children are 

not accustomed to Braille at such an early age and Braille books do not 

give similar enjoyment as the books available for sighted children.  20 

 

Tactile books for children below the age of 10 years are not available. The 

problem with audio books is that listening to audio alone doesn’t help in 

visualization. Also, having customized print sizes for each & every child is 

not feasible. All the above solutions effectively translate text for the 25 

visually impaired child but none of them provides the graphics translation. 

Due to these problems, children become vulnerable to developmental 

delays and other learning difficulties which hinder their inclusion into the 

society.  

 30 
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Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired adults 

comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems 

which provide audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. 

But using these devices & receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback 

requires rigorous training sessions with visually impaired users. Also, such 5 

devices are useful for people possessing perception & having the concept 

of object orientation. But visually impaired children below the age of ten 

years explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move 

their fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. 

Therefore, such devices are not suitable for visually impaired children.  10 

 

Thus, a solution is required which just doesn’t only provide narration but 

also help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters, 

concepts & themes which can eventually help in cognition and perception 

development. In this way, not just only knowledge can be imparted 15 

amongst children but they can also be made aware of many things like 

social scenarios so that they can adapt to different surroundings easily. 

Thus, in this way their inclusion into the society can be accelerated.  

 

Therefore, to overcome the disadvantages of prior art present invention 20 

provides a multimodal interaction system for visually impaired or sighted 

elderly as well as for people with learning disabilities which gives haptic 

stimuli in addition to audio stimulus. So, that integration of these two inputs 

can help the user in developing an understanding of the concept and thus 

can eventually help in perception and cognition development. 25 

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction system (100) 

for reading an embossed image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) 

comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 30 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the memory 
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storing a set of instructions for reading the embossed image and/or tactile 

data printed on the page, the mobile device captures the image and/or 

tactile data and converts into an output format, a stand (101) comprising a 

sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on top of the stand 

frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the 5 

mobile camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (102) 

are attached through the stand frame body (103) with adjustable height. 

 

An another object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction 10 

system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data 

printed on a page (10) comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, 

wherein the memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the mobile 15 

device captures the image and/or tactile data and converts into an output 

format, a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the 

mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping 

printed page (10) below the mobile camera field view and a back support 

(104), wherein the clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the 20 

mobile device holder (102)  are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system enabling vision-

impaired or people with low-vision to view objects or source material, 25 

including reading text (handwritten or printed), viewing pictures and 

physical object by feeling or touching and through audio speech signal. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system for reading 

graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually impaired or 30 

sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 5 

multimodal interaction system according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a tactile printed material according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart of the multimodal interaction system 10 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates a working configuration of the multimodal interaction 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a multimodal interaction system for visually 10 

impaired children, elderly as well as people with learning disabilities. The 

system of the present invention comprises primarily of a tactile printed 

material, a reading stand and a computing device that provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimuli to the visually 

impaired.  15 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 

multimodal interaction system (100) according to a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention. The present invention provides a system (100) 

enabling people with vision impairment or learning disabilities to view 20 

printed objects or source material, including reading text, graphics, 

shapes, handwritten or printed, viewing pictures and physical objects. The 

system (100) includes a computing device (110) preferably a mobile 

phone or smartphone, a foldable stand (101) and a page (10) with printed 

3D/2D object, graphics, shapes or text. The foldable stand (101) includes 25 

a mobile phone sliding holder (102), over which mobile holder moves back 

and forth for a relevant position with respect to printed page preferably a 

tactile book (10) explained later in the specification, a height adjustable 

stand frame (103) and clamps (105) with back support (104). 

 30 
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According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention the printed 

material is a storybook having 3D embossed images and graphics so that 

the user can actually feel the characters & concepts in the book. The 

graphics and text is identified by the software application running on 

computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or smartphone and a 5 

corresponding audio is generated to the user. The software application is 

configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning and 

the computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. The book as described 

comprises learning material made up of tactile sheets. The tactile sheets 10 

are basically sheets with 3D embossed images so that the user can use 

touch stimulus & a simultaneous audio is provided to the user by the 

software application on the computing device. The software application is 

configured to perform image processing on each page separately & 

playing the corresponding audio file. Further, to align the book in proper 15 

reading position and to align computing device's camera at an appropriate 

scanning angle a simple stand is provided in the system. The stand is a 

wooden or plastic stand with clips or clamps to position the storybook 

appropriately & grooves on the top are used to hold the computing device 

in proper position.  20 

 

The prime components according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention are described in details herein:  

A. Tactile Printed Material  

B. Wooden/Plastic Stand  25 

C. Software Application  

 
A. Tactile Printed Material 
Images and diagrams that are normally used by sighted people for 

understanding concepts or conveying information are useless for visually 30 

impaired people. Visually impaired children below the age of ten years 
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explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move their 

fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. FIG. 2 

illustrates a tactile printed material (200) according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention that includes 3D cut-outs (201) for 

proper shape estimation. These 3D cut-out tactile diagrams are produced 5 

using embossing or other technologies on physical medium like swell 

paper or PVC sheets. The printed material on page comprises high 

contrast embossed illustrations in which images or figures are embossed 

with different depth marking. It also provides audio land marking. Some 

Interesting question answers are provided at the end of material.  10 

 
B. Stand 

The stand (101) of the present invention is foldable, portable, light in 

weight, compact and easy to assemble & carry and adjustable in height to 

accommodate scanning of tactile sheets from A4 to upto A3 size. The 15 

stand supports multiple functionalities as explained herein:  

I. Mobile Holder: Visually Impaired children while reading can’t keep 

the computing device for example, mobile phone in hand all the 

time and also can’t keep it in position for proper scanning. Thus, a 

sliding holder (102) of design but not limited to Dove-tail is 20 

provided. It possesses a variable sized mobile device holder, 

whose length and width could be adjusted depending upon the 

customer’s computing device dimensions. To prevent the 

computing device such as a mobile phone from falling while 

working, the computing device is locked into the holder during the 25 

initial set up, i.e. before running the system. The design for the 

stand used in the embodiment described herein may include any 

other suitable design whether now known or hereafter described in 

the construction art to achieve the particular purpose. 

 30 
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II. Support at the back: Due to the height of stand there is a possibility 

that the stand as a whole might vibrate or fall due to shocks or 

weight of computing device kept at the mobile holder (As computing 

device weight would tend to form a couple which in turn would have 

the tendency to rotate the stand as whole). Thus, the stand is 5 

provided with support (104) at the back to prevent vibration. 

 

III. Book Holding Clamps/Frame: Clamps (105) are provided to prevent 

the relative motion between the printed matter for example a book 

and the stand to ensure that the book remains in a proper reading 10 

position.  

 

IV. LED Light: Portable LED lights are placed on the top, on the 

backside of mobile holder to ensure proper lighting while scanning 

the documents/graphics. 15 

 

C. Software Application 
The software application in the present invention is configured to perform 

image processing on the specific images attached to each page of printed 

material and playing the corresponding audio file as illustrated in the work 20 

flowchart of FIG. 3 (explained later in specification). The camera of mobile 

phone captures the images of the printed subject matter which is 

processed by software application running on the computing device. The 

application first extracts feature of the images and identifies object after 

processing it. The identified regions of interest are linked to pre-stored 25 

audio data and a corresponding audio file is identified and generated. The 

audio file can be generated in different languages through various formats 

including text. 

 

According to other embodiment of the present invention, an audio tactile 30 

storybook for visually impaired children is provided which offers a helping 
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hand to visualize the concepts in the real world and also provides an 

imaginary view of the original character and happenings all around in the 

book. In the present invention different learning concepts are incorporated 

as a part of the book such as on the page depicting a party scenario, the 

child is asked to count the number of balloons in the party. In this way, 5 

children learn new things in the flow of storybook reading only. It is also 

includes interactive Braille questions with audio answers at the end of the 

storybook to make the storybook more interesting for the visually impaired 

child who perceives as a fun Q & A game. The short puzzle provided at 

the end of the storybook also helps in improving the learning capacity of 10 

the child.  

 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart (300) of the multimodal interaction system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

process starts at step (301) and (302) when storybook to be read is placed 15 

in the base of the stand and mobile phone is kept in the holder of the 

stand frame. At step (303) software application is launched in the mobile 

phone. Upon launch of the application camera first identifies the object or 

shape of graphics/image (at step 304). Once the image/graphic is 

identified it is further processed for the identification of text (if present) 20 

within it. Once the object/image is identified using feature extraction 

processes a corresponding audio/display file stored in the phone memory 

is retrieved (at step 306) and displayed/played to the user in an 

appropriate output format (at step 307). In a preferred embodiment output 

format, may be an audio file for a visual impaired user or may be a display 25 

form for the user with listening disability. If the application is unable to 

identify object/shape of image/graphics the system generates an error to 

the user in a suitable form. 

 

According to preferred embodiment of present invention whenever a 30 

visually impaired child/adult or user wants to read the storybook (401), the 
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parent/caretaker sets up the system as illustrated in FIG. 4. The parent 

then fixes the book (401) on clamps (404) & computing device (402) in 

proper position on the holder (405) of the reading stand (403) respectively. 

Now, the parents leave the visually impaired child alone after starting the 

software application so that the child can enjoy the story. Thereafter, the 5 

image at the cover page is scanned & the central character of the story 

introduces itself & about the context of story. The image on the cover page 

also provides instructions to the child regarding the use the storybook so 

that the child can enjoy the story properly. After the introduction is 

complete, the child is asked to flip the cover. Now, on first page, there is a 10 

specific image (406) which is scanned by the camera of the computing 

device and software application performs image processing on the specific 

image for identification of page and region of interest for linkage and 

generation of audio in different languages through various formats 

including text. When the child feels the 3D embossed images on the page, 15 

the corresponding generated audio file is played via the software 

application. Likewise the story continues, and on the last page of the book 

Braille questions with audio answers are provided to make the child’s 

experience more interactive.  

 20 

In the present invention various embodiments have been explained in 

reference to visually impaired children however the system of present 

invention is not being limited to children only it can be used by other users 

such as all age groups of visually impaired, sighted elderly, as well as by 

people with learning disabilities. 25 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention has following 

advantages: 

I. It provides simultaneous tactile and audio stimulus for the user. 

II. The audio is provided via software application installed on the 30 

computing device. 
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III. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention is 

provided in an affordable kit to the user. 

IV. The user requires minimum operational training to operate the 

multimodal interaction system of present invention. 

V. The multimodal interaction system of present invention helps user 5 

in perception and cognition development.  

VI. It can be used as one of the tools in early intervention programs for 

blind/visually impaired children for better understanding of real 

world objects.  

VII. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention provides 10 

edutainment that is education plus entertainment. 

VIII. The audio tactile books of the present invention help in auditory 

perception development and cognition development.  

IX. Special stuffed toys with audio feedback help in cognition 

development. 15 

 

In the present invention tactile is sometimes referred to as haptic and 

mobile phone is sometimes referred to as smartphone or simply mobile or 

phone. These terms are used interchangeably in this specification. 

 20 

In the present invention printed matter can refer to any of a wide variety of 

printed matter including, books, storybooks, learning material, hard cover 

bound books, paper back books, publications, newspapers, magazines, 

journals, periodicals, reading materials, literature, brochures, memos, 

notes, certificates, commercial paper, money, paper money, negotiable 25 

instruments, stock certificates, legal documents, legal papers, motions, 

discovery, interrogatories, decrees, judgments, wills, trusts, stamps, 

business cards, folders, files, packaging, boxes, letters, envelopes, labels, 

notebooks, papers checks, negotiable instruments, checks, money orders, 

credit cards, and any and all other types of conventional or new types of 30 

printed matter. Further, the term printed matter can specifically refer to 
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marks, fonts, text, images, pictures, illustrations, texture, dots, bumps, bar 

codes, matrix, and even Braille. 

 

A “computing device,” as used herein, refers to a device capable of 

executing applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the 5 

computing device has one or more processors and memory capability. 

Examples of computing devices, these teachings not being limited to only 

these examples, mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, digital personal 

assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 10 

The “software application” or “app” can be available for download or 

installation on a user computing device from the provider of multimodal 

interaction system described herein, for example from the provider's web 

site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code can be 

provided in the Kit to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 15 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the multimodal 

interaction system. After the “software application” has been downloaded, 

the application can be installed on the computing device in an executable 

format. The executable form of the application permits the user to access 

embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such as a mobile 20 

"app" or website.  
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WE CLAIM 
1. A multimodal interaction system (100) for reading an embossed 

image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) comprising: 

a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the 5 

memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the 

mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format; 

a stand frame (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for 10 

holding the mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp 

support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile 

camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the 

clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile 

device holder (102) are attached through the stand frame 15 

body (103) with adjustable height. 

2. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 

format is a Braille display, or a text display corresponding to printed 

image/tactile data. 

3. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 20 

format is an audible signal corresponding to printed image/tactile 

data. 

4. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, comprising a light 

source capable of illuminating the printed object from which at least 

one image is to be captured. 25 

5. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the stand 

(101) when folded is portable. 

6. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the 

adjustable stand frame body (103) height collapse towards the 

clamp support for storage. 30 
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7. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein printed page 

includes graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually 

impaired or sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 

8. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein printed page 

includes nonvisible codes and images.  5 

9. A multimodal interaction system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed 

image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) comprising: 

a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the 

memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 10 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the 

mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format; 

a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding 

the mobile device on top of the stand (101), a clamp support 15 

(105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile camera 

field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device 

holder (101) are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 20 

 
Dated this 10th day of May 2017 
 

 
RASHMI TYAGI 

AGENT FOR APPLICANTS 
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ABSTRACT 
MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 
The present invention relates to a multimodal interaction system for 

visually impaired. The system of the present invention provides 

synchronized audio stimuli in addition to haptic stimulus to the visually 

impaired and comprises of a tactile printed material, an application on a 

computing device for providing audio and a stand to hold the computing 

device at a specific angle. The application is configured to use the camera 

of the computing device for scanning the printed material and computer 

vision techniques for processing and filtering the scanned image and 

extracting relevant features from the image.  
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MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 
IMPAIRED 

 
FIELD OF INVENTION  
The present invention relates to the field of assistive technologies for 5 

visually impaired people. More particularly, the invention relates to 

multimodal interaction system for visually impaired which provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimulation to the user. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

According to WHO, about 285 million people are estimated to be visually 

impaired worldwide, 90% of whom live in low income settings. Out of 

these19 million are children under the age of 15 years. Children below the 

age of 10 years have limited resources in terms of learning material. Also, 

what options do they have in terms of recreational material? A solution to 15 

this problem could be the use of assistive technology. Existing solutions 

mostly use Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in 

order to provide assistance to visually impaired children. But children are 

not accustomed to Braille at such an early age and Braille books do not 

give similar enjoyment as the books available for sighted children.  20 

 

Tactile books for children below the age of 10 years are not available. The 

problem with audio books is that listening to audio alone doesn’t help in 

visualization. Also, having customized print sizes for each & every child is 

not feasible. All the above solutions effectively translate text for the 25 

visually impaired child but none of them provides the graphics translation. 

Due to these problems, children become vulnerable to developmental 

delays and other learning difficulties which hinder their inclusion into the 

society.  

 30 
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Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired adults 

comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems 

which provide audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. 

But using these devices & receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback 

requires rigorous training sessions with visually impaired users. Also, such 5 

devices are useful for people possessing perception & having the concept 

of object orientation. But visually impaired children below the age of ten 

years explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move 

their fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. 

Therefore, such devices are not suitable for visually impaired children.  10 

 

Thus, a solution is required which just doesn’t only provide narration but 

also help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters, 

concepts & themes which can eventually help in cognition and perception 

development. In this way, not just only knowledge can be imparted 15 

amongst children but they can also be made aware of many things like 

social scenarios so that they can adapt to different surroundings easily. 

Thus, in this way their inclusion into the society can be accelerated.  

 

Therefore, to overcome the disadvantages of prior art present invention 20 

provides a multimodal interaction system for visually impaired or sighted 

elderly as well as for people with learning disabilities which gives haptic 

stimuli in addition to audio stimulus. So, that integration of these two inputs 

can help the user in developing an understanding of the concept and thus 

can eventually help in perception and cognition development. 25 

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction system (100) 

for reading an embossed image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) 

comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 30 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the memory 
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storing a set of instructions for reading the embossed image and/or tactile 

data printed on the page, the mobile device captures the image and/or 

tactile data and converts into an output format, a stand (101) comprising a 

sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on top of the stand 

frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the 5 

mobile camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (102) 

are attached through the stand frame body (103) with adjustable height. 

 

An another object of the invention provides a multimodal interaction 10 

system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data 

printed on a page (10) comprising a mobile device (110) comprising a 

camera, a microphone, a speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, 

wherein the memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the mobile 15 

device captures the image and/or tactile data and converts into an output 

format, a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the 

mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp support (105) for keeping 

printed page (10) below the mobile camera field view and a back support 

(104), wherein the clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the 20 

mobile device holder (102)  are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system enabling vision-

impaired or people with low-vision to view objects or source material, 25 

including reading text (handwritten or printed), viewing pictures and 

physical object by feeling or touching and through audio speech signal. 

 

An furthermore object of the invention provides a system for reading 

graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually impaired or 30 

sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 5 

multimodal interaction system according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a tactile printed material according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart of the multimodal interaction system 10 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates a working configuration of the multimodal interaction 

system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a multimodal interaction system for visually 10 

impaired children, elderly as well as people with learning disabilities. The 

system of the present invention comprises primarily of a tactile printed 

material, a reading stand and a computing device that provides a 

synchronized audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimuli to the visually 

impaired.  15 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the 

multimodal interaction system (100) according to a preferred embodiment 

of the present invention. The present invention provides a system (100) 

enabling people with vision impairment or learning disabilities to view 20 

printed objects or source material, including reading text, graphics, 

shapes, handwritten or printed, viewing pictures and physical objects. The 

system (100) includes a computing device (110) preferably a mobile 

phone or smartphone, a foldable stand (101) and a page (10) with printed 

3D/2D object, graphics, shapes or text. The foldable stand (101) includes 25 

a mobile phone sliding holder (102), over which mobile holder moves back 

and forth for a relevant position with respect to printed page preferably a 

tactile book (10) explained later in the specification, a height adjustable 

stand frame (103) and clamps (105) with back support (104). 

 30 
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According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention the printed 

material is a storybook having 3D embossed images and graphics so that 

the user can actually feel the characters & concepts in the book. The 

graphics and text is identified by the software application running on 

computing device preferably a camera mobile phone or smartphone and a 5 

corresponding audio is generated to the user. The software application is 

configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning and 

the computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. The book as described 

comprises learning material made up of tactile sheets. The tactile sheets 10 

are basically sheets with 3D embossed images so that the user can use 

touch stimulus & a simultaneous audio is provided to the user by the 

software application on the computing device. The software application is 

configured to perform image processing on each page separately & 

playing the corresponding audio file. Further, to align the book in proper 15 

reading position and to align computing device's camera at an appropriate 

scanning angle a simple stand is provided in the system. The stand is a 

wooden or plastic stand with clips or clamps to position the storybook 

appropriately & grooves on the top are used to hold the computing device 

in proper position.  20 

 

The prime components according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention are described in details herein:  

A. Tactile Printed Material  

B. Wooden/Plastic Stand  25 

C. Software Application  

 
A. Tactile Printed Material 
Images and diagrams that are normally used by sighted people for 

understanding concepts or conveying information are useless for visually 30 

impaired people. Visually impaired children below the age of ten years 
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explore shapes by using the contour following strategy. They move their 

fingers smoothly and non-repetitively over the edges of the object. FIG. 2 

illustrates a tactile printed material (200) according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention that includes 3D cut-outs (201) for 

proper shape estimation. These 3D cut-out tactile diagrams are produced 5 

using embossing or other technologies on physical medium like swell 

paper or PVC sheets. The printed material on page comprises high 

contrast embossed illustrations in which images or figures are embossed 

with different depth marking. It also provides audio land marking. Some 

Interesting question answers are provided at the end of material.  10 

 
B. Stand 

The stand (101) of the present invention is foldable, portable, light in 

weight, compact and easy to assemble & carry and adjustable in height to 

accommodate scanning of tactile sheets from A4 to upto A3 size. The 15 

stand supports multiple functionalities as explained herein:  

I. Mobile Holder: Visually Impaired children while reading can’t keep 

the computing device for example, mobile phone in hand all the 

time and also can’t keep it in position for proper scanning. Thus, a 

sliding holder (102) of design but not limited to Dove-tail is 20 

provided. It possesses a variable sized mobile device holder, 

whose length and width could be adjusted depending upon the 

customer’s computing device dimensions. To prevent the 

computing device such as a mobile phone from falling while 

working, the computing device is locked into the holder during the 25 

initial set up, i.e. before running the system. The design for the 

stand used in the embodiment described herein may include any 

other suitable design whether now known or hereafter described in 

the construction art to achieve the particular purpose. 

 30 
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II. Support at the back: Due to the height of stand there is a possibility 

that the stand as a whole might vibrate or fall due to shocks or 

weight of computing device kept at the mobile holder (As computing 

device weight would tend to form a couple which in turn would have 

the tendency to rotate the stand as whole). Thus, the stand is 5 

provided with support (104) at the back to prevent vibration. 

 

III. Book Holding Clamps/Frame: Clamps (105) are provided to prevent 

the relative motion between the printed matter for example a book 

and the stand to ensure that the book remains in a proper reading 10 

position.  

 

IV. LED Light: Portable LED lights are placed on the top, on the 

backside of mobile holder to ensure proper lighting while scanning 

the documents/graphics. 15 

 

C. Software Application 
The software application in the present invention is configured to perform 

image processing on the specific images attached to each page of printed 

material and playing the corresponding audio file as illustrated in the work 20 

flowchart of FIG. 3 (explained later in specification). The camera of mobile 

phone captures the images of the printed subject matter which is 

processed by software application running on the computing device. The 

application first extracts feature of the images and identifies object after 

processing it. The identified regions of interest are linked to pre-stored 25 

audio data and a corresponding audio file is identified and generated. The 

audio file can be generated in different languages through various formats 

including text. 

 

According to other embodiment of the present invention, an audio tactile 30 

storybook for visually impaired children is provided which offers a helping 
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hand to visualize the concepts in the real world and also provides an 

imaginary view of the original character and happenings all around in the 

book. In the present invention different learning concepts are incorporated 

as a part of the book such as on the page depicting a party scenario, the 

child is asked to count the number of balloons in the party. In this way, 5 

children learn new things in the flow of storybook reading only. It is also 

includes interactive Braille questions with audio answers at the end of the 

storybook to make the storybook more interesting for the visually impaired 

child who perceives as a fun Q & A game. The short puzzle provided at 

the end of the storybook also helps in improving the learning capacity of 10 

the child.  

 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart (300) of the multimodal interaction system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 

process starts at step (301) and (302) when storybook to be read is placed 15 

in the base of the stand and mobile phone is kept in the holder of the 

stand frame. At step (303) software application is launched in the mobile 

phone. Upon launch of the application camera first identifies the object or 

shape of graphics/image (at step 304). Once the image/graphic is 

identified it is further processed for the identification of text (if present) 20 

within it. Once the object/image is identified using feature extraction 

processes a corresponding audio/display file stored in the phone memory 

is retrieved (at step 306) and displayed/played to the user in an 

appropriate output format (at step 307). In a preferred embodiment output 

format, may be an audio file for a visual impaired user or may be a display 25 

form for the user with listening disability. If the application is unable to 

identify object/shape of image/graphics the system generates an error to 

the user in a suitable form. 

 

According to preferred embodiment of present invention whenever a 30 

visually impaired child/adult or user wants to read the storybook (401), the 
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parent/caretaker sets up the system as illustrated in FIG. 4. The parent 

then fixes the book (401) on clamps (404) & computing device (402) in 

proper position on the holder (405) of the reading stand (403) respectively. 

Now, the parents leave the visually impaired child alone after starting the 

software application so that the child can enjoy the story. Thereafter, the 5 

image at the cover page is scanned & the central character of the story 

introduces itself & about the context of story. The image on the cover page 

also provides instructions to the child regarding the use the storybook so 

that the child can enjoy the story properly. After the introduction is 

complete, the child is asked to flip the cover. Now, on first page, there is a 10 

specific image (406) which is scanned by the camera of the computing 

device and software application performs image processing on the specific 

image for identification of page and region of interest for linkage and 

generation of audio in different languages through various formats 

including text. When the child feels the 3D embossed images on the page, 15 

the corresponding generated audio file is played via the software 

application. Likewise the story continues, and on the last page of the book 

Braille questions with audio answers are provided to make the child’s 

experience more interactive.  

 20 

In the present invention various embodiments have been explained in 

reference to visually impaired children however the system of present 

invention is not being limited to children only it can be used by other users 

such as all age groups of visually impaired, sighted elderly, as well as by 

people with learning disabilities. 25 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention has following 

advantages: 

I. It provides simultaneous tactile and audio stimulus for the user. 

II. The audio is provided via software application installed on the 30 

computing device. 
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III. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention is 

provided in an affordable kit to the user. 

IV. The user requires minimum operational training to operate the 

multimodal interaction system of present invention. 

V. The multimodal interaction system of present invention helps user 5 

in perception and cognition development.  

VI. It can be used as one of the tools in early intervention programs for 

blind/visually impaired children for better understanding of real 

world objects.  

VII. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention provides 10 

edutainment that is education plus entertainment. 

VIII. The audio tactile books of the present invention help in auditory 

perception development and cognition development.  

IX. Special stuffed toys with audio feedback help in cognition 

development. 15 

 

In the present invention tactile is sometimes referred to as haptic and 

mobile phone is sometimes referred to as smartphone or simply mobile or 

phone. These terms are used interchangeably in this specification. 

 20 

In the present invention printed matter can refer to any of a wide variety of 

printed matter including, books, storybooks, learning material, hard cover 

bound books, paper back books, publications, newspapers, magazines, 

journals, periodicals, reading materials, literature, brochures, memos, 

notes, certificates, commercial paper, money, paper money, negotiable 25 

instruments, stock certificates, legal documents, legal papers, motions, 

discovery, interrogatories, decrees, judgments, wills, trusts, stamps, 

business cards, folders, files, packaging, boxes, letters, envelopes, labels, 

notebooks, papers checks, negotiable instruments, checks, money orders, 

credit cards, and any and all other types of conventional or new types of 30 

printed matter. Further, the term printed matter can specifically refer to 
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marks, fonts, text, images, pictures, illustrations, texture, dots, bumps, bar 

codes, matrix, and even Braille. 

 

A “computing device,” as used herein, refers to a device capable of 

executing applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the 5 

computing device has one or more processors and memory capability. 

Examples of computing devices, these teachings not being limited to only 

these examples, mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, digital personal 

assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 10 

The “software application” or “app” can be available for download or 

installation on a user computing device from the provider of multimodal 

interaction system described herein, for example from the provider's web 

site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code can be 

provided in the Kit to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 15 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the multimodal 

interaction system. After the “software application” has been downloaded, 

the application can be installed on the computing device in an executable 

format. The executable form of the application permits the user to access 

embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such as a mobile 20 

"app" or website.  
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WE CLAIM 
1. A multimodal interaction system (100) for reading an embossed 

image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) comprising: 

a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the 5 

memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the 

mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format; 

a stand frame (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for 10 

holding the mobile device on top of the stand frame, a clamp 

support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile 

camera field view and a back support (104), wherein the 

clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile 

device holder (102) are attached through the stand frame 15 

body (103) with adjustable height. 

2. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 

format is a Braille display, or a text display corresponding to printed 

image/tactile data. 

3. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the output 20 

format is an audible signal corresponding to printed image/tactile 

data. 

4. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, comprising a light 

source capable of illuminating the printed object from which at least 

one image is to be captured. 25 

5. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the stand 

(101) when folded is portable. 

6. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein the 

adjustable stand frame body (103) height collapse towards the 

clamp support for storage. 30 
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7. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein printed page 

includes graphical object, shapes and body sensible by a visually 

impaired or sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities. 

8. The multimodal interaction system of claim 1, wherein printed page 

includes nonvisible codes and images.  5 

9. A multimodal interaction system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed 

image and/or tactile data printed on a page (10) comprising: 

a mobile device (110) comprising a camera, a microphone, a 

speaker and a memory coupled to a processor, wherein the 

memory storing a set of instructions for reading the 2D/3D 10 

embossed image and/or tactile data printed on the page, the 

mobile device captures the image and/or tactile data and 

converts into an output format; 

a stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding 

the mobile device on top of the stand (101), a clamp support 15 

(105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile camera 

field view and a back support (104), wherein the clamp 

support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device 

holder (101) are attached through the stand frame body 

(103) with adjustable height. 20 

 
Dated this 10th day of May 2017 
 

 
RASHMI TYAGI 

AGENT FOR APPLICANTS 
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ABSTRACT 
MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 

IMPAIRED 
The present invention relates to a multimodal interaction system for 

visually impaired. The system of the present invention provides 

synchronized audio stimuli in addition to haptic stimulus to the visually 

impaired and comprises of a tactile printed material, an application on a 

computing device for providing audio and a stand to hold the computing 

device at a specific angle. The application is configured to use the camera 

of the computing device for scanning the printed material and computer 

vision techniques for processing and filtering the scanned image and 

extracting relevant features from the image.  
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 5 

The present invention relates to the field of assistive technologies for visually 

impaired people. More particularly, the invention relates to multimodal interaction 

system for visually impaired which provides a synchronized audio stimulus in 

addition to a haptic stimuli to the user. 

 10 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
According to WHO, about 285 million people are estimated to be visually 

impaired worldwide, 90% of whom live in low income settings. Out of these19 

million are children under the age of 15 years. 

 15 

Children below the age of 10 years have limited resources in terms of learning 

material. Also, what options do they have in terms of recreational material? A 

solution to this problem could be the use of assistive technology. Existing 

solutions mostly use Braille, tactile diagrams, customized print sizes and audio in 

order to provide assistance to visually impaired children. But children are not 20 

accustomed to Braille at such an early age and Braille books do not give similar 

enjoyment as the books available for sighted children. Tactile books for children 

below the age of 10 years are not available. The problem with audio books is that 

listening to audio alone doesn’t help in visualization. Also, having customized 

print sizes for each & every child is not feasible. All the above solutions 25 

effectively translate text for the visually impaired child but none of them provides 

the graphics translation. Due to these problems, children become vulnerable to 

developmental delays and other learning difficulties which hinder their inclusion 

into the society.  

 30 

Commercially available assistive technologies for visually impaired adults 

comprise of complex and expensive tabular displays and OCR systems which 

provide audio/tactile feedback with the help of an additional module. But using 

these devices & receiving accurate auditory/tactile feedback requires rigorous 

training sessions with visually impaired users. Also, such devices are useful for 35 

people possessing perception & having the concept of object orientation. But 

visually impaired children below the age of ten years explore shapes by using the 

contour following strategy. They move their fingers smoothly and non-repetitively 
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over the edges of the object. Therefore, such devices are not suitable for visually 5 

impaired children.  

 

Thus, we require a solution which just doesn’t only provides narration but also 

help visually impaired children in visualizing various characters & scenarios 

which can eventually help in cognition and perception development. In this way, 10 

we can just not only impart knowledge among them but they can be made aware 

of many things like social scenarios so that they can adapt to different 

surroundings easily. Thus, in this way we can accelerate their inclusion into the 

society.  

 15 

Therefore, to overcome the disadvantages of prior art present invention provides 

a multimodal interaction system for visually impaired which give haptic stimuli in 

addition to audio stimulus. So, that integration of these two can help the children 

in developing an understanding of the concept and thus can eventually help in 

perception and cognition development. 20 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 5 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be apparent 

from the following description when read with reference to the accompanying 

drawings.  

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the arrangement of the basic components of the multimodal 10 

interaction system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates a tactile printed material according to a preferred embodiment of 

the present invention; 

 15 

FIG. 3 illustrates work flowchart of the multimodal interaction system according to 

a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

 

FIG. 4 illustrates a working configuration of the multimodal interaction system 

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 20 
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DESCRIPTION 5 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention is not 

limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified in various 

forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only provided to explain 

more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily skilled in the art of the present 10 

invention. In the accompanying drawings, like reference numerals are used to 

indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides a multimodal interaction system for visually 

impaired children. The system of the present invention comprises primarily of a 15 

tactile printed material and a computing device that provides a synchronized 

audio stimulus in addition to a haptic stimuli to the visually impaired.  

 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention the printed matter 

is a storybook having 3D embossed images so that the child can actually feel the 20 

characters & happenings in the book & the audio is provided by a software 

application or program installed on the computing device. The software 

application is configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning 

and computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the image and 

extracting relevant features from the image. 25 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention has following novel 

features: 

I. It provides simultaneous tactile and audio stimulus for the user. 

II. The audio is provided via software application installed on the computing 30 

device. 

III. The multimodal interaction system of the present invention is provided in 

an affordable kit to the user. 

IV. The user requires minimum operational training to operate the multimodal 

interaction system of present invention. 35 

V. The multimodal interaction system of present invention helps user in 

perception and cognition development.  
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VI. It can be used as one of the tools in early intervention programmes for 5 

blind/visually impaired children for better understanding of real world 

objects.  

VII. The multimodal interaction device of the present invention provides 

edutainment that is education + entertainment.  

 10 

In a preferred embodiment, present invention provides a kit comprising a book or 

learning material made up of tactile sheets, a software application and a stand a 

as illustrated in FIG. 1. The tactile sheets are basically sheets with 3D embossed 

images so that the user can use touch stimulus & a simultaneous audio is 

provided by the software application on the computing device. The software 15 

application is configured to perform image processing on each page separately & 

playing the corresponding audio file. Further, to align the book in proper reading 

position and to align computing device's camera at an appropriate scanning 

angle a simple stand is provided in the kit. The stand is a wooden or plastic stand 

with clips to position the storybook appropriately & groves on the top is used to 20 

hold the computing device in proper position.  

 

The prime components according to a preferred embodiment of the present 

invention are described in details herein:  

A. Tactile Printed Material  25 

B. Wooden/Plastic Stand  

C. Software Application  

 
A. Tactile Printed Material 
Images and diagrams that are normally used by sighted people for understanding 30 

concepts or conveying information are useless for visually impaired people. 

Visually impaired children below the age of ten years explore shapes by using 

the contour following strategy. They move their fingers smoothly and non-

repetitively over the edges of the object. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 2 present 

invention utilizes 3D cut-outs for proper shape estimation. These 3D cutout tactile 35 

diagrams are produced using embossing or other technologies on physical 

medium like swell paper or PVC sheets.  
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Printed Material of the present invention has following features:  5 

I. It comprises high contrast embossed illustrations  

II. The images or figures are embossed with different depth marking  

III. It provides audio land marking.  

IV. Interesting question answers are provided at the end of material.  

 10 

B. Stand 

The stand of the present invention supports multiple functionalities as explained 

herein:  

I. Mobile Holder 

Visually Impaired children while reading can’t keep the computing device 15 

in hand all the time and also can’t keep it in position for proper scanning. 

Thus, a holder of design but not limited to Dove-tail is provided. It 

possesses a variable sized mobile holder, whose length and width could 

be adjusted depending upon the customer’s computing device 

dimensions. To prevent the computing device such as a smart phone 20 

device from falling while working, the computing device is locked into the 

holder during the initial set up, i.e. before running the system. The design 

for the stand used in the embodiment described herein may include any 

other suitable design whether now known or hereafter described in the 

construction art to achieve the particular purpose. 25 

 

II. Support at the back 

Due to the height of stand there is a possibility that the stand as a whole 

might vibrate or fall due to shocks or weight of computing device kept at 

the mobile holder (As computing device weight would tend to form a 30 

couple which in turn would have the tendency to rotate the stand as 

whole). Thus, the stand is provided with supports at the back to prevent 

vibration. 

 

III. Book Holding Clamps/Frame 35 

These are provided to prevent the relative motion between the book and 

the stand to ensure that the book remains in a proper reading position. 
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C. Software Application 5 

The software application in the present invention is configured to perform image 

processing on the specific images attached to each page of printed material and 

playing the corresponding audio file as illustrated in the work flowchart of FIG. 3. 

The images are processed by software application for identification of page and 

region of interest for linking & generating the audio in different languages through 10 

various formats including text. 

 

The multimodal interaction system of the present invention offers the following 

advantages: 

I. Audio Books of the present help in auditory perception development and 15 

cognition development.  

II. Special stuffed toys with audio feedback help in cognition development. 

 

According to other embodiment of the present invention, an audio tactile 

storybook for visually impaired children, provides a helping hand to visualize the 20 

happenings in the real world and also provides an imaginary view of the original 

character and happenings all around in the story. In the present invention 

different learning concepts are incorporated as a part of the story such as on the 

page depicting a party scenario, the child is asked to count the number of 

balloons in the party. In this way, children are learning new things in the flow of 25 

storybook reading only. It is also includes interactive Braille questions with audio 

answers at the end of the storybook to make the storybook more interesting for 

the visually impaired child which perceives as a fun Q & A game. The short 

puzzle provided at the end of the storybook also helps in improving the learning 

capacity of the child.  30 

 

In the present invention according to flowchart of FIG. 3 whenever a visually 

impaired child wants to read the storybook, the parent/caretaker sets up the kit as 

shown in FIG. 1. The parent then fixes the book & computing device in proper 

position & fixes the shelf with buttons appropriately. Now, the parents leave the 35 

visually impaired child alone after starting the software application so that the 

child can enjoy the story. Thereafter, the image at the cover page is scanned & 

the central character of the story introduces itself & about the context of story. 
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The image on the cover page will also provide instructions to the child regarding 5 

the use the storybook so that the child can enjoy the story properly. After the 

introduction is complete, the child is asked to flip the cover. Now, on first page, 

there is a specific image which is scanned by the camera of the computing 

device and software application performs image processing on the specific image 

for identification of page and region of interest for linkage and generation of audio 10 

in different languages through various formats including from text. When the child 

feels the 3D embossed images on the page, the corresponding generated audio 

file is played via the software application. Likewise the story continues, and on 

the last page Braille questions with audio answers are provided to make the 

child’s experience more interactive. 15 

 

In the present invention printed matter can refer to any of a wide variety of printed 

matter including, books, hard cover bound books, paper back books, 

publications, newspapers, magazines, journals, periodicals, reading materials, 

literature, brochures, memos, notes, certificates, commercial paper, money, 20 

paper money, negotiable instruments, stock certificates, legal documents, legal 

papers, motions, discovery, interrogatories, decrees, judgments, wills, trusts, 

stamps, business cards, folders, files, packaging, boxes, letters, envelopes, 

labels, notebooks, papers checks, negotiable instruments, checks, money orders, 

credit cards, and any and all other types of conventional or new types of printed 25 

matter. Further, the term printed matter can specifically refer to marks, fonts, text, 

images, pictures, illustrations, texture, dots, bumps, bar codes, matrix, and even 

Braille. 

 

A “computing device,” as used herein, refers to a device capable of executing 30 

applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the computing device has 

one or more processors and memory capability. Examples of computing devices, 

these teachings not being limited to only these examples, mobile phones, smart 

mobile phones, tablets, digital personal assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 35 

The “software application” or “app” can be available for download or installation 

on a user computing device from the provider of multimodal interaction system 

described herein, for example from the provider's web site, or through a mobile 
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store application or a link or code can be provided in the Kit to download the app. 5 

In an embodiment, the software application can be initialized when a user first 

time uses the multimodal interaction system. After the “software application” has 

been downloaded, the application can be installed on the computing device in an 

executable format. The executable form of the application permits the user to 

access embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such as a 10 

mobile "app" or website.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

MULTIMODAL INTERACTION SYSTEM & METHOD FOR VISUALLY 
IMPAIRED 

 
The present invention relates to a multimodal interaction system for visually 

impaired. The system of the present invention provides synchronized audio 

stimuli in addition to haptic stimulus to the visually impaired and comprises of a 

tactile printed material, an application on a computing device for providing audio 

and a stand to hold the computing devices at a specific angle. The application is 

configured to use the camera of the computing device for scanning the printed 

material and computer vision techniques for processing and filtering the scanned 

image and extracting relevant features from the image.  
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इस परी ण रपोट के चार भाग ह, अथात रपोट का सारांश, िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट, औपचा रक आव यकताएँ तथा रकॉड मे द तावेज़ / 
This examination report consists of four parts, namely summary of the report, detailed 
technical report, formal requirements and documents on record.

भाग -1: रपोट का सारांश 
PART-I: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
क. सं.
/Sl.
No.

अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां
/Requirements under the Act दाव  क  सं या /Claim Numbers िट पणी /Remarks

1.
धारा 2(1)(ञ) के तहत
आिव कार /Invention u/s
2(1)(j)

नवीनता /Novelty
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-9 नह  /No

आिव कारी कदम / Inventive step
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-9 नह  /No

औ ोिगक उपयोिगता /Industrial
Applicability

दावे /Claims: 1-9 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

2.
धारा 3 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता (यिद हाँ, खंड 3(क-त) /Non-
patentability u/s 3
(if yes, specify section3(a-p))

दावे /Claims: 1-9 हाँ /Yes
(i)

दावे /Claims: नह  /No

3.
[धारा 10(5) व 10(4) (ग)]
के अधीन दावे /Claims
[u/s 10(5) & 10(4) (c)]

प ता/ संि ता /Clarity /
Conciseness

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1 & 9 नह  /No

प रभािषकता /Definitive
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-9 नह  /No

भाग –II िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट 
PART-II: DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT

क. उ रत द तावेज  क  सूची /A.List of documents cited:

(क) पेटट सािह य / (a). Patent Literature :

क. सं.
/

Sl.no

द तावेज़  का िववरण
/Details of documents

पकाशन
ितिथ(िदन/माह/वष) /
Publication date

उ रत द तावेज़ का
पासंिगक िववरण (प ृ  व
अनु छेद सं या) /

Relevant
description (page

and paragraph no.)
of cited document

उ रत द तावेज़ के
पासंिगक दावे /

Relevant claims of
cited document

अिभकिथत आिव कार के
दावे /Claims of

alleged invention

 1 D1: WO 2014014175
A1 23/01/2014 Whole Document [1-24] [1-9]
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 2 D2: WO 2012169810
A2 13/12/2012 Whole Document [1-12] [1-9]

 3 D3: IN 201611011175
A 29/04/2016 Whole Document [1-13] [1-9]

(ख) गरै-पेटट सािह य /(b).Non-patent literature

कोई द तावेज़ उ ृत नह  ह ै/No Document Cited 

ख. अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां /B. Detailed observations on the requirements under the
Act:

(1).नवीनता / NOVELTY:

(I)  ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़ के संदभ (1-9) मे िदये गए पकटन के पवूानमुान को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-9) मे
नवीनता क  कमी ह ै/ 
Claim(s) (1-9) lack(s) novelty, being anticipated in view of disclosure in the document cited above under
reference D1-D3 for the following reasons:

The Subject matter of claims 1-9 does not constitute an invention under section 2(1)(j) of the Patents Act, 1970
(as amended) because it is not novel in view of D1-D3. Regarding the independent claims 1 & 9, D1
discloses the image region and the character region extraction step in the general education material to extract
the text area and the image area for each information mixed in the general education material, by analyzing the
extracted image area The image information tactile step of each complex classifying the low complexity image
and the high complexity image and processing each image into the tactile information and recognizing the
character information in the tactile text area and the character information in the video area, respectively It is a
haptic display-based visual information display method for the visually impaired, including a character recognition
and braille conversion step to convert to braille information and the image area and the text area extracting step
in the general education data are classified into text areas other than the video area, text areas in the video area,
and video areas and the image area and the text area extraction step in the general education material, for the
brightness (brightness) image and label for the characteristic analysis of the text and visual material for the
general education material General education data input step for generating the base information, image area
extraction step for classifying the text area and the image area based on the characteristics of the text and visual
data appearing in the generated brightness image, and extracting the video area, and the classified image And a
character extraction step in the image region for detecting the character region in the region [Whole Document].
D2 discloses A haptic electronic board-based system and a method for providing learning information for visually
impaired persons is disclosed. The system for providing learning information for visually impaired persons
comprises a learning information server, which is linked to a lecture and a writing program; a first information
output device (PC) for receiving from the learning information server learning information for persons with poor
vision via a wired and wireless network (LAN, WLAN), and on which a viewer program of the persons with poor
vision for providing screen magnification and reduction functions is installed; and a second information output
device (haptic electronic board) for connecting to the learning information server through a short distance
wireless network (ZigBee or Bluetooth) using a unique device ID, and converting learning information for
completely blind persons, which is received from the learning information server by the haptic electronic board,
into tactile information and transferring the tactile information to the completely blind persons. The learning
information server transfers the lecture and the learning information that is written by the writing program to
visually impaired persons having various degrees of visual impairment using a tactile information automatic
conversion technology [Whole Document]. D3 discloses a device, systems, and methods for assisting a visually
impaired user in gripping an object and the aspects are further described below in the detailed description. This
summary is not intended to identify essential features of the claimed subject matter nor is it intended for use in
determining or limiting the scope of the claimed subject matter and a system for assisting a visually impaired user
to grip objects is illustrated. The system comprises a memory and a processor coupled to the memory. The
processor is configured to execute program instructions stored in the memory. The processor may execute
programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive an image of an object in real-time and identify a
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programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive an image of an object in real-time and identify a
reference image corresponding to the image by comparing the image with reference images present in a
database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to identify a
reference tactile image corresponding to the reference image, wherein the reference tactile image is stored in the
database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to generate the first
set of audio instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip the object based on the reference tactile
image. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive a tactile
image from a tactile glove put on by the visually impaired user. Further, the processor may execute programmed
instructions stored in the memory to compare the tactile image with the reference tactile image to identify
pressure variation data corresponding to one or more points in the tactile image and the reference tactile image.
Furthermore, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to generate a second set
of audio instructions for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the object base on a second set of audio
instructions, wherein the second set of audio instructions are generated based on the pressure variation data
and a device for assisting a visually impaired user to grip an object is illustrated. The device comprises a camera
mounted over a wearable device and a central processing unit coupled to the camera and tactile gloves. The
central processing unit comprises a memory and a processor coupled to the memory. The processor is
configured to execute program instructions stored in the memory. The processor may execute programmed
instructions stored in the memory to receive an image of an object in real-time from the camera and identify a
reference image corresponding to the image by comparing the image with reference images present in a
database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to identify a
reference tactile image corresponding to the reference image, wherein the reference tactile image is stored in the
database. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to generate the first
set of audio instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip the object based on the reference tactile
image. Further, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to receive a tactile
image from a tactile glove put on by the visually impaired user. Further, the processor may execute programmed
instructions stored in the memory to compare the tactile image with the reference tactile image to identify
pressure variation data corresponding to one or more points in the tactile image and the reference tactile image.
Furthermore, the processor may execute programmed instructions stored in the memory to generate a second set
of audio instructions for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the object base on a second set of audio
instructions, wherein the second set of audio instructions are generated based on the pressure variation data
and a non-transitory computer-readable medium embodying a program executable in a computing device for
assisting a visually impaired user to grip an object is disclosed. The program comprises program code for
receiving an image of an object in real-time from the camera and identifying a reference image corresponding to
the image by comparing the image with reference images present in a database. The program comprises
program code for identifying a reference tactile image corresponding to the reference image, wherein the
reference tactile image is stored in the database. The program comprises program code for generating the first
set of audio instructions for assisting the visually impaired user to grip the object based on the reference tactile
image. The program comprises program code for receiving a tactile image from a tactile glove put on by the
visually impaired user. The program comprises program code for comparing the tactile image with the reference
tactile image to identify pressure variation data corresponding to one or more points in the tactile image and the
reference tactile image. The program comprises program code for generating a second set of audio instructions
for guiding the visually impaired user to grip the object base on a second set of audio instructions, wherein the
second set of audio instructions are generated based on the pressure variation data. Therefore independent
claims 1 & 9 do not consider the novel in the light of prior art document D1-D3. The additional technical features
of dependent claims 2-8 are common technical means in the art and said claims do not comply with the
requirement of novelty. Therefore claims 1-9 do not consider the novel in the view of prior art document D1-D3.

(2).आिव कारी कदम / INVENTIVE STEP:

(I) ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़(ज ) के संदभ D1-D3 and common general knowledge in the art मे प  अ यापन(न ) को यान मे रखते
हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-9) मे आिव कारी कदम क  कमी ह ै
Claim(s) (1-9) lack(s) inventive step, being obvious in view of teaching (s) of cited document(s) above under
reference D1-D3 and common general knowledge in the art for the following reasons:

At the time of filing of this application, in the view of prior art document D1-D3, claims 1-9 lacks an inventive
step. 
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(3).पेटट अयो यता /NON PATENTABILITY:

(I) िन निलिखत कारण  से धारा 3 के खंड ((i) )के पावधान के तहत दावा(वे) (1-9) सांिविधक प से पेटट यो य नह  ह / 
Claim(s) (1-9) are statutorily non-patentable under the provision of clause ( (i) ) of Section 3 for the following
reasons:

Without prejudice to the above objection, claims 1-9 are not patentable under section 3(i) of Patents Act as they
are falling within the scope of any process for the medicinal, surgical, curative, prophylactic diagnostic,
therapeutic or other treatment of human beings or any process for a similar treatment of animals to render them
free of disease or to increase their economic value or that of their products.

(4).पकटन क  द ता /SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE:

(I) सार /Abstract:

The Abstract does not sufficiently provide technical information about the invention. The abstract should be
prepared as the instructions given in rule 13(7)(b), 13(7)(c)  and 13(7)(d) of the Patents Rules, 2003 (as
amended), including drawings.
 

(5). प ता एवं संि ता /CLARITY AND CONCISENESS:

(I) दावा(वे) 1 & 9 के संबंध मे प  प से परीभािषत नह  ह. 
Claim(s) 1 & 9 are not clearly worded in respect of:

In view of the plurality of the independent set of claims, nature, and scope of the alleged invention are not clearly
understood. The subject matter for which protection is sought may be different from that defined by the claims,
thereby resulting in a lack of clarity of the claims when the description is used to interpret the claims. The claims
should be redrafted to make them sufficiently definitive and Inventive features should be brought out clearly and
reference numerals should be supplemented in parenthesis to enhance the intelligibility of Claims and clearly
define the scope of the invention, in accordance with section 10 (4) (c) of The Patents Act, 1970 (as amended).
During revision and redrafting, care should be taken not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the
scope of the application as originally filed here your attention is also drawn towards section 59 of The Patents
Act, 1970. The Principal claim should be characterized and clearly, bring out the inventive step. Inventive
technical features should be incorporated in the claims and should be referenced with numerals in parentheses to
enhance the intelligibility of claims.

(6).प रभािषकता /DEFINITIVENESS:

(I) दावा(वे)1-9 िन निलिखत कारण  से आिव कार को पया  प से परीभािषत नह  करता(ते) ह
Claim(s) 1-9 do not sufficiently define the invention for the reasons as follows:

Claims 1-9 are vague and too broad regarding “multimodal interaction system”, "text display corresponding to
printed image/tactile data", "audible signal corresponding to printed image/tactile data", "at least one image is to
be captured", "wherein printed page includes graphical object, shapes, and body sensible by a visually impaired
or sighted elderly or user with learning disabilities", "wherein printed page 5 includes nonvisible codes and
images", "multimodal interaction system (100) for reading 2D/3D embossed image and/or tactile data printed", "a
stand (101) comprising a sliding holder (102) for holding the mobile device on top of the stand (101), a clamp
support (105) for keeping printed page (10) below the mobile camera field view and a back support (104),
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wherein the clamp support (105), the back support (104) and the mobile device holder (101) are attached through
the stand frame body (103) with adjustable height" and “tactile data” etc. Claims should define the scope of the
for which protection is claimed as per section 10 (4)(c) of The Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). Sufficiently
definitive and Inventive features should be brought out clearly and reference numerals should be supplemented
in parenthesis to enhance the intelligibility of Claims and clearly define the scope of the invention, in accordance
with section 10 (4) (c) of The Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). During revision and re-drafting, care should be
taken not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the scope of the application as originally filed here
your attention is also drawn towards section 59 of The Patents Act, 1970. All essential features should be
brought out clearly under the characterized clause in the main claim and supplemented with the reference
numeral in parenthesis to enhance the intelligibility of the claims.

(7).अ य आव यकताएँ /OTHERS REQUIREMENTS:

(I)  

Please note that this Examination is done on the basis of electronically uploaded documents in the e-module
only. You may verify if all documents as filed are uploaded electronically, and bring to the notice of the concerned
discrepancies if any.
 

भाग – III: औपचा रक आव यकताएँ /PART-III: FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

आपि यां /Objections िट पणी /Remarks

Date and Signature of
Applicant

Fresh Form-1 should be filed with the necessary details with the duly signed by the
applicant.
 

Statement & Under
Taking (Form 3 Details)

Fresh Form 3 should be filed. Details regarding application for Patents which may be
filed outside India from time to time for the same or substantially the same invention
should be furnished within six months from the date of filing of the said application
under clause (b) of subsection(1) of section 8 and rule 12(1) of Indian Patent Act.
 

Power of Attorney
(Whether GPA, SPA,
Stamped, requisite fee
etc.)

Fresh Power of Attorney in favor of signatories to various Forms should be filed with
proper stamp duty.
 

Registered Agent as per
Patent Agent Register

Write the patent agent’s name/number to verify the agent electronically on all Forms
with duly signed.
 

Format of Specification
(rule 13)

Irrelevant portion shall be deleted and blank spaces shall be scored out in the
complete specification. Claims should be prefaced with the words "We Claim" and
Claims must be signed by the applicant.

Format of Drawings
The Drawings referred to in the specification should be prepared in accordance with
the instructions contained in Rule 15 of the Patent Rules, 2003(as amended in 2006).
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Other Deficiencies

If any amendment is necessitated in the complete specification then it is required to
clearly identify (submission of marked copy) the amendments carried out and to
indicate the portion (page no and line no) of the complete specification as filed on
which these amendments are based on. Further, the pages wherever amendments are
carried out need to be freshly typed on white pages and to be filed in duplicate.
 

भाग-IV: रकॉड मे द तावेज़ /PART-IV: DOCUMENTS ON RECORD

िन निलिखत द तावेज़  के आधार पर यह परी ण रपोट तयैार क  गयी है
The examination report has been prepared based on the following documents:

कायसचूी ितिथ /
Docket Date

कायसचूी सं या /Docket
Number पिवि  सं या िववरण /Entry Number Description

10 May 2016 17161 1-New Application For Patent With Provisional /Complete
Specification

01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
02 Jun 2016 21541 3-Statement & Undertaking - Form 3

10 May 2017 30860 2-Complete After Provisional Specification - Form 2 Check For No.
OF Pages & Claims

14 May 2017 31555 5-Declaration As To Inventorship - Form 5

15 Jul 2017 44834 28(i)-Request For Examination After 18 months Publication - Form
18

िनयंतक का नाम /Name of the Controller: Rakesh Kumar Kushwaha

िनयंतक थान /Controller Location: Delhi

िट पणी: परी ण रपोट का उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ / Note: Last date for filing response to the Examination Report:
26/08/2020
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a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor node (11), comprising a processor, a memory module coupled to the processor, for storing rec
measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the processor for transmitting and receiving the measured parameters and a control signal respectively; and 
a remote monitoring unit (102) for processing the measured parameters and issuing notification to a user’s device (103). 

3. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, comprises actuator nodes (12) for regulating the water parameters

4. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 3, wherein the actuators (12) are controlled using control signal recei
the remote monitoring unit (102). 

5. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs claimed in claim 2, wherein the floating sensor node (11) includes one or more sensors f
measuring chemical and physical parameters of water. 

6. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 5, wherein the chemical and/or physical parameters are selected from
group comprising water temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and dissolved oxygen. 

7. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein a notification is sent to the user’s device (103) when meas
parameters breach a threshold value. 

8. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein base station (101) communicates with sensor nodes (11) a
actuator nodes (12) using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and other short distance communication technologies. 

9. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the transceiver transmits the measured parameters to the
monitoring unit (102) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance communication technologies. 

10. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the user’s device (103) includes a multiple language suppo
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WE CLAIM 

1. A system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water for A water parameters monitoring system (100) for 

aquaculture needs comprising:  

a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more sensors 

for measuring water parameters;  

an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  more water condition; 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11) and actuator node (12), comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each sensor node (11), a 

memory for storing measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and transmitting collected 

parameters to a remote monitoring unit (102)and a processor 

coupled the memory and the transceiver; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base station 

(101) for monitoring and issuing an alert or notification to a specific 

user upon breach of predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter; 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to 

the actuator node (12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for 

regulating the water conditions.. 

 

2. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring water 

parameters;  

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11), comprising a processor, a memory module coupled to the 

processor, for storing received measured parameters and a transceiver 

coupled to the processor for transmitting and receiving the measured 

parameters and a control signal respectively; and 
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a remote monitoring unit (102) for processing the measured parameters 

and issuing notification to a user’s device (103). 

 

3. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

as claimed in claim 2, comprises actuator nodes (12) for regulating the 

water parameters. 

 

4. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

as claimed in claim 3, wherein the actuators (12) are controlled using 

control signal received from the remote monitoring unit (102). 

 

5. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

claimed in claim 2, wherein the floating sensor node (11) includes one 

or more sensors for measuring chemical and physical parameters of 

water. 

 

6.2. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,The water parameters 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 5, 

wherein the chemical and/or physicalphysico-chemical parameters are 

selected from the group comprising water temperature, pH, salinity, 

turbidity, specific conductance and dissolved oxygen. 

 

7. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

as claimed in claim 2, wherein a notification is sent to the user’s device 

(103) when measured parameters breach a threshold value. 

 

3. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,  wherein the sensor node 

(11) is low power self-sustained node either chargeable by battery or 

solar energy. 
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4. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is floating in water in a predetermined optimal path for collecting 

one or more parameter. 

 

5. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is controlled remotely by user without going into the water and 

further consists of a GPS module for providing location of the particular 

sensor node (11).  

 

6. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to the actuator node (12 

) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for regulating the water 

conditions by turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 

7. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) stores the measured parameters received from 

the base station (101), perform analysis and provides statistical 

information to the user.  

 

8. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,The water parameters 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, 

wherein base station (101) communicates with sensor nodes (11) and 

actuator nodes (12) using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, 

and low power Wi-Fi and other short distance communication 

technologies. 
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9. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,The water parameters 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, 

wherein the transceiver transmits the measured parameters to the 

remote monitoring unit (102) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication 

and other long distance communication technologies. 

 

10. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,The water parameters 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs as claimed in claim 2, 

wherein the user’s device (103) includes a multiple language supporting 

application for controlling and monitoring water parameters remotely. 

 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 

 

  

(RASHMI TYAGI) 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 
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WE CLAIM 

1. A system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water for  aquaculture comprising:  

a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more sensor 

for measuring water parameters;  

an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  more water condition; 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11) and actuator node (12) comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each sensor node (11), a 

memory for storing measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and transmitting collected 

parameters to a remote monitoring unit (102); and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base station 

(101) for monitoring and issuing an alert or notification to a specific 

user upon breach of predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter; 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to 

the actuator node (12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for 

regulating the water conditions. 

 

2. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the physico-

chemical parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and dissolved 

oxygen. 

 

3. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,  wherein the sensor node 

(11) is low power self-sustained node either chargeable by battery or 

solar energy. 
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4. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is floating in water in a predetermined optimal path for collecting 

one or more parameter. 

 

5. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is controlled remotely by user without going into the water and 

further consists of a GPS module for providing location of the particular 

sensor node (11).  

 

6. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to the actuator node (12 

) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for regulating the water 

conditions by turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 

7. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) stores the measured parameters received from 

the base station (101), perform analysis and provides statistical 

information to the user.  

 

8. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,, wherein base station (101) 

communicates with sensor node (11) and actuator node (12) using 

Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and 

other short distance communication technologies. 

 

9. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the transceiver 
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transmits the measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit (102) 

using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

 

10. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the user’s device 

(103) includes a multiple language supporting application for controlling 

and monitoring water parameters remotely. 

 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 

 

  

(RASHMI TYAGI) 

IN/PA-1594 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 
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AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to the field of remote real time monitoring, 5 

storage and analysis of water parameters for aquaculture. More 

particularly, the invention relates to an integrated system for real time 

remote monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

In most of the cases the monitoring of water parameters is performed 

manually after taking water samples in field tests and chemically 

performing experiments to analyze the quality of water. This process is 

time consuming and lengthy. A lot of energy, time and money are wasted 

in this process. Also real time monitoring of water parameters is not 15 

possible in manual process of water quality measurement.  

 

In the work of prior art in the field of integrating internet of things into the 

aquaculture industry, there is lack of cloud environment and decision 

support system. Also generally one or two water parameters are 20 

measured in these systems for transmission. These devices don’t have 

GPS capabilities for locating the sensor nodes placed on the ponds. For 

mobile access, there is lack of smartphone mobile application for viewing 

the measured readings while on move. Having sensors and actuators in 

the same node hampers the efficient functioning of the node. 25 

 

Therefore, the current invention aims to solve these shortcomings by 

providing a smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters 

for aquaculture.  
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 5 

node (11), comprising a memory, a transceiver and a processor coupled 

the memory and the transceiver and a remote monitoring unit (102) 

wirelessly coupled to the base station (101). 

 

An another object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 10 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11), comprising a processor, a memory coupled to the processor for 

storing received measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 15 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured parameters and a 

control signal respectively and a remote monitoring unit (102) for 

processing the measured parameters and issuing a notification to a user’s 

device (103). 

 20 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a system for 

enabling remote analysis and correction of a water parameters required to 

control for fish farmer’s needs, through a real time self-correcting and 

automated system that incorporates balancing technology. 

 25 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a water 

contamination detection system. 

 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a custom built 

mobile application supporting multiple local languages, that has been 30 

integrated in the system.  
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A furthermore object of the present invention provides a decision support 

system designed to integrate the domain knowledge and provide the right 

information to the right people at right time. The mobile application 

connects to the decision support system and displays the parameters to 

the users as per need. 5 

 

A furthermore object of the resent invention provides a complete 

integrated system with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote 

monitoring and decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 10 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

 15 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 20 

monitoring and controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 10 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. The system (100) of present invention comprises a 

base station (101), remote monitoring system (102) and user’s device 

(103). The base station (101) communicates with sensor nodes (11) which 

include multiple sensors to measure water parameters such as water 15 

temperature, pH, salinity, specific conductance, turbidity and dissolved 

oxygen. The sensor node (11) further comprises a GPS to provide location 

within the ponds or agriculture land and the sensor nodes (11) are 

designed to float within the water for easy monitoring of water parameters. 

The base station (101) includes a processor, a memory module coupled to 20 

the processor, and transceiver (not shown). The transceiver wirelessly 

communicates with the sensors nodes (11) and collects data about 

different measured water parameters and stores in into base station 

memory (not shown). The base station (101) communicates with sensors 

nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) (explained later) using Bluetooth low 25 

energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and other short 

distance communication technologies. Further, base station (101) also 

sends this parametric information to the remote monitoring unit (102) also 

named as central monitoring station (102). The remote monitoring unit 

(102) receives measured data from different base stations (101) and 30 

analyses it. The remote monitoring unit (102) or central monitoring station 
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includes a decision support system designed to integrate the domain 

knowledge and process the measured information and user’s details to 

provide the right information to right people at right time. The remote 

monitoring unit (102) monitors and issues an alert or notification to a 

specific user in case of violating of any predefined threshold value of a 5 

parameter. The remote monitoring unit based on the measured 

parameters also send control signal for issuing the control command to the 

floating actuator (12) for regulating the water conditions by turning on/off 

the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 10 

According to an embodiment of the present invention remote monitoring 

unit (102) communicates with the base station (101) and the user’s device 

(103) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

 15 

The system (100) of the present invention monitors and controls the water 

parameters in real time. A user of a mobile device can easily control and 

monitors the water parameter from a remote location. The user’s mobile 

device (103) comprises an application to provide access to the 

remote/central monitoring station. The mobile application connects to the 20 

decision support system and displays the parameters to the users as per 

need. Thus the present invention provides a complete integrated system 

with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote monitoring and 

decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 25 

The integrated system of the present invention has many novel features 

such as the system (100) of the present invention has GPS capability on 

sensor node. The system also has decision support system with 

knowledge base for providing right information at right place to right 

people for example, sending only selective and informative data to the 30 

researchers, fish cultivation agency and the farmers as per their 
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requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data. The system of the 

present invention has provision to integrate other sensors such as for 

monitoring the growth and diseases of the fishery farms. The system of 

the present invention also has provision to remotely control the placement 

of the node and dynamic data collection by floating the node in the water 5 

at predetermined or optimal path/track through a proposed algorithm. 

 
The basic components of the system (100) of present invention are herein 

described in details: 

A. Sensor node (11): The sensor node is provided for measuring the 10 

physical, chemical and biological parameters of water such as but 

not limited to water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, 

nitrate and carbonate, viral and algae growth and regular 

monitoring of water parameters. It also consists of a wireless 

communication module for sending the measured data to a nearby 15 

base station (101) at regular intervals. The sensor nodes of the 

present invention are low power self-sustained nodes either 

chargeable by battery or solar energy. In the present invention the 

sensor node are designed for floating in water and collects data in 

predetermined algorithm so as to cover an optimal path. The nodes 20 

are controlled remotely by the user without going into the water and 

further consist of a GPS module for providing location of the 

particular sensor node. 

 

B. Base Station (101): It consists of a transceiver which receives 25 

measured data from sensor nodes of a particular location and 

transfers it to a central monitoring unit (102) via wireless mode. This 

base station act as receiver for the laid node data and as a 

controller for the actuators (12).  

 30 
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C. Central Monitoring Unit (102): This is the decision making unit of 

the entire system (100) of the present invention. It receives the 

measured data from base station (101) for storing it in the 

database, analyzing and providing statistical graphs for the user. It 

contains algorithm and logic to make decisions at critical conditions 5 

and send the control signal accordingly. In case of any discrepancy, 

control signal is passed from the central monitoring unit (102) to the 

actuator node (12) through the base station (101). 

 

D. Actuator node (12): It consists of actuators which are turned on/off 10 

when a control signal is received from the central monitoring unit 

(102) via the base station (101). If the measured value crosses the 

threshold limit, then a control signal is sent to the actuator node 

through the base station to regulate the water conditions by turning 

on/off such as but not limited to heaters, feeders, inflators. 15 

 

E. Software Application: The software application is provided for 

installation on the user’s smart device (103) through which the user 

can log into the central monitoring unit data and view or perform 

analysis of the data while on move. The user may also report any 20 

comment from their device through software application to the 

monitoring unit (102). 

 

The integrated system of the present invention offers numerous 

advantages such as the system (100) of the present invention provides 25 

real time monitoring of the water parameters and storing data in cloud for 

remote access of said parameters on the user’s smart device through an 

application. The system (100) provides regulation of the water parameters 

by turning on/off the actuators (12) when needed. Further, the system 

(100) of the present invention provides creation of a Knowledge base with 30 
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fishery department for further research and provides adversity in water 

conditions well in advance so as to avoid losses to the farmers. 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 

monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters according to a preferred 5 

embodiment of the present invention. The present invention provides an 

integrated system (200) for remotely monitoring & controlling of multiple 

aqua-parameters. In the present invention, the floating sensor nodes (21) 

are placed in the water of multiple sites for measuring various physical, 

chemical & biological parameters of water. The data measured by these 10 

sensors is transferred to the base station (201) through wireless 

communication module and the location of each sensor node is provided 

by the GPS module integrated in the sensor node (21). The base station 

(201) further transmits the received data to a remotely located central 

monitoring unit (202) by a wireless transceiver mode. The central 15 

monitoring unit (202) on receiving measured data from multiple base 

stations stores the data, performs analysis and provides statistical graphs 

and upon detection of any critical condition or threshold breach of any 

measured parameter transmits a control signal to the respective base 

station (201) wherein, the base stations (201) sends the control signal 20 

received from central monitoring unit (202) to the actuator nodes (22) for 

regulating the water conditions by turning on/off such as but not limited to 

heaters, feeders, inflators. The user can log in to the central monitoring 

unit (202) through a software application installed on the user‘s smart 

device (203) for viewing or performing analysis of the measured 25 

parameters while on move. The user may also report any comment from 

their device through software application to the monitoring unit (202). 

 

In the present invention a “smart device,” as used herein, refers to a 

device capable of executing applications, and which is portable. In one 30 

instance, the computing device has one or more processors and memory 
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capability. Examples of smart devices, these teachings not being limited to 

only these examples, mobile phones, smart mobile phones, tablets, digital 

personal assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 

The “software application” or “app” or “mobile application” or “application” 5 

can be available for download or installation on a user smart device from 

the provider of integrated system described herein, for example from the 

provider's web site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code 

can be provided to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the integrated 10 

system of the present invention. After the “software application” has been 

downloaded, the application can be installed on the smart device in an 

executable format. The executable form of the application permits the user 

to access embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such 

as a mobile phone "app" or website.  15 
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WE CLAIM 
1. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 

water parameters;  5 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a memory, a 

transceiver and a processor coupled the memory and the 

transceiver; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base 10 

station (101). 

 

2. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 15 

water parameters;  

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a processor, a memory 

module coupled to the processor, for storing received 

measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 20 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured 

parameters and a control signal respectively; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) for processing the measured 

parameters and issuing notification to a user’s device (103). 

 25 

3. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, comprises actuator nodes (12) for 

regulating the water parameters. 

 

4. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 30 

needs as claimed in claim 3, wherein the actuators (12) are 
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controlled using control signal received from the remote monitoring 

unit (102). 

 

5. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs claimed in claim 2, wherein the floating sensor node (11) 5 

includes one or more sensors for measuring chemical and physical 

parameters of water. 

 

6. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 5, wherein the chemical and/or physical 10 

parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and 

dissolved oxygen. 

 

7. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 15 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein a notification is sent to the 

user’s device (103) when measured parameters breach a threshold 

value. 

 

8. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 20 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein base station (101) 

communicates with sensor nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) 

using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power 

Wi-Fi and other short distance communication technologies. 

 25 

9. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the transceiver transmits the 

measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit (102) using 

GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 30 
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10. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the user’s device (103) 

includes a multiple language supporting application for controlling 

and monitoring water parameters. 
 5 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 
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(RASHMI TYAGI) 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT
                                        IN/PA-1594   



ABSTRACT 
 

AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 
The present invention relates to an integrated system (100) for remote 

monitoring of multiple parameters of water for aquaculture. The system of 

the present invention comprises of a floating sensor nodes (11) consisting 

of multiple sensors to measure water parameters, a base station (101) for 

transferring the measured parameters received from sensor node (11) of a 

particular site to a remote unit, a remote monitoring unit (102) for receiving 

data from multiple base stations (101) for storing, analysis and alerting, a 

software application to access the real time parameters data on smart 

device (103) of user and an actuator node (12) for regulation of the water 

parameters based on measured data. The sensor node (11) also consists 

of an integrated GPS to provide location of each sensor node and a 

communication module for transmitting the measured data to base station. 
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1.  Name of the applicant(s). I/We Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical 

University for Women, Indian, of address 
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hereby declare: 

2. Name, address and nationality of the joint 

applicant. 

(i) that I/We have not made any application for 

the same/substantially the same invention 

titled “Aqua-Parameters Real Time 

Monitoring and Controlling System” 

outside India 

Or 

(ii) that I/We who have made this application 

No.    N/A  dated     N/A       alone/jointly 

with        N/A         , made for the same/ 

substantially same invention, application(s) 

for patent in the other countries, the 

particulars of which are given below: 

Name of the 

country 

Date of 

Application 
Application No. 

Status of the 

application 

Date of 

publication 
Date of grant 

N/A 

3. Name and address of the assignee (iii) that the rights in the application(s) 

has/have been assigned to None 

 
that I/We undertake that upto the date of 

grant of the patent by the Controller, I/We 

would keep him informed in writing the 

details regarding corresponding 

applications for patents filed outside India 

within six months from the date of filing of 

such application. 



 
Dated this 02nd day of June 2016 

4. To be signed by the applicant or his 

authorized registered patent agent. 

 

Signature                                                        

. 

5. Name of the natural person who has 

signed. 

 

RASHMI TYAGI 

Agent for Applicant (IN/PA-1594). 

 

To 

The Controller of Patents, 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi. 

 Note.- Strike out whichever is not applicable; 
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We hereby request that our application for patent no. 201611017103 filed on 18th 

May, 2016 for the invention titled “AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME 
MONITORING AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM” shall be examined under sections 

12 and 13 of the Act. 
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(c) NATIONALITY : Indian
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SRKR Engineering College, Bhimavarm-534204, Andhra 

Pradesh, India 

(a) NAME : KANUMURI Chalapathiraju 

(b) SIGNATURE : 

(c) NATIONALITY : Indian

(d) ADDRESS : Assistant Professor, Department of Electronics and 

Communication Engineering, SRKR Engineering College, 

Bhimavarm-534204, Andhra Pradesh, India 

(a) NAME : PENMETSA Venkata Gopala Raju 

(b) SIGNATURE : 

(c) NATIONALITY : Indian

(d) ADDRESS : Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department, 

SRKR Engineering College,  Bhimavaram, -534204, 

Andhra Pradesh, India 

(a) NAME : MATHUKUMALLI Bala Krishna Prasad 
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(c) NATIONALITY :  USA
(d) ADDRESS : 22616 Shining Harness Street Clarksburg, Maryland - 

20871, USA 

Dated this 20
th

 day of August 2020 

Name: RASHMI TYAGI (IN/PA-1594) 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 

To, 

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 



Date: 24 August 2020 

Our reference: 201611017103   

To  

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

Kind attention of: Shri Shahid Anwar 

Controller of Patents  

Last Date: 25 August 2020 

Dear Sir, 

Re:  

Applicant : Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University for Women 

Application No. : 201611017103 

Filed on : 18 May 2016 

Title : Aqua-Parameters Real Time Monitoring and Controlling System 

This is further to the First Examination Report (FER) issued on 25 February 2020 in respect 

of the above-mentioned patent application. The Applicant, herein, submits response to all the 

objections raised in the FER. The last date to put the patent application in order for grant is 

25 August 2020. 

RESPONSE TO THE FER 

Part 1: Summary of Amendments 

Applicant humbly submits amended claims 1-10 are pending for examination. The 

original claims 1-10 are amended to more clearly articulate the subject matter and also to 

overcome the objections raised in the FER. No new matter has been introduced through these 

amendments. Applicant submits that the amended claims 1-10 are within the scope of the 

invention disclosed in the original filed complete specification and the amended claims 1-10 



are in accordance with Section 59 (1) of the Patents Act, 1970. A marked up copy of the 

amended claims indicating basis for the claim amendment from description or illustration of 

as filed complete specification is submitted herewith.  

The amendment and renumbering of the claims is as following: 

Amended Claims Deleted Claims New Added Claims 

Claim 1 amended to Claim1 

Claim 6 amended to Claim 2, 

Claim 8 amended to Claim 8 

Claim 9 amended to Claim 9, and 

Claim 10 amended to Claim 10 

Original Claim 2,  

Original Claim 3,  

Original Claim 4,  

Original Claim 5, and   

Original Claim 7 

Claim 3,  

Claim 4,  

Claim5,  

Claim 6, and  

Claim 7  

 

The support and basis for amended claims are given below: 

Proposed Claims  Specification Support 

Claim 1 Page 05, Lines 1-31; Page 06, Lines 1-9  

Claim 2 Page 05, Lines 10-17 

Claim 3 Page 07, Lines 10-18 

Claim 4 Page 07, Lines 10-20 

Claim 5 Page 07, Lines 10-23 

Claim 6 Page 06, Lines 03-08 

Claim 7 Page 08, Lines 01-08 

Claim 8 Page 05, Lines 20-27 

Claim 9 Page 06, Lines 11-14 

Claim 10 Page 06, Lines 16-24 



The applicant, therefore, respectfully requests the Learned Controller for 

reconsideration of the present application in view of the forgoing amendments and following 

remarks. 

 

Part-II: Detailed Technical Report 

Objection 1: Novelty 

The Learned controller has objected the novelty of originally filed claims 1-10 in view 

of document: 

1. D1: US20050172910A1 

Independent claim 1: A water parameters monitoring system  for aquaculture needs 

comprising: a floating sensor node  including sensors for measuring  water parameters  (See 

D1, Paragraph 0010 and claim 14, clearly mentioning a plurality of sensors for measuring 

various parameter); a base station  wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor node  

(See D1 , paragraph 0039 , it is describing about  input/output data can be sent through 

telemetry communication means such as RF frequencies, optical frequencies, IR frequencies, 

ultrasonic frequencies, magnetic effects, Bluetooth)  comprising a memory, a transceiver and 

a processor coupled the memory and the transceiver ( see D1, paragraph 0040, describing 

about how processor processes the data);  and  a remote monitoring unit  wirelessly coupled 

to the base station (See D1, paragraph 0041, describing about remote monitoring station).All 

the features can be found in document D1, hence it is not novel in the view of document D1. 

Independent claim 2- Additional feature mentioned in Independent claim 2 are 

“issuing notification to a user’s device” (See D1, paragraph 0054, describing about sending 

notification), “generating control signal” (See D1, paragraph 0040, clearly describing the 

after analysis by the processor, it may send the control signal to the aqua system control 



devices for the dynamically control of parameter)  are described in document D1. Hence, it is 

not novel in the view of D1. 

Dependent claim’s features like “monitoring of various parameters” (See D1, paragraph 

0004), regulate the water parameters (See D1, paragraph 0041), uses of control signals (See 

D1, claim1) also available in document D1.Hence all dependent claims are also not novel in 

the view of D1. 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to novelty of the claimed 

invention: 

1. D1 discloses a system including a plurality of sensors for measure a respective 

parameter of the associated control device, and produce a sensor output related to its 

measured parameter. The system also includes a processor (controller) that receives the 

sensor outputs and processes the data. When processing the data, the processor may use data 

or sensor fusion algorithms, to determine the status of the control device and/or the overall 

state of the aquatic environment, based on the sets of relationship between the measured 

parameters and the reference parameters. The system uses the sensor data or output to 

perform system anomaly analysis and predictive failure diagnostics whereas the system of 

proposed invention is for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical parameters of water 

for aquaculture comprising a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more 

sensor for measuring water parameters, an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  more 

water condition, a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor node 

(11) and actuator node (12) comprising a processor for processing measured parameter from 

each sensor node (11), a memory for storing measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and transmitting collected parameters to a remote 

monitoring unit (102), and a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base 

station (101) for monitoring and issuing an alert or notification to a specific user upon breach 



of predefined threshold value of one or more parameter. The remote monitoring unit (102) 

also send a control signal to the actuator node (12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions such as turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, 

inflators, etc. 

2. D1 discloses a system comprising of sensors and data fusion algorithm to perform 

system anomaly analysis and predictive failure diagnostics associated with the aquatic 

environment machinery or control devices of aquatic environment.  Thus the system of D1 

has been designed for an enclosure environment only and is for anomaly analysis and 

predictive failure diagnostics whereas the proposed invention provide a system for 

monitoring and controlling water parameters of real environment huge aquaculture farms 

hence consisting more sensor nodes and an integrated system to monitor efficiently in real 

time as compared to monitoring aquariums as only one node is sufficient to manage an 

aquarium. Hence, the proposed invention is novel being different in its architecture and 

application.   

3. Further, the system disclosed in D1 comprises of sensors attached to the machinery 

including plumbing components or control devices whereas the system of proposed invention 

comprises a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more sensors for 

measuring water parameters. In the proposed invention the sensor node are designed for 

floating in water and collects data in predetermined algorithm so as to cover an optimal path. 

The nodes are controlled remotely by the user without going into the water and further 

consist of a GPS module for providing location of the particular sensor node. None of the 

features are present in the cited document. 

4. Additionally, according to D1 as the sensor are attached to control system or 

machinery they have a limitation of being fixed to a location and hence are required in more 

numbers that is in proportion with number of control devices or machinery thus increasing 



the complexity as well as cost of the system whereas the sensors being floating sensors in 

proposed invention reduces the number of sensor nodes required to cover a given area as 

mere one floating sensor node for example, can cover a nearby pond area and provides 

physico-chemical parameters of water. 

5. According to D1, the system analysis include individual or collective performance of 

the component parts or machinery, such as the pumps, filters, using parameters such as 

current, vibration or acoustic data. Based on this real-time analysis of the integrated aqua 

system components, the system evaluate the data for likely environment anomaly, whereas in 

proposed invention the base station connects several sensor nodes together, processes the data 

received from these nodes and transmits to remote monitoring station. The base station in the 

proposed invention connects several other sensor nodes and forms a network in internet of 

things platform. Further, the remote monitoring coupled to the base station monitors and 

issue an alert or notification to a specific user upon breach of predefined threshold value of 

one or more parameter and also send a control signal to the actuator node upon breach of a 

predefined threshold value for regulating the water conditions. 

6. Further, in cited art D1 the transmission is only from sensors to processor and from 

processor to machinery in comparison to proposed invention where the remote monitoring 

unit is in the cloud platform which stores the measured parameters received from the base 

station, perform analysis, and provides statistical information to the user and hence it has 

facility of storage of more data and better processing facilities. 

 

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the cited prior art does not teaches monitoring 

and controlling physico-chemical parameters of water by a plurality of floating sensor node 

and actuator node  for regulating one or more water condition wherein the sensor nodes has 

GPS capability. The proposed system also has decision support system with knowledge base 



for providing right information at right place to right people for example, sending only 

selective and informative data to the researchers, fish cultivation agency and the farmers as 

per their requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data. The system of the present 

invention also has provision to remotely control the placement of the senor node and dynamic 

data collection by floating the node in the water at predetermined or optimal path/track 

through a proposed algorithm. 

 

Objection 2: Inventive Step 

The Learned controller has objected the inventive merit of originally filed claims 1-10 

in view of document: 

1. D1: US20050172910A1 

2. D2: CN105516323A 

3. D3: WO2014125419A4 

Applicant submits the following submissions with regard to inventiveness of the 

claimed invention: 

Regarding claim 1: 

The claim 1 is amended to more clearly articulate the subject matter and also to 

overcome the objections raised in the FER. The amendments are fully supported in the 

specification on record. It is well settled that in determining the differences between the prior 

art and the claims, the question under is not whether the differences themselves would have 

been obvious, but whether the claimed invention as a whole would have been obvious. To 

this end, a prior art reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including 

portions that would lead away from the claimed invention.   

[Emphasis Added] To establish a prima facie case of obviousness, three basic criteria 

must be met: (1) there must be some suggestion or motivation to modify the reference or to 



combine reference teachings; (2) there must be reasonable expectation of success; and (3) the 

prior art reference must teach or suggest all the claim limitations.  

Thus, Applicant respectfully traverses the rejection because the approach disclosed in 

D1, D2 and D3 and approach claimed in the proposed invention is not only different, but 

portions of D1, D2 and D3 upon which the Learned Controller relied do not render the 

claimed invention render obvious.  

Claim 1 has been amended to recite: 

1. A system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical parameters of water 

for  aquaculture comprising:  

a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more sensor for measuring water 

parameters;  

an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  more water condition; 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor node (11) and 

actuator node (12) comprising a processor for processing measured parameter from 

each sensor node (11), a memory for storing measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and transmitting collected parameters to a remote 

monitoring unit (102); and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base station (101) for monitoring 

and issuing an alert or notification to a specific user upon breach of predefined 

threshold value of one or more parameter; 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to the actuator node 

(12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for regulating the water conditions. 

 

D1 discloses a system for monitoring and controlling an aquatic environment. This 

system uses sensor and data fusion algorithms to perform system anomaly analysis and 



predictive failure diagnostics based on the output of sensors associated with the aquatic 

environment control devices. Based on the system anomaly analysis and/or predictive failure 

diagnostics, the system continuously adjust the system parameters to maintain an efficient 

and stable aquatic environment, alert local or remote monitors of failed or impending failure 

of control devices. In addition, the system present the system anomaly analysis and predictive 

failure diagnostics information at a local or remote location to enable the monitor to address 

any problems presented in situ.  

D2 discloses an intelligent fish tank controlled by a mobile phone. It includes a central 

control module that can communicate wirelessly with a user's mobile phone through a 3G 

network and is connected to a controllable video probe in the box. The module obtains the 

fish tank video from the video probe in the box. Through the video probe in the box, the user 

can check the internal conditions of the fish tank in real time. The central control module also 

connects the temperature detection sensor and the light detection sensor in the box to detect 

the light intensity and temperature inside the fish tank. The data collected by the temperature 

detection sensor in the tank and the light detection sensor in the tank is in the form of short 

messages. It is transmitted to the user's mobile phone periodically or through user commands. 

The central control module is also connected to the feeding control switch, light control 

switch, inflation control switch, and heating control switch. Through these control switches, 

the user can remotely control the entire fish tank system. 

D3 discloses a device for measuring a chemical and/or physical parameter (s) of water 

for an aquaculture, said device comprising a power management module, a water quality 

monitoring module for monitoring, detecting, processing and recording said chemical and 

physical parameter(s) of the water comprising solar powered Floating Buoy, a data 

transmission module (3) for transmitting recorded said chemical and physical parameter (s) 

wirelessly to a user using a communicating means, a controller module (4) for controlling 



aerators (7) and Auto Feeder (8) on receiving said chemical and physical parameter(s) from 

said data transmission module (3) characterized in that, the user(s) transmit(s) schedules of 

measurement to controller (4) via SMS/Voice call/Smartphone (10) and based on schedules 

provided by the user(s) feed controller (8) turns ON/OFF, and wherein aerators (7) is 

optionally turned ON/OFF via SMS/Voice call/Smartphone by the user(s). 

Applicant claimed features D1 claimed features 

-a plurality of floating sensor node (11) 

including one or more sensor for measuring 

water parameters for aquaculture 

 

-an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  

more water condition; 

 

-a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at 

least one floating sensor node (11) and 

actuator node (12) comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each 

sensor node (11), a memory for storing 

measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and 

transmitting collected parameters to a remote 

monitoring unit (102) and 

 

-a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly 

coupled to the base station (101) for 

monitoring and issuing an alert or 

notification to a specific user upon breach of 

predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter. 

 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) 

also send a control signal to the actuator node 

(12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions. 

 

D1 discloses a system for monitoring and 

controlling an aquatic environment which is 

an enclosure environment such as a semi-

industrial size aquarium (as per example 2). 

 

whereas proposed invention is for monitoring 

and controlling of water parameters of open 

huge aquaculture farms. 

 

The system of D1 uses sensor and data 

fusion algorithms to perform system anomaly 

analysis and predictive failure diagnostics 

based on the output of sensors associated 

with the aquatic environment control devices. 

These sensors are attached to control system 

or machinery. 

 

whereas proposed invention comprises a 

plurality of floating sensor node (11) 

including one or more sensor for measuring 

water parameters for aquaculture. 

 

Further, the sensor node (11) collects data in 

predetermined algorithm so as to cover an 

optimal path. The nodes are controlled 

remotely by the user without going into the 

water and further consist of a GPS module 

for providing location of the particular 

sensor node. None of the features are present 

in the cited document. 

 

In D1 the system analysis include individual 

or collective performance of the component 

parts or machinery, such as the pumps, 

filters, using parameters such as current, 

vibration or acoustic data. Based on this real-

time analysis of the integrated aqua system 

components, the system evaluates the data 

for likely environment anomaly.  



whereas in proposed invention the base 

station connects several sensor nodes 

together, processes the data received from 

these nodes and transmits to remote 

monitoring station. The base station in the 

proposed invention connects several other 

sensor nodes and forms a network in internet 

of things platform. Further, the remote 

monitoring unit coupled to the base station 

monitors and issue an alert or notification to 

a specific user upon breach of predefined 

threshold value of one or more parameter 

and also send a control signal to the actuator 

node upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the system of proposed invention has been designed 

to monitor huge aquaculture farms whereas the system in document D1 has been designed to 

monitor and control closed environment such as aquariums. Monitoring huge aquaculture 

farms requires more sensor nodes and integrated system to monitor efficiently in real time as 

compared to monitoring aquariums as only one node is sufficient to manage an aquarium. 

In D1, the sensors transmit the water parameters to the processor which in turn 

performs anomaly and predictive analysis and generates control signals for the machinery. 

Hence, D1 lacks the teaching of proposed invention. 

The proposed invention is a three-tier system consisting of floating sensor nodes with 

sensors to monitor water parameters, base station to collect and transmit these parameters to 

the remote monitoring unit which further processes the data and generates alerts for the user 

on his/her device. Thus, proposed invention provides a complete integrated system with 

wireless sensor network for data collection, remote monitoring and decision making in the 

domain of aquaculture. It has GPS capabilities on sensor nodes and decision support system 

with knowledge base for providing right information at right place to right people for 

example, sending only selective and informative data to the researchers, fish cultivation 

agency and the farmers as per their requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data.   

 



Applicant claimed features D2 claimed features 

-a plurality of floating sensor node (11) 

including one or more sensor for measuring 

water parameters for aquaculture 

 

-an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  

more water condition; 

 

-a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at 

least one floating sensor node (11) and 

actuator node (12) comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each 

sensor node (11), a memory for storing 

measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and 

transmitting collected parameters to a remote 

monitoring unit (102) and 

 

-a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly 

coupled to the base station (101) for 

monitoring and issuing an alert or 

notification to a specific user upon breach of 

predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter. 

 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) 

also send a control signal to the actuator node 

(12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions. 

 

D2 discloses an intelligent fish tank 

controlled by a mobile phone. It includes a 

central control module that can communicate 

wirelessly with a user's mobile phone through 

a 3G network and is connected to a 

controllable video probe in the box. The 

module obtains the fish tank video from the 

video probe in the box. Through the video 

probe in the box, the user can check the 

internal conditions of the fish tank in real 

time.  

 

whereas system of proposed invention is for 

monitoring and controlling of water 

parameters of open huge aquaculture farms 

that comprises a plurality of floating sensor 

node (11) including one or more sensor for 

measuring water parameters for aquaculture. 
In the proposed invention the sensor nodes 

are designed for floating in water and 

collects data in predetermined algorithm so 

as to cover an optimal path. The nodes are 

controlled remotely by the user without going 

into the water and further consist of a GPS 

module for providing location of the 

particular sensor node. 

 

In D2 the central control module also 

connects the temperature detection sensor 

and the light detection sensor in the box to 

detect the light intensity and temperature 

inside the fish tank. The central control 

module obtains the temperature data in the 

fish tank from the temperature detection 

sensor in the tank and the light intensity data 

in the fish tank from the light detection 

sensor in the tank. The data collected by the 

temperature detection sensor in the tank and 

the light detection sensor in the tank is in the 

in the form of short messages. 

 

whereas in proposed invention the base 

station connects several sensor nodes 

together, processes the data received from 

these nodes and transmits to remote 

monitoring station.  The base station is 

wirelessly coupled to the floating sensor node 

and comprises a processor for processing 

measured parameter from each sensor node, 



a memory for storing measured parameters, 

and a transceiver for communicating with 

sensor node and transmitting collected 

parameters to a remote monitoring unit. In 

the proposed invention the remote 

monitoring unit issues  

an alert or notification to a specific user 

upon breach of predefined threshold value of 

one or more parameter,  

send a control signal to the actuator node  

upon breach of a predefined threshold value 

for regulating the water conditions,  

stores the measured parameters received 

from the base station,  

perform analysis and provides statistical 

information to the user. 

 

In D2 the collected data is transmitted to the 

user's mobile phone periodically or through 

user commands. The central control module 

is also connected to the feeding control 

switch, light control switch, inflation control 

switch, and heating control switch. Through 

these control switches, the user can remotely 

control the entire fish tank system. 

 

whereas in proposed invention the data 

received from the sensor nodes is transmitted 

to remote monitoring station for 

 issuing an alert or notification to a 

specific user upon breach of predefined 

threshold value of one or more parameter 

 sending a control signal to the actuator 

node  upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions by 

turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, 

inflators, etc.  

storing the measured parameters received 

from the base station, and  

 performing analysis & providing 

statistical information to the user. 

 

In D2 when the temperature detection sensor 

in the box detects that the temperature inside 

the fish tank exceeds a certain threshold, a 

warning is sent to the user through a short 

message and if the user does not respond to 

the warning to control the fish tank within a 

period of time, the central control module 

will automatically take corresponding 



temperature control measures. 

 

whereas in the proposed invention the remote 

monitoring unit is the decision making unit of 

the system which is designed to integrate the 

domain knowledge and process the measured 

information and user’s details to provide the 

right information to right people at right 

time. The remote monitoring unit monitors 

and issues an alert or notification to a 

specific user in case of violating of any 

predefined threshold value of a parameter. 

The remote monitoring unit based on the 

measured parameters also send control 

signal for issuing the control command to the 

floating actuator for regulating the water 

conditions by turning on/off the heaters, 

feeders, inflators, etc. 

So the entire system of proposed invention 

is automated as the remote monitoring unit 

contains algorithm and logic to make 

decisions automatically without user 

command at critical conditions and send the 

control signal accordingly for regulating 

water conditions. 

 

In D2 the user can control the feeding control 

switch, the light control switch, the inflation 

control switch, and the heating control switch 

through a short message. 

 

whereas in the proposed invention decision is 

automatically taken by the decision taking 

remote monitoring unit for issuing control 

signal to the actuator node upon threshold 

breach to regulate water conditions. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the system of proposed invention is an IoT based 

integrated system in which the physico-chemical parameters of water are stored in the cloud 

platform and as such the sensor node does not need to store data and can operate fast contrary 

to D2. 

Further, D2 disloses a system designed for a closed encasement environment such as an 

aquarium, and it fail to disclose an integrated system for real environment such as for open 



aquaculture fields.  D2 does not teach about floating sensor nodes covering an optimal path 

and having GPS capability allowing to be controlled remotely without going into water. 

D2 fail to disclose actuator node for controlling water condition upon receiving signal 

from a remote monitoring unit in case of threshold breach instead the user control the feeding 

control switch, the light control switch, the inflation control switch, and the heating control 

switch through a short message. 

Additionally, the remote monitoring unit of proposed invention has intelligent decision 

making capability and automatically transmits alerts upon breach of threshold value to user 

and to actuator node for regulating the water conditions. The system also has decision support 

system with knowledge base for providing right information at right place to right people for 

example, sending only selective and informative data to the researchers, fish cultivation 

agency and the farmers as per their requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data. The 

system of the present invention has provision to integrate other sensors such as for 

monitoring the growth and diseases of the fishery farms. 

Applicant claimed features D3 claimed features 

-a plurality of floating sensor node (11) 

including one or more sensor for measuring 

water parameters for aquaculture 

 

-an actuator node (12) for regulating one 

or  more water condition; 

 

-a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to 

at least one floating sensor node (11) and 

actuator node (12) comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each 

sensor node (11), a memory for storing 

measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and 

transmitting collected parameters to a remote 

monitoring unit (102) and 

 

-a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly 

coupled to the base station (101) for 

monitoring and issuing an alert or 

notification to a specific user upon breach of 

D3 discloses a device for measuring a 

chemical and/or physical parameter (s) of 

water for an aquaculture, said device 

comprising: 

a power management module (I); 

a water quality monitoring module (2) for 

monitoring, detecting, processing and 

recording said chemical and physical 

parameter(s) of the water comprising solar 

powered floating buoy (9).  

 

whereas proposed invention discloses a 

system for monitoring and controlling 

physico-chemical parameters of water for  

aquaculture comprising a plurality of 

floating sensor node including one or more 

sensor for measuring water parameters for 

aquaculture wherein the  sensor node also 

consists of a wireless communication module 

for sending the measured data to a nearby 

base station  at regular intervals. The sensor 



predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter 

 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) 

also send a control signal to the actuator node 

(12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold 

value for regulating the water conditions. 

 

nodes of the proposed invention are low 

power self-sustained nodes either chargeable 

by battery or solar energy. In the proposed 

invention the sensor node are designed for 

floating in water and collects data in 

predetermined algorithm so as to cover an 

optimal path. The nodes are controlled 

remotely by the user without going into the 

water and further consist of a GPS module 

for providing location of the particular 

sensor node. 

 

In D3 the water quality monitoring module 

(2) comprise a data acquisition unit having 

sensor(s) for monitoring and detecting said 

chemical and physical parameter(s) of the 

water. 

 

whereas in proposed invention there is a 

plurality of floating sensor node consisting of 

one or more sensor for measuring water 

parameter. These sensor nodes are remotely 

controlled for placement and dynamic data 

collection by floating the node in the water at 

predetermined or optimal path/track through 

a proposed algorithm. 

 

D3 discloses a data transmission module for 

transmitting recorded chemical and physical 

parameter (s) wirelessly to a user using a 

communicating means when said chemical 

and physical parameter(s) drop below a 

threshold value wherein the said 

communicating means is an alert signal or a 

mobile sms or voice call. 

 

whereas in  proposed invention a base 

station wirelessly coupled to floating sensor 

node transmits via transceiver the collected 

parameters to a remote monitoring unit 

which 

issues an alert or notification to a specific 

user upon breach of predefined threshold 

value of one or more parameter and  

stores the measured parameters received 

from the base station  

perform analysis and provides statistical 

information to the user. 

 

D3 discloses a controller module (4) for 



controlling aerators (7) and auto Feeder (8) 

on receiving said chemical and physical 

parameter(s) from said data transmission 

module (3) characterized in that, the user(s) 

transmit(s) schedules of measurement to 

controller (4) via SMS/Voice 

call/Smartphone (10) and based on schedules 

provided by the user(s) feed controller (8) 

turns ON/OFF; and wherein aerators (7) is 

optionally turned ON/OFF via SMS/Voice 

call/Smartphone by the user(s). 

 

whereas in proposed invention the remote 

monitoring unit send a control signal to the 

actuator node upon breach of a predefined 

threshold value for regulating the water 

conditions such as turning ON or OFF the 

heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

Applicant respectfully submits that though D3 discloses a device for measuring a 

chemical and/or physical parameter (s) of water for an aquaculture but it fail to disclose 

floating sensor nodes for measuring parameters, transmission of measured parameters to a 

remote monitoring unit for storage, analysis and further action such as sending an alert to user 

upon breach of threshold value and sending control signal to the actuators node for regulating 

water conditions turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

D3 discloses a single device comprising power management unit, a water quality 

monitoring module (2) for monitoring, detecting, processing and recording said chemical and 

physical parameter(s) of the water comprising solar powered floating Buoy, a communication 

module for sending alerts through SMS or mobile call, a controlling module to turn on/off the 

aerators. The water quality monitoring module further consists of a data acquisition unit 

comprising sensors for detecting and recording parameters. Hence in D3 all the monitoring, 

detection, recording is done on-site on a single device and as such it  fails to teach a system 

consisting of three tier architecture comprising of floating sensor node to collect the water 

quality parameters and transmit them to the base station which further forwards processed 

data to remote monitoring unit which consists of decision making unit and transmit the data 



to the user, send  alert to user and control signal to actuator node for regulating water 

conditions.  

In the proposed invention the data is stored on the remote monitoring unit for analysis 

and appropriate action and hence sensor nodes can operate fast in comparison to D3 where 

data measurement, processing and storing is all done on the single module (water quality 

monitoring module). Further, in D3 as the water quality monitoring module is present on 

floating buoy it fail to dislcose an IoT based integrated system in which the physico-chemical 

parameters of water transmitted and stored in the cloud platform or at remote location easily 

accessible by the user anytime from anywhere.  

D3 fail to disclose floating sensor node consisting of one or more sensor for measuring 

water parameter wherein the sensor nodes are remotely controlled for placement and dynamic 

data collection by floating the node in the water at predetermined or optimal path/track 

through a proposed algorithm. 

According to D3 a controller module controls aerators and auto Feeder on receiving 

chemical and physical parameter(s) from data transmission module. The user(s) transmit(s) 

schedules of measurement to controller via SMS/Voice call/Smartphone and based on 

schedules provided by the user(s) feed controller (8) turns ON/OFF and as such D3 fail to 

disclose automatic regulation of control devices based upon measured parameters. 

[Emphasis added] Nowhere does D1, D2 and D3 disclose the explicit limitations of 

claim 1. Applicant believes the interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller is not 

supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 & D3. Further, there is no equivalence between the 

cited section of D1, D2 & D3 and the recitations of Claim 1. D1 merely discloses “a system 

for monitoring and controlling a closed environment by using sensor and data fusion 

algorithms to perform system anomaly analysis and predictive failure diagnostics based on 

the output of sensors associated with the aquatic environment control devices”. D2 merely 



discloses “an intelligent fish tank controlled by a mobile phone. It includes a central control 

module that can communicate wirelessly with a user's mobile phone through a 3G network 

and is connected to a controllable video probe in the box”. D3 merely discloses “a single 

device for measuring a chemical and/or physical parameter (s) of water for an aquaculture 

comprising power management unit, a water quality monitoring module (2) for monitoring, 

detecting, processing and recording chemical and physical parameter(s) of the water 

comprising solar powered floating Buoy, a communication module for sending alerts through 

SMS or mobile call, a controlling module to turn on/off the aerators”. D1, D2 & D3 provides 

completely different solutions and is nowhere related to the application claimed invention. 

There is no similarity between the Applicant claim invention and D1, D2 & D3. D1, D2 & 

D3 is in the same technical domain but discloses a completely different solution and does not 

set motivation to combine D1, D2 & D3 to arrive at the Applicant claimed invention. Even 

the problem statement of D1, D2 & D3 and Applicant claimed invention is different and 

hence the solutions. The problem statement is clearly evident from background of D1, D2 & 

D3 and Applicant claimed invention. Hence the solutions are different which is clearly 

evident from the claims of D1, D2 & D3 when compared with the claims of Applicant. It is 

important to consider the functions and underlying essence of the invention as described in all 

elements mentioned in the claims. Therefore, it is respectfully submitted that the 

interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller is not supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 

& D3. Further, Applicant believes the interpretation asserted by the Learned Controller 

regarding the claimed steps is not supported by the disclosure of D1, D2 & D3. Nowhere in 

the cited portions and the whole document does D1, D2 & D3 describe or reasonably suggest 

the above indicated features claimed in the amended independent claim 1.  

At least because D1, D2 & D3 fails to disclose the elements of the amended claim 1 as 

mentioned above, hence Applicant believes that the claim 1 is patentable over D1, D2 & D3. 



Therefore, the system of D1, D2 & D3 are different from that of Applicant’s claimed subject 

matter. Additionally, a prima facie obviousness has not been established. Merely recitation of 

portions from prior art does not sustain the rejection of obviousness unless the prior art 

reasonably teaches and provides articulated reasoning with rational underpinning to support 

the legal conclusion of obviousness.  

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that the technical feature used to realize the 

complete invention is different from the cited prior art D1, D2 and D3 and hence makes the 

proposed invention non-obvious. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the amended claim 1 is not obvious over D1, D2 

and D3 since none of the references (either alone or combined) discloses a system of Claim1. 

Therefore, a skilled artisan would not modify any of the cited references with an 

expectation of successfully arriving at that which is claimed as the invention because there is 

no teaching or disclosure of the aforementioned features defined by amended claim 1 and 

subsequent dependent claims 2-10. The dependent claims 2-10 are novel and inventive by 

virtue of their dependency on claim 1 respectively.  

Accordingly, it is respectfully stated that none of the cited prior arts, either taken alone 

or in any combination thereof, will motivate a person ordinarily skilled in the art to arrive at 

the claimed invention. The Learned Controller is, therefore, requested to reconsider and 

waive the objection favorably. 

 

Technical Advancement 

The Proposed invention solves the problem of prior art where there is lack of cloud 

environment, remote placement of nodes, decision support system in the field of integrating 

internet of things into the aquaculture industry, Also,  generally one or two water parameters 

are measured in these prior art systems for transmission. Additionally, these prior art devices 



don’t have GPS capabilities for locating the sensor nodes placed in open environment such as 

ponds. Further, for mobile access, there is lack of an application for viewing the measured 

readings while on move. Moreover, having sensors and actuators in the same node hampers 

the efficient functioning of the node. Therefore, the current invention aims to solve these 

shortcomings by providing a smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters 

for aquaculture. The present invention provides a system having three tier architecture 

consisting of floating sensor nodes, a base station and a remote monitoring unit. All decisions 

on quality of water parameters such as sending alert, control signal and statistical data are 

made in remote monitoring unit and alerts are generated on the end user device which 

supports multiple languages.  

Therefore, at the time of filing of this application, it would not have been obvious to a 

person skilled in the art to combine the teachings of D1-D3 to arrive at the claimed invention 

as D1-D3 is completely different which has no connection or relevance with the application 

claimed invention. Reconsideration is respectfully requested. 

Regarding claim 2-10: 

Applicant has reviewed the entire application of D1, D2 and D3 and found that 

nowhere in the entire applications does D1, D2, & D3 describe or reasonably suggest the 

following features 

“wherein 

the physico-chemical parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and dissolved oxygen. 

wherein the sensor node (11) is low power self-sustained node either chargeable 

by battery or solar energy. 

the sensor node (11) is floating in water in a predetermined optimal path for 

collecting one or more parameter. 

 



the sensor node (11) is controlled remotely by user without going into the water 

and further consists of a GPS module for providing location of the particular sensor 

node (11).  

the remote monitoring unit (102) sends a control signal to the actuator node (12 ) 

upon breach of a predefined threshold value for regulating the water conditions by 

turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

the remote monitoring unit (102) stores the measured parameters received from 

the base station (101), perform analysis and provides statistical information to the 

user.  

the base station (101) communicates with sensor node (11) and actuator node 

(12) using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and 

other short distance communication technologies. 

the transceiver transmits the measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit 

(102) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

the user’s device (103) includes a multiple language supporting application for 

controlling and monitoring water parameters remotely.  

 

Apart from the above, Applicant believes that dependent claim 2-10 is allowable not 

only by virtue of their dependency from patentable independent claim 1, but also by virtue of 

the additional features of the invention they define. The dependent claims describe various 

embodiments of the invention that can be combined to form the invention. The subject matter 

described in the instant application are different from D1, D2 and D3 so as the features 

described in dependent claim 2-10.  

 

Objection 3: Non Patentability  

The learned controller has objected the patentability of Claim(s) 1-10 under the 

provision of clause (K) of Section 3 for the following reasons: 

1. Without prejudice to other objections, "Multiple languages supporting application 

software” claimed in claim 10 is a group of computer programming instructions, which is 



nothing but a computer program per se. Hence the subject matter of claim 10 is not patentable 

under section 3(k) of The Patents Act, 1970. 

Applicant respectfully submits the following submissions with regard to 

patentability of the claimed invention:  

Applicant has amended the claims 1-10 to overcome the above objection. Also 

Applicant believes that amended claims 1-10 do not represent computer program per se and 

are allowable u/s 3(k) of the Patents Act, 1970. Hence, Applicant respectfully traverses the 

rejection and presents the following reply:  

The Manual of Patents Practice and Procedure (MPPP), with regard to Section 3(k), 

cites that “Algorithms in all forms including but not limited to, a set of rules or procedures or 

any sequence of steps or any method expressed by way of a finite list of defined instructions, 

whether for solving a problem or otherwise, and whether employing a logical, arithmetical or 

computational method, recursive or otherwise, are excluded from patentability.” 

Further, with reference to revised Guidelines for Examination of Computer-related 

Inventions (CRIs) published on June 30, 2017, states that “Even when the issue is related to 

hardware/software relation, the expression of the functionality as a “method” is to be judged 

on its substance. It is well-established that, in patentability cases, the focus should be on the 

underlying substance of the invention, not the particular form in which it is claimed. The 

Patents Act clearly excludes computer programmes per se and the exclusion should not be 

allowed to be avoided merely by camouflaging the substance of the claim by its wording.”  

Applicant respectfully states that the claimed subject matter in amended claims 1-10 

does not describe or relate to “a set of rules or procedures or any sequence of steps or any 

method expressed by way of a finite list of defined instructions, whether for solving a 

problem or otherwise, and whether employing a logical, arithmetical or computational 

method, recursive or otherwise”. Instead applicant claimed invention is related to solve a 



technical problem in the field of integrating internet of things into the aquaculture industry. 

There is lack of cloud environment and decision support system in prior art devices. Also 

generally one or two water parameters are measured in these systems for transmission. These 

prior art devices don’t have GPS capabilities for locating the sensor nodes placed on the 

ponds. For mobile access, there is lack of an application for viewing the measured readings 

while on move. Having sensors and actuators in the same node hampers the efficient 

functioning of the node. Therefore, the proposed system aims to solve these shortcomings by 

providing a smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters for aquaculture 

comprising floating sensor nodes, actuator nodes for controlling water condition and a remote 

monitoring unit as decision support system with knowledge base for providing right 

information at right place to right people for example, sending only selective and informative 

data to the researchers, fish cultivation agency and the farmers as per their requirements and 

eliminating other irrelevant data as compared to prior art. The present invention provides a 

system having three tier architecture consisting of floating sensor nodes, a base station and a 

remote monitoring unit. All decisions on quality of water parameters such as sending alert, 

control signal and statistical data are made in remote monitoring unit and alerts are generated 

on the end user device which supports multiple languages. 

Further, applicant has included hardware limitation such as plurality of floating sensor 

nodes (11), actuator nodes (12) place at aquaculture land such as pond that implements the 

steps claimed in the amended claims 1-10. Additionally, the proposed invention is an 

integrated, compact and cost effective solution for monitoring and controlling of water 

parameters of huge aquaculture farms. It is an integrated system with wireless sensor network 

for data collection, remote monitoring and decision making in the domain of aquaculture. It 

has GPS capabilities and decision support system with knowledge base and as such 

composed of combination of hardware and software with multi-sensor inputs more than prior 



art, multi-model support such as user and scientific modes for operations and data sharing via 

dynamic communication interfaces of multi-communication media. The system is composed 

of interconnection of hardware (floating sensors, actuators, signal conditioning circuitry, low-

cost processor, analog to digital (A/D) convertors, memory device, communication modules 

(BLE, GSM, ZIGBEE), LCD display, solar panel, solar charging and power circuitry, Li-ion 

battery), physical structure (compact casing, solar panel stand) and software (embedded 

software for data acquisition, pre-processing, data-storage (Lightweight data-base), data 

analysis (Light-weight if-else threshold conditions), data transmission software). So 

considering the invention as mere algorithm implemented through software is not justifiable. 

Applicant respectfully submits the following submissions with regard to 

patentability of Claim 10 

Amended claim 10 has the hardware limitation of “User device” for accessing an 

android application which retrieves data from the remote monitoring station (102) and 

displays the data on the device of the user. The claim 10 is a dependent claim and must be 

read with claim 1 and as such it does not comprises only the software application (computer 

program per se) but  an application to display data generated through the steps implemented 

in amended claim 1. The application follows if-then-else algorithm of comparison of physico-

chemical parameters of water with the threshold values and then prints whether the 

parameters are within range or not in multiple language as per the ease of farmer or user. 

Hence amended claims 10 is allowable u/s 3(k) of the patents Act 1970.  

Thus, the applicant believes that none of the amended claims 1-10 are directed solely 

towards software steps or algorithm or sequence of computational steps. Therefore subject 

matter of said amended claims 1-10 does not fall within scope of clause (k) of section (3) of 

the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended). Therefore invention claimed in said amended claims 1-



10 is patentable and applicant respectfully requests the Learned Controller to waive the above 

objection. 

2. The physical constructional features shall be numbered in the apparatus/system 

claims and the inventive constructional feature shall be incorporated as a characterized 

portion of the independent claims, in order to define the alleged invention clearly and 

sufficiently. As such the claims fall U/S 2(1) (j), 10(4) & 3(k) of The Indian Patent Act 1970. 

The applicant respectfully submits that the original claims 1-10 have been amended 

to include the inventive constructional feature and reference numerals have been given 

wherever necessary. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive 

the above objection. 

 

Objection 4: Sufficiency of Disclosure  

1. Claim(s)'10' are not fairly based on the matter disclosed in the specification or not 

supported by the disclosure in the specification for the following reasons: 

Without prejudice to other objections, "Multiple language supporting application 

software” claimed in claim 10 is not properly supported by description or drawing that what 

type of programming is being done to make that application and what algorithm has been 

used. It should be fully and particularly described in the complete specification as per section 

10(4) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended), so that it would be sufficient to enable a person 

in India possessing average skill and average knowledge of the art to which the invention 

relates to work the invention and to obtain the results claimed for the invention. 

The applicant respectfully submits that amended claim 10 recites “The system (100) 

for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, 

wherein the user’s device (103) includes a multiple language supporting application for 

controlling and monitoring water parameters remotely.” The claim is based on the disclosure 



in complete specification  (Page 9; Lines 23-27) according to which the user can log in to the 

central monitoring unit (202) through a software application installed on the user‘s smart 

device (203) for viewing or performing analysis of the measured parameters while on move. 

The user may also report any comment from their device through software application to the 

monitoring unit (202).  

Applicant respectfully submit that the claimed application is an android application 

which retrieves data from the remote monitoring station (102) and displays the data on the 

mobile phone of the user. The mobile application follows if-then-else algorithm of 

comparison of physico-chemical parameters of water with the threshold values and then 

prints whether the parameters are within range or not for the aquaculture farmer in a language 

selected by the farmer or user.  

 

Objection 5: Clarity and Conciseness  

Claim(s) 1-10 are not clearly worded in respect of: 

Without prejudice to other objections,  

1. The claims 1 and 2 lack conciseness because they have been drafted as separate 

independent claims, they appear to relate effectively to the same subject-matter and to differ 

from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter for which protection 

is sought and/or in respect of the terminology used for the features of that subject-matter. 

Hence, one independent claim for apparatus may be drafted and other essential feature may 

be included in principal claim and remaining features may be drafted dependent on principal 

independent claim. Hence, multiple independent claims should be deleted/ reworded in order 

to make invention clear and concise and if any new technical feature has been disclosed in the 

stated claims, and then it should be incorporated in principle claim. More than one 



independent claim with single inventive concept only in exceptional, specifically defined 

cases will be allowable like transmitter-receiver, coding -decoding, these are interlinking with 

each other. In the present application none of the cases apply and thus multiple independent 

claims should be deleted/ reworded in order to make invention clear and concise and if any 

new technical feature has been disclosed in the stated claims, and then it should be 

incorporated in principle claim. 

The applicant submits that  

1. The original multiple independent claim 1 & 2 are amended and retained as single 

independent claim 1.  

2. Further, the amended claim 1 has been amended to include limitations of original 

dependent claim 3-5 & claim 7 and as such original claims claim 3-5 & claim 7 has been 

deleted. Also, new claim 3-7 has been added to claim various embodiments of the invention 

that can be combined to form the invention disclosed in the specification. 

3. The amended claims clearly recite structural feature as “floating sensor node”, 

“actuator node” as per section 10(4) (c) of the Act.  

4. The technical features of the claims are referenced with numerals in parentheses to 

enhance intelligibility of claims. 

 Hence, the amended claim set 1-10 is properly worded to make invention clear and 

concise.  Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to take the 

amendments in markup copy of specification on the patent office records and waive the 

above objections.  

2. In absence of characterizing of novel/ inventive features in independent claim1 and 

independent claim2, the subject matter of claims not seems to be clear u/s 10(5) of The Patent 

Act 1970 and u/r 13(4) of The Patent Rule 2003 .The independent claim should be cast in the 

two part form where appropriate, with those features known in combination from the prior art 



and being placed in the preamble and the remaining features being included in the 

characterizing part. Hence comply with this requirement but within the well defined 

boundary and scope of the specification disclosed.  

The applicant submits that the original claims 1-10 have been amended to include 

prior art in preamble and technical feature in characterizing part. Therefore, Applicant 

humbly requests the Controller to take the amendments in markup copy of specification on 

the patent office records and waive the above objections.  

 

Objection 6: Clarity and Conciseness  

1. In case the applicant decides to amend the claims subsequent to this report then while 

amending the specification the following care shall be taken:- (a) The applicant is required to 

clearly identify/mark the amendments carried out (if any) in a separate copy (from the 

originally filed set at the time of filing); irrespective of either they concern amendments by 

addition, correction, replacement or deletion or any amendments in the specification; The 

applicant should bring the description into conformity with the amended claims. (b) Care 

should be taken during the revision, especially of the introductory portion & any statements 

of problem or advantage etc., not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the 

content of the application as originally filed. The applicant is requested to effect the 

amendments by filing replacement pages for only those pages, which have been amended. If 

any correction is made in any page of the specification that page should be freshly typed and 

filed in duplicate; The applicant shall undertake that, “ In amended pages of specification & 

drawings, there is no addition of matter or increase in the scope of invention” . While filing 

any amendment, the applicant shall be noted that any addition of new matter into description 

& claims are not allowed under section 59 of The Patents Act, as amended. While filing the 



reply, amended claims should be submitted in line with the originally filed claims by strictly 

adhering to section 59 of The Patents Act, 1970 as amended. 

Applicant respectfully submits that a marked up copy of the amended claims 

indicating basis for the claim amendment from description or illustration of as filed complete 

specification is submitted herewith for immediate reference. The paragraphs numbers and 

claims of the complete specification as filed on which these amendments are based on are 

clearly indicated in comments in the markup copy of the specification. Therefore, Applicant 

humbly requests the Controller to waive the above objections. 

 

2. Reference numerals should be supplemented in parenthesis to enhance the 

intelligibility of Claims and clearly define the scope of the invention, in accordance with 

section 10(4)(c) of The Patents Act 1970 as amended by the Patents (Amendment) Act 2005. 

Applicant respectfully submits that the technical features of the claims are referenced 

with numerals in parentheses to enhance intelligibility of claims. Therefore, Applicant 

humbly requests the Controller to waive the above objections. 

 

Part-III 

Formal requirements 

1. Endorsement by/Assignment from Inventor:  The requirement of sec.7(2) (proof 

of right) from additional inventors has not been met within the prescribed period as 

mentioned in the Act. Hence, appropriate Proof of right should be filed accompanied by an 

appropriate petition. 

Applicant respectfully submits that updated FORM-1 signed by all inventors is 

submitted towards proof of right with petition. Therefore, applicant humbly requests the 

Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 



2. Date and Signature of Applicant:  All necessary Forms 1,2,3,5, 18, drawing pages 

& last page of claims should be signed by applicants/or applicant’s agent originally in a 

prescribed format.  (Name of the agent with original signature and IN/PA no.). 

Applicant respectfully submits that all necessary Forms 2,3,5, drawing pages & last 

page of claims signed by applicant’s agent originally in a prescribed format is submitted.  The 

Form-1 dated 01.06.2016 and Form-18 dated 29.08.2017 is already filed at IPO in prescribed 

format. Further, Applicant also submits the filed Form 1 and Form 18 for quick reference. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

3. Statement & Under Taking (Form 3 Details): 1. Updated form-3 should be filed 

with the petition, if applicable; 2. Annexure to form-3 should be filed in the prescribed 

manner, (i.e with form-3), the only annexure to form-3 is not allowable). 

Applicant respectfully submits that there are no updated to form 3 filed at IPO dated 

02.06.2016. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above 

objection. 

4. Form 5 

1. Form 5 has not been submitted within prescribed period as per section 10(6) and rule 

13(6). so, it should be filed with the necessary petition along with form 4 in the prescribed 

manner. 

Applicant respectfully submits that updated Form 5 with signatures of all inventors is 

filed with the necessary petition along with form 4 in the prescribed manner. Therefore, 

Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

5. Power of Attorney (Whether GPA, SPA, Stamped, requisite fee etc.): 

1. Copy of GPA filed should be clear. 

2. As per Rule 135(2) of the Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended), any document relating 

to any proceeding or matter under the Patents Act or Rules shall be addressed upon a patent 



agent so authorized by the applicant. Further, as per the Patents Act and Rules, the patent 

agent, who is to be a citizen of India as provided under Section 126(1) of the Act is only 

authorized to practice before the Controller of Patents as per Section 127(a) of the Act and 

not any law firm /company in which he/she works. In fact, as per Section 129(2) of the 

Patents Act, no company or other bodies corporate shall practice as a patent agent in India. In 

this regard, prescribed Form 26- Para 2 thus, clearly provides to mention the name, address, 

and nationality of authorized patent agents and not names and addresses of their law 

firms/companies. Therefore, you are required to file a fresh PA/GPA in the name of the agent 

without mentioning the name of the firm they belong to and the application no./nos. should 

be mentioned for which it is made in the prescribed format as per rule 135(1) of the Patent 

Rules, 2016 (as amended). Further, the stamp value which is used in PA/GPA should be 

given as per the provision of the Indian Stamp Act, 1899 (2 of 1899). 

3.  A list of all the applications for which GPA is filed should be submitted. 

Applicant respectfully submits that a fresh PA/GPA in the name of the agent is filed. 

Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

6. Registered Agent as per Patent Agent Register: The agent who is currently 

dealing with the application should positively submit the patent agent number, along with 

relevant details for verification of the credibility of the agent as required by Chapter XXI of 

the Indian Patents Act. Also, it must be ensured that Form-1, Form-3, Form-5, and all other 

related documents are duly signed by that registered patent agent, clearly indicating Name, 

Patent agent number, and Date as in register of a patent agent. 

Applicant respectfully submits that all necessary Forms 1, 2, 3, 5, and related 

documents signed by applicant’s agent originally indicating Name of the agent with original 

signature and IN/PA no. are submitted. Therefore, Applicant humbly requests the Learned 

Controller to waive the above objection. 



7. Other Requirements: . 

1. Preamble in Form 2 of complete specification should be written as per prescribed 

format. 

2. Form-5 should be submitted as per section 10(6) and rule 13(6) with the necessary 

petition along with form 4 in the prescribed manner as it was not submitted within stipulated 

time. 

3. Since, there is an addition of 4 inventors, so supporting document having consent of 

both earlier inventors should be filed along with Form 5 and addition of inventor should be 

done in a prescribed manner. Updated Form 1 should be submitted. 

4. Note that this Examination is done on the basis of electronically uploaded documents 

in the e-module only. You may verify all documents as filed are uploaded electronically or 

not, and bring to the notice of the concerned discrepancies if any. 

Applicant respectfully submits that a fresh Preamble in Form 2 of complete 

specification written as per prescribed format is submitted. Therefore, Applicant humbly 

requests the Learned Controller to waive the above objection. 

 

 

  



PRAYER 

It is therefore prayed that: 

(a) the objections may be dropped; 

(b) the application may be favorably considered for early grant; and 
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WE CLAIM 

1. A system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water for  aquaculture comprising:  

a plurality of floating sensor node (11) including one or more sensor 

for measuring water parameters;  

an actuator node (12) for regulating one or  more water condition; 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11) and actuator node (12) comprising a processor for 

processing measured parameter from each sensor node (11), a 

memory for storing measured parameters, and a transceiver for 

communicating with sensor node (11) and transmitting collected 

parameters to a remote monitoring unit (102); and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base station 

(101) for monitoring and issuing an alert or notification to a specific 

user upon breach of predefined threshold value of one or more 

parameter; 

wherein the remote monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to 

the actuator node (12 ) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for 

regulating the water conditions. 

 

2. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the physico-

chemical parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and dissolved 

oxygen. 

 

3. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,  wherein the sensor node 

(11) is low power self-sustained node either chargeable by battery or 

solar energy. 
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4. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is floating in water in a predetermined optimal path for collecting 

one or more parameter. 

 

5. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sensor node 

(11) is controlled remotely by user without going into the water and 

further consists of a GPS module for providing location of the particular 

sensor node (11).  

 

6. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) also send a control signal to the actuator node (12 

) upon breach of a predefined threshold value for regulating the water 

conditions by turning ON or OFF the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 

7. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the remote 

monitoring unit (102) stores the measured parameters received from 

the base station (101), perform analysis and provides statistical 

information to the user.  

 

8. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1,, wherein base station (101) 

communicates with sensor node (11) and actuator node (12) using 

Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and 

other short distance communication technologies. 

 

9. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the transceiver 
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transmits the measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit (102) 

using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

 

10. The system (100) for monitoring and controlling physico-chemical 

parameters of water as claimed in claim 1, wherein the user’s device 

(103) includes a multiple language supporting application for controlling 

and monitoring water parameters remotely. 

 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 
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AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to the field of remote real time monitoring, 5 

storage and analysis of water parameters for aquaculture. More 

particularly, the invention relates to an integrated system for real time 

remote monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

In most of the cases the monitoring of water parameters is performed 

manually after taking water samples in field tests and chemically 

performing experiments to analyze the quality of water. This process is 

time consuming and lengthy. A lot of energy, time and money are wasted 

in this process. Also real time monitoring of water parameters is not 15 

possible in manual process of water quality measurement.  

 

In the work of prior art in the field of integrating internet of things into the 

aquaculture industry, there is lack of cloud environment and decision 

support system. Also generally one or two water parameters are 20 

measured in these systems for transmission. These devices don’t have 

GPS capabilities for locating the sensor nodes placed on the ponds. For 

mobile access, there is lack of smartphone mobile application for viewing 

the measured readings while on move. Having sensors and actuators in 

the same node hampers the efficient functioning of the node. 25 

 

Therefore, the current invention aims to solve these shortcomings by 

providing a smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters 

for aquaculture.  
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 5 

node (11), comprising a memory, a transceiver and a processor coupled 

the memory and the transceiver and a remote monitoring unit (102) 

wirelessly coupled to the base station (101). 

 

An another object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 10 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11), comprising a processor, a memory coupled to the processor for 

storing received measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 15 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured parameters and a 

control signal respectively and a remote monitoring unit (102) for 

processing the measured parameters and issuing a notification to a user’s 

device (103). 

 20 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a system for 

enabling remote analysis and correction of a water parameters required to 

control for fish farmer’s needs, through a real time self-correcting and 

automated system that incorporates balancing technology. 

 25 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a water 

contamination detection system. 

 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a custom built 

mobile application supporting multiple local languages, that has been 30 

integrated in the system.  
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A furthermore object of the present invention provides a decision support 

system designed to integrate the domain knowledge and provide the right 

information to the right people at right time. The mobile application 

connects to the decision support system and displays the parameters to 

the users as per need. 5 

 

A furthermore object of the resent invention provides a complete 

integrated system with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote 

monitoring and decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 10 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

 15 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 20 

monitoring and controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 10 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. The system (100) of present invention comprises a 

base station (101), remote monitoring system (102) and user’s device 

(103). The base station (101) communicates with sensor nodes (11) which 

include multiple sensors to measure water parameters such as water 15 

temperature, pH, salinity, specific conductance, turbidity and dissolved 

oxygen. The sensor node (11) further comprises a GPS to provide location 

within the ponds or agriculture land and the sensor nodes (11) are 

designed to float within the water for easy monitoring of water parameters. 

The base station (101) includes a processor, a memory module coupled to 20 

the processor, and transceiver (not shown). The transceiver wirelessly 

communicates with the sensors nodes (11) and collects data about 

different measured water parameters and stores in into base station 

memory (not shown). The base station (101) communicates with sensors 

nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) (explained later) using Bluetooth low 25 

energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and other short 

distance communication technologies. Further, base station (101) also 

sends this parametric information to the remote monitoring unit (102) also 

named as central monitoring station (102). The remote monitoring unit 

(102) receives measured data from different base stations (101) and 30 

analyses it. The remote monitoring unit (102) or central monitoring station 
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includes a decision support system designed to integrate the domain 

knowledge and process the measured information and user’s details to 

provide the right information to right people at right time. The remote 

monitoring unit (102) monitors and issues an alert or notification to a 

specific user in case of violating of any predefined threshold value of a 5 

parameter. The remote monitoring unit based on the measured 

parameters also send control signal for issuing the control command to the 

floating actuator (12) for regulating the water conditions by turning on/off 

the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 10 

According to an embodiment of the present invention remote monitoring 

unit (102) communicates with the base station (101) and the user’s device 

(103) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

 15 

The system (100) of the present invention monitors and controls the water 

parameters in real time. A user of a mobile device can easily control and 

monitors the water parameter from a remote location. The user’s mobile 

device (103) comprises an application to provide access to the 

remote/central monitoring station. The mobile application connects to the 20 

decision support system and displays the parameters to the users as per 

need. Thus the present invention provides a complete integrated system 

with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote monitoring and 

decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 25 

The integrated system of the present invention has many novel features 

such as the system (100) of the present invention has GPS capability on 

sensor node. The system also has decision support system with 

knowledge base for providing right information at right place to right 

people for example, sending only selective and informative data to the 30 

researchers, fish cultivation agency and the farmers as per their 
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requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data. The system of the 

present invention has provision to integrate other sensors such as for 

monitoring the growth and diseases of the fishery farms. The system of 

the present invention also has provision to remotely control the placement 

of the node and dynamic data collection by floating the node in the water 5 

at predetermined or optimal path/track through a proposed algorithm. 

 
The basic components of the system (100) of present invention are herein 

described in details: 

A. Sensor node (11): The sensor node is provided for measuring the 10 

physical, chemical and biological parameters of water such as but 

not limited to water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, 

nitrate and carbonate, viral and algae growth and regular 

monitoring of water parameters. It also consists of a wireless 

communication module for sending the measured data to a nearby 15 

base station (101) at regular intervals. The sensor nodes of the 

present invention are low power self-sustained nodes either 

chargeable by battery or solar energy. In the present invention the 

sensor node are designed for floating in water and collects data in 

predetermined algorithm so as to cover an optimal path. The nodes 20 

are controlled remotely by the user without going into the water and 

further consist of a GPS module for providing location of the 

particular sensor node. 

 

B. Base Station (101): It consists of a transceiver which receives 25 

measured data from sensor nodes of a particular location and 

transfers it to a central monitoring unit (102) via wireless mode. This 

base station act as receiver for the laid node data and as a 

controller for the actuators (12).  

 30 
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C. Central Monitoring Unit (102): This is the decision making unit of 

the entire system (100) of the present invention. It receives the 

measured data from base station (101) for storing it in the 

database, analyzing and providing statistical graphs for the user. It 

contains algorithm and logic to make decisions at critical conditions 5 

and send the control signal accordingly. In case of any discrepancy, 

control signal is passed from the central monitoring unit (102) to the 

actuator node (12) through the base station (101). 

 

D. Actuator node (12): It consists of actuators which are turned on/off 10 

when a control signal is received from the central monitoring unit 

(102) via the base station (101). If the measured value crosses the 

threshold limit, then a control signal is sent to the actuator node 

through the base station to regulate the water conditions by turning 

on/off such as but not limited to heaters, feeders, inflators. 15 

 

E. Software Application: The software application is provided for 

installation on the user’s smart device (103) through which the user 

can log into the central monitoring unit data and view or perform 

analysis of the data while on move. The user may also report any 20 

comment from their device through software application to the 

monitoring unit (102). 

 

The integrated system of the present invention offers numerous 

advantages such as the system (100) of the present invention provides 25 

real time monitoring of the water parameters and storing data in cloud for 

remote access of said parameters on the user’s smart device through an 

application. The system (100) provides regulation of the water parameters 

by turning on/off the actuators (12) when needed. Further, the system 

(100) of the present invention provides creation of a Knowledge base with 30 
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fishery department for further research and provides adversity in water 

conditions well in advance so as to avoid losses to the farmers. 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 

monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters according to a preferred 5 

embodiment of the present invention. The present invention provides an 

integrated system (200) for remotely monitoring & controlling of multiple 

aqua-parameters. In the present invention, the floating sensor nodes (21) 

are placed in the water of multiple sites for measuring various physical, 

chemical & biological parameters of water. The data measured by these 10 

sensors is transferred to the base station (201) through wireless 

communication module and the location of each sensor node is provided 

by the GPS module integrated in the sensor node (21). The base station 

(201) further transmits the received data to a remotely located central 

monitoring unit (202) by a wireless transceiver mode. The central 15 

monitoring unit (202) on receiving measured data from multiple base 

stations stores the data, performs analysis and provides statistical graphs 

and upon detection of any critical condition or threshold breach of any 

measured parameter transmits a control signal to the respective base 

station (201) wherein, the base stations (201) sends the control signal 20 

received from central monitoring unit (202) to the actuator nodes (22) for 

regulating the water conditions by turning on/off such as but not limited to 

heaters, feeders, inflators. The user can log in to the central monitoring 

unit (202) through a software application installed on the user‘s smart 

device (203) for viewing or performing analysis of the measured 25 

parameters while on move. The user may also report any comment from 

their device through software application to the monitoring unit (202). 

 

In the present invention a “smart device,” as used herein, refers to a 

device capable of executing applications, and which is portable. In one 30 

instance, the computing device has one or more processors and memory 
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capability. Examples of smart devices, these teachings not being limited to 

only these examples, mobile phones, smart mobile phones, tablets, digital 

personal assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 

The “software application” or “app” or “mobile application” or “application” 5 

can be available for download or installation on a user smart device from 

the provider of integrated system described herein, for example from the 

provider's web site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code 

can be provided to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the integrated 10 

system of the present invention. After the “software application” has been 

downloaded, the application can be installed on the smart device in an 

executable format. The executable form of the application permits the user 

to access embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such 

as a mobile phone "app" or website.  15 
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WE CLAIM 
1. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 

water parameters;  5 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a memory, a 

transceiver and a processor coupled the memory and the 

transceiver; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base 10 

station (101). 

 

2. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 15 

water parameters;  

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a processor, a memory 

module coupled to the processor, for storing received 

measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 20 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured 

parameters and a control signal respectively; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) for processing the measured 

parameters and issuing notification to a user’s device (103). 

 25 

3. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, comprises actuator nodes (12) for 

regulating the water parameters. 

 

4. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 30 

needs as claimed in claim 3, wherein the actuators (12) are 

11 
 



controlled using control signal received from the remote monitoring 

unit (102). 

 

5. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs claimed in claim 2, wherein the floating sensor node (11) 5 

includes one or more sensors for measuring chemical and physical 

parameters of water. 

 

6. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 5, wherein the chemical and/or physical 10 

parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and 

dissolved oxygen. 

 

7. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 15 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein a notification is sent to the 

user’s device (103) when measured parameters breach a threshold 

value. 

 

8. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 20 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein base station (101) 

communicates with sensor nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) 

using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power 

Wi-Fi and other short distance communication technologies. 

 25 

9. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the transceiver transmits the 

measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit (102) using 

GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 30 

 

12 
 



10. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the user’s device (103) 

includes a multiple language supporting application for controlling 

and monitoring water parameters. 
 5 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 
 

  
(RASHMI TYAGI) 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 10 
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ABSTRACT 
 

AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 
The present invention relates to an integrated system (100) for remote 

monitoring of multiple parameters of water for aquaculture. The system of 

the present invention comprises of a floating sensor nodes (11) consisting 

of multiple sensors to measure water parameters, a base station (101) for 

transferring the measured parameters received from sensor node (11) of a 

particular site to a remote unit, a remote monitoring unit (102) for receiving 

data from multiple base stations (101) for storing, analysis and alerting, a 

software application to access the real time parameters data on smart 

device (103) of user and an actuator node (12) for regulation of the water 

parameters based on measured data. The sensor node (11) also consists 

of an integrated GPS to provide location of each sensor node and a 

communication module for transmitting the measured data to base station. 
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AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention relates to the field of remote real time monitoring, 5 

storage and analysis of water parameters for aquaculture. More 

particularly, the invention relates to an integrated system for real time 

remote monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters. 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 10 

In most of the cases the monitoring of water parameters is performed 

manually after taking water samples in field tests and chemically 

performing experiments to analyze the quality of water. This process is 

time consuming and lengthy. A lot of energy, time and money are wasted 

in this process. Also real time monitoring of water parameters is not 15 

possible in manual process of water quality measurement.  

 

In the work of prior art in the field of integrating internet of things into the 

aquaculture industry, there is lack of cloud environment and decision 

support system. Also generally one or two water parameters are 20 

measured in these systems for transmission. These devices don’t have 

GPS capabilities for locating the sensor nodes placed on the ponds. For 

mobile access, there is lack of smartphone mobile application for viewing 

the measured readings while on move. Having sensors and actuators in 

the same node hampers the efficient functioning of the node. 25 

 

Therefore, the current invention aims to solve these shortcomings by 

providing a smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters 

for aquaculture.  
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 5 

node (11), comprising a memory, a transceiver and a processor coupled 

the memory and the transceiver and a remote monitoring unit (102) 

wirelessly coupled to the base station (101). 

 

An another object of the present invention provides a water parameter(s) 10 

monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs comprising a floating 

sensor node (11) which includes sensors for measuring water parameters, 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one floating sensor 

node (11), comprising a processor, a memory coupled to the processor for 

storing received measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 15 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured parameters and a 

control signal respectively and a remote monitoring unit (102) for 

processing the measured parameters and issuing a notification to a user’s 

device (103). 

 20 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a system for 

enabling remote analysis and correction of a water parameters required to 

control for fish farmer’s needs, through a real time self-correcting and 

automated system that incorporates balancing technology. 

 25 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a water 

contamination detection system. 

 

A furthermore object of the present invention provides a custom built 

mobile application supporting multiple local languages, that has been 30 

integrated in the system.  
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A furthermore object of the present invention provides a decision support 

system designed to integrate the domain knowledge and provide the right 

information to the right people at right time. The mobile application 

connects to the decision support system and displays the parameters to 

the users as per need. 5 

 

A furthermore object of the resent invention provides a complete 

integrated system with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote 

monitoring and decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 10 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be 

apparent from the following description when read with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.  

 15 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 20 

monitoring and controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred 

embodiment of the present invention. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention 

is not limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified 

in various forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only 5 

provided to explain more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily 

skilled in the art of the present invention. In the accompanying drawings, 

like reference numerals are used to indicate like components. 

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the architecture of the system (100) for monitoring and 10 

controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. The system (100) of present invention comprises a 

base station (101), remote monitoring system (102) and user’s device 

(103). The base station (101) communicates with sensor nodes (11) which 

include multiple sensors to measure water parameters such as water 15 

temperature, pH, salinity, specific conductance, turbidity and dissolved 

oxygen. The sensor node (11) further comprises a GPS to provide location 

within the ponds or agriculture land and the sensor nodes (11) are 

designed to float within the water for easy monitoring of water parameters. 

The base station (101) includes a processor, a memory module coupled to 20 

the processor, and transceiver (not shown). The transceiver wirelessly 

communicates with the sensors nodes (11) and collects data about 

different measured water parameters and stores in into base station 

memory (not shown). The base station (101) communicates with sensors 

nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) (explained later) using Bluetooth low 25 

energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power Wi-Fi and other short 

distance communication technologies. Further, base station (101) also 

sends this parametric information to the remote monitoring unit (102) also 

named as central monitoring station (102). The remote monitoring unit 

(102) receives measured data from different base stations (101) and 30 

analyses it. The remote monitoring unit (102) or central monitoring station 
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includes a decision support system designed to integrate the domain 

knowledge and process the measured information and user’s details to 

provide the right information to right people at right time. The remote 

monitoring unit (102) monitors and issues an alert or notification to a 

specific user in case of violating of any predefined threshold value of a 5 

parameter. The remote monitoring unit based on the measured 

parameters also send control signal for issuing the control command to the 

floating actuator (12) for regulating the water conditions by turning on/off 

the heaters, feeders, inflators, etc. 

 10 

According to an embodiment of the present invention remote monitoring 

unit (102) communicates with the base station (101) and the user’s device 

(103) using GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 

 15 

The system (100) of the present invention monitors and controls the water 

parameters in real time. A user of a mobile device can easily control and 

monitors the water parameter from a remote location. The user’s mobile 

device (103) comprises an application to provide access to the 

remote/central monitoring station. The mobile application connects to the 20 

decision support system and displays the parameters to the users as per 

need. Thus the present invention provides a complete integrated system 

with wireless sensor network for data collection, remote monitoring and 

decision making in the domain of aquaculture. 

 25 

The integrated system of the present invention has many novel features 

such as the system (100) of the present invention has GPS capability on 

sensor node. The system also has decision support system with 

knowledge base for providing right information at right place to right 

people for example, sending only selective and informative data to the 30 

researchers, fish cultivation agency and the farmers as per their 
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requirements and eliminating other irrelevant data. The system of the 

present invention has provision to integrate other sensors such as for 

monitoring the growth and diseases of the fishery farms. The system of 

the present invention also has provision to remotely control the placement 

of the node and dynamic data collection by floating the node in the water 5 

at predetermined or optimal path/track through a proposed algorithm. 

 
The basic components of the system (100) of present invention are herein 

described in details: 

A. Sensor node (11): The sensor node is provided for measuring the 10 

physical, chemical and biological parameters of water such as but 

not limited to water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, 

nitrate and carbonate, viral and algae growth and regular 

monitoring of water parameters. It also consists of a wireless 

communication module for sending the measured data to a nearby 15 

base station (101) at regular intervals. The sensor nodes of the 

present invention are low power self-sustained nodes either 

chargeable by battery or solar energy. In the present invention the 

sensor node are designed for floating in water and collects data in 

predetermined algorithm so as to cover an optimal path. The nodes 20 

are controlled remotely by the user without going into the water and 

further consist of a GPS module for providing location of the 

particular sensor node. 

 

B. Base Station (101): It consists of a transceiver which receives 25 

measured data from sensor nodes of a particular location and 

transfers it to a central monitoring unit (102) via wireless mode. This 

base station act as receiver for the laid node data and as a 

controller for the actuators (12).  

 30 
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C. Central Monitoring Unit (102): This is the decision making unit of 

the entire system (100) of the present invention. It receives the 

measured data from base station (101) for storing it in the 

database, analyzing and providing statistical graphs for the user. It 

contains algorithm and logic to make decisions at critical conditions 5 

and send the control signal accordingly. In case of any discrepancy, 

control signal is passed from the central monitoring unit (102) to the 

actuator node (12) through the base station (101). 

 

D. Actuator node (12): It consists of actuators which are turned on/off 10 

when a control signal is received from the central monitoring unit 

(102) via the base station (101). If the measured value crosses the 

threshold limit, then a control signal is sent to the actuator node 

through the base station to regulate the water conditions by turning 

on/off such as but not limited to heaters, feeders, inflators. 15 

 

E. Software Application: The software application is provided for 

installation on the user’s smart device (103) through which the user 

can log into the central monitoring unit data and view or perform 

analysis of the data while on move. The user may also report any 20 

comment from their device through software application to the 

monitoring unit (102). 

 

The integrated system of the present invention offers numerous 

advantages such as the system (100) of the present invention provides 25 

real time monitoring of the water parameters and storing data in cloud for 

remote access of said parameters on the user’s smart device through an 

application. The system (100) provides regulation of the water parameters 

by turning on/off the actuators (12) when needed. Further, the system 

(100) of the present invention provides creation of a Knowledge base with 30 
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fishery department for further research and provides adversity in water 

conditions well in advance so as to avoid losses to the farmers. 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system (200) for 

monitoring and controlling of aqua-parameters according to a preferred 5 

embodiment of the present invention. The present invention provides an 

integrated system (200) for remotely monitoring & controlling of multiple 

aqua-parameters. In the present invention, the floating sensor nodes (21) 

are placed in the water of multiple sites for measuring various physical, 

chemical & biological parameters of water. The data measured by these 10 

sensors is transferred to the base station (201) through wireless 

communication module and the location of each sensor node is provided 

by the GPS module integrated in the sensor node (21). The base station 

(201) further transmits the received data to a remotely located central 

monitoring unit (202) by a wireless transceiver mode. The central 15 

monitoring unit (202) on receiving measured data from multiple base 

stations stores the data, performs analysis and provides statistical graphs 

and upon detection of any critical condition or threshold breach of any 

measured parameter transmits a control signal to the respective base 

station (201) wherein, the base stations (201) sends the control signal 20 

received from central monitoring unit (202) to the actuator nodes (22) for 

regulating the water conditions by turning on/off such as but not limited to 

heaters, feeders, inflators. The user can log in to the central monitoring 

unit (202) through a software application installed on the user‘s smart 

device (203) for viewing or performing analysis of the measured 25 

parameters while on move. The user may also report any comment from 

their device through software application to the monitoring unit (202). 

 

In the present invention a “smart device,” as used herein, refers to a 

device capable of executing applications, and which is portable. In one 30 

instance, the computing device has one or more processors and memory 
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capability. Examples of smart devices, these teachings not being limited to 

only these examples, mobile phones, smart mobile phones, tablets, digital 

personal assistants, and laptops, etc. 

 

The “software application” or “app” or “mobile application” or “application” 5 

can be available for download or installation on a user smart device from 

the provider of integrated system described herein, for example from the 

provider's web site, or through a mobile store application or a link or code 

can be provided to download the app. In an embodiment, the software 

application can be initialized when a user first time uses the integrated 10 

system of the present invention. After the “software application” has been 

downloaded, the application can be installed on the smart device in an 

executable format. The executable form of the application permits the user 

to access embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such 

as a mobile phone "app" or website.  15 
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WE CLAIM 
1. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 

water parameters;  5 

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a memory, a 

transceiver and a processor coupled the memory and the 

transceiver; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) wirelessly coupled to the base 10 

station (101). 

 

2. A water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture needs 

comprising:  

a floating sensor node (11) including sensors for measuring 15 

water parameters;  

a base station (101) wirelessly coupled to at least one 

floating sensor node (11), comprising a processor, a memory 

module coupled to the processor, for storing received 

measured parameters and a transceiver coupled to the 20 

processor for transmitting and receiving the measured 

parameters and a control signal respectively; and 

a remote monitoring unit (102) for processing the measured 

parameters and issuing notification to a user’s device (103). 

 25 

3. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, comprises actuator nodes (12) for 

regulating the water parameters. 

 

4. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 30 

needs as claimed in claim 3, wherein the actuators (12) are 

11 
 



controlled using control signal received from the remote monitoring 

unit (102). 

 

5. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs claimed in claim 2, wherein the floating sensor node (11) 5 

includes one or more sensors for measuring chemical and physical 

parameters of water. 

 

6. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 5, wherein the chemical and/or physical 10 

parameters are selected from the group comprising water 

temperature, pH, salinity, turbidity, specific conductance and 

dissolved oxygen. 

 

7. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 15 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein a notification is sent to the 

user’s device (103) when measured parameters breach a threshold 

value. 

 

8. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 20 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein base station (101) 

communicates with sensor nodes (11) and actuator nodes (12) 

using Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee, Z-Wave, and low power 

Wi-Fi and other short distance communication technologies. 

 25 

9. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the transceiver transmits the 

measured parameters to the remote monitoring unit (102) using 

GSM/UMTS/LTE communication and other long distance 

communication technologies. 30 
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10. The water parameters monitoring system (100) for aquaculture 

needs as claimed in claim 2, wherein the user’s device (103) 

includes a multiple language supporting application for controlling 

and monitoring water parameters. 
 5 

Dated this 18th day of May 2017 
 

  
(RASHMI TYAGI) 

AGENT FOR APPLICANT 10 
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ABSTRACT 
 

AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 
The present invention relates to an integrated system (100) for remote 

monitoring of multiple parameters of water for aquaculture. The system of 

the present invention comprises of a floating sensor nodes (11) consisting 

of multiple sensors to measure water parameters, a base station (101) for 

transferring the measured parameters received from sensor node (11) of a 

particular site to a remote unit, a remote monitoring unit (102) for receiving 

data from multiple base stations (101) for storing, analysis and alerting, a 

software application to access the real time parameters data on smart 

device (103) of user and an actuator node (12) for regulation of the water 

parameters based on measured data. The sensor node (11) also consists 

of an integrated GPS to provide location of each sensor node and a 

communication module for transmitting the measured data to base station. 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 5 

The present invention relates to the field of remote real time monitoring, storage 

and analysis of water parameters for aquaculture. More particularly, the invention 

relates to an integrated system for real time remote monitoring and controlling of 

aqua-parameters. 

 10 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
In most of the cases the monitoring of water parameters is performed manually 

after taking water samples in field tests and chemically performing experiments to 

analyze the quality of water. This process is time consuming and lengthy. A lot of 

energy, time and money are wasted in this process. Also real time monitoring of 15 

water parameters is not possible in manual process of water quality 

measurement.  

 

In the work of prior art in the field of integrating internet of things into the 

aquaculture industry, there is lack of cloud environment and decision support 20 

system. Also generally one or two water parameters are measured in these 

systems for transmission. These devices don’t have GPS capabilities for locating 

the sensor nodes placed on the ponds. For mobile access, there is lack of 

smartphone mobile application for viewing the measured readings while on 

move. Having sensors and actuators in the same node hampers the efficient 25 

functioning of the node. 

 

Therefore, the current invention aims to solve these shortcomings by providing a 

smart and efficient framework for monitoring water parameters for aquaculture. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 5 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will be apparent 

from the following description when read with reference to the accompanying 

drawings.  

 

FIG. 1 illustrates the basic architecture of the integrated system for monitoring 10 

and controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention; 

 

FIG. 2 illustrates the working flowchart of the integrated system for monitoring 

and controlling aqua-parameters according to a preferred embodiment of the 15 

present invention. 
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DESCRIPTION 5 

The embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with 

reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the present invention is not 

limited to the embodiments. The present invention can be modified in various 

forms. The embodiments of the present invention are only provided to explain 

more clearly the present invention to the ordinarily skilled in the art of the present 10 

invention. In the accompanying drawings, like reference numerals are used to 

indicate like components. 

 

The present invention provides an integrated system for remote monitoring of 

physical, chemical and biological parameters of water for aquaculture. The 15 

system of the present invention as illustrated in FIG. 1 comprises of a sensor 

node consisting of multiple sensors to measure water parameters, a GPS to 

provide sensor node location, a communication module for transmitting the 

measured data to base station, a remote monitoring unit for receiving measured 

data from multiple base stations, a software application to access the real time 20 

data on smart device of user and an actuator node for regulation of the water 

parameters based on measured data. 

 
The integrated system of the present invention has following novelty over 
the existing prior art: 25 

1. It has GPS capability on sensor node    

2. The system has decision support system with knowledge base for 

providing right information at right place to right people. Sending only 

selective and informative data to the researchers, fish cultivation agency 

and the farmers as per their requirements and eliminating other irrelevant 30 

data. 

3. The system has provision to integrate other sensors for monitoring the 

growth and diseases of the fishery farms. 

4. It has provision to remotely control the placement of the node and 

dynamic data collection by floating the node in the water at predetermined 35 

or optimal path/track through a proposed algorithm. 
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The basic components of the present invention are herein described in 5 

details: 
A. Sensor node: A sensor node is provided for measuring the physical, 

chemical and biological parameters of water such as but not limited to 

water temperature, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, pH, nitrate and carbonate, 

viral and algae growth and regular monitoring of water parameters. It also 10 

consists of a wireless communication module for sending the measured 

data to a nearby base station at regular intervals. The sensor nodes of the 

present invention are low power self-sustained nodes either chargeable 

by battery or solar energy. In the present invention the sensor node are 

designed for floating in water and collects data in predetermined algorithm 15 

so as to cover an optimal path. The nodes are controlled remotely by the 

user without going into the water and further consist of a GPS module for 

providing location of the particular sensor node. 

 

B. Base Station: It consists of a transceiver which receives measured data 20 

from sensor nodes of a particular location and transfers it to a central 

monitoring unit via wireless mode. This base station act as receiver for 

the laid node data and as a controller for the actuators.  

 

C. Central Monitoring Unit: This is the decision making unit of the entire 25 

system. It receives the measured data from base station for storing it in 

the database, analyzing and providing statistical graphs for the user. It 

contains algorithm and logic to make decisions at critical conditions and 

send the control signal accordingly. In case of any discrepancy, control 

signal is passed from the central monitoring unit to the actuator node 30 

through the base station. 

 

D. Software Application: The software application is provided for installation 

on the user smart device through which the user can log in to the central 

monitoring unit data and view or perform analysis of the data while on 35 

move. The user may also report any comment from their device through 

software application to the monitoring unit. 
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E. Actuator node: It consists of actuators which are turned on/off when a 5 

control signal is received from the central monitoring unit via the base 

station. If the measured value crosses the threshold limit, then a control 

signal is sent to the actuator node through the base station to regulate the 

water conditions by turning on/off such as but not limited to heaters, 

feeders, inflators. 10 

 

The integrated system of the present invention offers the following 
advantages: 

1. The system provides real time monitoring of the water parameters and 

storing data in cloud for remote access. 15 

2. It allows remote access of the said parameters on the smart device 

through an application. 

3. It provides regulation of the water parameters by turning on/off the 

actuators when needed. 

4. The system of the present invention provides creation of a Knowledge 20 

base with fishery department for further research. 

5. It provides adversity in water conditions well in advance so as to avoid 

losses to the farmers. 

 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present invention as depicted in FIG. 25 

2, the present invention provides an integrated system for remotely monitoring & 

controlling of multiple aqua-parameters. In the present invention the floating 

sensor nodes are placed in the water of multiple sites for measuring various 

physical, chemical & biological parameters of water. The data measured by these 

sensors is transferred to the base station through wireless communication 30 

module and the location of each sensor node is provided by the GPS module 

integrated in the sensor node. The base station further transmits the received 

data to a remotely located central monitoring unit by a wireless mode. The central 

monitoring unit on receiving measured data from multiple base stations stores the 

data, performs analysis and provides statistical graphs and upon detection of any 35 

critical condition or threshold breach of any measured parameter transmits a 

control signal to the respective base station wherein the base stations sends the 

control signal received from central monitoring unit to the actuator nodes for 

6 
 



 

regulating the water conditions by turning on/off such as but not limited to 5 

heaters, feeders, inflators. The user can log in to the central monitoring unit 

through a software application installed on the user‘s smart device for viewing or 

performing analysis of the measured parameters while on move. The user may 

also report any comment from their device through software application to the 

monitoring unit. 10 

 

In the present invention a “smart device,” as used herein, refers to a device 

capable of executing applications, and which is portable. In one instance, the 

computing device has one or more processors and memory capability. Examples 

of smart devices, these teachings not being limited to only these examples, 15 

mobile phones, smart mobile phones, tablets, digital personal assistants, and 

laptops, etc. 

 

The “software application” or “app” or “mobile application” can be available for 

download or installation on a user smart device from the provider of integrated 20 

system described herein, for example from the provider's web site, or through a 

mobile store application or a link or code can be provided to download the app. In 

an embodiment, the software application can be initialized when a user first time 

uses the integrated system of the present invention. After the “software 

application” has been downloaded, the application can be installed on the smart 25 

device in an executable format. The executable form of the application permits 

the user to access embodiments of the invention via an electronic resource, such 

as a mobile phone "app" or website.  

 

 30 
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ABSTRACT 
 

AQUA-PARAMETERS REAL TIME MONITORING AND CONTROLLING 
SYSTEM 

 
The present invention relates to an integrated system for remote monitoring of 

multiple parameters of water for aquaculture. The system of the present invention 

comprises of a floating sensor node consisting of multiple sensors to measure 

water parameters, a base station for transferring the measured parameters 

received from sensor node of a particular site to a remote unit, a remote 

monitoring unit for receiving data from multiple base stations for storing, analysis 

and alerting, a software application to access the real time parameters data on 

smart device of user and an actuator node for regulation of the water parameters 

based on measured data. The sensor node also consists of an integrated GPS to 

provide location of each sensor node and a communication module for 

transmitting the measured data to base station. 
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परी ण रपोट /Examination Report

आवेदन सं या /Application Number 201611017103
दािखल करने क  ितिथ /Date of Filing 18/05/2016
पिूव ा िदनांक /Date of Priority --
पीसीटी अंतरा ीय आवेदन क  सं या व िदनांक / PCT International
Application No. & Date --

आवेदक /Applicant INDIRA GANDHI DELHI TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN

परी ण हेतु अनरुोध क  सं या व िदनांक /Request for Examination
No. & Date R20171025435 29/08/2017

पकाशन क  ितिथ /Date of Publication 09/02/2018
इस परी ण रपोट के चार भाग ह, अथात रपोट का सारांश, िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट, औपचा रक आव यकताएँ तथा रकॉड मे द तावेज़ / 
This examination report consists of four parts, namely summary of the report, detailed 
technical report, formal requirements and documents on record.

भाग -1: रपोट का सारांश 
PART-I: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
क. सं.
/Sl.
No.

अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां
/Requirements under the Act दाव  क  सं या /Claim Numbers िट पणी /Remarks

1.
धारा 2(1)(ञ) के तहत
आिव कार /Invention u/s
2(1)(j)

नवीनता /Novelty
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-10 नह  /No

आिव कारी कदम / Inventive step
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-10 नह  /No

औ ोिगक उपयोिगता /Industrial
Applicability

दावे /Claims: 1-10 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

2.
धारा 3 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता (यिद हाँ, खंड 3(क-त) /Non-
patentability u/s 3
(if yes, specify section3(a-p))

दावे /Claims: 1-10 हाँ /Yes
k

दावे /Claims: नह  /No

3. धारा 4 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता /Non-patentability u/s 4
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-10 नह  /No

4. धारा 10 (5) के अधीन आिव कार क  एकलता /Unity of invention
u/s 10 (5)

दावे /Claims: 1-10 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

5.
धारा 10(4) के अधीन पकटन क  द ता (हाँ/नह  िनिद
कर)/Sufficiency of disclosure u/s 10 (4)
(Specify Yes/No)

yes

6.
[धारा 10(5) व 10(4) (ग)]
के अधीन दावे /Claims
[u/s 10(5) & 10(4) (c)]

प ता/ संि ता /Clarity /
Conciseness

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-10 नह  /No

िववरण ारा समिथत /Supported by
description

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 10 नह  /No

भाग –II िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट 
PART-II: DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT

क. उ रत द तावेज  क  सूची /A.List of documents cited:

(क) पेटट सािह य / (a). Patent Literature :
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क. सं.
/

Sl.no

द तावेज़  का िववरण
/Details of documents

पकाशन
ितिथ(िदन/माह/वष) /
Publication date

उ रत द तावेज़ का पासंिगक
िववरण (प ृ  व अनु छेद
सं या) / Relevant

description (page and
paragraph no.) of cited

document

उ रत द तावेज़ के
पासंिगक दावे /

Relevant claims of
cited document

अिभकिथत आिव कार के
दावे /Claims of

alleged invention

 1 D1:
US20050172910A1 11/08/2015

Paragraph
0004,0010,0034-0044,

0054
claims 1,10,14 1-10

 2 D2: CN105516323A 20/04/2016 Paragraph 0005,0009,
0012-0024, 0032-0042 1-10

 3 D3:
WO2014125419A4 09/10/2014 Pragraph 0006,0013-

0018, 0030-0036 1-10

(ख) गरै-पेटट सािह य /(b).Non-patent literature

कोई द तावेज़ उ ृत नह  ह ै/No Document Cited 

ख. अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां /B. Detailed observations on the requirements under the
Act:

(1).नवीनता / NOVELTY:

(I)  ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़ के संदभ (1-10) मे िदये गए पकटन के पवूानमुान को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-10) मे
नवीनता क  कमी ह ै/ 
Claim(s) (1-10) lack(s) novelty, being anticipated in view of disclosure in the document cited above under
reference D1 for the following reasons:

D1:- US20050172910A1 pub date:- 11/08/2005

Subject matter of claims 1-10 does not constitute an invention under section 2(1)(j) of the Patents Act,1970 (as
amended) because it is not novel in view of D1.

Reference mentioned in parenthesis with respect to cited documents,

1. Independent claim 1:- A water parameters monitoring system  for aquaculture needs comprising: a floating
sensor node  including sensors for measuring  water parameters  (See D1, Paragraph 0010 and claim 14, clearly
mentioning a plurality of sensors for measuring various parameter); a base station  wirelessly coupled to at least
one floating sensor node  (See D1 , paragraph 0039 , it is describing about  input/output data can be sent
through telemetry communication means such as RF frequencies, optical frequencies, IR frequencies, ultrasonic
frequencies, magnetic effects, Bluetooth)  comprising a memory, a transceiver and a processor coupled the
memory and the transceiver ( see D1, paragraph 0040, describing about how processor processes the data);
 and  a remote monitoring unit  wirelessly coupled to the base station (See D1, paragraph 0041, describing about
remote monitoring station).All the features can be found in document D1, hence it is not novel in the view of
document D1.

2. Independent claim 2:- Additional feature mentioned in Independent claim 2 are “issuing notification to a user’s
device” (See D1, paragraph 0054, describing about sending notification), “generating control signal” (See D1,
paragraph 0040, clearly describing the after analysis by the processor, it may send the control signal to the aqua
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system control devices for the dynamically control of parameter)  are described in document D1. Hence, it is not
novel in the view of D1.

3. Dependent claim’s features like “monitoring of various parameters” (See D1, paragraph 0004), regulate the
water parameters (See D1, paragraph 0041), uses of control signals (See D1, claim1) also available in document
D1.Hence all dependent claims are also not novel in the view of D1.

(2).आिव कारी कदम / INVENTIVE STEP:

(I) ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़(ज ) के संदभ D1, D2, D3 मे प  अ यापन(न ) को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-10) मे
आिव कारी कदम क  कमी ह ै
Claim(s) (1-10) lack(s) inventive step, being obvious in view of teaching (s) of cited document(s) above under
reference D1, D2, D3 for the following reasons:

(A)

D2:- CN105516323A,  Pub date:- 20/04/2016

D3:- WO2014125419A4 Pub date:-  09/10/2014

Without prejudice to other objections, if applicant argue about the novelty of the invention, then subject matter of
claims 1-10 does not constitute an invention under section 2(1)(j) of the Patents Act,1970 (as amended) because
it is not inventive in the view of D2 and D3.

 Reference mentioned in parenthesis with respect to cited documents,

1. Independent claim 1:- A water parameters monitoring system for aquaculture needs comprising: a floating
sensor node including sensors for measuring  water parameters (See D2,paragraph 0009, which describes a
sensor module which is having plurality of sensor for measuring various parameters); a base station wirelessly
coupled to at least one floating sensor node (See D3, paragraph 0033) , comprising a memory (See D3,
paragraph 0030,describing about storing of data at regular interval so can be understood it as a memory) , a
transceiver and a processor coupled the memory (See D3, paragraph 0032,describes about sensor’s data is
processed) and the transceiver (See D3, paragraph 0035); and a remote monitoring unit  wirelessly coupled to
the base station  (See D2, paragraph 0033). So, after combining the feature of D2 and D3 ,it is obvious for the
person skilled in art to reach the present invention. Hence, s it is not inventive in the view of D1 and D2.

2. Independent claim 2:- Additional feature mentioned in Independent claim 2 are “issuing notification to a user’s
device” (See D3, paragraph 0030 ,which describes about sending an alert through various communication
means), “generating control signal” (See D2, paragraph 0032, which describing about sending control signal to
control the various parameters) also found in document D2 and D3. After combining the feature ,it is obvious for
the person skilled in the art, hence it is not inventive in the view of D2 and D3.

3.Dependent claim’s features like ”regulate the water parameters” (see D2, paragraph 0032), measured
parameters breach a threshold value (See D3, paragraph 0035), multiple language supporting application (See
D3, paragraph 0034) can be found in the document D2 and D3 and after combining features of D2 and D3 it
is obvious for the person skilled in the art,hence it is not inventive in the view of D2 and D3.

(B)

You are requested to give reply containing comprehensive differences between the features of documents D1,
D2 and D3 (in tabular form for each feature with its functionalities) with the instant application, the applicant
should also:-

1. -indicate the difference between the subject-matter of the claims vis-a-vis the prior art and its significance
concerning novelty and inventive step,

2. -identify a problem present in the state of the art, not solvable therein in an obvious manner but solved by and
derivable from parts of the originally filed application, which should be stated; and
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3. -explain why the proposed independent claims comprise all features essential for the inventive solution of this
problem.

4. -specifically, clarify each distinct feature of your invention with respect to components/features of the prior art.

The argumentation in favor of the inventive step should only be based on features, which are actually contained
in the independent claim or claims. The application may not be amended in such a way that it contains subject
matter, which extends beyond the content of the application as filed.

(3).पेटट अयो यता /NON PATENTABILITY:

(I) िन निलिखत कारण  से धारा 3 के खंड (k )के पावधान के तहत दावा(वे) (1-10) सांिविधक प से पेटट यो य नह  ह / 
Claim(s) (1-10) are statutorily non-patentable under the provision of clause ( k ) of Section 3 for the following
reasons:

1. Without prejudice to other objections, "Multiple languages supporting application software” claimed in claim 10
is a group of computer programming instructions, which is nothing but a computer program per se. Hence the
subject matter of claim 10 is not patentable under section 3(k) of The Patents Act, 1970.

2. The physical constructional features shall be numbered in the apparatus/system claims and the inventive
constructional feature shall be incorporated as a characterized portion of the independent claims, in order to
define the alleged invention clearly and sufficiently. As such the claims fall U/S 2(1) (j), 10(4) & 3(k) of The Indian
Patent Act 1970.

(4).पकटन क  द ता /SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE:

(I) दावा(वे) 10 िविनदश मे पकट िवषय पर आधा रत नह  ह ैअथवा िन निलिखत कारण  से िविनदश मे पकटन ारा समिथत नह  है  
Claim(s)'10' are not fairly based on the matter disclosed in the specification or not supported by the disclosure in
the specification for the following reasons:

Without prejudice to other objections, "Multiple language supporting application software” claimed in claim 10 is
not properly supported by description or drawing that what type of programming is being done to make that
application and what algorithm has been used. It should be fully and particularly described in the complete
specification as per section 10(4) of the Patents Act, 1970 (as amended), so that it would be sufficient to enable
a person in India possessing average skill and average knowledge of the art to which the invention relates to
work the invention and to obtain the results claimed for the invention.

(5). प ता एवं संि ता /CLARITY AND CONCISENESS:

(I) दावा(वे) 1-10 के संबंध मे प  प से परीभािषत नह  ह. 
Claim(s) 1-10 are not clearly worded in respect of:

Without prejudice to other objections,

1. The claims 1 and 2 lack conciseness because they have been drafted as separate independent claims, they
appear to relate effectively to the same subject-matter and to differ from each other only with regard to the
definition of the subject-matter for which protection is sought and/or in respect of the terminology used for the
features of that subject-matter. Hence, one independent claim for apparatus may be drafted and other essential
feature may be included in principal claim and remaining features may be drafted dependent on principal
independent claim. Hence, multiple independent claims should be deleted/ reworded in order to make invention
clear and concise and if any new technical feature has been disclosed in the stated claims, and then it should be
incorporated in principle claim.More than one independent claim with single inventive concept only in exceptional,
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specifically defined cases will be allowable like transmitter-receiver, coding -decoding, these are interlinking with
each other. In the present application none of the cases apply and thus multiple independent claims should be
deleted/ reworded in order to make invention clear and concise and if any new technical feature has been
disclosed in the stated claims, and then it should be incorporated in principle claim.

2. In absence of characterizing of novel/ inventive features in independent claim1 and independent claim2, the
subject matter of claims not seems to be clear u/s 10(5) of The Patent Act 1970 and u/r 13(4) of The Patent Rule
2003 .The independent claim should be cast in the two part form where appropriate, with those features known in
combination from the prior art and being placed in the preamble  and the remaining features being included in the
characterizing part. Hence comply with this requirement but within the well defined boundary and scope of the
specification disclosed.

(6).अ य आव यकताएँ /OTHERS REQUIREMENTS:

(I)  

1. In case the applicant decides to amend the claims subsequent to this report then while amending the
specification the following care shall be taken:- (a) The applicant is required to clearly identify/mark the
amendments carried out (if any) in a separate copy (from the originally filed set at the time of filing); irrespective
of either they concern amendments by addition, correction, replacement or deletion or any amendments in the
specification; The applicant should bring the description into conformity with the amended claims. (b) Care
should be taken during the revision, especially of the introductory portion & any statements of problem or
advantage etc., not to add any subject matter, which extends beyond the content of the application as originally
filed. The applicant is requested to effect the amendments by filing replacement pages for only those pages,
which have been amended. If any correction is made in any page of the specification that page should be freshly
typed and filed in duplicate; The applicant shall undertake that, “In amended pages of specification & drawings,
there is no addition of matter or increase in the scope of invention”. While filing any amendment, the applicant
shall be noted that any addition of new matter into description & claims are not allowed under section 59 of The
Patents Act, as amended. While filing the reply, amended claims should be submitted in line with the originally
filed claims by strictly adhering to section 59 of The Patents Act, 1970 as amended.

2. Reference numerals should be supplemented in parenthesis to enhance the intelligibility of Claims and clearly
define the scope of the invention, in accordance with section 10(4)(c) of The Patents Act 1970 as amended by
the Patents (Amendment) Act 2005.

भाग – III: औपचा रक आव यकताएँ /PART-III: FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

आपि यां
/Objections िट पणी /Remarks

Endorsement by
/Assignment from
Inventor

1. The requirement of sec.7(2) (proof of right) from additional inventors has not been met
within the prescribed period as mentioned in the Act. Hence, appropriate Proof of right should
be filed accompanied by an appropriate petition.

Date and
Signature of
Applicant

All necessary Forms 1,2,3,5, 18, drawing pages &  last page of claims should be signed by
applicants/or applicant’s agent originally in a prescribed format.  (Name of the agent with
original signature and IN/PA no.)

Statement &
Under Taking
(Form 3 Details)

1. Updated form-3 should be filed with the petition, if applicable.

2. Annexure to form-3 should be filed in the prescribed manner, (i.e with form-3), the only
annexure to form-3 is not allowable).
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annexure to form-3 is not allowable).

Form 13

1. since, there is an addition of 3 inventors, so separate form 13 for every inventor should be
filed in a prescribed manner (with supporting documentation).

2. Form 5 has not been submitted within prescribed period as per section 10(6) and rule
13(6). so, it should be filed with the necessary petition along with form 4 in the prescribed
manner.

Power of
Attorney
(Whether GPA,
SPA, Stamped,
requisite fee etc.)

1. Copy of GPA filed should be clear.

2. As per Rule 135(2) of the Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended), any document relating to any
proceeding or matter under the Patents Act or Rules shall be addressed upon a patent agent
so authorized by the applicant. Further, as per the Patents Act and Rules, the patent agent,
who is to be a citizen of India as provided under Section 126(1) of the Act is only authorized
to practice before the Controller of Patents as per Section 127(a) of the Act and not any law
firm /company in which he/she works. In fact, as per Section 129(2) of the Patents Act, no
company or other bodies corporate shall practice as a patent agent in India. In this regard,
prescribed Form 26- Para 2 thus, clearly provides to mention the name, address, and
nationality of authorized patent agents and not names and addresses of their law firm
s/companies. Therefore, you are required to file a fresh PA/GPA in the name of the agent
without mentioning the name of the firm they belong to and the application no./nos. should be
mentioned for which it is made in the prescribed format as per rule 135(1) of the Patent Rules,
2016 (as amended). Further, the stamp value which is used in PA/GPA should be given as
per the provision of the Indian Stamp Act, 1899 (2 of 1899).

3.  A list of all the applications for which GPA is filed should be submitted.

Registered
Agent as per
Patent Agent
Register

The agent who is currently dealing with the application should positively submit the patent
agent number, along with relevant details for verification of the credibility of the agent as
required by Chapter XXI of the Indian Patents Act. Also, it must be ensured that Form-1,
Form-3, Form-5, and all other related documents are duly signed by that registered patent
agent, clearly indicating Name, Patent agent number, and Date as in register of a patent
agent.

Other
Deficiencies

1.Preamble in Form 2 of complete specification should be written as per prescribed format.

2.Form-5 should be submitted as per section 10(6) and rule 13(6) with the necessary petition
along with form 4 in the prescribed manner as it was not submitted within stipulated time.

3. Since, there is an addition of 4 inventors, so supporting document having consent of both
earlier inventors should be filed along with Form 5 and addition of inventor should be done in
a prescribed manner. Updated Form 1 should be submitted.

4. Note that this Examination is done on the basis of electronically uploaded documents in the
e-module only. You may verify all documents as filed are uploaded electronically or not, and
bring to the notice of the concerned discrepancies if any.

भाग-IV: रकॉड मे द तावेज़ /PART-IV: DOCUMENTS ON RECORD

िन निलिखत द तावेज़  के आधार पर यह परी ण रपोट तयैार क  गयी है
The examination report has been prepared based on the following documents:

कायसचूी ितिथ /
Docket Date

कायसचूी सं या /Docket
Number पिवि  सं या िववरण /Entry Number Description
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18 May 2016 18216 1-New Application For Patent With Provisional /Complete
Specification

01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
01 Jun 2016 21127 OTHERS(NON CASH)
02 Jun 2016 21541 3-Statement & Undertaking - Form 3

18 May 2017 32534 2-Complete After Provisional Specification - Form 2 Check For No.
OF Pages & Claims

10 Jul 2017 43611 5-Declaration As To Inventorship - Form 5

29 Aug 2017 54068 28(i)-Request For Examination After 18 months Publication - Form
18

28 Mar 2018 27449 OTHERS(NON CASH)
28 Mar 2018 27449 OTHERS(NON CASH)

िनयंतक का नाम /Name of the Controller: Shahid Anwar

िनयंतक थान /Controller Location: Kolkata

िट पणी: परी ण रपोट का उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ / Note: Last date for filing response to the Examination Report:
25/08/2020
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11/26/21, 4:39 PM Intellectual Property India

https://ipindiaservices.gov.in/PatentSearch/PatentSearch/ViewApplicationStatus 1/2

(http://ipindia.nic.in/index.htm)

 (http://ipindia.nic.in/index.htm)

Application Details

APPLICATION NUMBER 201611035281

APPLICATION TYPE ORDINARY APPLICATION

DATE OF FILING 14/10/2016

APPLICANT NAME INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, DELHI 

TITLE OF INVENTION POLYMER TUBES FOR MANUFACTURING STENTS

FIELD OF INVENTION MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

E-MAIL (As Per Record) iprdel@lakshmisri.com

ADDITIONAL-EMAIL (As Per Record) malathi.l@lakshmisri.com

E-MAIL (UPDATED Online)

PRIORITY DATE

REQUEST FOR EXAMINATION DATE 14/10/2016

PUBLICATION DATE (U/S 11A) 20/04/2018

REPLY TO FER DATE 24/02/2021

Application Status

APPLICATION STATUS Reply Filed. Application in amended
examination

View Documents

http://ipindia.nic.in/index.htm
http://ipindia.nic.in/index.htm


11/26/21, 4:39 PM Intellectual Property India

https://ipindiaservices.gov.in/PatentSearch/PatentSearch/ViewApplicationStatus 2/2

➨ Filed  ➨ RQ Filed  ➨ Published  ➨ Under Examination

➨ Disposed

In case of any discrepancy in status, kindly contact ipo-helpdesk@nic.in



सं.सं या/Ref.No /आवेदन सं या/Application No/ 201611035281 िदनांक/Date of Dispatch/Email: 01/09/2020

सेवा मे,/To  

DR. MALATHI LAKSHMI KUMARAN,
C/O LAKSHMI KUMARAN & SRIDHARAN, B6/10, Safdarjung Enclave New Delhi 110029 India
Email : iprdel@lakshmisri.com,malathi.l@lakshmisri.com

िवषय: एक व अिधिनयम, 1970 क  धारा 12 व 13 तथा एक व िनयम, 2003 के अधीन परी ण रपोट
Subject: Examination report under sections 12 & 13 of the Patents Act, 1970 and the Patents Rules, 2003.

1. उपयु  आवेदन के संदभ मे परी ण रपोट ( अथात, एक व िनयम, 2003 (यथा संशोिधत) के िनयम 24-ख(3) म िविनिद  आपि य  का
पथम कथन ) इसके साथ संल न है  यह रपोट परी ण हेत ुअनुरोध िदनांक 14/10/2016 के उ र मे जारी क  गयी है  परी ण रपोट का
उ र दािखल करने क  अंितम ितिथ (अथात, इस रपोट म लगाई गयी सभी आव यकताओ ंके अनुपालन क  अविध) आवेदक को आपि य  का
पथम कथन जारी होने क  ितिथ से छः माह है  
Please find enclosed herewith an Examination Report ( i.e. a first statement of objections as specified in Rule
24-B(3) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended) ) in respect of above-mentioned application. This report is
issued with reference to a request for examination dated 14/10/2016.The last date for filing a response to the
Examination Report (i.e. a period to comply with all the requirements raised in this examination report) is six
months from the date on which the first statement of objections is issued to the Applicant.

2. यिद रपोट के अंतगत लगाई गयी आव यकताओ ंका अनुपालन एक व िनयम, 2003 (यथा संशोिधत) के िनयम 24 ख(5) म िविनिद
अविध के भीतर  अंदर अनुपालन नह  िकया गया तो एक व अिधिनयम 1970 क  धारा 21(1) के अधीन वतमान आवेदन को प र य  माना
जाएगा  
The instant application shall be deemed to have been abandoned under Section 21(1) of The Patents Act,
1970, unless all the requirements raised in this report are complied with in the period as specified in Rule 24-B
(5) of The Patents Rules, 2003 (as amended).

3. आपका यान एक व िनयम, 2003 के िनयम 24 ख(6) के पावधान  क  ओर भी आमिंतत िकया जाता है  
Your attention is also invited to the provisions of Rule 24-B (6) of the Patents Rules 2003.

4. आपको सलाह दी जाती ह ैिक शीघ िनपटान हेत ुअपना उ र शीघ प ततु कर  
You are advised to file the reply at the earliest for early disposal.

 Deep Prakash Gupt 
िनयंतक पेटट/ Controller of Patents

सलं न/Enclosed: अपरो  अनुसार/As above  

िट पणी: यह इले टोिनक प से उ प न रपोट है  
NOTE: This is an electronically generated report.

सभी पताचार िनयंतक एक व को उपरोि लिखत पते पर भेजा जाये
All communications should be sent to the Controller of Patents at the above mentioned address.



परी ण रपोट /Examination Report

आवेदन सं या /Application Number 201611035281
दािखल करने क  ितिथ /Date of Filing 14/10/2016
पिूव ा िदनांक /Date of Priority --
पीसीटी अंतरा ीय आवेदन क  सं या व िदनांक / PCT International
Application No. & Date --

आवेदक /Applicant INDIAN INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY, DELHI

परी ण हेतु अनरुोध क  सं या व िदनांक /Request for Examination No. &
Date R20161029692 14/10/2016

पकाशन क  ितिथ /Date of Publication 20/04/2018
इस परी ण रपोट के चार भाग ह, अथात रपोट का सारांश, िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट, औपचा रक आव यकताएँ तथा रकॉड मे द तावेज़ / 
This examination report consists of four parts, namely summary of the report, detailed 
technical report, formal requirements and documents on record.

भाग -1: रपोट का सारांश 
PART-I: SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
क. सं.
/Sl.
No.

अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां
/Requirements under the Act दाव  क  सं या /Claim Numbers िट पणी /Remarks

1.
धारा 2(1)(ञ) के तहत
आिव कार /Invention u/s
2(1)(j)

नवीनता /Novelty
दावे /Claims: 1-11 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

आिव कारी कदम / Inventive step
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-11 नह  /No

औ ोिगक उपयोिगता /Industrial
Applicability

दावे /Claims: 1-11 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

2.
धारा 3 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता (यिद हाँ, खंड 3(क-त) /Non-
patentability u/s 3
(if yes, specify section3(a-p))

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes

दावे /Claims: 1-11 नह  /No

3. धारा 4 के अधीन पेटट-अयो यता /Non-patentability u/s 4
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-11 नह  /No

4. धारा 10 (5) के अधीन आिव कार क  एकलता /Unity of invention
u/s 10 (5)

दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-11 नह  /No

5.
धारा 10(4) के अधीन पकटन क  द ता (हाँ/नह  िनिद
कर)/Sufficiency of disclosure u/s 10 (4)
(Specify Yes/No)

yes

6.
[धारा 10(5) व 10(4) (ग)]
के अधीन दावे /Claims
[u/s 10(5) & 10(4) (c)]

प ता/ संि ता /Clarity /
Conciseness

दावे /Claims: 1-11 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

प रभािषकता /Definitive
दावे /Claims: हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: 1-11 नह  /No

िववरण ारा समिथत /Supported by
description

दावे /Claims: 1-11 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

ेत /Scope
दावे /Claims: 1-11 हाँ /Yes
दावे /Claims: नह  /No

भाग –II िव ततृ तकनीक  रपोट 
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PART-II: DETAILED TECHNICAL REPORT

क. उ रत द तावेज  क  सूची /A.List of documents cited:

(क) पेटट सािह य / (a). Patent Literature :

क. सं.
/

Sl.no

द तावेज़  का िववरण /Details
of documents

पकाशन
ितिथ(िदन/माह/वष) /
Publication date

उ रत द तावेज़ का
पासंिगक िववरण (प ृ  व
अनु छेद सं या) /

Relevant description
(page and

paragraph no.) of
cited document

उ रत द तावेज़ के
पासंिगक दावे /

Relevant claims of
cited document

अिभकिथत आिव कार के
दावे /Claims of

alleged invention

 1 D1: US8444688B2 21/05/2013 (See the whole
document) 1-11

 2 D2:EP1477130B1 10/08/2011 (See the whole
document) 1-11

 3 D3:US2008097591A1 24/04/2008 (See the whole
document) 1-11

 4 D4:US9265638B2 23/02/2016 (See the whole
document) 1-11

(ख) गरै-पेटट सािह य /(b).Non-patent literature

कोई द तावेज़ उ ृत नह  ह ै/No Document Cited 

ख. अिधिनयम के तहत आव यकताओ ंपर िव ततृ िट पिणयां /B. Detailed observations on the requirements under the
Act:

(1).आिव कारी कदम / INVENTIVE STEP:

(I) ऊपर उ रत द तावेज़(ज ) के संदभ D1-D4 मे प  अ यापन(न ) को यान मे रखते हए, िन निलिखत कारण  से दावा(व ) (1-11) मे
आिव कारी कदम क  कमी ह ै
Claim(s) (1-11) lack(s) inventive step, being obvious in view of teaching (s) of cited document(s) above under
reference D1-D4 for the following reasons:

D1(US8444688B2) Covered stents with degradable barbs.

D1 teaches a removable stent for providing reinforcement to a selected region of a selected body lumen including
a resilient cylindrical layer, including at least one bioresorbable extrusion exterior from the resilient cylindrical
layer for resisting migration of the removable stent when the removable stent is positioned in the selected region
of the selected body lumen. The present invention also includes a temporary implantable endoprosthesis which
includes a tubular, radially compressible and axially flexible structure, including at least one bioresorbable
extrusion exterior from the resilient cylindrical layer for resisting migration of the removable stent when the
removable stent is positioned in the selected region of the selected body lumen. After delivery device 801 has
been assembled and is ready for use, the hydrophilic coating is wetted with physiological saline solution by
injecting the solution through extension tube 807, past proximal tube 804 and into the space between inner
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wall 1001 and outer wall 1002 of the double-walled section of hose 901. Excess fluid exits from the
hole 902 formed toward the distal end of the double-walled section of hose 901 (See the whole document)

D2(EP1477130B1) Flexible segmented stents.

D2 teaches A balloon expandable segmented stent (10) comprising a plurality of aligned, generally annular and
radially expandable stent segments (12), segments (12) adjacent one another being interconnected by a plurality
of interconnector elements (14) of a plastically reformable polymeric material and the segments are of a metal
material to provide flexible yet constrained relative motions between the stent segments (12), wherein the stent
segments (12) are coated with a polymeric material and the interconnector elements (14) are fused to the
polymeric coating. the interconnector elements (14) are made of biodegradable material selected from the group
consisting of polycaprolactone, polyglycolic acid and polylactic acid. (See the whole document)

D3(US2008097591A1) Drug-delivery endovascular stent and method of use.

D3 teaches an improvement in drug-eluting stents, and method of their making are disclosed. The surface of a
metal stent is roughened to have a surface roughness of at least about 20 μin (0.5 μm) and a surface roughness
range of between about 300-700 μin (7.5-17.5 μm). The roughened stent surface is covered with a polymer-free
coating of a limus drug, to a coating thickness greater than the range of surface roughness of the roughened
stent surface. (See the whole document)

D4(US9265638B2) One-piece stent implanter.

D4 teaches a one-piece stent implanter, including a front handle and a rear handle; the front end of the front
handle is provided with an outer pipe whose top is flexibly connected with a cautery tip, the outer pipe is internally
provided with a middle pipe and a stent; the rear handle includes a stainless steel pipe for supporting and an
inner pipe positioned in the stainless steel pipe, the top of the inner pipe is fixedly connected to the cautery tip;
one end of the middle pipe is mutually touched and connected with one end of the stent, while the other end of
the middle pipe is mutually connected with the stainless steel pipe; one end of the stent is close to the cautery tip,
with a certain gap kept; when the front handle is retreated along the stainless steel pipe, the outer pipe
simultaneously retreats and separates from the cautery tip, positions of the middle pipe and the rear handle
remain unchanged, and the stent is automatically released. The invention wherein the stent can be directly
implanted into a nidus organ incised and an access from the outside to the nidus organ is established, so that
other medical apparatuses and instruments can be continuingly used for removal (including other surgeries) of
infectious agents or necrotic tissues, thus increasing comprehensiveness of surgeries and avoiding patients from
suffering from repeated operations. (See the whole document)

By combining the documents D1 to D4, a person skilled in the art can solve the problem as disclosed in the
present invention. Hence the subject matter of claims 1 to 11 of the present invention cannot be considered to be
inventive in the combination of cited documents. In view of the cited documents, Invention claimed in claims
lacking inventive step and does not comply with under section 2(1) (ja) of The Patents Act, 1970.

(2).आिव कार क  एकलता /UNITY OF INVENTION:

(I) दावा(व ) 1-11 मे आिव कार क  एकलता क  कमी ह ै य िक दावे िकसी एक आिव कार या आिव कार  का समहू जो िमलकर एक आिव कारी
संक पना क  संरचना कर उससे संबि धत नह  ह  Claim(s) 1-11 lack(s) unity of invention as the claims do not relate to a
single invention or to a group of inventions linked so as to form a single inventive concept:

1. The present invention does not complied with section 10 (5) of the Patent act, 1970. In the present alleged
invention, claims 1-5 defines about “An extrusion assembly”, claim 6 defines “A polymer tube manufactured
using an extrusion assembly” and claims set 7-11 define about “A slotted tube assembly”. Hence it does not
complied with concept of single inventive concept of the patent application.

(II)  इस आवेदन का दावा (के दावे) सह-लंिबत आवेदन सं या के दावे के पर पर िवरोध मे है  
Claim(s)of the instant application conflict(s) with claim(s) of co-pending application no. 
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(4).पकटन क  द ता /SUFFICIENCY OF DISCLOSURE:

(5).प रभािषकता /DEFINITIVENESS:

(I) दावा(वे)1-11 िन निलिखत कारण  से आिव कार को पया  प से परीभािषत नह  करता(ते) ह
Claim(s) 1-11 do not sufficiently define the invention for the reasons as follows:

1. The phrase "any of the preceding claims" in the dependent claims is not definitive.
2. The phrase “further comprising” shall be removed as it is very unclear to define the scope of the invention

with the broader claims drafted in such fashion.
3. The use of terms: “plurality”, “predetermined”, “less than or equal to” and “at least”; make the claims too

broad and vague. The claims are indefinite, too broad and do not define the scope of the invention.

4. Claims 1 and 7 define a plurality of distinct inventions. The various definitions of the subject matter make it
difficult to determine the matter for which protection is being sought. Thus the claims as a whole are not
clear and not concise, and the requirement of section 10(5) of the Act is not met. Hence claims should be
amended in such a manner that amended claim will consist one independent claim per category (product or
process) including all essential features of the invention followed by the dependent claims as appropriate
and claims should be linked in such a way that they form a single inventive concept.

(6).अ य आव यकताएँ /OTHERS REQUIREMENTS:

(I)  

1. Reference numerals should be incorporated in the claims for more intelligibility.
2. Independent/ Principal Claims have to be duly characterized in order to delineate the inventive part from the

known features.
3. In case the applicant decides to amend the claims subsequent to this report, the same shall be drafted

afresh to include the technical advancement over the prior art cited in FER as required u/s 2(1)(j) of the
Patent’s Act. Please indicate in the response communication the support for such amendments claims in the
original specification, as required u/s 10(4) of the Act. Care shall be taken that requirement section 59 (1) of
the Act is also met. Please provide an additional copy of marked up amendments (highlighting the
amendments) where ever applicable.

4. At the end of the claim specification applicant/agent signature with date shall be provided.
5. Amendments if any should be in compliance with section 59(1) of The Patents Act, 1970.
6. Claim 6 defines the use of the invention. it shall be deleted.
7. claim 10 is broad in nature. it shall be reworded.

 

भाग – III: औपचा रक आव यकताएँ /PART-III: FORMAL REQUIREMENTS

आपि यां
/Objections िट पणी /Remarks

Time line of
Application

1. Details regarding the search and/or examination report including claims of the application
allowed, as referred to in Rule 12(3) of the Patent Rule, 2003, in respect of same or
substantially the same invention filed in all the major Patent offices along with appropriate
translation where applicable, should be submitted within a period of Six months from the
date of receipt of this communication as provided under section 8(2) of the Indian Patents
Act.

2. Latest status of foreign filing particulars, if any, should be communicated to this office at the
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earliest. Details regarding application for Patents which may be filed outside India from time
to time for the same or substantially the same invention mentioned in form-3 appears
incomplete & hence the same should be furnished within Six months from the date of filing
of the said application under clauses (a) & (b) of sub-section (1) of section 8 and rule 12(1)
& 12(2) of Indian Patent Act & Rules 2003.

Format of
Drawings

1. Application number & name of the applicant should be mentioned at the left-hand side top
corner of each drawing sheets. Similarly, the total number of sheets & sheet numbers
should be mentioned at right-hand side top corner of each drawing sheet. Each drawing
sheet should be signed by the applicant/agent at the right-hand side bottom corner of each
drawing sheet & the name of signatory should be mentioned below the signature.  Drawings
shall be sufficiently large to show the invention clearly and dimensions shall not be marked
on the drawings. Figures of drawings shall be serially numbered as well as the elements of
figures shall be marked with reference numerals. Then these Figures and elements of
figures shall be referred in description while describing them. No descriptive matters shall
appear on the drawings except in the flow diagrams (Refer rule 15 of The Patent Rules
2003 (as amended)).

Other
Deficiencies

1. Applicant/agent signature with Name of the Signatory shall be provided on all forms.
2. Patent Application number shall be stated at the left-hand side top corner of each drawing

sheet, in form 3, form 18 and form 5.
3. A separate list of reference numeral with corresponding components of the claimed

invention may be provided in separate sheet.

भाग-IV: रकॉड मे द तावेज़ /PART-IV: DOCUMENTS ON RECORD

िन निलिखत द तावेज़  के आधार पर यह परी ण रपोट तयैार क  गयी है
The examination report has been prepared based on the following documents:

कायसचूी ितिथ /
Docket Date

कायसचूी सं या /Docket
Number पिवि  सं या िववरण /Entry Number Description
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We claim: 

1. An extrusion assembly (100) comprising:  

an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein 

the extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 5 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such 10 

that a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and 

the slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular 

die (104), wherein the slotted tube (106) comprises a plurality of through holes 

extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the slotted 

tube (106); and 15 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the 

polymer tube. 

2. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the extrusion 20 

assembly (100) comprises:  

a sizing die (116) having an adjustable opening, wherein the sizing die (116) 

is to modulate, through the adjustable opening, size parameters of the polymer tube;  

a water bath (118) coupled to the sizing die, wherein the water bath (118) 

comprises a container to store water, and wherein the water bath (118) is to allow 25 

the polymer tube through it for cooling and hardening the polymer tube;  

a plurality of rollers (120) to rotate in a predetermined direction to apply a 

pulling axial force on the polymer tube extruded out of the annular die (104), 

wherein the polymer tube passes the sizing die and the water bath to reach the rollers 

(120). 30 
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3. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 2, wherein the plurality of 

rollers (120) comprises at least two rollers for applying the pulling force to the 

polymer tube.  

4. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the plurality of 

through holes is distributed in a predefined arrangement on the outer surface of the 5 

slotted tube (106). 

5. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 3, wherein the predefined 

arrangement is a spiral arrangement. 

6. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the polymer melt is 

of a polymer material including at least one of Polylactic Acid (PLA), Poly Hydroxy 10 

Alkanoate (PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL), and Polyglycolic Acid (PGA). 

7. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the diameter of the 

slotted tube (106) is about 1.5-2.0 millimeter (mm). 

Dated this 14th day of October 2016 

                                   15 

GAURAV GUPTA  

IN/PA-2234  

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

To  

The Controller of Patents 20 

The Patent Office at New Delhi 
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I/We claim: 

1. An extrusion assembly (100) comprising:  

an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein 

the extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 5 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such 10 

that a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and 

the slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular 

die (104), wherein the slotted tube (106) further comprises a plurality of through 

holes extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the 

slotted tube (106); and 15 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the 

polymer tube. 

2. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, furtherwherein the extrusion 20 

assembly (100) comprisesing:  

a sizing die (116) having an adjustable opening, wherein the sizing die (116) 

is to modulate, through the adjustable opening, size parameters of the polymer tube;  

a water bath (118) coupled to the sizing die, wherein the water bath (118) 

comprises a container to store water, and wherein the water bath (118) is to allow 25 

the polymer tube through it for cooling and hardening the polymer tube;  

a plurality of rollers (120) to rotate in a predetermined direction to apply a 

pulling axial force on the polymer tube extruded out of the annular die (104), 

wherein the polymer tube passes the sizing die and the water bath to reach the rollers 

(120). 30 
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3. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 2, wherein the plurality of 

rollers (120) comprises at least two rollers for applying the pulling force to the 

polymer tube.  

4. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 1, wherein the plurality of 

through holes is distributed in a predefined arrangement on the outer surface of the 5 

slotted tube (106). 

5. The extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 3, wherein the predefined 

arrangement is a spiral arrangement. 

6. A polymer tube manufactured using an extrusion assembly as claimed in any one 

of the preceding claims. 10 

7. A slotted tube assembly comprising: 

an annular die having a first end, a second end, and a circular opening, 

wherein the annular die is to pass, through the circular opening, a polymer melt for 

extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube having its one end coupled to the annular die such that a 15 

portion of the slotted tube is surrounded by the annular die and the slotted tube is 

coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die, wherein the slotted 

tube further comprises a plurality of through holes extending from inner surface of 

the slotted tube to outer surface of the slotted tube; and 

an air inlet coupled to the slotted tube to provide a flow of pressurized air 20 

into the slotted tube, wherein the slotted tube is to supply the pressurized air 

outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer tube. 

8. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein the plurality of through 

holes are distributed in a predefined arrangement on the outer surface of the slotted 

tube.  25 

9. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 7, wherein the predefined 

arrangement is a spiral arrangement. 

106. The slotted tube assembly extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 61, 

wherein the polymer melt is of a polymer material including at least one of 
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Polylactic Acid (PLA), Poly Hydroxy Alkanoate (PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL), 

and Polyglycolic Acid (PGA). 

117. The slotted tube assembly extrusion assembly (100) as claimed in claim 61, 

wherein the diameter of the slotted tube (106) is about 1.5-2.0 millimeter (mm). 
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KIND ATTN: Shri. Deep Prakash Gupt, Controller of Patents  
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TITLE : POLYMER TUBES FOR MANUFACTURING STENTS 
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Dear Sir, 

This is further to the First Examination Report (FER) issued on 01 September 

2020 in respect of the above patent application. The Applicant hereby submits 

response to all the objections of the FER. The 6-month due date to put the application 

in order for grant is 01 March 2021. 
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RESPONSE TO THE FER 

Summary of Amendments: 

1) Claims 1 to 11 were pending at the time of receiving the FER. The Applicant 

has deleted the pending claims 6, 7, 8, and 9. The Applicant has further amended 

and renumbered the remaining claims as claims 1 to 7. The Applicant submits 

herewith amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7 and asserts that no new subject 

matter has been added as a result of the amendments. The Applicant submits that 

amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7 are in compliance with the provisions of The 

Patents Act, 1970. 

 

Response to Objections raised under Part II of the Report: 

Objection (1): Inventive step  

2) The Controller has objected to pending claims (1 to 11) for lacking inventive 

step when considered in light of the cited references D1: US8444688B2, D2: 

EP1477130B1, D3: US2008097591A1, and D4: US9265638B2. 

Inventive Step: 

3) The Applicant submits that amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7, 

submitted herewith, involve an inventive step over the cited documents D1 to D4, 

because of the reasons given in following paragraphs. 

4) The claimed subject matter relates to an extrusion assembly. The extrusion 

assembly comprises an extruder having an outlet with a specific diameter. The 

extruder is to release through the outlet a polymer melt. The extrusion assembly also 

comprises an annular die having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 

coaxially coupled to the extruder. The diameter of the annular die is less than or 

equal to the specific diameter and the annular die is in fluid communication with the 

extruder such that the annular die is to pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a 

polymer tube. The extrusion assembly further comprises a slotted tube having its 

one end coupled to the annular die such that a portion of the slotted tube is 

surrounded by the annular die and the slotted tube is coaxially aligned with the 

circular opening of the annular die. The slotted tube comprises a plurality of through 
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holes extending from inner surface of the slotted tube to outer surface of the slotted 

tube. Furthermore, an air inlet is coupled to the slotted tube to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube. The slotted tube is to supply the pressurized air 

outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer tube. 

5) The Applicant thus submits that the claimed subject matter provides efficient 

extrusion of polymer tubes for stent application using a continuous single-step 

biaxial expansion setup. The biaxial expansion in the continuous single-step 

prevents use of additional resources and devices, and makes the overall process cost 

efficient. Further, the extrusion assembly prevents contamination of the polymer 

tubes and reduces wastage of the expensive polymer material. The claimed subject 

matter thereby allows fabrication of a biaxially expanded polymer tubes in a single 

step and enhances mechanical performance of the fabricated polymer tubes. Based 

on the above, the Applicant submits that the claimed subject matter includes a 

technical advance. 

6) The Applicant asserts that the cited documents D1 to D4 do not disclose the 

claimed extrusion assembly of the present subject matter as described in the as-filed 

specification.  

7) D1, D2, D3, and D4 either alone or in combination, do not disclose the 

inventive features of the subject matter as claimed in amended independent claim 1.  

8) The Applicant submits that the cited reference D1 is directed at a removable 

stent for providing reinforcement to a selected region of a selected body lumen. The 

removable stent comprises a resilient cylindrical layer and at least one bioresorbable 

extrusion exterior from the resilient cylindrical layer for resisting migration of the 

removable stent when the removable stent is positioned in the selected region of the 

selected body lumen. D1 discloses a temporary implantable endoprosthesis which 

includes a tubular, radially compressible and axially flexible structure, including at 

least one bioresorbable extrusion exterior from the resilient cylindrical layer for 

resisting migration of the removable stent when the removable stent is positioned in 

the selected region of the selected body lumen. (Refer Abstract of D1). 

9) The cited document D1 however nowhere discloses or suggests: 
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“an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein the 

extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such that 

a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and the 

slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die 

(104), wherein the slotted tube (106) comprises a plurality of through holes 

extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the slotted 

tube (106); and 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer 

tube.”, as recited in amended independent claim 1. 

10) The cited document D1 discusses a removable metallic stent and preventing 

the stent migration after deployment with the help of the barbs. In contrast, the 

present invention is about the single step continuous biaxial expanded extrusion 

process of polymeric tubes for stent (Bioresorbable or non-removable stents) 

application. The removable stent disclosed in the cited document D1 is metallic with 

just one layer of bioresorbable polymer for drug delivery purposes. However, in the 

present invention the entire stent consists of bioresorbable polymeric material. 

11) In the present invention, the polymer tubes are fabricated by using the novel 

and inventive extrusion process and the process of fabrication, as recited in amended 

independent claim 1. The cited document D1 however nowhere discusses or teaches 

a fabricated method for the braids used for stent fabrication. D1 discloses a knitted 

or braided stent, however the present invention discloses a Femtosecond laser-cut 

stent. The cited document D1 deals with the removable stents’ improved fixation 

characteristics with the help of barbs. On the contrary, there are no fixation 
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characteristics discussed or reported in the present invention. The present invention 

discusses that the mechanical properties of the biaxially expanded bioresorbable 

tubes are enhanced by using the novel extrusion method, as recited in amended 

independent claim 1. However, there are no details about the mechanical properties 

of the above said stents in the cited document D1. Therefore, D1 nowhere discloses 

the inventive features of claimed subject matter and nowhere addresses the technical 

problem being solved by the claimed subject matter. 

12) The Applicant submits that the cited reference D2 relates to a multiple 

interconnected stents or stent segments, the interconnections comprised of lengths 

of a plastic material. D2 discloses that the stents are made up of hybrid material, i.e., 

a combination of metallic and polymeric material. Further, D2 describes the use of 

different materials in the stent for its connector and other parts, but D2 fails to 

disclose fabrication process of the stent tubing. 

13) However, the cited document D2 nowhere discloses or suggests: 

“an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein the 

extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such that 

a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and the 

slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die 

(104), wherein the slotted tube (106) comprises a plurality of through holes 

extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the slotted 

tube (106); and 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer 

tube.”, as recited in amended independent claim 1. 
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14) The cited document D2 thus nowhere teaches or suggest a novel extrusion 

process of polymeric tubes for stent application using the continuous single-step 

biaxial expansion setup, as recited in amended independent claim 1. D2 teaches 

using a different material for the stent connector and stent i.e., polymer (deformable) 

material for the stent connector and metallic self-expanding material for the stent. In 

contrast, the present invention discloses fabricating the entire tube using polymer or 

polymer blend with no use of metallic or self-expanding material. The stent 

disclosed in the cited document D2 is of closed type design. The present invention 

however nowhere discusses such design as it is a polymer tube manufacturing 

method. D2 thus provides no teaching on a novel extrusion process of polymeric 

tubes for stent application using the continuous single-step biaxial expansion setup. 

Therefore, D2 nowhere discloses the inventive features of claimed subject matter 

and nowhere addresses the technical problem being solved by the claimed subject 

matter. 

15) The Applicant submits that the cited reference D3 is directed to improve the 

drug-eluting metallic stent by changing the surface roughness of the stent. The stent 

disclosed in D3 has just one layer of polymer for drug-eluting function. However, 

D3 fails to disclose a method of fabricating the polymer tubes for the stent 

application.   

16) The cited document D3 nowhere discloses or suggests: 

“an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein the 

extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such that 

a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and the 

slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die 

(104), wherein the slotted tube (106) comprises a plurality of through holes 
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extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the slotted 

tube (106); and 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer 

tube.”, as recited in amended independent claim 1. 

17) According to the cited document D3, the surface roughness of the stent was 

increased. D3 discloses that different methods such as abrading, laser etching, 

peening were used for changing the surface roughness. However, the present 

invention does not mention surface roughness and there are no changes in surface 

roughness. Therefore, D3 nowhere discloses the inventive features of claimed 

subject matter and nowhere addresses the technical problem being solved by the 

claimed subject matter. 

18) The Applicant submits that the cited reference D4 relates to a one-piece stent 

implanter including a front handle and a rear handle. D4 discloses that the front end 

of the front handle is provided with an outer pipe whose top is flexibly connected 

with a cautery tip. The outer pipe is internally provided with a middle pipe and a 

stent. The rear handle disclosed in D4 includes a stainless-steel pipe for supporting 

and an inner pipe positioned in the stainless-steel pipe. The top of the inner pipe is 

fixedly connected to the cautery tip.  

19) The cited document D4 discloses that one end of the middle pipe is mutually 

touched and connected with one end of the stent, while the other end of the middle 

pipe is mutually connected with the stainless-steel pipe. According to D4, one end 

of the stent is close to the cautery tip, with a certain gap kept. Further, when the front 

handle is retreated along the stainless-steel pipe, the outer pipe simultaneously 

retreats and separates from the cautery tip, positions of the middle pipe and the rear 

handle remain unchanged, and the stent is automatically released. The stent 

disclosed in D4 is directly implanted into a nidus organ incised and an access from 

the outside to the nidus organ is established. (Refer Abstract of D4)  

20) However, the cited document D4 nowhere discloses or suggests: 
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“an extruder (102) having an outlet (112) with a specific diameter, wherein the 

extruder (102) is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die (104) having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 

coaxially coupled to the extruder (102), wherein diameter of the annular die (104) 

is less than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die (104) is 

in fluid communication with the extruder (102) such that the annular die (104) is to 

pass the polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube (106) having its one end coupled to the annular die (104) such that 

a portion of the slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104) and the 

slotted tube (106)  is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die 

(104), wherein the slotted tube (106) comprises a plurality of through holes 

extending from inner surface of the slotted tube (106) to outer surface of the slotted 

tube (106); and 

an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube (106) to provide a flow of 

pressurized air into the slotted tube (106), wherein the slotted tube (106) is to supply 

the pressurized air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer 

tube.”, as recited in amended independent claim 1. 

21) The cited document D4 recites one stent implanter device used to implant the 

stent at the deployment site. However, the cited document D4 nowhere teaches or 

suggest a novel extrusion process of polymeric tubes for stent application using the 

continuous single-step biaxial expansion setup. D4 discusses the invention of a one-

piece stent implanter, in contrast the present invention is about one step extrusion of 

biaxially expanded polymeric tubes. D4 is directed to the implantation of the stent, 

however the present invention discusses fabrication of polymeric tube for stent 

application. In the cited document D4, the stent carrying device is used for 

implantation. On the contrary, in the present invention, the stent is made by cutting 

the tube using femtosecond laser cutting. The device disclosed in the cited document 

D4 has a variable cross-section, however the manufactured tube of the present 

invention has a uniform cross-section. Therefore, D4 nowhere discloses the 

inventive features of claimed subject matter and nowhere addresses the technical 

problem being solved by the claimed subject matter. 
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22) As discussed above, none of the cited documents D1 to D4 describe the 

subject matter as claimed in amended independent claim 1. In light of the differences 

as discussed, a person skilled in the art would not be in position to adapt or modify 

the teachings of D1 to D4 (taken either alone or in combination with each other) to 

arrive at the solution of the claimed subject matter. Therefore, the subject matter as 

claimed in amended independent claim 1 involves an inventive step over D1 to D4. 

Further, amended and renumbered dependent claims (2 to 7) are also inventive over 

D1 to D4, at least by virtue of their dependence on amended independent claim 1. 

Therefore, the objection related to inventive step is addressed.  

 

Objection (2): Unity of Invention 

23) In response to the present objection, the Applicant has deleted claims 6 to 9. 

The Applicant submits that amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7 include one 

independent claim 1 directed to an extrusion assembly. The Applicant submits that 

amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7 are tied together with a common inventive 

step as explained in the Objection (1): Inventive step above and therefore clearly 

determines the matter for which protection is sought and clearly establishes the 

extent of the protection. The Applicant thus submits that amended and renumbered 

claims, submitted herewith, relate to a single group of invention and form a single 

inventive concept for satisfying requirement for unity of invention as per Section 

10(5) of The Patents Act, 1970. In light of this, the Applicant requests the Controller 

to withdraw the present objection. 

 

Objection (5): Definitiveness 

24) (1) The Applicant submits that amended and renumbered claims, submitted 

herewith, do not include the phrase “one of the preceding claims”. In light of this, 

the Applicant requests the Controller to withdraw the present objection. 

25) (2) In response to the present objection, the Applicant has amended the term 

“further comprising” by deleting the term “further”, wherever applicable. The 

Applicant has retained the term “comprising”, since the word “comprising” does not 

restrict the scope of the claims and usage of such a word is neither restricted by The 
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Patents Act nor by the (Manual of Patent Office Practice and Procedure) MPPP. In 

fact, clause 05.03.16 (p) clearly states that “The transition phrase may be words or 

phrases such as: comprising of/including/consisting of/ consisting essentially of”. 

The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present objection. 

26) (3) The Applicant submits that the phrase “plurality” recited in amended 

claims 1, 2, 3, and 4 relates to multiple through holes and a plurality of rollers as 

described in Paragraphs [0016], [0022], [0024], [0025] and also shown in Fig. 2(a), 

Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c), and Fig. 2(d) of the as-filed complete specification. The 

Applicant asserts that it has been clearly explained in the claim that slotted tube 

includes a plurality of through holes to supply the pressurized air to the polymer tube 

passing over the slotted tube and the extrusion assembly includes a plurality of 

rollers for simultaneously pulling the polymer tube passing over the slotted tube. 

Thus, need of having the plurality of through holes and plurality of rollers is clearly 

indicated in the claim.  

27) The Applicant further submits that the phrase “predetermined” recited in 

amended claim 2 recites position of multiple rollers. The multiple rollers are 

positioned after the water bath to rotate and pull the polymer tube after the polymer 

tube is passed through the water bath, as described in Paragraph [0025] of the as-

filed description. Therefore, the Applicant has retained the phrase “predetermined” 

used in amended claim 2. 

28) Furthermore, the Applicant further submits that the phrases “less than or 

equal to”, and “at least” have a well-recognized meaning and are in use in general 

practice for the same meaning. Therefore, the Applicant has retained the phrases 

“less than or equal to” and “at least” used in the claims. In light of this, the Applicant 

requests the Controller to withdraw the present objections. 

29) (4) The Applicant has explained under Objection (2): Unity of Invention 

that amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7 form a single inventive concept for 

satisfying requirement for unity of invention. The Controller is thereby requested to 

withdraw the present objection. 

 

Objection (6): Other Requirements 
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30) (1) The Applicant submits herewith amended claims including the reference 

numerals, in parenthesis, wherever applicable. The Controller is thereby requested 

to withdraw the present objection. 

31) (2) The Applicant states that introducing the characterized portion would 

require unduly complex claim wording and would render the claims difficult to 

understand. Hence, the Applicant has retained the independent claims in the one-

part format which clearly and succinctly defines the claimed subject matter and 

submits that the novelty and the inventive step is exhibited by a combination of the 

features recited in the independent claim(s). In light of this, the Applicant requests 

the Controller to withdraw the present objection.   

32) (3) The Applicant submits that amended and renumbered claims 1 to 7, 

submitted herewith, include technical advancement over the prior art as required u/s 

2(1)(j) of the Patents Act as explained in relation to Objection (1): Inventive step 

above. The Applicant submits herewith a marked-up copy of amended and 

renumbered claims. The Applicant has made clarificatory amendments and not 

carried out substantial amendments in the claims. The Applicant also submits that 

no new subject matter has been added thereby meeting the requirements of Section 

59(1) of The Indian Patents Act. In addition, the Applicant submits herewith marked 

up copy of amended claims. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the 

present objections. 

33) (4) The Applicant submits that the last page of the as-filed claims (as a part 

of Form 2) bears the digital signature of the agent of the Applicant, whose name is 

indicated on the last page of the as-filed claims and mentions the date. The Applicant 

further submits that the last page of the amended claims in clean version, submitted 

herewith, is digitally signed by the agent of the Applicant, whose name is indicated 

on the last page of the as-filed claims and including the date. In view of the above, 

the Controller is kindly requested to consider the amended claims submitted with the 

response for the grant and withdraw the present objection.   

34) (5) The Applicant submits that amended claims, submitted herewith, are in 

compliance with Section 59(1) of The Patents Act, 1970. The Controller is thereby 

requested to withdraw the present objection. 
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35) (6) In response to the present objection, the Applicant has deleted pending 

claim 6. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present objection. 

36) (7) The Applicant submits that amended and renumbered dependent claim 6 

(corresponding to the original claim 10) recites that the polymer melt is made of the 

polymer material which includes Polylactic acid (PLA), Poly Hydroxy Alkanoate 

(PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL), and Polyglycolic acid (PGA), as clearly described 

in Paragraph [0026] of the as-filed description. The Applicant thus submits that 

amended and renumbered dependent claim 6 is elaborating the features of amended 

independent claim 1 and is read with the features of amended independent claim 1. 

Thus, clearly defining the scope of invention as per Section 10(4)(c) of The Patents 

Act. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present objection. 

 

Part III: Formal Requirements 

Time line of Application 

37) (1) The Applicant submits that no foreign application corresponding to the 

present application has been filed. Thus, Section 8(2) details are not provided for the 

present application. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present 

objection. 

38) (2) The Applicant submits that no foreign application corresponding to the 

present application has been filed. Thus, updated Form 3 submission is not required 

for the present application. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the 

present objection. 

 

Format of Drawings 

39) The Applicant submits that the application number for an Indian patent 

application is issued after the filing of said Indian patent application and therefore 

the application number is not available during filing for the Applicant to mention it 

in each drawing sheet. The Applicant asserts that Rule 15 and other Rules of the 

Patents Rules nowhere indicate that the Indian patent application number should be 

mentioned in drawing sheets. The Applicant further submits that the as-filed 

drawings bear the name of the Applicant at left-hand top corner of each drawing 
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sheet, the name of the agent of the Applicant at right-hand bottom corner of each 

drawing sheet, and the total number of sheets, and the consecutive number of each 

drawing sheet at right-hand top corner of each drawing sheet as per Rule 15 of the 

Patent Rules. The as-filed drawings have been e-filed, therefore bear digital signature 

the agent of the Applicant, whose name is indicated on each drawing sheet.  

40) The Applicant asserts that the as-filed drawings are sufficiently large and 

show the invention clearly and dimensions are not marked on the drawings. The 

Applicant further submits that figures of drawings are serially numbered as well as 

the elements of figures are marked with the reference numerals, wherever necessary. 

The Applicant also submits that figures and elements of figures are referred in the 

description while describing them. Furthermore, the Applicant submits that the as-

filed drawings do not include any descriptive matter. Thus, no amendment is 

required in this regard. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present 

objection. 

 

Other Deficiencies 

41) (1) The Applicant submits that the as-filed Form 3, the as-filed Form 5, the 

as-filed Form 18, the last page of the as-filed claims and each drawing sheet (as a 

part of Form 2), and the as-filed Form 26 indicate the name of the agent/Applicant 

(as applicable and at appropriate place). The Applicant further submits that the 

above-mentioned Forms have been e-filed, therefore bear the digital signature of the 

agent of the Applicant, whose name is indicated in the respective Forms. The as-

filed Form 26 includes the ink signature of the Applicant. The Applicant submits 

herewith fresh Form 1 bearing the name of the agent of the Applicant and the digital 

signature of the agent of the Applicant. The Controller is thereby requested to 

withdraw the present objection.  

42) (2) This objection has been addressed above under Paragraph 39 of the 

present document. The Applicant submits that the as-filed Form 3, the as-filed Form 

5, and the as-filed Form 18 have been filed at the time of filing the Indian patent 

application. The Applicant further submits that the application number for an Indian 

patent application is issued after the filing of said Indian patent application and 
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therefore the application number is not available during filing for the Applicant to 

mention it in the above-mentioned Forms. Nevertheless, the Applicant submits 

herewith fresh copies of Form 3, Form 5, and Form 18 including the Indian patent 

application number. The Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present 

requirement. 

43) (3) The Applicant submits herewith a separate list of reference numerals with 

corresponding components of the claimed invention on a separate sheet. The 

Controller is thereby requested to withdraw the present objection. 

 

PRAYER 

It is therefore prayed that: 

(a)  the objections may be dropped; 

(b) the application may be favorably considered for early grant; and 

(c) a personal hearing may be granted in the event of any outstanding 

issue. 

 

Dated: 24 February 2021 

GAURAV GUPTA  

IN/PA-2234 

OF LAKSHMIKUMARAN AND SRIDHARAN 

AGENT FOR THE APPLICANT 

 

To  

The Controller of Patents 

The Patent Office, at New Delhi 

 

Enclosures: 

1. Amended claims (clean version)  

2. Amended claims (marked-up version) 
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3. Fresh Form 1 

4. Fresh Form 3 

5. Fresh Form 5 

6. Fresh Form 18 

7. List of reference numerals 
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LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS 

 

100 – Extrusion assembly 

102 – Extruder 

104 – Annular die  5 

106 – Slotted tube 

108 – Hopper 

110 – Extruder screw 
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114 – Air inlet  10 

116 – Sizing die 

118 – Water bath 

120 – Plurality of rollers  
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COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 

The following specification describes the invention and the manner in which it is to be 

performed. 
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TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present subject matter, in general, relates to manufacturing of 

stents and, in particular, to extrusion of polymer tubes for manufacturing of stents 5 

from these tubes. 

 

BACKGROUND  

[0002] Stents are widely used medical devices that are implanted within 

ducts and blood vessels in a patient’s body to open and heal narrowed arteries and 10 

constrictive lumen. Stents include a tube like structure with a crimped portion that 

is generally coated with a drug. The tube like structure of the stents may be 

manufactured using different materials, such as metals, and bioresorbable polymer 

material, and may have different characteristics and affect on a human body based 

on the material used. For example, metallic stents having metallic tube like 15 

structures are permanent in nature and once implanted in the blood vessel or duct 

of the patient’s body, remain in the duct for the rest of the patient’s life. The 

presence of metal may prevent the blood vessel from having its natural 

characteristics, such as natural variation in vascular tone. However, bioresorbable 

polymeric stents, after having implanted into the patient’s body, are resorbed on 20 

its own in the patient’s body after a time span through hydrolysis.  

[0003] The tube like structure of the bioresorbable polymeric stents, 

referred to as a polymer tube, is generally manufactured through an extrusion 

process. The polymer tube is extruded in such a manner that the polymer tube 

attains mechanical and physical properties, such as radial stiffness, to bear 25 

pressure and load when implanted within the patient’s body. The mechanical and 

physical properties of the polymer tube also depend upon design and material of 

the polymer tube used during the extrusion process. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] The detailed description is described with reference to the 

accompanying figures. In the figures, the left-most digit of a reference number 

identifies the figure in which the reference number first appears. The same 

numbers are used throughout the figures to reference the same elements. 5 

[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates an extrusion assembly, in accordance with an 

implementation of the present subject matter;  

[0006] FIG. 2(a) illustrates a slotted tube, in accordance with an 

implementation of the present subject matter; 

[0007] FIG. 2(b) illustrates a slotted tube, in accordance with an 10 

implementation of the present subject matter; 

[0008] FIG. 2(c) illustrates a slotted tube, in accordance with an 

implementation of the present subject matter; 

[0009] FIG. 2(d) illustrates a slotted tube, in accordance with an 

implementation of the present subject matter.  15 

 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0010] Generally, stents are manufactured from tubes that are obtained 

through an extrusion process. In the extrusion process, a molten form of a 

polymer material is passed through a die opening to obtain a polymer tube. The 20 

polymer tube is then pulled in a longitudinal direction, at a certain temperature 

and strain, through rollers. The pulling of the polymer tube in the longitudinal 

direction stretches the polymer tube longitudinally and provides physical property 

of bearing longitudinal stress to the polymer tube. After completion of the process 

of extruding and pulling the polymer tube, the polymer tube is subjected to blow 25 

molding wherein the polymer tube is radially expanded by blowing air into the 

polymer tube to increase the diameter of the polymer tube. The radial expansion 

of the polymer tube may be performed at a different temperature and strain than 
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the temperature and strain during the extrusion of the polymer tube. Thereafter, 

the polymer tube is subjected to stent profile cutting for obtaining multiple stents.  

[0011] However, having a two step process of longitudinally expanding 

the polymer tube in a first step and radially expanding the polymer tube in a 

second step may expose the polymer tube to different environments, thereby 5 

making the polymer tube vulnerable to contamination and affecting the overall 

quality of the polymer tube. Further, the two step process may involve additional 

resources, equipment and devices for manufacturing the polymer tube, thereby 

incurring additional cost. Also, such a process is observed to have a lot of wastage 

of the polymer material in both the steps of longitudinal expansion and radial 10 

expansion, that makes the overall process inefficient and reduce the yield for a 

medical grade polymer, which is exorbitantly expensive. 

[0012] According to example implementations of the present subject 

matter, techniques for extruding polymer tubes are described. The described 

techniques prevent any additional step in manufacturing the polymer tubes 15 

thereby saving cost and material wastage. Further, the techniques described in the 

present subject matter prevent any contamination of the polymer tubes. 

[0013] In an example implementation of the present subject matter, an 

extrusion assembly to extrude a polymer tube, for manufacturing stents, is 

described. The extrusion assembly includes an extruder, an annular die, and a 20 

slotted tube. The extruder includes a hopper, an extruding screw, and an outlet 

having a specific diameter. The annular die includes a first end, a second end, and 

a circular opening and is coaxially coupled to the extruder at the first end. In an 

example, the annular die is in fluid communication with the extruder to receive a 

polymer melt from the extruder. The diameter of the circular opening is less than 25 

or equal to the specific diameter of the outlet of the extruder.  

[0014] In an example, the slotted tube includes a first end and a second 

end, and is coupled to the annular die at the first end. The slotted tube is coupled 

to the annular die such that a portion of the slotted tube is surrounded by the 

annular die. Further, the slotted tube and the annular die are arranged such that the 30 
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slotted tube is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die. The 

slotted tube includes multiple through holes extending from inner surface to outer 

surface of the slotted tube. Further, an air inlet is coupled to the slotted tube to 

provide flow of pressurized air or gas to the slotted tube.  

[0015] In an example, polymer pellets are fed to the extruder through the 5 

hopper. The polymer pellets are crushed by rotational motion of the extruder 

screw to obtain a viscous and molten form of the polymer pellets, referred to as 

polymer melt, hereinafter. The polymer melt is then pushed towards the outlet of 

the extruder by the extruder screw and then released through the outlet of the 

extruder. The polymer melt released through the outlet is then passed through the 10 

circular opening of the annular die to extrude the polymer tube. As the slotted tube 

is coupled to the circular opening, the polymer tube extruded out of the annular 

die moves over the slotted tube such that the polymer tube surrounds the slotted 

tube without making any surface contact with the slotted tube.  

[0016] In an example implementation of the present subject matter, 15 

pressurized air may be provided to the slotted tube through the air inlet. The 

pressurized air is then supplied to the polymer tube passing over the slotted tube 

through the multiple through holes, thereby radially expanding the polymer tube. 

In an example, the amount and pressure of the supplied pressurized air may be 

regulated based on extent of radial expansion for the polymer tube. The polymer 20 

tube passing over the slotted tube is also simultaneously pulled by multiple rollers 

to longitudinally stretch the polymer tube. After reaching the multiple rollers, the 

polymer tube is further processed to obtain one or more stents. 

[0017] Thus, the extrusion assembly described in the present subject 

matter provides efficient extrusion of polymer tubes whereby the polymer tubes 25 

are radially expanded and longitudinally expanded in a one process step. The 

radial and longitudinal expansion in the same process step prevents use of 

additional resources and devices, and makes the overall process cost efficient. 

Further, the extrusion assembly prevents contamination of the polymer tubes and 

reduces wastage of the expensive polymer material. 30 
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[0018] The following description describes the extrusion assembly and its 

uses in detail. While aspects of the extrusion assembly can be implemented in any 

number of different applications, the extrusion assembly as per the present subject 

matter is described in the context of the following exemplary implementations. 

[0019] FIG. 1 illustrates an extrusion assembly 100, in accordance with an 5 

implementation of the present subject matter. The extrusion assembly 100 may 

include an extruder 102, an annular die 104, and a slotted tube 106. The extruder 

102 includes a hopper 108, an extruder screw 110, and an outlet 112. 

[0020] In an example implementation, the extruder 102 may be a tube 

extruder for extruding tube like plastic or polymer structures. The extruder 102 10 

may be one of a single screw extruder, twin or multiple screw extruder, and a ram 

extruder based on number or type of extruder screw 110 within the extruder 102. 

Further, the extruder screw may be a standard screw, a barrier screw to block 

polymer melt from surrounding polymer pellets, and a mixing screw to allow 

mixing of additives to the polymer pellets before extrusion. In an example, the 15 

outlet 112 has a specific diameter. 

[0021] The annular die 104 is coupled to the outlet 112 of the extruder 102 

at a first end and has a circular opening (not shown in the figure) with a diameter. 

In an example, the annular die 104 is coupled to the extruder 102 such that the 

outlet 112 and the circular opening of the annular die 104 are aligned coaxially 20 

with each other and the annular die 104 and the extruder 102 are in fluid 

communication with each other. In an example, the annular die 104 may be one of 

a single cavity die or a multiple cavity die. In an example, the annular die 104 

may be adjustable to change the diameter of the circular opening. The diameter of 

the circular opening is either less than or equal to the diameter of the outlet 112 of 25 

the extruder 102.  

[0022] The first end of the slotted tube 106 is coupled to the annular die 

104 such that a portion of the slotted tube 106 is surrounded by the annular die 

104 and the slotted tube 106 is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the 

annular die 104. In an example, the annular die 104 may include a seating 30 
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arrangement to which the slotted tube 106 may be inserted or placed. The slotted 

tube 106 may be a hollow cylindrical body having multiple through holes 

extending from inner surface to outer surface of the slotted tube. As would be 

understood that a slotted tube with diameter less than the diameter of the circular 

opening is coupled to the annular 104 such that a polymer tube extruded out of the 5 

circular opening is passed over the slotted tube and air can be blown into the 

polymer tube through the multiple through holes of the slotted tube for radial 

expansion of the moving polymer tube.  

[0023] In an example, the diameter of the slotted tube is within the range 

of about 1.0 -2.5 millimeter (mm) and the length of the slotted tube may be within 10 

the range of about 6-60 mm. Further, the extrusion assembly 100 comprises an air 

inlet 114 coupled to the slotted tube 106 for supplying pressurized air or gas into 

the slotted tube 106. For sake of explanation, the annular die 104, the slotted tube 

106, and the air inlet 114, in combination, are also referred to as slotted tube 

assembly. 15 

[0024] In an example implementation of the present subject matter, the 

multiple through holes are arranged in different patterns over the outer surface of 

the slotted tube 106. The different patterns of the multiple holes on the slotted 

tube 106, as per different implementations of the present subject matter, have been 

described later with respect to forthcoming figures.  20 

[0025] The extrusion assembly 100 further includes a sizing die 116, a 

water bath 118 and multiple rollers 120. In an example implementation, the sizing 

die 116 may be a flat faced die or a conical die. The sizing die 116 has an 

adjustable opening with a diameter to pass the polymer tube. The diameter of the 

adjustable opening of the sizing die 116 may be adjustable, and the sizing die 118 25 

may modulate size parameters of the polymer tube through the adjustable 

opening. In an example, the size parameters may include diameter and thickness 

of the polymer tube. The water bath 118 may include a container to store water 

through which the polymer tube is passed for cooling and hardening. The multiple 

rollers 120 are positioned after the water bath 118 to rotate and pull the polymer 30 
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tube after the polymer tube is passed through the water bath 118. In an example, 

the multiple rollers 120 may include two rollers. The rollers 120 may include a 

gripping element, such as a jaw or a clamp.  

[0026] In operation, the polymer pellets are fed to the extruder 102 

through the hopper 108. In an example, the polymer pellets may be of a polymer 5 

material including a bioresorbable material that is a naturally dissolvable and can 

dissolve in a patient’s body with time. Examples of the polymer material include 

Polylactic acid (PLA), Poly Hydroxy Alkanoate (PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL), 

and Polyglycolic acid (PGA). The polymer pellets get crushed and grinded 

through rotational motion of the extruder screw 110 to obtain a molten form of 10 

polymer material, referred to as polymer melt, hereinafter. Thereafter, a thin 

thread or wire of the polymer melt is passed through the extruder 102, the annular 

die 104, the sizing die 116, and the water bath 118 to the rollers 120. In an 

example, the extruder screw 110 rotates at low rotations per minute (rpm) as a low 

rpm is initially required for passing the wire of the polymer material to the rollers 15 

120. In one example, the rpm value may vary in between 1-3 rpm when the thread 

of the polymer melt is passed through the extruder 102. The wire is then wrapped 

around the gripping element of the rollers 120. The wire so wrapped around the 

gripping element allows pulling of the polymer tube from the extruder 102, sizing 

die 116, and the water bath 118 by the rollers 120.  20 

[0027] In an example implementation, the polymer melt is gradually 

pushed towards the outlet 112 of the extruder by the rotational motion of the 

extruder screw 110 to pass the polymer melt through the outlet 112. After passing 

through the outlet 112, the polymer melt is passed through the circular opening of 

the annular die 104 to extrude polymer tube from the polymer melt. In an 25 

example, the annular die may be maintained at a specific temperature, as a low 

temperature may extrude highly viscous polymeric tube that is difficult to expand 

through pressurized air supplied subsequently for radial expansion. In an example, 

the temperature of the annular die 104 may be within the range of about 180 - 200 

0
C. Further, the low temperature causes development of excessive back pressure 30 
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in the extruder 102 and chokes the circular opening. However, if the temperature 

is high, then the polymer tube may drool due to lower viscosity and it becomes 

difficult to maintain the shape of the polymer tube during application of 

pressurized air or gas. 

[0028]  It would be understood that when the polymer melt is gradually 5 

pushed by the extruder screw 110 for extrusion of the polymer tube, the polymer 

tube is also pulled simultaneously by the rollers 120 through the thread. The 

polymer tube passing through the circular opening of the annular die 104 is then 

passed over the slotted tube 106.  

[0029] In an example, the polymer tube passing over the slotted tube 106 10 

may surround the slotted tube. In an example, pressurized air is supplied to the 

slotted tube 106 through the air inlet 114. The pressurized air is then supplied to 

the polymer tube surrounding the slotted tube 106 such that air is blown into the 

polymer tube and the polymer tube expands radially. The expansion of the 

polymer tube radially increases the diameter of the polymer tube and aligns the 15 

polymer chains of the polymer tube radially. In such an alignment, the polymer 

chains get closely packed in the radial direction and provide strength to bear radial 

stress. This enhances mechanical properties, such as radial stiffness for bearing 

the radial stress to the polymer tube. In an example, the amount of pressurized air 

may be supplied based on the expansion needed for the polymer tube.  20 

[0030] After the polymer tube is expanded, the polymer tube is passed 

through the adjustable opening of the sizing die 116. During passing of the 

polymer tube through the adjustable opening, the sizing parameters such as 

diameter and thickness of the polymer tube, may be regulated by adjusting the 

diameter of the adjustable opening. For instance, if the diameter of the adjustable 25 

opening is reduced, then the diameter of the polymer tube passing through the 

opening also reduces. As would be understood that the polymer tube passed 

through the opening of the sizing die 116 is not rigid and may have to be hardened 

for further processing. Therefore, the polymer tube is passed through the container 

of the water bath 118. The passing of the polymer tube through the water bath 118 30 
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lowers the temperature and hardens the polymer tube. Further, the water bath 118 

prevents further stretching of the polymer tube in radial and axial direction. If the 

passing of the polymer tube through the water bath 118 is not performed in a 

timely manner, then due to semi molten state of polymer, the polymer tube may be 

continuously stretched under the applied radial and axial forces and may cause a 5 

change in tube dimension that is undesirable. The polymer tube is simultaneously 

pulled by the rollers 120 after passing through the water bath 118. In an example, 

the pulling of the polymer tube through the rollers 120 is performed in such a 

manner that the polymer chains are aligned axially and are closely packed to 

provide enhanced mechanical properties to bear longitudinal stress. In an 10 

example, various parameters such as pressure of the pressurized air and roller 

speed may be regulated to alter alignment of the polymer chains. 

[0031] In an example, the thickness of the polymer tubes extruded is 

within the range of about 100-150 micrometer (µm). Thereafter, the polymer tube 

is processed for obtaining multiple stents from the polymer tube by forming a 15 

stent substrate from the polymer tube and cutting a stent profile on the stent 

substrate. In an example, the stent profile cutting may be performed using one of a 

cold laser technique or a femtosecond laser technique. 

[0032] Thus, the extrusion assembly 100 allows biaxial expansion of 

polymer tubes which enhances the mechanical properties of the extruded tubes 20 

simultaneously in radial and axial directions. The enhanced mechanical properties 

make the polymer tubes suitable for medical devices, such as vascular stent 

applications and peripheral nerve conduits.  

[0033] To observe the physical and mechanical properties of the polymer 

tubes extruded through the extrusion assembly 100, an experiment was conducted. 25 

In the experiment, the physical and mechanical properties of the polymer tubes 

obtained through the extrusion assembly 100 were measured and compared with 

the properties of polymer tubes obtained using conventional techniques. The 

results of the experiment have been captured in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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[0034] Table 1 captures Young’s modulus value for the polymer tubes 

extruded using the extrusion assembly 100 compared to polymer tubes extruded 

using conventional techniques. The data shown in the Table 1 is based on average 

of values obtained in 10 tests performed on the polymer tubes. 

 5 

Table 1: Young’s Modulus comparision  

[0035] As would be understood that Young’s modulus is indicative of 

elastic properties of the polymer tubes of bearing stress. In the Table 1, the left 

column includes the Young’s modulus value for the polymer tubes extruded using 

conventional techniques and the right column shows the Young’s modulus value 10 

for the polymer tubes extruded using the extrusion assembly 100. It can be clearly 

seen that the Young’s modulus value for the polymer tube is higher than that of the 

conventionally extruded tubes thereby providing enhanced elastic property to the 

polymer tube extruded through the extrusion assembly 100. It is observed that the 

polymer tubes have higher Young’s modulus because of enhanced molecular chain 15 

orientation along the direction of applied pressurized air during radial expansion 

of the polymer tubes.  

[0036] Table 2 provides a comparison of average burst pressure of the 

polymer tubes extruded through the extrusion assembly 100 and polymer tubes 

obtained through conventional techniques. The data shown in the Table 2 is based 20 

on about 10 specimens. 

 

Table 2 Avergae Burst Pressure 
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[0037] In the Table 2, the left column includes average burst pressure of 

the extruded tube using conventional techniques with an average thickness of 

0.1445 millimeter (mm) and tube diameter of 3.002 mm. The right column 

includes average burst pressure of the extruded tube using extrusion assembly 100 

with an average thickness of 0.1457 millimeter (mm) and tube diameter of 2.982 5 

mm. The higher value of average burst pressure provides enhanced mechanical 

properties of bearing radial compressive force exerted by a lumen or a blood 

vessel. It is observed that the higher value of average burst pressure is because of 

polymer chain orientation in the circumferential direction due to force applied by 

the pressurized air or gas during radial expansion. 10 

[0038] Further, the pulling of the polymer tube longitudinally and 

expanding the polymer tube radially in the same process reduces wastage of the 

polymer material and prevents use of additional equipment thereby reducing cost. 

Further, such a process prevents contamination of the polymer tubes. 

[0039] The various predefined pattern of the multiple through holes on the 15 

slotted tube 106 are described with reference to Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c), and 

Fig. 2(d) respectively.  

[0040] Fig. 2(a) illustrates a slotted tube 106 having a regular pattern of 

through holes, according to an implementation of the present subject matter. In an 

example, the predefined pattern of the through holes may be understood as 20 

distribution of the through holes in multiple rows and columns with each row and 

column having number of through holes. Further, as per a predefined pattern, 

distance between consecutive through holes in a row and in a column may vary.  

[0041] In the regular pattern, the distance between consecutive through 

holes in a column is ‘D’ and distance between consecutive through holes in a row 25 

is ‘l’. The slotted tube may have a length of ‘L’ and the diameter of each through 

hole is ‘d’. In an example, the length ‘L’ of the slotted tube is within the range of 

about 6-60 mm and the diameter ‘d’ of the through holes may be within the range 

of about 100 – 1000 µm. Further, the thickness of the slotted tube is ‘t’. In one 

example, the thickness ‘t’ may be about 0.70 millimeter (mm). It would be 30 
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understood that amount of the pressurized air and pattern of flow of the 

pressurized air from the through holes is based on distribution of the through 

holes and type or shape of the through holes on the slotted tube 106.   

[0042] Fig. 2(b) illustrates an example slotted tube 106 having alternate 

arrangement of the through holes according to an implementation of the present 5 

subject matter. In the alternate arrangement, each through hole has a diameter ‘d’ 

and consecutive through holes in a column are separated by a distance ‘D’ and 

consecutive through holes in a row are separated by a distance ‘l2’. In an example, 

the distance ‘l2’ and ‘D’ between through holes may be equal to diameter of a 

through hole, i.e., within the range of about 100 – 1000 µm.  Further, the length of 10 

the slotted tube 106 is ‘L’ and the thickness of the slotted tube 106 is ‘t’. The 

variables ‘d’, ‘D’, ‘l2’, ‘t’ and ‘L’ are numerical values representing units of length 

in mm. In an example, the through holes in the alternate pattern are conical in 

shape with the through holes having a wide opening at the outer surface and 

narrow opening at the inner surface. Further, the through holes may subtend 15 

different angles, such as ‘α’ and ‘β’, with a central axis of the slotted tube 106 

based on the position of a through hole on the surface of the slotted tube 106. In 

one example, the values of ‘α’ and ‘β’ may be within the range of about 1-30 

degrees.  

[0043] Fig. 2(c) illustrates an example of the slotted tube 106 having a 20 

spiral arrangement of the through holes according to an implementation of the 

present subject matter. In the spiral arrangement, the consecutive through holes in 

a row and in a column are spaced at an equal distance and each through hole has a 

diameter ‘d’ and thickness ‘t’ of the slotted tube. In an example, the spiral 

arrangement of the through holes allows the air to flow out in a spiral manner. 25 

[0044] Fig. 2(d) illustrates an example slotted tube 106 having multiple 

through holes with varying diameter according to an implementation of the 

present subject matter. In such an arrangement, the varying diameters may either 

be in an increasing order or a decreasing order. For instance, in a row the through 

holes from left to right have diameters in an increasing order, such as ‘d1’, ‘d2’, 30 
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‘d3’, ‘d4’, and ‘d5’ with diameter ‘d1’ being the shortest of the diameters of the 

through holes and the diameter d5 being the longest. In an example, the diameters 

‘d1’, ‘d2’, ‘d3’, ‘d4’, and ‘d5’ of the through holes may be within the range of about 

100 – 1000 µm. Further, the distance between the through holes in a row is ‘D’. It 

would be understood that the amount of air flowing out of the through holes may 5 

vary based on diameter of the through holes.  

[0045] In an example, the slotted tube 106 with such an arrangement of 

through holes is positioned such that the through holes with the shorter diameters 

are arranged closer to the annular die 104 and the through holes with larger 

diameters are aligned on the opposite side. As would be understood that the 10 

polymer tube extruded through the annular die 104 is generally at a high 

temperature and is in a semi-solid state, and when the polymer tube approaches 

opposite end of the slotted tube 106, the polymer tube gradually cools down and 

solidifies. Therefore, less amount of air may be used to expand the polymer tube 

at semi-solid state and large amount of air may be used for expanding the polymer 15 

tube which is going to become solid. The through holes with shorter diameter 

supplies less amount of air to the polymer tube when the polymer tube in the 

semi-solid state and the through holes with larger diameters supply high amount 

of air to expand the solidified polymer tube thereby providing uniform expansion 

of the polymer tube.  20 

[0046] Thus, the extrusion assembly 100 may provide polymer tubes with 

enhanced mechanical and physical properties of radial and longitudinal stiffness. 

Further, the polymer tubes are also observed to have higher burst strength and 

elastic properties as compared to polymer tube extruded through conventional 

techniques.  25 

[0047] Although implementations for the extrusion assembly, as per the 

present subject matter, have been described in a language specific to structural 

features and/or applications, it is to be understood that the present subject 

matter is not necessarily limited to the specific features or applications 
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described. Rather, the specific features and applications are disclosed as 

exemplary implementations. 
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I/We claim: 

1.  An extrusion assembly comprising:  

an extruder having an outlet with a specific diameter, wherein the 

extruder is to release through the outlet a polymer melt; 

an annular die having a first end, a second end and a circular opening, 5 

coaxially coupled to the extruder, wherein diameter of the annular die is less 

than or equal to the specific diameter, and wherein the annular die is in fluid 

communication with the extruder such that the annular die is to pass the 

polymer melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube having its one end coupled to the annular die such that a 10 

portion of the slotted tube is surrounded by the annular die and the slotted 

tube is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die, wherein 

the slotted tube further comprises a plurality of through holes extending from 

inner surface of the slotted tube to outer surface of the slotted tube; and 

an air inlet coupled to the slotted tube to provide a flow of pressurized 15 

air into the slotted tube, wherein the slotted tube is to supply the pressurized 

air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer tube. 

 

2. The extrusion assembly as claimed in claim 1 further comprising:  

a sizing die having an adjustable opening, wherein the sizing die is to 20 

modulate, through the adjustable opening, size parameters of the polymer 

tube;  

a water bath coupled to the sizing die, wherein the water bath 

comprises a container to store water, and wherein the water bath is to allow 

the polymer tube through it for cooling and hardening the polymer tube;  25 

a plurality of rollers to rotate in a predetermined direction to apply a 

pulling axial force on the polymer tube extruded out of the annular die, 

wherein the polymer tube passes the sizing die and the water bath to reach the 

rollers. 

 30 
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3. The extrusion assembly as claimed in claim 2, wherein the plurality of rollers 

comprises at least two rollers for applying the pulling force to the polymer 

tube.  

 

4. The extrusion assembly as claimed in claim 1, wherein the plurality of through 5 

holes is distributed in a predefined arrangement on the outer surface of the 

slotted tube. 

 

5. The extrusion assembly as claimed in claim 3, wherein the predefined 

arrangement is a spiral arrangement. 10 

 

6. A polymer tube manufactured using an extrusion assembly as claimed in any 

one of the preceding claims. 

 

7.  A slotted tube assembly comprising: 15 

an annular die having a first end, a second end, and a circular opening, 

wherein the annular die is to pass, through the circular opening, a polymer 

melt for extrusion into a polymer tube; 

a slotted tube having its one end coupled to the annular die such that a 

portion of the slotted tube is surrounded by the annular die and the slotted 20 

tube is coaxially aligned with the circular opening of the annular die, wherein 

the slotted tube further comprises a plurality of through holes extending from 

inner surface of the slotted tube to outer surface of the slotted tube; and 

an air inlet coupled to the slotted tube to provide a flow of pressurized 

air into the slotted tube, wherein the slotted tube is to supply the pressurized 25 

air outwards, through the plurality of through holes, into the polymer tube. 

 

8. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein the plurality of 

through holes are distributed in a predefined arrangement on the outer surface 

of the slotted tube.  30 
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9. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 7, wherein the predefined 

arrangement is a spiral arrangement. 

 

10. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein the polymer melt is 

of a polymer material including at least one of Polylactic Acid (PLA), Poly 5 

Hydroxy Alkanoate (PHA), Polycaprolactone (PCL), and Polyglycolic Acid 

(PGA). 

 

11. The slotted tube assembly as claimed in claim 6, wherein the diameter of the 

slotted tube is about 1.5-2.0 millimeter (mm). 10 
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ABSTRACT 

POLYMER TUBES FOR MANUFACTURING STENTS 

An extrusion assembly (100) is described. The extrusion assembly (100) 

includes an extruder (102), an annular die (104), and a slotted tube (106). The 

extruder (102) includes an outlet (112) to release a polymer melt. The annular die 

(104) includes a first end, a second end and a circular opening and is coaxially 

coupled to the extruder (102). Further, the annular die (104) is in fluid 

communication with the extruder (102) to pass the polymer melt. The slotted tube 

(106) is coaxially coupled to the annular die (104) such that a portion of the 

slotted tube (106) is surrounded by the annular die (104). The slotted tube (106) 

comprises multiple through holes to supply air or gas to a polymer tube. The 

extrusion assembly (100) includes an air inlet (114) coupled to the slotted tube 

(106) to provide flow of pressurized air or gas into the slotted tube (106).  

 

<<To be published with FIG. 1>> 
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS AND PRIORITY 

The present application does not claim priority from any patent application. 

 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to a device, method and system for 

exposing, positioning and stabilizing an organ or tissue, and more particularly 5 

relates to a device and system capable of exposing, positioning, stabilizing and/or 

holding a heart during cardiac surgery. 

 

BACKGROUND 

Ever growing stress and rapid lifestyle changes experienced in the last few decades 10 

have contributed to escalating coronary artery disease which is one of the major 

clinical conditions affecting the world at large and leads to morbidity and mortality. 

It can lead to insufficient blood flow to various areas of the heart causing discomfort 

of angina and the risk of ischemia as well as acute blockage of coronary blood flow 

resulting in irreversible damage to the myocardial tissue including myocardial 15 

infarction and the risk of death. Many available treatments include endovascular or 

percutaneous treatments using techniques such as balloon angioplasty, 

atherectomy, laser ablation, stents, and the like. 

An alternative technique is to perform a coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) 

procedure. CABG surgery, also known as “heart bypass” surgery, which generally 20 

entails the use of a graft or conduit to bypass the coronary obstruction and, thereby 

provide blood flow to the downstream ischemic heart tissues. The procedure is 

generally lengthy, traumatic and subject to patient risk. Among the risk factors 

involved is the use of a cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) circuit, also known as a 

“heart-lung machine”, to both pump blood and oxygenate the blood so that the 25 

patient's heart may be stopped during the surgery, with its function performed by 

the CPB circuit. 
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Due to the risks incurred during cardiopulmonary bypass, beating heart bypass 

surgery techniques have been developed to allow coronary artery bypass without 

cardiopulmonary bypass. Several systems are presently available which attempt to 

immobilize epicardial tissue in the immediate vicinity of an anastomosis site 

through a pressure stabilizer employing a simple mechanical fork. Such a device 5 

stabilizes the heart by pressing a fork downwards onto the heart surface. The fork 

is typically mounted to an elongated shaft, which in turn is typically mounted to a 

retractor, which holds the patient’s ribs apart to create an operative window. 

Angular movement of the shaft relative to the retractor in some cases is 

accomplished by means of a turret, which may be clamped in its desired rotational 10 

position. Longitudinal movement of the shaft relative to the retractor is typically 

allowed as well, and clamping mechanisms are typically provided to allow 

clamping of the shaft to the turret and locking of the fork relative to the shaft. 

Such stabilization systems instead employ a comparatively long, flexible arm 

carrying a pair of suction paddles or foot pads at its distal end. During use, the arm 15 

is typically secured to a surgical spreader or retractor, holding the patient's ribs apart 

to create an operative window. The foot pads are placed on either side of the 

anastomosis site and suction is applied to grip and immobilize the surface of the 

heart. Thereafter, tension is applied along the length of the arm to lock the arm in 

its position and to lock the position of the foot pads relative to the arm. 20 

In the prior art, the use of flexible articulating arm which provides a heart 

positioning device for positioning, manipulating, holding, grasping, immobilizing 

and/or stabilizing a heart is known. However, such devices suffer from several 

drawbacks.  

Firstly, such devices are made from materials which possess little specific strength 25 

and are also not immune to corrosion. For example, some state of art technologies 

use aluminium, iron, zinc, tin, steel, copper, bronze etc., some of which are prone 

to rust and corrosion and which are additionally heavy to carry and possess little 

specific strength. This renders the device useless after a few uses, necessitating the 
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need for replacement which is both unsustainable and cost intensive. Further such 

devices are not autoclavable further reducing their potential for sustainable reuse. 

Secondly, most devices are extremely bulky, difficult to operate and need labour 

assistance since they are to be operated manually. This is not just tedious but also 

dangerous from the safety perspective because this increases the possibility of 5 

human error.  

Thirdly, the tension necessary to be applied to the device for facilitating the accurate 

holding, spreading, exposing, strengthening and tightening functions is not 

uniformly applied because the tension creating stranded ropes are usually made up 

of materials like plastics which cannot withstand the required tension.  10 

Resultantly, the lack of uniform tension application results in a loosened grip and 

reduced efficiency of clamping which causes tremors, shaking, vibration etc. of the 

tissue / heart held, spread, exposed, strengthened or tightened by the said device. 

This is extremely dangerous since it can affect various parameters of the left atrium 

or overall cardiac parameters due to sudden fall or vibration during the holding, 15 

spreading, exposing, strengthening and tightening functions. 

Thus, what is needed is a device for positioning, stabilizing, and exposing of a tissue 

during, wherein the device may be made from a material which is autoclavable, 

strong and corrosion free with high specific strength and wherein the device is 

operatable via a motor to avoid human error and can withstand sustained tension to 20 

reduce tremors of tissue / heart during positioning stabilizing and exposing 

functions. Accordingly, the present invention which provides for titanium reusable 

motorized surgical tool for positioning stabilizing and exposing of heart, is of 

significance and may solve long-standing pressing need.  

 25 

SUMMARY 

This summary is provided to introduce aspects related to a device, method and 

system for positioning an organ or tissue, and more particularly relates to a device 
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and system capable of exposing, positioning, stabilizing and/or holding a heart 

during cardiac surgery. This summary is however not intended to disclose essential 

features of the innovation, nor is it intended to determine, limit or restrict the scope 

of the innovation. 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 5 

stabilizing of a tissue during, wherein the device may comprise a flexible, 

articulating arm, a base assembly, a turret assembly mounted on said base assembly, 

a tension creating means, a controlling assembly and a jaw-type coupling 

mechanism, are disclosed. 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 10 

stabilizing of a tissue during, wherein the device may include a flexible, articulating 

arm with hollow core, attached to a base assembly at its proximal end and may 

include a fixing means for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading 

systems at its distal end, are disclosed. The device may further include a turret 

assembly mounted on said base assembly through an associated pivot, which may 15 

facilitate rotation of proximal end of said flexible arm relative to said base 

assembly. The device may further include a controlling assembly comprising of a 

round nut and threaded rod mechanism operated either manually or through a high 

torque DC motor with attached gearbox assembly. The device may further include 

a tension creating means, controlled by said controlling mechanism, which may 20 

comprise a tension member attached to said fixing means at distal end and to said 

controlling assembly at proximal end and passing through entire body of said 

flexible arm to apply tension at said fixing means for plurality of functions, wherein 

said tension member may comprise of a stainless-steel stranded rope of a 

predetermined thickness. The device may also include a jaw-type coupling 25 

mechanism to connect body of said flexible arm to said high-torque motor with gear 

assembly for rotation of the round nut threaded rod mechanism, wherein said 

coupling mechanism may enable removable attachment of said high torque DC 

motor with attached gearbox for movement of the nut-threaded rod mechanism. 
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In another aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during, wherein the device may include a flexible, 

articulating arm with hollow core, attached to a base assembly at its proximal end 

and may include a fixing means for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading systems at its distal end, are disclosed in accordance with an aspect of the 5 

invention described above. The device may comprise a manual means for rotational 

movement of the round nut threaded rod mechanism, wherein the manual means 

may comprise of a handle connected with the round nut threaded rod mechanism 

instead of the jaw-type coupling mechanism for the device comprising motorized 

means, in accordance with an aspect of the invention.   10 

In another aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the flexible arm, the turret 

assembly, the fixing means for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading systems and the controlling assembly of said device may be made from 

a transition metal with high specific strength and anti-corrosive properties which 15 

makes said device lightweight, autoclavable and reusable. 

In still another aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, 

positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the device may 

contain a vacuum tube connected to a centralised suction line that may enable 

holding of said tissue or organ at a pre-determined pressure through suction means 20 

by a plurality of holding systems, are disclosed. 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the flexible arm of the device may 

comprise of up to 22 ring-link structures which may be made from a transition metal 

with high specific strength and anti-corrosive properties enabling autoclaving and 25 

reuse and may be arranged through interlocking joints so as to provide 

predetermined strength, durability, lightness and flexibility, are disclosed. 

In another aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the device may further comprise 
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three distinct locking means for positioning the device in a particular configuration, 

are disclosed. The device may comprise a first locking means on said turret 

assembly to lock the turret assembly on the base assembly in a particular 

configuration. The device may comprise a second locking means operatable 

through a button-like structure at the proximal end which may provide locking of 5 

said flexible arm of the device. The device may further comprise a third locking 

means operatable through the said tension means which when pulled by the nut and 

threaded rod mechanism may provide locking of distal end and fixing means for 

plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems in particular desired 

configuration.  10 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the turret assembly of the device may 

enable additional range of motion of said flexible arm which may be rotated at a 

plurality of angles between 0 degree and 360 degree and wherein said three-locking-

means may enable accurate positioning of said flexible arm, are disclosed. 15 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the tension member may comprise a 

stainless steel stranded rope of at least 2.5 mm thickness which may facilitate 

controlled movement of tissue or organ and may provide the necessary strength to 

said flexible arm for stabilizing cardiac parameters and avoiding undue shaking or 20 

vibration of said tissue or organ. 

In one aspect of the invention, the features of a device for exposing, positioning and 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery, wherein the device may provide for a 

controlling assembly comprising of a nut and threaded rod mechanism to control 

the movement of the tension member and wherein said controlling assembly may 25 

be operated either manually or through a high torque DC motor with attached 

gearbox assembly, are disclosed. 

The foregoing, and other, features and advantages of the invention will become 

further apparent from the following detailed description of preferred embodiments, 
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read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. The detailed description and 

drawings are merely illustrative of the invention rather than limiting, the scope of 

the invention being defined by the appended claims in equivalence thereof. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 5 

The detailed description is given with reference to the accompanying figure. In the 

figure, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the figure in which the 

reference number first appears. The same numbers are used throughout the 

drawings to refer like features and components. 

Figure 1 (100) illustrates a schematic view of a device for exposing, positioning and 10 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery in accordance with the present invention.  

Figure 2 (200) illustrates the detailed interlocking structure of the titanium rings of 

the flexible articulating arm of said device for exposing, positioning and stabilizing 

of a tissue during surgery in accordance with the present invention 

Figure 3 (300) illustrates the arrangement of the three distinct locking means in 15 

accordance with the present invention. 

Figure 4 (400) illustrates the motorized handling mechanism of the device in 

accordance with the present invention. 

The figures depict embodiments of the present disclosure for purposes of 

illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following 20 

description that alternative embodiments of the steps illustrated herein may be 

employed without departing from the principles of the disclosure described herein. 

 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The foregoing detailed description of embodiments is better understood when read 25 

in conjunction with the appended drawings. For the purpose of illustrating the 

disclosure, there are shown in the present document example constructions of the 
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disclosure; however, the disclosure is not limited to the specific design disclosed in 

the document and the drawings. 

The detailed description is provided with reference to the accompanying figures. In 

the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the figure in which 

the reference number first appears. The same numbers are used throughout the 5 

drawings to refer like features and components. 

Referring to Figure 1, in one embodiment the device may comprise a flexible, 

articulating arm (101), attached to a base assembly (102) at its proximal end and 

may include a fixing means (106) for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading systems (107) at its distal end. The device may further include a turret 10 

assembly (103) mounted on said base assembly (102) through an associated pivot, 

which may facilitate rotation of proximal end of said flexible arm (101) relative to 

said base assembly (102) and a locking means on said pivot which may provide for 

locking said turret (103) to base assembly (102). The device may further include a 

controlling assembly (104) comprising of a nut and threaded rod mechanism (401) 15 

operated either manually (105) or through a high torque DC motor with attached 

gearbox assembly (402). The device may further include a tension creating means 

(108), controlled by said controlling mechanism, which may comprise a tension 

member attached to said fixing means (106) at distal end and to said controlling 

assembly (104) at proximal end and passing through entire hollow body of said 20 

flexible arm (101) to apply tension at said fixing means (106) for plurality of 

functions, wherein said tension member may comprise of a stainless-steel stranded 

rope of a predetermined thickness. The device may also include a jaw-type coupling 

mechanism (not shown in the figure) to connect body of said flexible arm (101) to 

said high-torque motor with gear assembly for rotation of the nut-threaded rod 25 

mechanism (401), wherein said coupling mechanism may enable removable 

attachment of said high torque DC motor with attached gearbox (402) for 

movement of the nut-threaded rod mechanism (401). In another embodiment, the 

device may comprise manual means (105) of rotational movement of the nut-

threaded rod mechanism (401) wherein the manual means is facilitated by a handle 30 
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connected to said nut-threaded rod mechanism (401) instead of said jaw-type 

coupling mechanism.  

Figure 2 is a combination figure referring to various constituents of the flexible arm 

(101). Referring to Figure 2, in one embodiment of the present invention, the device 

for exposing, positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a 5 

flexible articulating arm (101) wherein the body of the flexible arm (101) may 

comprise of a transition metal with high specific strength and anti-corrosive 

properties which makes said device lightweight, autoclavable and reusable. The 

body of the flexible arm (101) may comprise multiple ring-like structures (or rings). 

Each ring like structure may comprise a hollow core and be designed in a way to 10 

facilitate accurate inter-linking, fixation and complex and intricate interlocking 

arrangements with adjacent ring like structure to provide the necessary flexibility 

as well as sturdiness to the device. The hollow core of the flexible arm (101) is 

designed so as to enable the continuous presence of the tension member which may 

pass from the controlling mechanism on the proximal end to the fixing means (106) 15 

for a plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) at its 

distal end. The flexible arm (101) length can be modified according to needs by 

adjustments to number, size, length, and other dimensions of the rings. For e.g. 

segments of shorter length provide greater flexibility but come with less and the 

flexible arm (101) may become unstable when a force is applied to the proximal 20 

end and thus accordingly, the user can adjust the length of the device without 

compromising on accurate holding, tightening spreading mechanisms as well as 

without compromising on the strength and sturdiness of the device. Further, the 

flexibility of the flexible arm (101) in the invention may be increased or decreased 

by the provision of a nut (referred to as the second locking means) at the proximal 25 

end at the base assembly (102).  

Referring further to Figure 2, in one embodiment of the present invention, the 

flexible articulating arm (101)  of said device may comprise of multiple rings of 

variable size to provide flexibility and strength and uniform distribution of stress 

along the flexible arm (101), thus preventing excessive wear on any particular ring 30 
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like structure  Each ring of the flexible arm (101) may have variable size having 

outer diameter between 14.99 mm (201) to 20.00 mm  (202) made with a transition 

metal with high specific strength and anti-corrosive properties.  

Referring further to Figure 2, in one embodiment of the present invention, the rings 

of the flexible arm (101) may be manufactured of any substance having sufficient 5 

hardness and strength for the intended purpose and may be preferably made of 

hardened metal. 

Referring further to Figure 2, in one embodiment of the present invention, the 

device for exposing, positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may 

comprise a flexible articulating arm (101) comprising multiple rings wherein the 10 

final ring like structure (203) towards the distal end may comprise a collet (204)- 

ribit (205)- jaw (206) structure with a concave socket ball joint to facilitate the 

attachment of the fixing means (106) for a plurality of tightening, holding, attaching 

or spreading systems (107) at its distal end. The concave ball joint / tip connect may 

also be made from a transition metal with high specific strength and anti-corrosive 15 

properties. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a flexible articulating arm 

(101) wherein the distal end of the flexible arm (101) comprising fixing means 

(106) for a plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) 20 

may be attached through a ball and socket joint or arm collect or universal rotating 

connected ball to the ball joint / tip connect  of the last ring of the multiple ring 

body of the flexible articulating arm (101). The convex ball joint or arm collect or 

universal rotating connected ball may fit in perfectly with the concave ball joint / 

tip connect of the last ring of the multiple ring body of the flexible articulating arm 25 

(101) to provide the necessary strength and compactness to the said device. 

In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the flexible, articulating arm 

(101) of said device may comprise of up to 22 units of said ring-like structures 

which may be connected to a base assembly (102) at its proximal end and to a fixing 
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means (106) for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems 

(107) at its distal end and wherein each of the said rings may comprise of a transition 

metal which can render it autoclavable and reusable, said transition metal being 

more preferably titanium.  

Referring to Figure 3, in one embodiment of the present invention, the device for 5 

exposing, positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a 

three distinct locking means and tension creating means (108) comprising a tension 

member which may go through the entire body of the flexible arm (101) i.e. the 

hollow portion of all of the rings and may be connected to fixing means (106) at 

distal end and to a controlling assembly (104) at proximal end and which may help 10 

apply tension at said fixing means (106) for plurality of functions. The first locking 

means may comprise a small plug-like structure (301) which may comprise of any 

material, more preferably of steel or titanium and may be designed according to the 

turret – base structure design such that once placed in position, the plug-like 

structure (301) firmly locks the turret (103) on the base assembly (102) in a desired 15 

configuration. The second locking means may comprise a small nut like structure 

(302) on the base assembly (102). The nut-like structure (302) may be worked 

through a screwing-unscrewing mechanism. The screwing-unscrewing of the nut-

like structure (302) may facilitate locking the flexible arm (101) of the device with 

the turret assembly (103) and base assembly (102) thus locking the entire device in 20 

a desired configuration to suit the needs of the operating surgeon. The turret (103) 

is freely rotatable around the base assembly (102) within an angle ranging from 0 

degree to 360 degree. The device arm (101) which comprises of up to 22 ring-link 

structures also possesses necessary flexibility so as to enable addition freedom of 

movement for the surgeon during operation. The third locking means (not shown in 25 

figure) may comprise pulling the tension creating means (108) to create tension and 

lock the tension creating means (108) in a particular configuration which in turns 

locks the fixing means (106) at the distal end in a particular configuration by 

hydropressing with the controlling mechanism. This locking of the fixing means 

(106) with a plurality of holding, spreading, exposing, strengthening and tightening 30 

systems (107) enables accurate positioning of the device and also helps ensure that 
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the tissue / organ is held with the necessary strength and does not experience a fall 

or tremor or vibration of any kind. Application of tension by means of handle may 

serve to perform multiple functions, including locking both the proximal and distal 

arms in their desired configurations, rotationally locking the turret assembly (103) 

relative to the base assembly (102), and controlling activating the 5 

spreading/tightening mechanism to spread pods at the fixing means (106) slightly 

apart from one another. Such three distinct locking means ensure the device is 

locked at both the distal and proximal ends in a desired configuration to aid in 

accurate holding, spreading, exposing, strengthening and tightening functions.  

Referring to Figure 4, in an embodiment of the present invention, the controlling 10 

mechanism may comprise a nut and threaded rod mechanism (401) for controlling 

the tension creating means (108) and which may be operated through a high torque 

DC motor with attached gearbox assembly (402). A jaw-type coupling mechanism 

may be used to connect the controlling mechanism and the high torque DC motor 

with attached gearbox assembly (402). The end purpose of the controlling assembly 15 

(104) is to spin either the threaded rod or nut in a “nut-threaded rod” assembly so 

that the actuating mechanism can be realized to control the stabilizer arm (101). 

The gear box may be attached to shaft of the motor to further enhance the torque 

produced which is the driving force for movement of the nut and threaded 

mechanism (401) which in turn helps control the applied tension through tension 20 

creating means (108). The motor shaft of the gear box that delivers the enhanced 

torque may be connected to either nut or threaded rod in the “nut-threaded rod” 

assembly. The system may be electromechanical in nature and may provide precise 

control mechanism (403) over stabilizer arm (101) by controlling the tension of the 

stranded rope. Application of torque through the motor with attached gear box 25 

assembly may tighten the tension means i.e. stainless steel stranded rope and may 

cause the rings to hold against each other in place. The rings may vary in size along 

the length of the arm (101) and immobilization of the rings relative to each other 

during tightening of the tension stranded rope may be facilitated by the shape of the 

hollow core which is flared, having a larger opening with the surface of the 30 

spherical protrusion and a smaller opening through the surface of the spherical 
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indentation. The motor with gear assembly may permit the tightening of the device 

wherein rotational movement of said nut may allow to and fro movement of said 

threaded rod and wherein the to-and-fro movement of said threaded rod enables 

control of said flexible arm (101) and application of tension on the plurality of 

tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) at its distal end for a 5 

plurality of functions. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the motor with gear assembly may 

comprise a high torque DC motor. Gear Box components may be used in 

appropriate gear ratio to achieve the required range of torque. 

In another embodiment of the present invention, a motor with gear assembly may 10 

comprise a high torque DC/stepper motor or a DC servo motor or any other type of 

high torque DC motor with an AC to DC adapter device (404) attached therewith. 

Gear Box components may be used in appropriate gear ratio to achieve the required 

range of torque. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 15 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a controlling mechanism 

which may be operated through a motor with an attached gear box assembly 

wherein the gear box assembly attached to shaft of the DC motor may comprise 

component gears including but not limited to spur, helical, spiral, bevel, worm, 

planetary, zero bevel or combinations thereof. 20 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a controlling assembly 

(104) which may be operated by a high torque DC motor with gear box assembly 

and wherein said high torque DC motor may be operated using mini push buttons 

at the turret assembly (103) of the device, or through attached push buttons 25 

operatable by foot or through any other operatable means to facilitate controlled 

application of torque. The controlled application of torque enables controlled 

movement of the nut-threaded rod assembly (401) which in turn provides a 

controlled uniform tension application on the tension means i.e. stainless steel 
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stranded rope to allow precise and accurate movements of the fixing means (106) 

at the distal end as well as the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading 

systems. In particular, during cardiac surgery this controlled mechanism of uniform 

application of tension devoid of human error and fatalities, may be of great 

assistance to maintain the cardiac parameters of the patient’s heart and other 5 

associated tissues. This is possible because the exact tension applied to the fixing 

means (106) with a plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems 

(107) removes the major tremors of hands due to manual spinning and helps prevent 

sudden falling of the heart held by the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading systems. This may help in stabilizing the left atrium or heart parameters 10 

and may also help in preventing any damages.  

In another embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, 

positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a controlling 

mechanism comprising a nut and threaded rod mechanism (401) which may be 

operated by manual means. The manual means may comprise tightening of a handle 15 

placed at the proximal end of the device which couples the handle to the controlling 

assembly (104) containing a nut-threaded mechanism. The handle may be rotated 

preferentially to permit the tightening of the device wherein rotational movement 

of said nut may allow to-and-fro movement of said threaded rod and wherein the 

to-and-fro movement of said threaded rod enables application of tension by pulling 20 

the tension means and in turns enables control of said flexible arm (101) and 

application of tension on the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading 

systems (107) at its distal end for a plurality of functions. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise mechanical coupling for 25 

the attachment of motor and gear assembly to stabilizer arm (101) which may be 

optionally removable. The mechanical coupling between the nut-threaded rod of 

the stabilizer arm (101) and the shaft of the motor-gear box assembly may be 

provided by utilizing easy to remove mechanical couplings i.e. jaw-type couplings 

or joints inside a socket or any combinations thereof. The jaw-type coupling 30 
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mechanism may help for easy removal of electrical parts which cannot be 

autoclaved from the other autoclavable components. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a tension means comprising 

a tension member prepared from a hardened metal material or any other material 5 

with similar characteristics which represents the internal flexible axis wherein the 

tension stranded rope  runs through the hollow core of the flexible arm (101) from 

the controlling means at the proximal end to the fixing means (106) for a plurality 

of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) at the distal end and 

wherein the tension stranded rope  can sustain the applied tension and which can 10 

apply the preferred tension to fixing means (106) for plurality of tightening, 

holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) at the distal end without breakage or 

damage.  

In a highly preferred embodiment, the device for exposing, positioning and 

stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a tension creating means (108) 15 

comprising a tension means which can withstand an enhanced torque and which 

preferably comprises stainless steel stranded rope, having a thickness of not less 

than 2.5 mm.  

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a sleeve attached to the 20 

fixing means (106) for a particular type of holding systems (107) wherein the sleeve 

may be connected to a vacuum line connection for application of vacuum to the said 

holding systems. The holding means may comprise a structure containing negative 

pressure foot pads, negative pressure foot chest, holding system pillars and suction 

pores. The application of the vacuum may be enabled across the pressure foot sleeve 25 

through a high-pressure line with a negative pressure channel which is connected 

to any of the plurality of centralised suction lines. The application of vacuum may 

enable the suction pores to hold the tissue / heart in a fixed position during surgical 

procedures and may enable the system to maintain the essential cardiac parameters 

by preventing any vibration or falling or any other disturbance to the heart. 30 
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In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, 

positioning and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a vacuum line 

connection for application of vacuum through a high-pressure line with a negative 

pressure channel to a particular type of holding systems (107) at the fixing means 

(106) comprising foot pads with central suction pores and apical upliftment of 5 

tissue. 

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may comprise a flexible arm (101) with 

fixing means (106) for a plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading 

systems (107) at its distal end wherein the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching 10 

or spreading systems (107) may be removable, autoclavable and reusable, and 

wherein said systems (107) may include but are not limited to foot pads, positioners, 

LA retractor, cooley atrial retractor, Atrial Septal Defect (ASD) and Ventricular 

Septal Defect (VSD) rose retractors or combinations thereof.  

In one embodiment of the present invention, the device for exposing, positioning 15 

and stabilizing of a tissue during surgery may be utilized for a plurality of surgeries, 

including but not limited to open & minimally invasive cardiovascular surgery, 

valve replacement surgery through sternotomy & thoracotomy incision, off-pump 

coronary artery bypass grafting or combinations thereof. And wherein said device, 

may be utilized for a plurality of functions including retraction and stabilizing to 20 

control the movement of the beating heart, tissue stabilizer, heart positioning, 

dispositioning or combinations thereof. 

The foregoing description shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in any limiting 

sense. A person of ordinary skill in the art would understand that certain 

modifications could come within the scope of this disclosure. 25 
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WE CLAIM: 

1. A device (100) for positioning, stabilizing and exposing of tissue during 

surgery, said device comprising:  

a) a flexible, articulating arm (101) 

b) a base assembly (102) 5 

c) a turret assembly (103) 

d) a tension creating means (108), and 

e) a controlling assembly (104),  

wherein, said flexible arm (101) is attached to a base assembly (102) at its 

proximal end and a fixing means (106) for a plurality of tightening, holding, 10 

attaching or spreading systems (107) at its distal end, and comprises of a 

predetermined number of ring-like structures having a hollow core, 

and wherein, said turret assembly (103) is mounted on said base assembly (102) 

through an associated pivot and a first-locking means (301) which facilitates 

locking of rotation of the turret and locking of said flexible arm (101) in desired 15 

configuration relative to said base assembly (102),  

and wherein, said controlling assembly (104) comprises of a nut and threaded 

rod mechanism (401) operated either manually (105) or through a high torque 

DC motor with attached gearbox assembly (402) to lock the proximal end of the 

device and to control the tension applied at the distal end of said device, 20 

and wherein, said tension creating means (108) comprises a tension member 

(108) attached to said fixing means (106) at distal end and to said controlling 

assembly (104) at proximal end and passing through entire body of said flexible 

arm (101) to apply tension at said fixing means (106) for plurality of functions, 

wherein said tension member is a stainless-steel stranded rope of a 25 

predetermined thickness,  

and wherein, a jaw-type coupling mechanism connects body of said flexible arm 

(101) to said high-torque motor with gear assembly for rotation of the nut-

threaded rod mechanism (401) and enables removable attachment of said high 
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torque DC motor with attached gearbox (402) for movement of the nut-threaded 

rod mechanism (401),  

and characterizing in that, said predetermined number of ring-like structures of 

the flexible arm (101), said turret assembly (103) and said fixing means (106) 

for plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or spreading systems (107) are 5 

made from a transition metal with high specific strength and anti-corrosive 

properties which makes said device autoclavable and reusable. 

 

2. The device of claim 1, wherein said fixing means (106) for a plurality of holding 

systems (107) at distal end is connected with a vacuum line connection coupled 10 

with a vacuum tube, characterizing in that the vacuum generation enables 

holding of said tissue or organ at a predetermined pressure through suction 

means by said plurality of holding systems. 

 

3. The device of claim 1 and claim 2, wherein vacuum is applied to the plurality 15 

of holding systems (107) through a pressure control line with a negative 

pressure channel connected to any of the plurality of centralised suction lines, 

and characterizing in that the plurality of holding systems (107) comprise 

negative pressure foot pads, negative pressure foot chest, holding system pillars 

and suction pores which facilitate application of vacuum for functioning of the 20 

holding systems. 

 

4. The device of claim 2, wherein plurality of holding systems (107) attached to 

fixing means (106) at distal end include but are not limited to foot pads and 

apical upliftment of tissue. 25 

 

5. The device of claim 1, where in the said transition metal from which entire body 

of said device is made, is most preferably titanium. 
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6. The device of claim 1, wherein said flexible arm (101) comprises up to 22 rings 

of titanium, each with a hollow core having a diameter between 14.99 mm (201) 

and 20 mm (202), and wherein each ring is jointly connected to the next ring so 

as to provide durability, strength and flexibility to said flexible arm (101). 

 5 

7. The device of claim 1, wherein the proximal-most ring of said flexible arm (101) 

has an elongated cylindrical shape and is fixed to the turret assembly (103), and 

wherein the distal most ring of said flexible arm (101) comprises a proximal-

end elongated ribit (205) and a distal-end collet (204) comprising a concave ball 

joint, wherein the collet (204) is attached to the ribit (205) on its proximal end 10 

and to a jaw-like structure (206) on its distal end, and wherein the concave ball 

joint is designed in a way to fit into a convex ball joint attached to said fixing 

means. 

 

8. The device of claim 1, wherein the turret assembly (103) enables additional 15 

range of motion of said flexible arm (101) which can be rotated at a plurality of 

angles between 0 degree and 360 degree and comprises a button-like structure 

as second-locking means (302) for fixing proximal end in a desired 

predetermined configuration. 

 20 

9. The device of claim 1, wherein the tension member is a stranded rope made of 

stainless steel of at least 2.5 mm thickness which facilitates controlled 

movement of tissue or organ characterizing in that said tension member with 

said predetermined thickness provides the necessary strength to said flexible 

arm (101) for stabilizing cardiac parameters and avoiding undue shaking or 25 

vibration of said tissue or organ. 

 

10. The device of claim 1, wherein the pulling of the tension member by said 

manual means or by said motorized means of said device enables a third-locking 
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means for locking the fixing means (106) at the distal end of the device in 

desired predetermined configuration.  

 

11. The device of claim 1 and claim 9, wherein the rotational movement of said nut 

allows to and fro movement of said threaded rod and wherein the to and fro 5 

movement of said threaded rod enables control of said flexible arm (101) and 

application of tension on the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading systems (107) at its distal end for a plurality of functions. 

 

12. The device of claim 1, wherein the controlling mechanism is comprised of either 10 

high torque DC motor with attached gear assembly or a DC motor or a stepper 

motor or a servo motor with an AC to DC adapter device or any combinations 

thereof. 

 

13. The device of claim 1, wherein the controlling mechanism is operated by the 15 

use of a push button system on the turret assembly (103) to control the clockwise 

& anticlockwise rotation of the motor shaft for applying the desirable tension 

on tension stranded rope. 

 

14. The device of claim 1, wherein gear box assembly attached to shaft of the DC 20 

motor comprises component gears including but not limited to spur, helical, 

spiral, bevel, worm, planetary, zero bevel or combinations thereof.  

 

15. The device of claim 1, wherein the tension is created for a plurality of functions, 

including but not limited to locking the device arm (101) in its current 25 

configuration, rotationally locking the turret assembly (103) relative to the base 

assembly (102), controlling the spreading or tightening mechanism to spread 

said systems attached to fixing means (106) slightly apart from one another. 
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16. The device of claim 1, wherein the fixing means (106) at distal end can be 

attached to a plurality of removable, autoclavable, reusable systems (107) for 

tightening, holding, attaching or spreading purposes, said systems (107) 

including but not limited to foot pads, positioners, LA retractor, cooley atrial 

retractor, Atrial Septal Defect (ASD) and Ventricular Septal Defect (VSD) rose 5 

retractors or combinations thereof.  

 

17. The device of claim 1, wherein the plurality of tightening, holding, attaching or 

spreading enable the application of the device for a plurality of surgeries, 

including but not limited to open & minimally invasive cardiovascular surgery, 10 

valve replacement surgery through sternotomy & thoracotomy incision, off-

pump coronary artery bypass grafting or combinations thereof.  

 

18. The device of claim 1, wherein the device arm (101) can be utilized for a 

plurality of functions including retraction and stabilizing to control the 15 

movement of the beating heart, tissue stabilizer, heart positioning, 

dispositioning or combinations thereof. 

 

19. The device of claim 1, wherein the device is operated through a manual means, 

characterizing in that the manual means is connected to the nut-threaded rod 20 

mechanism (401) and facilitates rotational movement of the nut-threaded rod 

mechanism.  

 

Dated this 11th Day of October 2017 

 25 
 

 

 

Priyank Gupta  

Agent for the Applicant 30 
IN/PA-1454 
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ABSTRACT 

The invention discloses a device for exposing, positioning and stabilizing of a tissue 

during surgery. The said device is a transition metal material which is autoclavable, 

strong and corrosion free with high specific strength. The said device is also 

operatable by a motor to avoid human subjectivity of manual use and to improve 5 

the ergonomics during its use and can withstand sustained tension application 

through its tension creating means to minimize vibration of the tissue / heart during 

exposing, positioning and stabilizing functions so that essential cardiac parameters 

are not at risk during such coronary artery surgery.  

[To be published with Figure 1] 10 
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TITLE: SYSTEM AND METHOD TO DETERMINE 

HORTICULTURAL DISEASES 
 

I. Field of the Disclosure: 

 

[0001] The present invention generally relates to the field of horticulture. More 

specifically, relating to a system and method for convenient disease detection in plants which 

allows for farmers to not lose out on plant and crop production by being able to timely identify 

the same and take preventive or curative measures in their regard. 

 

II. Background/Motivation for the Disclosure: 

 

[0002] Horticulture is the science propagating to the industry of plant cultivation. 

Horticulture specialists utilize their knowledge in working for and researching the disciplines of 

plant cultivation and propagation, namely, crop production, plant breeding, genetic engineering, 

plant biochemistry, and plant physiology. Their work specifically deals with fruits, berries, nuts, 

vegetables, flowers, trees, shrubs, turf, and the like. Horticulturists strive to improve crop yield, 

quality, nutritional value; resistance to insects, diseases, environmental issues and the like.  

 

[0003] All living matter is susceptible to diseases, in some form or another, since 

it is degradable. Bread could mould, wood could decay, humans could get a cold and even plants 

have diseases. This has troubled people who grow them, especially the farmers. Most of these 

producers on the ground level are not able to timely identify or treat these afflictions leading to 

major losses. The need for developing a system or manner to help them has risen, but fell back 

down since the field requires extensive study and companies cannot chart off major capital from 

the farmers. 

 
[0004] The market strategies focusing in this area are lacking in their accuracy as 

well as their usability. They fail to provide correct results, partly because of a limited knowledge 

bank and partly because of incapability. In addition to the same, these systems also lack in the 
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department of usability and accessibility. It is extremely difficult for a regular farmer to operate 

the complex devices and systems henceforth making their being quite futile. 

 
[0005] The present invention, being a system and method to identify horticultural 

diseases, focuses on addressing this in an effective manner. It caters to the challenge being faced 

by the farmers as it offers the technical necessities of advance research in a relatable format. Not 

only is the interface interactive and easy to use for the farmers; who for most part are illiterate, if 

not uneducated; but offer it in a manner which is effortless for them to use, utilizing 

predetermined factors which are validated by a specialized botanist or horticulturist.  

 
[0006] The system and method provides specific solutions in order of relevance 

by quantifying the relevance of each given diagnosis with the problem at hand utilizing the 

formerly stated factors. In this manner, it can help save farmers from loss everyday by helping 

them determine the cause of concern and offering suggestions in a format that is crafted for their 

convenient understanding. 

  

III. Description of the Disclosure: 

 

[0007] The exemplary mode for carrying out the disclosure is presented in terms 

of its exemplary embodiments. However, the exemplary embodiments described herein detail for 

illustrative purposes and are subject to many variations. It is understood that various omissions 

and substitutions of equivalents are contemplated as circumstances may suggest or render 

expedient, but are intended to cover the application or implementation without departing from 

the spirit or scope of the present disclosure. 

 

[0008] The terms “a” and “an” herein do not denote a limitation of quantity, but 

rather denote the presence of at least one of the referenced item. 

 

[0009] A system and method for identifying horticultural diseases can be used to 

identify diseases in all kinds of botany domain, including but not limited to- crops, pulses, 

vegetation, decorative plants, and fruit shrubs/orchards. There is an exceeding need for a system 

like this because of the amount of diseases there exists in lieu of which, plants die all the time.  
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[0010] The system and method operates on a quantifiable measure, which 

calculates a confidence factor of each possible disease with a particular plant in order to give a 

more accurate result. This confidence factor quantifies a relation of a disease to the present 

scenario.  

 
[0011] The system is a knowledge-based system, which gives it a competitive 

edge as it keeps updating its database in order to provide a user with more accurate result with 

every search it carries out. Every piece of data in a knowledge base is tested and certified by an 

experienced Horticulturist which ensures better and clinically proven results. 

 
[0012] The system detects a location of the user to give location-specific results 

since diseases vary in different locations even with same or similar symptoms. It also has an easy 

user interface which can be used by everyday farmers and other persons, and can be modified for 

use of illiterate and blind persons as well, so that they can become self-sufficient and are not 

rendered helpless in a time of need.  

 

[0013] Figure 1 illustrates the system for identification of the horticultural 

diseases.  

 

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates the process flow in the system overlooking the user 

interface. 

 

[0015] Figure 3 illustrates the magnified design of the knowledge base module in 

the system. 

 
[0016] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present invention, as shown 

in figure 1, the system is web enabled for better result and easy access from anywhere and at 

anytime; comprised of three major module blocks- namely the user interface, an inference 

module and the knowledge base. The user interface is the part of the system visible to the user, 

be it the farmers, other individual personnel, the horticulturists or an admin. The user interface 

itself has a web-based graphic user interface which is connected to the internet. Internet 

connectivity enables the system to be easily and readily updated at all places, including all 
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present versions so that every single user is acquainted with the present technology of the same. 

Since the system is based on knowledge, it is constantly edited and changed in regard to its 

underlying information to make a databank existing within the knowledge base vaster, and 

thence give more accurate results.  

 
[0017] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, as shown 

in figure 2, the user interface is explained in further detail. This figure entails the process flow 

when a query is given to the system. A symptom identified by the user is fed into the system’s 

interface, as by being chosen in the drop down menu provided within the user interface module 

in the system. This/these symptom(s) are identified from a list in the user interface post which an 

inference engine, a component of the inference module, starts its work. A rule for the same is 

selected from the database after which the inference engine resolves conflict and matches the 

rules to identify a disease which is provided to the user; during this period, in parallel, a rule 

advancement strategy is applied on successful and unsuccessful sessions and the confidence 

factor is evaluated to be presented to the user along with the identified disease(s). 

 
[0018] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, the user 

interface, as shown in figure 1, and further explained in figure 2, is created in a manner that has 

an ease of usability and accessibility to the common man. Since the present invention is catered 

for the everyday farmer and the likes- ranging from commercial farmers and viticulturists whose 

major area of work is in horticulture and agriculture, to hobbyist gardeners who enjoy planting 

and beautifying their backyards. This user interface is so planned that it can even be used by an 

illiterate person. The user interface can be further modified to suit the need of and be used by a 

blind person.  The user can create a user account so that the user interface can save related 

information, to be used on further queries instead of information retrieval from the user at every 

time, though the user can input fresh data in relation to the changed conditions as well. Any 

person dissatisfied with their plant growth or produce, can use the system and input their plant 

disease symptoms so that the same can be checked against the horticulturist-verified data base to 

provide him/her with the supposed result. These results are based on the rules fired within the 

interference module and are accompanied with the confidence factor, a description, a control 

measure of the disease(s) and any additional related information pertaining to the query that the 

databank might have. 
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[0019] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, the 

inference module, as shown in figure 1 and referred in figure 2, is the control unit for the system, 

with the inference engine being a controller. It connects the other two major blocks- the user 

interface and the knowledge base and forms research based qualitative reasoning which it then 

converts into a quantitative factor for assessment. The inference module contains the main 

method for determining the accurate disease. The controller overlooks the data and processes the 

result according to the details fed in by the user and collected automatically in regard to the basic 

surrounding factors like the location, time of year, environmental conditions, and more. This 

controller processes the quantifiable method to develop a certainty factor pertaining to the 

accuracy of result of each disease shortlisted to the query that was given by the user.  

 
[0020] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, the 

inference module, as shown in figure 1; further is comprised of the major domains of a rule 

advancement module, the inference engine which is the controller of the system, and an 

explanation module. The explanation module has a rule firing history and a rule firing generator. 

The rule firing history helps us maintain a cache memory so that the same queries are answered 

using lesser processing power, in much lesser time, whereas the rule firing generator generates 

new rules to be fired into the engine and found answers for. The rule firing history is cleared or 

updated when the databank is updated pertinent to the same or similar domain or area of query to 

give an updated result to the users instead of a quick result.  

 
[0021] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, as shown 

in figure 1, the knowledge base contains the main knowledge base, having static and dynamic 

knowledge and a knowledge management platform and knowledge acquisition module. The 

static knowledge database has facts about the plants and their diseases and the dynamic base 

corresponds diseases with the query in accordance with the confidence factor. 

 
[0022] In one of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, the 

knowledge base, as further explained in figure 3, interacts with the rule base during the entire 

process flow within the knowledge base. The knowledge base, having the database and the rule 

base, engages actively with the rules fired by the inference module referred in figure 1, to give 

the most accurate results. This rule query is actively updated in order to find the most appropriate 
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result in regard to the query from the user. The rule base contains the entirety of all the rules that 

can be fired within the system in regard to the query asked by the user. 

 

[0023] The foregoing descriptions of exemplary embodiments of the present 

disclosure have been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They are not intended 

to be exhaustive or to limit the disclosure to the precise forms disclosed, and obviously many 

modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching. The exemplary 

embodiments were chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the disclosure 

and its practical application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the 

disclosure and various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use 

contemplated. It is understood that various omissions, substitutions of equivalents are 

contemplated as circumstance may suggest or render expedient, but is intended to cover the 

application or implementation without departing from the spirit or scope of the claims of the 

present disclosure. 
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A SYSTEM AND A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING PLANT 

DISEASES   

 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION:  

   5 

[0001]  The present invention generally relates to the field of horticulture. 

More particularly, the present invention relates to a system and a method for identifying 

plant diseases conveniently which allows for farmers to not lose out on plant and crop 

production by being able to timely identify the same and take preventive or curative 

measures.  10 

 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION: 

 

[0002]  Horticulture is the science propagating to the industry of plant 

cultivation. Horticulture specialists utilize their knowledge in working for and 15 

researching the disciplines of plant cultivation and propagation, namely, crop production, 

plant breeding, genetic engineering, plant biochemistry, and plant physiology. Their work 

specifically deals with fruits, berries, nuts, vegetables, flowers, trees, shrubs, turf, and the 

like. Horticulturists strive to improve crop yield, quality, nutritional value; resistance to 

insects, diseases, environmental issues and the like.  20 

  

[0003] All living matter is susceptible to diseases, in some form or 

another, since it is degradable. Bread could mould, wood could decay, and even plants 

have diseases. This has troubled people who grow them, especially farmers. Most of 

these producers on the ground level are not able to timely identify or treat these 25 

afflictions leading to major losses. Diseases occurring in the plants are substantially 

influenced by environmental factors, such as weather conditions in specific regions. Such 

an occurrence of diseases in plants may result in lower crop revenue, since payments are 

often based on mass. The need for developing a system or manner to help them has risen, 
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but fell back down since this field requires extensive study and companies cannot chart 

off major capital from the farmers. 

 

[0004] Some of the conventional methods include taking images of a plant 

and using an image analysis technology on the images to identify whether the plant has 5 

suffered from plant diseases or whether the plant leaves reveal symptoms for diseases. In 

this method, it is required to use the features of color and texture with a neural network 

analysis method to correctly find and analyse the plant leaf images from the plant image, 

so as to identify whether the plant has suffered from plant diseases or whether the leaves 

have revealed symptoms. However, this method is too complex, as it requires collecting a 10 

large number of image data and performing data training before separating the plant 

leaves image from the plant image. Therefore, the method is unable to meet the practical 

application requirements because of its low efficiency and incapability of displaying 

results immediately.   

 15 

[0005]             There are a number of problems associated with the conventional 

methods or systems. In some of the conventional methods or systems the images do not 

quantify the intensity of symptom and does not consider the effect of disease as per the 

various weather conditions. Further, the market strategies focusing in this area are lacking 

in their accuracy. They fail to provide correct results, partly because of a limited 20 

knowledge bank and partly because of incapability. In addition to the same, these 

methods or systems also lack in the department of usability and accessibility. 

Furthermore, it is extremely difficult for a regular farmer to operate such complex 

methods and systems henceforth making their being quite futile. 

 25 

[0006]             Therefore, in view of the above limitations of the conventional 

approaches, systems/devices and methods, there exists a need to develop an improved 

approach, system and method which would in turn address a variety of issues including, 

but not limited to, complexity of the methods or systems, low efficiency and incapability 
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of displaying results promptly. Further, there is a need of a system and a method which 

caters to the challenge being faced by the farmers by offering technical necessities of 

advance research in a relatable format, which is not only interface interactive and easy to 

use for the farmers; who for most part are illiterate, if not uneducated; but also offers the 

systems and method in a manner which is effortless for them to use, utilizing 5 

predetermined factors which are validated by a specialized botanist or horticulturist. 

Moreover, it is desired to develop a system and a method which provides specific 

solutions in order of relevance by quantifying the relevance of each given diagnosis with 

problem at hand utilizing the formerly stated factors. In this manner, the system and 

method can help save farmers from loss everyday by helping them determine the cause of 10 

concern and offering suggestions in a format that is crafted for their convenient 

understanding.     

 

[0007]  Thus, the above-described deficiencies of conventional 

approaches, systems/devices and methods thereof, are merely intended to provide an 15 

overview of some of the problems of conventional approaches and are not intended to be 

exhaustive. Other problems with conventional approaches, systems/devices and methods 

and their corresponding benefits of the various non-limiting embodiments described 

herein may become further apparent upon review of the following description.   

 20 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION: 

 

[0008]  The following presents a simplified summary of the invention to 

provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the invention. This summary is not an 

extensive overview of the present invention. It is not intended to identify the key/critical 25 

elements of the invention or to delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole purpose is to 

present some concept of the invention in a simplified form as a prelude to a more detailed 

description of the invention presented later. 
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[0009]  It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a 

system and a method for identifying plant diseases which allows farmers or users to 

conveniently and timely identify plant diseases. The system and a method for identifying 

plant diseases in view of the foregoing disadvantages inherent in the prior-art, the general 

purpose of the present invention is to provide a system and a method for identifying plant 5 

diseases that is capable of including all advantages of the prior art and also overcomes the 

drawbacks inherent in the prior art offering some added advantages.      

 

[0010]  It is another object of the present invention to provide a system for 

identifying plant diseases with improved efficiency which continuously results in more 10 

acceptable diagnosis and reduces non acceptable results.  

 

[0011]  It is another object of the present invention to provide a system for 

identifying plant diseases which has interactive interface and user-friendly. The users 

such as farmers can also operate the system for identifying plant diseases without any 15 

special training or skills.   

 

[0012]  It is another object of the present invention to provide a system for 

identifying plant diseases which allows the users or farmers to timely take preventive or 

curative measures for curing the identified disease of the plants.   20 

  

[0013]             It is another object of the present invention to provide a system for 

identifying plant diseases which provides specific solutions or preventive measures in 

order of relevance by quantifying the relevance of each given diagnosis with symptoms 

utilizing the predetermined factors which are validated by a specialized botanist or 25 

horticulturist.   

 

[0014]             It is another object of the present invention to provide a system for 

identifying plant diseases which operates on a quantifiable measure, which calculates a 
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confidence factor of each possible disease with a particular plant in order to give a more 

accurate result. 

 

[0015] It is still another object of the present invention to provide a system 

for identifying plant diseases which detects a location of the user to give location-specific 5 

results since the diseases vary in different locations even with same or similar symptoms.  

 

[0016]  Accordingly, in an aspect, the present invention provides a system 

for identifying plant diseases comprising a user interface, a heuristic knowledge base and 

an inference module. The user interface is configured to display a plurality of symptoms 10 

associated with a plurality of diseased plants and the user interface enables selection of at 

least one symptom of a selected diseased plant by a user from the plurality of symptoms 

associated with the plurality of diseased plants to be rated on a scale for accuracy. The 

heuristic knowledge base is configured to store data related to the plurality of symptoms 

and the associated diseases of the plurality of diseased plants. The heuristic knowledge 15 

base is further configured to store data related to a plurality of rules capable of being 

implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant. 

Further, the inference module is configured to communicate between the user interface 

and the knowledge base such that the inference module based on at least one rule 

implemented from the plurality of rules capable of being implemented for the selected 20 

plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant utilizing fuzzy theory results in real-

time, a confidence factor thereby identifying at least one disease of the diseased plant. 

 

[0017]             Accordingly, in another aspect, the present invention provides a 

method for identifying plant diseases. 25 

 

[0018]  Other aspects, advantages, and salient features of the invention will 

become apparent to those skilled in the art from the following detailed description, 

which, details the invention in different embodiments. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS: 

 

[0019]  While the specification concludes with claims that particularly 

point out and distinctly claim the invention, it is believed that the advantages and features 

of the present invention will become better understood with reference to the following 5 

more detailed description of expressly disclosed exemplary embodiments taken in 

conjunction with the accompanying drawings. The drawings and detailed description 

which follow are intended to be merely illustrative of the expressly disclosed exemplary 

embodiments and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention as set forth 

in the appended claims. In the drawings: 10 

 

[0020]  FIG. 1 illustrates a system for identifying plant diseases in 

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; 

 

[0021]             FIG. 2 illustrates working of heuristic knowledge base of the 15 

system for identifying plant diseases in accordance with an embodiment of the present 

invention; and  

 

[0022]             FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating a method for identifying plant 

diseases in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.  20 

  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:  

 

CALL OUT LIST 

 25 

1000 System for identifying plant diseases 

 110 user interface  

  112 internet 

  114 admin user interface 
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  116 restricted user interface 

   116a farmer user interface  

   116b horticulturist user interface 

130 heuristic knowledge base 

  132 data base 5 

   132a static module 

   132b dynamic module 

  134 rule base  

  136 knowledge management platform  

  138  knowledge acquisition module 10 

150 inference module 

  152 rule advancement module 

  154 inference engine 

  156 explanation module 

   156a rule firing history 15 

   156b rule explanation generator 

2000 Method for identifying plant diseases 

    

[0023]  The exemplary embodiments described herein detail for illustrative 

purposes are subject to many variations in the structure and design. It should be 20 

emphasized, however, that the present invention is not limited to a particular system for 

identifying plant diseases as shown and described herein. It is understood that various 

omissions and substitutions of equivalents are contemplated as circumstances may 

suggest or render expedient, but these are intended to cover the application or 

implementation without departing from the spirit or scope of the claims of the present 25 

invention. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology used herein is 

for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting. 
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[0024]  The use of terms “including,” “comprising,” or “having” and 

variations thereof herein are meant to encompass the items listed thereafter and 

equivalents thereof as well as additional items.  

 

[0025]  Further, the terms, “an” and “a” herein do not denote a limitation 5 

of quantity, but rather denote the presence of at least one of the referenced item. 

 

[0026]  Referring to the drawings, the invention will now be described in 

more detail. A system (1000) for identifying plant diseases, as shown in FIG. 1, 

comprises a user interface (110), a heuristic knowledge base (130) and an inference 10 

module (150). The system (1000) for identifying plant diseases may be used to identify 

diseases in all kinds of botany domain, including, but not limited to, crops, pulses, 

vegetation, decorative plants, or fruit shrubs/orchards.  

 

[0027]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 15 

system (1000) for identifying plant diseases is web enabled for better results and has easy 

access from anywhere and at anytime through Local Area Network (LAN) and the 

system may be upgraded through internet (112). Further, the system (1000) is 

implemented using, but not limited to, windows apache, SQL, PHP server or WAMP to 

make the system (1000) web-enabled.     20 

 

[0028]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

user interface (110) is the part of the system (1000) which is visible to a user such as, but 

not limited to, farmers, other individual personnel, horticulturists or an admin. The user 

interface (110) is configured to display a plurality of symptoms associated with a 25 

plurality of diseased plants. Further, the user interface (110) enables selection of at least 

one symptom of a selected diseased plant by the user from the plurality of symptoms 

associated with the plurality of diseased plants to be rated on a scale for accuracy. The 

user interface (110) itself has a web-based graphic user interface which is connected to 
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the internet (112). Internet connectivity enables the system (1000) to be easily and readily 

updated at all places, including all present versions so that every single user is acquainted 

with the present technology of the same.  

 

[0029]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 5 

user interface (110) is configured differently depending upon variety of users. Further, 

the user interface (110) has an admin user interface (114) and a restricted user interface 

(116). The admin user interface (114) is configured to access all the data that exists in the 

system (1000) along with the components therein having rights to edit and update said 

data as well. The restricted user interface (116) is restricted with respect to not only the 10 

information that can be accessed but also with respect to editing rights being given. The 

restricted user interface (116) comprises of a farmer user interface (116a) and a 

horticulturist user interface (116b).  

 

[0030]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 15 

heuristic knowledge base (130) is configured to store data related to the plurality of 

symptoms and the associated diseases of the plurality of diseased plants. The heuristic 

knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to a plurality of rules 

capable of being implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms of the selected 

diseased plant. In other words, the heuristic knowledge base (130) contains domain 20 

specific knowledge as well as domain expert knowledge. The heuristic knowledge base 

(130) is further configured to store data related to the selected plurality of symptoms and 

associated diseases of the selected diseased plant based on location and weather 

conditions in a region. Furthermore, the data comprises, but not limited to, plant species, 

diseases related to plant species, description of diseases related to plant species, control 25 

measures of diseases related to plant species and level of diseases related to diseased 

plant species.  
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[0031]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

heuristic knowledge base (130) as shown in FIG. 1 contains a data base (132), having a 

static (132a) and a dynamic (132b) modules and a rule base (134), a knowledge 

management platform (136) and a knowledge acquisition module (138). The static 

module (132a) contains facts about the plants and their diseases and the dynamic module 5 

(132b) corresponds to diseases with query or the plurality of rules being implemented or 

fired for the selected plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant in accordance 

with the confidence factor. For example, static data representation of the static module 

(132a) has plurality of attributes such as, but not limited to, attributes pertaining to a 

disease id, a disease name, disease description, and disease control methods or measures. 10 

The attribute pertaining to the disease id contains identification codes for all the diseases 

related to the selected plant. The attribute pertaining to the disease name contains names 

of all the diseases corresponding to the identification codes of the attribute pertaining to 

the disease id. The attribute pertaining to disease description contains description of all 

the diseases corresponding to the identification codes of the attribute pertaining to the 15 

disease id. The attribute pertaining to disease control measures contains control measures 

of all the diseases corresponding to the identification codes of the attribute pertaining to 

the disease id. 

 

[0032]   In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 20 

rule base (134) refers to a storage module configured to store the rules to be fired within 

the heuristic knowledge base (130). The rule base (134) stores all the rules which may be 

fired corresponding to all the diseased plants, their associated symptoms, diseases and 

control measures.  

  25 

[0033]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

knowledge management platform (136) refers to a provision of monitoring and providing 

information based on plants and queries which have been fed and thus, suggestions or 

control measures. The knowledge management platform (136) has processes of capturing, 
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defining, storing, categorizing, and linking of knowledge, searching for subscribing 

relevant and appropriate content. The knowledge management platform (136) has 

different modules such as replication module, session module, profile analyzer, and a 

cache memory. The profile analyzer analyzes and keeps an eye on activity of the user 

which type of queries and suggestions are being entered into the system (1000). 5 

According to this, the analyzer gives necessary feedback to an administrator for further 

improvement of the system (1000). The cache memory is used for faster retrieval from 

the heuristic knowledge base (130). For example, if any user has asked the same 

information then instead of providing solution from the heuristic knowledge base (130) 

the cache memory offers the information and hence gets sufficient time.    10 

 

[0034]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

inference module (150), as shown in FIG. 1 is configured to communicate between the 

user interface (110) and the knowledge base (130) such that the inference module (150) 

based on at least one rule implemented from the plurality of rules capable of being 15 

implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant 

utilizing fuzzy theory results in real-time, a confidence factor identifying at least one 

disease of the diseased plant. In particular, fuzzy theory along with Euclidean Distance 

Method (EDM) is used for evaluating the confidence factor identifying at least one 

disease of the diseased plant.  20 

  

[0035]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

inference module (150), as shown in FIG. 1 further comprises major domains of a rule 

advancement module (152), an inference engine (154) which is the controller of the 

system (1000), and an explanation module (156). The explanation module (156) has a 25 

rule firing history (156a) and a rule explanation generator (156b). The rule firing history 

(156a) helps to maintain the cache memory so that same queries are answered using 

lesser processing power, in much lesser time, whereas the rule explanation generator 

(156b) generates new rules to be fired into the inference engine (154) and found answers 
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for. In other words, the rule firing history (156a) saves all the fired rules for a particular 

session in rule firing log table, whereas the rule explanation generator (156b) displace the 

rule selected for drawing inferences. The rule firing history (156a) is cleared or updated 

when the heuristic knowledge base (130) is updated pertinent to same or similar domain 

or area of query to give an updated result to the users instead of a quick result. For 5 

example, a relation for the plant has a plurality of attributes like an attribute pertaining to 

rule id, an attribute pertaining to rules for each disease name, an attribute pertaining to 

disease name and a plurality of attributes pertaining to the confidence factor values given 

by horticulturists to various diseases and level of diseases.    

 10 

[0036]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

inference module (150), as shown in FIG. 1 is the control unit for the system (1000), 

wherein the inference engine (154) functions as a controller. The inference module (150) 

contains the main method for determining the accurate disease based on the plurality of 

symptoms fed in the user interface (110). The controller overlooks the data, and 15 

processes the result according to the details or the plurality of symptoms fed in by the 

user and collected automatically in regard to the basic surrounding factors like the 

location, time of year, environmental conditions, and more. This controller processes the 

quantifiable method to develop a certainty factor pertaining to the accuracy of result of 

each disease shortlisted to the query that was given by the user. 20 

 

[0037]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

user interface (110) is explained in further detail. A symptom identified by the user of a 

selected diseased plant is fed into the user interface (110), as by being chosen in a drop 

down menu provided within the user interface (110) of the system (1000). The symptom 25 

or the plurality of symptoms for one or more selected diseased plants are identified from 

a list in the drop down menu of the user interface (110) after which the inference engine 

(154) of the inference module (150) starts working. A rule or plurality of rules for the 

selected plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant are selected from the 
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heuristic knowledge base (130) after which the inference engine (154) resolves conflict 

and matches the rule or the plurality of rules to identify at least one disease of the 

diseased plant which is provided to the user by displaying the identified disease along 

with control measures on the user interface (110). During this period, in parallel, the rule 

advancement module (152) is applied on successful and unsuccessful sessions and the 5 

confidence factor is evaluated to be presented to the user along with the one or more 

identified diseases. When an expert is satisfied with the diagnosed result or identified 

disease, then it is declared as the successful session and when the expert is not certified it 

is known as unsuccessful session.  

 10 

[0038]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

user interface (110) is created in a manner that has an ease of usability and accessibility 

to the users or common man. The user can create a user account on the user interface 

(110) so that the user interface (110) saves related information, to be used on further 

queries instead of information retrieval from the user at every time, though the user can 15 

input fresh data in relation to the changed conditions as well. Further, the users who are 

dissatisfied with their plant growth or produce can input their plant disease symptoms in 

the user interface (110) so that the same can be checked against horticulturist-verified 

database to provide supposed results to the users. These results are based on the rules 

fired within the inference module (150) and are accompanied with the confidence factor, 20 

a description, a control measure of the one or more identified diseases and any additional 

related information pertaining to the query that the heuristic knowledge base (130) 

contains. 

  

[0039]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 25 

heuristic knowledge base (130) as shown in FIG. 2, interacts with a rule base (138) 

during the entire process flow within the heuristic knowledge base (130). The heuristic 

knowledge base (130) which has the static knowledge database (132a), dynamic 

knowledge database (132b) and the rule base (138), engages actively with the rules fired 
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or implemented by the inference module (150) as shown in FIG. 1, to give the most 

accurate results. This rule query, in which the rules are fired or implemented by the 

inference module (150), is actively updated in order to find the most appropriate result in 

regard to the query fed into the user interface (110) from the user. The rule base (138) 

contains the entirety of all the rules that can be fired within the system (1000) in regard to 5 

the query asked or fed by the user. Since the system is based on knowledge, the heuristic 

knowledge base (130) is constantly edited and changed in regard to its underlying 

information to make a database existing within the heuristic knowledge base (130) vaster, 

and thence give more accurate results.    

 10 

[0040]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, a 

method (2000) for identifying plant diseases, as shown in FIG. 3 is provided. At first step 

(210), the user interface (110) is provided which is configured for displaying a plurality 

of symptoms associated with a plurality of diseased plants. Further, the user interface 

(110) displays the plurality of diseases associated with the plurality of diseased plants.  15 

 

[0041]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, at 

second step (220) of the method, at least one symptom of a selected diseased plant is 

selected by the user from the plurality of symptoms associated with the plurality of 

diseased plants. Further, the at least one symptom of the selected diseased plant is rated 20 

on a scale for accuracy.  

 
[0042]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, at 

third step (230) of the method, the heuristic knowledge base (130) is provided which is 

configured to store data related to the plurality of symptoms and associated diseases of 25 

the plurality of diseased plants. The heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured 

to store data related to a plurality of rules capable of being implemented or fired for the 

selected plurality of symptoms of the selected diseased plant. Further, the inference 

module (150) receives a query of the at least one symptom along with the rating of the at 
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least one symptom for implementing a specific rule to provide data related to the at least 

one symptom of the selected diseased plant.      

 

[0043]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 

heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to the selected 5 

plurality of symptoms and associated diseases of the selected diseased plant based on 

location and weather conditions in a region. Furthermore, the data comprises plant 

species, diseases related to plant species, description of diseases related to plant species, 

control measures of diseases related to plant species and level of diseases related to 

diseased plant species. 10 

 

[0044]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, at 

fourth step (240) of the method, the at least one rule from a plurality of rules capable of 

being implemented is implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms of the selected 

diseased plant for providing data related to the selected plurality of symptoms and 15 

associated diseases of the selected diseased plant.  Further, the inference module (150) 

extracts the specific rule from the rule base (134) of the heuristic knowledge base (130).     

 

[0045]  In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, at fifth 

step (250) of the method, the inference module (110) is provided which is configured for 20 

communicating between the user interface (110) and the heuristic knowledge base (130) 

such that the inference module (110) based on at least one rule implemented from the 

plurality of rules capable of being implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms of 

the selected diseased plant utilizing fuzzy theory results in real-time, the confidence 

factor. Further, the inference module (150) fires the specific rule for providing data 25 

related to the at least one symptom of selected diseased plant by utilizing fuzzy theory 

and generating a confidence factor.  
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[0046]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, at 

sixth step (260) of the method, at least one disease of the diseased plant is identified 

based on the confidence factor. 

 

[0047]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 5 

method further comprises a seventh step (270) wherein the inference module (150) 

extracts data related to the at least one symptom and corresponding disease of the 

selected diseased plant from the data base (132) of the heuristic knowledge base (130). 

 

[0048]             In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the 10 

method further comprises an eighth step (280)  wherein the inference module (150) 

provides data related to the at least one symptom and corresponding disease of the 

selected diseased plant to the user interface (110). Further, the user interface (110) 

displays the at least one identified disease of the diseased plant along with control 

measures of the identified disease.  15 

 

[0049]  Hereinafter, effect of the present invention is illustrated in the 

following examples. These examples are provided for illustrative purpose and are not 

considered limitation on the scope of the present invention. 

 20 

EXAMPLES 

 

[0050]             A study was conducted in a modest region along the northern 

farming stretch in India wherein farmers specifying in horticulture have not been satisfied 

with the production and quality of their plants. Farmers here have been striving to obtain 25 

an accurate production. However, in a preliminary investigation, this study prepares a 

virtual architecture for the system by sourcing domain expertise and inherent knowledge 

from the District Horticulture Officers. Further, this study entails relevant information to 

assist the farmers utilizing the system for identifying plant diseases.  
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[0051]  Data Collection: The data for this study has been collected from a 

variety of published material as well as by horticulturists or domain experts who have 

been researching in the region. In order to convert the data and knowledge into rules, 

many interview sessions and discussions were conducted to get actual heuristic 5 

knowledge from the domain experts. This study establishes alternative ways to elicit 

more knowledge from the domain experts in order to maximize the system’s performance 

through test cases and explanations.    

    

[0052]  Test Cases: The knowledge acquired from the domain experts of 10 

horticulture are implemented in the system for identifying plant diseases. A multitude of 

tests have been conducted using various rules and facts. The results of these tests have 

been discussed with the domain experts. This provided the experts an opportunity to 

understand the behavior of the system. The experts compared the system prompts with 

their knowledge to provide additional information for refining existing rules.      15 

   

[0053]  Explanations: During knowledge acquisition for rule formation, 

the system has been demonstrated to experts for their understanding. Further, this study 

develops a separate module of this system which explains the working of modules 

separately to collect more information from the experts. Rule formation through 20 

representation and development of the expert system has been parallelly worked upon. 

The knowledge acquired through test cases and explanation is cohesively converted into 

rules and facts for the heuristic knowledge base of the expert system. The set of rules and 

facts can also be extended as more knowledge acquired through subsequent interviews. 

The knowledge acquired by each interview is updated to the existing heuristic knowledge 25 

base by way of proper rules and facts.  

 

[0054]             Data Sample and Pre-processing: This study collected most of 

the data of diseased plants in horticulture from the mentioned region. However, this 
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section presents a sample data set of ornamental plants to demonstrate the data collection 

and pre-processing process. Through data collection and pre-processing, this study has 

developed the rules for the heuristic knowledge base by preparing the following sample 

data of ornamental plants including, but not limited to, rose and dahlia, as shown in tables 

1 to 2 for their respective diseases. The various symptoms of diseases and corresponding 5 

confidence factor values which have been given by the experts to diagnose a particular 

disease in the plants are provided below in the tables 1 to 2. 

 

Table 1: Sample data collected from domain expert of Rose 

            Category: Ornamentals                Plants Name: Rose      
Symptoms Confidence Factor 

Value (%) 
Probable Disease 

Black circular spots on both the surface of the 
leaves 

100 Blackspot 

Yellow margin or halo around each spot on the 
leaves 

60 Blackspot 

Brown blotches appear on the surface of the leaves 40 Blackspot 
Yellowing of leaves followed by defoliation 20 Blackspot 
Severe symptoms in young and expanding leaves 20 Blackspot 
White powdery fungus on the upper surface of the 
flower 

20 Powdery Mildew 

Twisting /distortion and wilting of leaves 40 Powdery  Mildew 
Leaves turning reddish purple with dry corky scab 80 Powdery   Mildew 
Yellowing of leaves followed by defoliation 20 Powdery Mildew 
Severe symptoms in young and expanding leaves 20 Powdery Mildew 
White Downy fungus growth on the lower surface 
of the flower 

100 Powdery Mildew 

White to bluish–white fluffy growth forms on the 
leaves of the flower 

80 Powdery Mildew 

Gray spore masses on the lower leaf 60 Powdery Mildew 
Unhealthy appearance and loss of lower leaves 40 Rose Rust 
Yellow to red circular spots on the lower leaves of 
plants 

60 Rose Rust 

Smaller circular spots containing red orange or 
black spores 

80 Rose Rust 

Orange spots on leaves and disfigured stem tissues 
and sepals 

100 Rose Rust 

Yellow or reddish discoloration around wounds 
with a dark brown border 

60 Die Back 

Dieback of the tip young dsoots/pruning 
stubs/twigs 

100 Die Back 

Tiny Black fruiting bodies visible on the affected 
part of the plant 

100 Die Back 

Symptoms appearing on the wounds when plant is 
cut pruned 

40 Botrytis Blight 
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Grayish brown fungal growth on flowers 40 Botrytis Blight 
Small flecks on infected petals 60 Botrytis Blight 
Tiny black resting (Sclerotia) on dead plant tissue 80 Botrytis Blight 
Sunken grayish –black spots (lesions) on the 
stem/cane 

100 Botrytis Blight 

 

Table 2: Sample data collected from domain expert of Dahlia 

Category: Ornamentals                             Plants Name: Dahlia      
Symptoms Confidence Factor 

Value (%) 
Probable Disease 

Wilting of plants 100 Sclerotinia Rot 
Dense white fungal growth with large black 
sclerotia 

90 Sclerotinia Rot 

Tuber rot 50 Sclerotinia Rot 
Firm rot of the main stem 80 Charcoal Rot 
White to grey powder appears on upper surface of 
leaves 

100 Powdery Mildew 

Rooting of the seeds heads 50 Powdery Mildew 
Fungus on buds and flower 80 Grey Mould 
Fading and browning of petals  70 Grey Mould 
Circular brown spot on the lower surface of the 
leaves 

100 Dahlia Smut 

Plants dry up and turn brown 50 Dahlia Smut 
Dead tissue falls out leaving a ‘shot  hole’ 80 Dahlia Smut 

Withering of leaf 40 Dahlia Smut 

 

[0055]             From the above experimental results, it is observed that the system 

is used for calculating the reliability of a particular disease in a diseased plant within the 5 

horticulture domain. Further, the system for identifying plant diseases shows 80-93% 

success rate for identifying a disease which depends on the symptoms selected by the 

users. Thus, this study has been found to be efficient in identifying diseases and 

providing control measures, in comparison to the presently existing approaches.  

 10 

[0056]             In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, 

the symptoms appeared on the plants may be classified on the level of plant parts like 

leaves, stem etc. Further, the system for identifying plant diseases may include security 

techniques for increasing the security of the system.  

 15 
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[0057]             In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, 

the system for identifying plant diseases may include voice recognition system along with 

local language so that the system can be operated by blind users and illiterate farmers or 

users. Also, as the heuristic knowledge base is updated manually so a module can be 

added to the system which mines data from web and add to the heuristic knowledge base. 5 

Furthermore, the system for identifying plant diseases may also be operated on many 

platforms and may be accesses easily through devices such as, but not limited to, smart 

phones and gadgets with internet.  

 

[0058]             In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, 10 

the system for identifying plant diseases may be used worldwide to help the 

horticulturists of different regions.  

 

[0059]  Apart from what is disclosed above, the present invention also 

includes some additional benefits and advantages. Few of the additional benefits are 15 

mentioned below: 

 

 The present invention provides the system for identifying plant diseases which is 

created in a manner that has an ease of usability and accessibility to common 

man.  20 

  

 The system for identifying plant diseases not only identifies the plant diseases but 

also provide features like disorders in plants, data management, visual 

identification of probable disease, soil, weather and appropriate control measures.  

 25 
 The system for identifying plant diseases is simple, cost-effective, time saving 

and has compact size, easy to use interface and easy to understand language. For 

example, a farmer is able to identify the expected disease which can affect the 

plants by using the system, the farmer can give timely treatment to the plant and 

thus, can increase production. 30 
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 The system for identifying plant diseases also expands its usability for visually 

impaired and illiterate people.  

 
 The system and method for identifying plant diseases detects a location of the 5 

user to give location-specific results since the diseases vary in different locations.  

 

[0060]            The foregoing descriptions of exemplary embodiments of the 

present invention have been presented for purposes of illustration and description. They 

are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed, 10 

and obviously many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above 

teaching. The exemplary embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain 

the principles of the invention and its practical application, to thereby enable others 

skilled in the art to best utilize the invention and various embodiments with various 

modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is understood that 15 

various omissions, substitutions of equivalents are contemplated as circumstance may 

suggest or render expedient, but is intended to cover the application or implementation 

without departing from the spirit or scope of the claims of the present invention. 
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We Claim:  

 

1. A system (1000) for identifying plant diseases, comprising: 

  a user interface (110) configured to display a plurality of symptoms 

associated with a plurality of diseased plants, said user interface (110) enables selection 5 

of at least one symptom of a selected diseased plant by a user from said plurality of 

symptoms associated with said plurality of diseased plants to be rated on a scale for 

accuracy;    

 a heuristic knowledge base (130) configured to store data related to said 

plurality of symptoms and said associated diseases of said plurality of diseased plants, 10 

said heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to a 

plurality of rules capable of being implemented for said selected plurality of symptoms of 

said selected diseased plant; and      

 an inference module (150) configured to communicate between said user 

interface (110) and said knowledge base (130) such that said inference module (150) 15 

based on at least one rule implemented from said plurality of rules capable of being 

implemented for said selected plurality of symptoms of said selected diseased plant 

utilizing fuzzy theory results in real-time, a confidence factor identifying at least one 

disease of said diseased plant. 

 20 

2. The system (1000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 1, 

wherein said data comprises plant species, diseases related to plant species, description of 

diseases related to plant species, control measures of diseases related to plant species and 

level of diseases related to diseased plant species.   

 25 

3. The system (1000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 1, 

wherein said heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to 

said selected plurality of symptoms and associated diseases of said selected diseased 

plant based on location and weather conditions in a region. 
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4. The system (1000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 1, 

wherein said user interface (110) displays said at least one identified disease of said 

diseased plant along with control measures.  

 

5. A method (2000) for identifying plant diseases, comprising the steps of:  5 

 providing (201) a user interface (110) configured for displaying a plurality 

of symptoms associated with a plurality of diseased plants; 

 selecting (220) at least one symptom of a selected diseased plant by a user 

from said plurality of symptoms associated with said plurality of diseased plants and 

rating said at least one symptom on a scale for accuracy; 10 

 providing (230) a heuristic knowledge base (130) configured to store data 

related to said plurality of symptoms and associated diseases of said plurality of diseased 

plants, said heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to a 

plurality of rules capable of being implemented for said selected plurality of symptoms of 

said selected diseased plant;  15 

 implementing (240) at least one rule from a plurality of rules capable of 

being implemented for said selected plurality of symptoms of said selected diseased plant 

for providing data related to said selected plurality of symptoms and associated diseases 

of said selected diseased plant; 

 providing (250) an inference module (110) configured for communicating 20 

between said user interface (110) and said heuristic knowledge base (130) such that said 

inference module (110) based on at least one rule implemented from said plurality of 

rules capable of being implemented for said selected plurality of symptoms of said 

selected diseased plant utilising fuzzy theory results in real-time, a confidence factor; and 

 identifying (260) at least one disease of said diseased plant based on said 25 

confidence factor.  

 

6. The method (2000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 5, 

wherein said data comprises plant species, diseases related to plant species, description of 
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diseases related to plant species, control measures of diseases related to plant species and 

level of diseases related to diseased plant species. 

   

7. The method (2000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 5, 

wherein said heuristic knowledge base (130) is further configured to store data related to 5 

said selected plurality of symptoms and associated diseases of said selected diseased 

plant based on location and weather conditions in a region. 

  

8. The method (2000) for identifying plant diseases as claimed in claim 5, 

wherein said user interface (110) displays said at least one identified disease of said 10 

diseased plant along with control measures.  

 

Dated This 19th Day of November, 2018 

 

 15 

                                                                                                                  (Digitally Signed) 
                                                                                                   B. Naveen Kumar Varma                        

IN/PA-873 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A SYSTEM AND A METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING PLANT 

DISEASES     

 5 

The present invention provides a system for identifying plant diseases comprising 

a user interface, a heuristic knowledge base and an inference module. The user interface 

displays a plurality of symptoms associated with a plurality of diseased plants and 

enables selection of at least one symptom of a selected diseased plant to be rated on a 

scale for accuracy. The heuristic knowledge base stores data related to the plurality of 10 

symptoms and the associated diseases; and also stores data related to a plurality of rules 

capable of being implemented for the selected plurality of symptoms. The inference 

module communicates between the user interface and the knowledge base such that the 

inference module based on at least one rule implemented for the selected plurality of 

symptoms utilizing fuzzy theory results in real-time, a confidence factor and identifies at 15 

least one disease. A method for identifying plant diseases is also provided. 

 

FIG. 1 

 
 20 
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Courts power to grant relief in respect of threats made by the applicant for an innovation patent or the 
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(2) If an application under section 128 for relief relates to threats made in respect 

of an innovation patent that has not been certified or an application for an 

innovation patent, the court may grant the application the relief applied for.

Courts power to grant relief in respect of threats made by the patentee of certified innovation patent
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applied for unless the respondent satisfies the court that the acts about which 

the threats were made infringed, or would infringe, a claim that is not shown by 

the applicant to be invalid.

Schedule 1            Dictionary
certified, in respect of an innovation patent other than in section 19, means a 

certificate of examination issued by the Commissioner under paragraph 

101E(e) in respect of the patent
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Abstract: 

This invention relates to a method of depositing thin film of non metals that is diamond like carbon on any substrate as herein described characterized by the step of
dense plasma under an inert gas wherein inert gas is argon within the plasma chamber having a copper anode and a set of cathodes assembly a capacitor to provide
focusing the dense plasma on non-metal pellet supported on anode, positioning a holder to hold any substrate away from the anode within the chamber wherein th
between the anode and the substrate depend on the quality and thickness of film, heating the substrate, focusing of the said dense plasma to allow discharge of the 
the substrate and to form a film thereon.
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like   carbon   by  the  mesthcid  of  chemical vapour 
deposition.  In one such known method employing hot wire 
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ABSTRACT

"A device for depositing thin films of metals and non metals and

diamond like carbon on a substrate".

A device for depositing thin films of metals and non metals and

diamond like carbon on a substrate comprising a plasma chamber

with an anode made of cooper and filed with graphite and a plurality

of cathodes; said anode having a support at the upper end for

supporting said graphite; a high voltage source for charging a

capacitor assembly; a spark gap for allowing the discharge from said

capacitor assembly to the electrode assembly; a substrate holder

disposed above and in a spaced relationship to said anode and

adapted to be moved away or towards said anode, the substrate held

to the lower end of said holder; a shutter disposed between said anode

and substrate in an inoperative position.



WE CLAIM;

1. A device for depositing thin films of metals and non metals and

diamond like carbon on a substrate comprising:

i) a plasma chamber with an anode made of copper and filled with

graphite and a plurality of cathodes;

ii) said anode having a support at the upper end for supporting said

graphite;

iii) a high voltage source for charging a capacitor assembly;

iv) a spark gap for allowing the discharge from said capacitor

assembly to the electrode assembly;

v) a substrate holder disposed above and in a spaced relationship to

said anode and adapted to be moved away or towards said anode,

the substrate held to the lower end of said holder;

vi) a shutter disposed between said anode and substrate in an

inoperative position.

2. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein a heater is provided with

said substrate for causing a heating of the substrate.

3. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said chamber is connected

to a vacuum pump and a pressure gauge.

4. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein a gas inlet is provided with

said chamber.



5. The device as claimed in claim 1 comprising an insulator sleeve

extending from the base and within said chamber, said anode

disposed in a spaced relationship within said sleeve.

6. The device for forming thin films of metals, non metals and diamond

like carbon on a substrate substantially as herein described and

illustrated.

DATED THIS 7™ DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1998

(YOGYATA SINGH)

OFL.S.DAVAR&CO.,

APPLICANTS ATTORNEY.
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FIELD OF INVENTION

Thin invention relates to a device for

depositino thin films of metals and non metals. such as

diamond like carbon. Thouah reference is made

hereinafter to diamond like carbon. it. is to be

understood that a particular and advantaaeous.

application is with respect to diamond like carbon film,

thouoh the invention it? not intended to be restricted

thereto. In Darticular. t.bis invention relates to a

dense plasma focus device for denositino thin films of

diamond like carban,.

BACKGROUND QF INVENTION

It is known that diamond like carbon films

are met agitable amporphous materials, which mav include

s>. micro crvstalline phase?. Such a material has several

distinct. advant.ar.iHS in that it possesses extreme

hardness .in the rariae of 10(30—3000 kg/mn2 with a

oenerallv low friction coefficient, between 0.01 to W.28.

Further, diamond like carbon films have high optical

trancparency and hihh electrical restivitv.

PRIOR ART

It is known to deoosit thin films of diamond

like carbon by the method of chemical vapour



cleposition. In one such known method emplovino hot wire

chemical vapour deposition, the disadvantage is. that of

hiah substrate temperatures siuch as lO6K. and low

deposition rates. Such a process has limited

applications.

Vest another method known in the art consists

in an electron asaiwteri chemical. vapour deposition.

Such a method is also attended with the dieadvantaoe of

a hiah substrate temperature of lO6K.during deposition,

and further it is difficult to control the cirowth rate.

Yet: another disadvantage is the low quality of films,

and consequentially it had limited applications.

A plasma assisted chemical vapour deposition

method is also known in the art. and which could either

he microwave or remote plasim.3 assisted chemical vapour

deposition. In the microwave chemical vapour

deposition. the substrate is normalIv Si and which

requires to be scratched bv SiC. A disadvantaae is that

of hiah siuhstrate temper at'tires in the vicinity of 900°C

and low deposition rates. yet another disadvarttaqi? its

that its rough surface tapoaraphy limits its optical

3



and electronic application .In the remote plasma

assisted chemical vapour deposition, the substrates are

normally S1. and Ni. The disadvantaoes are of high

substrate temperature. low deposition rate and rough

surface topooraphy „

A physical vapour deposition method is known

in the art and employing ign beam sputtering with a.

current density of source of IMA/Cm2 at 1000 & V, A

disadvantage of such a method is that of low deposition

rates and also requires extremely low pressures. which

adds to the costs.

It is also known in the art to employ a dual

ion aputtering beam and wherein the substrate can be Si

and variety of metals. A disadvantage of such a method

is that the deposition rate depends on pressure.

OBJECTS OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

An cbiect of this present invention is to

propose a novel device for depoaitina thin films of

metals and nan metals such as diamond like carbon films.

Another ob iect o-f this invention is to

propose a device for depositing thin films of metals and



non metal a such as diamond like carbon films which

obviate the disadvantage of the prior art,

ret another object of this invention is to

propose a devicefor depositing thin filmsof metals and

non metals such aw diamond like carbon films which has

high deposition rates.

Still another obiect of this invention is to

propose a device for depositiog thin films of metal a and

non metele such as diamond like carbon films which has

smooth surface topoaraohy.

A further abject of this invention is to

propose a device for depositino thin films of metals; and

non metals such as diamond like carbon films which has

the required optical transparency.

A still further obiect of this invention is

to propose a device for depositina thin films of metals

and non metal is such as diamond like carbon films which

have required structural, ontical incluclina 1R and Uv

range, mechanical and electronic properties.



Yet a further object of this invention it to propose a device for

depositing thin films of metals and non metals such as diamond like

carbon films which has a high electrical restivity.

Another object of this invention is to propose a device for

depositing thin films of metals and non metals such as diamond like

carbon films on different substrates.

DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

According to this invention there is provided a device for depositing

thin films of metals and non metals and diamond like carbon on a

substrate comprising:

i) a plasma chamber with an anode made of copper and filled with

graphite and a plurality of cathodes;

ii) said anode having a support at the upper end for supporting said

graphite;

iii) a high voltage source for charging a capacitor assembly;

iv) a spark gap for allowing the discharge from said capacitor

assembly to the electrode assembly;

v) a substrate holder disposed above and in a spaced relationship to

said anode and adapted to be moved away or towards said anode,

the substrate held to the lower end of said holder;

vii) a shutter disposed between said anode and substrate in an

inoperative position.



DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION WITH REFERENCE TO

ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS

Further objects and advantages of this invention will be more apparent

from the ensuing description when read in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings and wherein:

Fig. 1 shows the device of the present invention:

Referring to fig. 1. the device 1 of the present invention comprises a

focus chamber 2 made of mild steel or stainless steel and has an

insulator sleeve 3 which assists in the formation of the plasma. A high

voltage charger 4 is connected to a capacitor C1. Which charges capacitor

4 is connected to a capacitor C1. A spark gas SG allows a discharge from

capacitor C1 to an electrode assembly consisting of a centrally disposed

anode made up of

: 7 :



copper and field with graghite 5 and a set of

symmetrically disposed cathodes 7. Thus, when capacitor

C1 discharges a blasma sheet is formed between anode S

and backwall plate 8 and connected to cathodes 7, The

hesiaht of insulator sleeve 3 determines the shape of

plasma sheet.

Due to the magnetic field there is a force

which moves the plasma sheet away from anode 5 and when

it. reaches cathodes 7, the radial component of current

density and azimuthal maanetic. field aives an axial

force so that the plasma sheet moves at a high speed

upwards. and when i.t. reaches the top of anode 5,, there

is an axial component of current density and &zi muthal

magnetic field. but as current is in the opposite

direction, it. results in e collapsing of plasma radielly

inward. With such a compression, a hi ah temperature and

density plasme acts on the graphite 12 supported at the

top of anode 5 and allows the release of ions in a

con i eel ehower towards the? substrate 10. and with the

shutter in a withdrawn position. In accordance with

this invention. a heater is provided at the holding end

of a brass holder 11 for holding substrate .1.0,



9

The device has a vacuum pump 13 with a

pressure aanae 14,, Further, a aass inlet 15 is provided

with device 1 for introduction of a a eta. such as wraon.

In operation,, device 1 is first evacuated hv

vac.uu.ii) pump 13. Araon aas is then introduced throuoh

gas inlet 15.

Holder 11. can be moved along the vertical

axis so as to allow the distance of substrate 10 to be

varied from anode 5. Dependina on the qualitv and

thicknesB of film. substrate 10 is disposed at a

distance of 1 to 10 cm from anode 5.
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upper end for supporting said graphite; a high voltage source for charging a capacitor assembly; a spark gap for allowing the discharge from said capacitor assembly
electrode assembly; a substrate holder disposed above and in a spaced relationship to said anode and adapted to be moved away or towards said anode, the substra
the lower end of said holder; a shutter disposed between said anode and substrate in an inoperative position.
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iii)       a high voltage source for charging a capacitor assembly; iv)       a   spark   gap   for   allowing   the   discharge   from   said   capacitor 
assembly to the electrode assembly; v)        a substrate holder disposed above and in a spaced relationship to 
said anode and adapted to be moved away or towards said anode, 
the substrate held to the lower end of said holder; vi)       a  shutter  disposed  between   said  anode  and   substrate  in  an 
inoperative position. 
2. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein a heater is provided with 
said substrate for causing a heating of the substrate. 
3. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said chamber is connected 
to a vacuum pump and a pressure gauge. 
4. The device as claimed in claim 1 wherein a gas inlet is provided with 
said chamber. 
5. The  device  as claimed in claim   1  comprising an insulator sleeve 
extending   from   the   base   and   within   said   chamber,   said   anode 
disposed in a spaced relationship within said sleeve. 
6. The device for forming thin films of metals, non metals and diamond 
lik b b b i ll h i d ib d d
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